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The NASA STI Program... in Profile
Since its founding, NASA has been dedicated to the advancement of aeronautics
and space science. The NASA Scientific and Technical Information (STI) Program
plays a key part in helping NASA maintain this important role.
The NASA STI Program provides access to the NASA STI Database, the largest
collection of aeronautical and space science STI in the world. The Program is also
NASA's institutional mechanism for disseminating the results of its research and
development activities.
Specialized services that help round out the Program's diverse offerings include
creating custom thesauri, translating material to or from 34 foreign languages,
building customized databases, organizing and publishing research results ... even
providing videos.
For more information about the NASA STI Program, you can:
• Phone the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0390
• Fax your question to the NASA Access Help Desk at (301) 621-0134
• E-mail your question via the Internet to help@sti.nasa.gov
• Write to:
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INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7011 (372) through NASA SP-
7011 (383) of Aerospace Medicine and Biology: A Continuing Bibliography. NASA SP-7011, and by means
of supplements, serves as a current abstracting and announcement journal for references on bioscience
and biotechnology. It has been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N93-10000).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A93-10000).
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, corporate source, foreign technology, contract
number, report number, and accession number index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1, Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that
the following term or terms are used instead. For example:
DOSE
U DOSAGE
AIRLINERS
U COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
U PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
2, Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,
under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:
FATIGUE (BIOLOGY)
NT AUDITORY FATIGUE
NT FLIGHT FATIGUE
NT MUSCULAR FATIGUE
In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items; this is because subject terms may include documents on different aspects of the same
subject term. For example:
BIOLOGICAL EFFECT
Vibratory force effect upon biological systems, particularly human organism.
Biological effect of cosmic and solar radiations on human body at high altitudes.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract section citations in the individual supplements appear in the index.
Differences in translation schemes may require multiple searching on the index for variants of an author's
name. For example:
EMELIANOV.M. D.
and
YEMELYANOV, M. D.
HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract
section citations in the individual supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational
component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY INDEX
The foreign technology index identifies research performed outside of the United States. Listings in this
index are arranged alphabetically by country of intellectual origin. For example:
CHINA. PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract section citations in the individual supplements
appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may
require multiple searching for variants. For example:
AF33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71 -C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging
activity appear in this index. Variations in cataloging may result in different report number series. For
example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
HOW TO USE THE ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All documents that were acquired, indexed, and announced in STAR during the year which have been
assigned a unique identification number appear in this index. For example:
N93-10001
N93-10002
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found
in the appropriate supplement. The page number range of each supplement appears on page ii of this
index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second
column, the desired supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 333 will be found in Supplement 380
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aerospace Medicine & Biology is found
in the Introduction to the most currently issued supplement.
FEDERAL DEPOSITORY LIBRARY PROGRAM
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO), with 53
regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and reference
services. At least one copy of nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication, either in printed or
microfiche format, is received and retained by the 53 regional depositories. A list of the regional GPO
libraries, arranged alphabetically by state, appears on the inside back cover. These libraries are not sales
outlets. A local library can contact a Regional Depository to help locate specific reports, or direct contact
may be made by an individual.
PUBLIC COLLECTIONS OF NASA DOCUMENTS
An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British Library
Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British Library Lending
Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in STAR. European requesters may
purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and NASA-sponsored documents, those identified by both
the symbols # and * from ESA-lnformation Retrieval Service European Space Agency, 8-10 rue Mario-
Nikis, 75738 CEDEX 15, France.
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Typical Subject Index Listing
| SUBJECT HEADING |
NERVOUS SYSTEM
i— Physiological analyses of the alferents controlling
brain neurochemical systems
(AD-A253185) p 14 N93-11146
The subject heading is a key to the subject
content of the document. The title is used to
provide a description of the subject matter. When
the title is insufficiently descriptive of document
content, a title extension is added, separated
from the title by three hyphens. The accession
number and the page number are included in
each entry to assist the user in locating the
abstract in the abstract section. If applicable, a
report number is also included as an aid in identi-
fying the document. Under any one subject heading,
the accession numbers are arranged in sequence.
ABDOMEN
Windblast tolerance ol human thorax and abdomen
p91 A93-19992
ABIOGENESIS
Comet Halley as an aggregate of interstellar dust and
further evidence for the photochemical formation of
organics in the interstellar medium p 108 A93-17824
Why are hydrothermal systems proposed as plausible
environments for the origin of life? p 73 A93-18001
Hydrothermal systems - Their varieties, dynamics, and
suitability for prebiotic chemistry p 73 A93-18002
Chemical markers ot prebiotic chemistry in hydrothermal
systems p 74 A93-18006
Hydrothermal organic synthesis experiments
p 74 A93-18007
Mineral theories of the origin of life and an iron sulfide
example p 74 A93-18009
Future research — abiogenesis in hydrothermal
systems p 74 A93-18010
Carbonaceous chondrites and the origin of lite
p412 A93-55997
Oligomerization reactions of ribonucleotides - The
reaction of the 5'-phosphorimidazolide of adenosine with
diadenosine pyrophosphale on montmorillonite and other
minerals p412 A93-55998
Self-programming of matter and the evolution ol
proto-biological organizations
|DE92-015244| p5 N93-10628
ABSORBENTS
Portable tile support system regenerative carbon dioxide
and water vapor removal by metal oxide absorbents
preprototype hardware development and testing
ISAE PAPER 921299) p 303 A93-41464
Operation of a breadboard
liquid-sorbent/membrane-contactor system for removing
carbon dioxide and water vapor Irom air
| SAE PAPER 921321 | p 304 A93-41483
Comparisons of molecular sieve oxygen concentrators
for potential medical use aboard commercial aircraft
|AD-A253648| p 31 N93-11279
ABSORPTION
Dermal exposure assessment: Principles and
applications
IPB92-2056651 p 12 N93-10438
ABSTRACTS
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliograpny with indexes (supplement 370)
|NASA-SP.7011(370)| - p 121 N93-18108
Abstracts of papers presented at the annual meeting
of the Society of General Physiologists
|AD-A257718| p 121 N93-18211
Digest of Russian Space Life Sciences, issue 33
I NASA-CR-3922(39) | p 244 N93-25195
Planetary Biology and Microbial Ecology: Molecular
Ecology and the Global Nitrogen cycle
I NASA-CR-4497 | p 269 N93-26157
ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS
AFRRI reports
|AD-A254581| p 49 N93-12649
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
A proposal to determine properties of the gravitropic
response of plants in the absence ol a complicating g-force
(GTHRES)
|NASA-CR-192219| ' p114 N93-19377
G-load effects and efficient acoustic parameters for
robust speaker recognition p 146 N93-19775
Visual processing of object velocity and acceleration
|AD-A261048| p 265 N93-25778
ACCELERATION STRESSES (PHYSIOLOGY)
Effects ol sustained i Gz stress on BAEP in waked
rabbits p 10 A93-13531
Response characteristics of semicircular canal in cats
under linear acceleration p3 A93-13536
Observation of change in cytochrome oxidase content
of cerebral cortex in rat under i Gz stress
p3 A93-13543
Effects of t Gz stress on medium- and long-latency
auditory evoked responses p 11 A93-13708
EFfects of positive acceleration on the microcirculation
of rabbit conjunctiva, mesentery, skin, and pia mater
p4 A93-13709
Electromyographic activity while performing the anti-G
straining maneuver during high sustained acceleration
p 47 A93-16155
Effect of hypergravity on astronauts in space flight
p 48 A93-16254
Cerebral blood flow during t Gz acceleration as
measured by transcranial Doppler p 84 A93-17532
Comparison between VDV and a(rms) using simulated
impulsive vibration p 91 A93-19991
Effects of f Gy stress on human body
p92 A93-19997
Flight helmet weight, \ Gz forces, and neck muscle
strain p 136 A93-24046
Lower body negative pressure system for simulation of
I Gz-induced physiological strain p 119 A93-25210
Methods for test and evaluation of night vision goggle
integrated helmets p 188 A93-27182
Gravitational stress and volume regulation
p 165 A93-28709
Efficiency of using iterative hypoxic hypercapnic stimuli
lor enhancing cardiorespiratory reserves under the effect
of radial accelerations p 249 A93-35244
Motion sickness induced by sinusoidal linear
acceleration in rats p 272 A93-39712
Investigation on requirements for ejection acceleration
measuring system p 332 A93-44847
Acceleration-induced effects on baboon blood
chemistry p 376 A93-49224
Determinants of I Gz-related neck pain - A preliminary
survey p 380 A93-49227
Perfusion of the visual cortex during pressure breathing
at different high-G stress profiles p 401 A93-55167
The accelerative stimulus for motion sickness
p4IO A93-55938
Acquisition of physiological data during G-induced Loss
of Consciousness (G-LOC)
|AD-A264492| p 335 N93-30400
ACCELERATION TOLERANCE
Electromyographic activity while performing the anti-G
straining maneuver during high sustained acceleration
p47 A93-16155
The effects of variations in the anti-G straining maneuver
on blood pressure at + Gz acceleration
p 118 A93-25204
The effect of G-LOC on psychomotor performance and
behavior . p 130 A93-25205
Investigation on requirements for ejection acceleration
measuring system p 332 A93-44847
Perceptual scaling of whole-body low frequency linear
oscillatory motion p 379 A93-49225
Comment on 'Optimum vehicle acceleration profile for
minimum human injury' by C. P. Hatsell
p 392 A93-49607
Incidence of cardiac dysrhythmias occurring during
centrifuge training p 384 A93-52297
Acute hypertensive response to + Gz acceleration in
mildly hypertensive pilots p 386 A93-52307
The limits of human impact acceleration tolerance
| AIAA PAPER 93-35721 p 400 A93-52692
The effect of variable seat back angles on human
response to + Gz impact accelerations
|AD-A250673| p 31 N93-11559
Issues on human acceleration tolerance after
long-duration space flights
|NASA-TM-104753| p 334 N93-29651
Transmission of vibration through the human body to
the head: A summary of experimental data
IISVR-TR-2181 p361 N93-32237
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Occupant kinematics simulation of the Kegworth air
accident p 142 N93-19662
The influence of individual sensivity to stress on the
behavior (attitude and performance) of avoidance of an
accident p 134 N93-19705
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Failure mode workload theory and planning
p 349 A93-42848
Assessment of morale in Turkish Air Force pilots with
two clinical psychological tests p 133 N93-19660
Cognitive lactors in the air events of the Air Force during
the last decade p 134 N93-19682
The influence of individual sensivity to stress on the
behavior (attitude and performance) of avoidance of an
accident p 134 N93-19705
Contribution of the analysis of ocular activity
(complementary to the electroencephalographic analysis)
to the detection of low vigilance in instances of piloting
a vehicle p 127 N93-19708
Effectiveness of birthdate btorhythm theory on flight
accidents p 127 N93-19710
ACCIDENT PRONENESS
Accident proneness: A research review
IDOT/FAA/AM-93/9] p 288 N93-28622
ACCIDENTS
Potential health risks from postulated accidents involving
the Pu-238 RTG on the Ulysses solar exploration
mission p43 A93-13774
Mortality experience of cockpit crewmembers from
Japan Airlines p 385 A93-52306
Upper interior head protection. Volume 2: Fleet
characterization and countermeasure evaluation
|PB93-113777| p 195 N93-21795
ACCURACY
Incorporating display limitations in a model-based
analysis of flight simulator fidelity
| AIAA PAPER 93-0859! P 137 A93-24923
Determinants of performance rating accuracy: A field
study
| AD-A2647261 p 342 N93-30575
ACETONITRILE
On the reaction of 2-aminopropionitrile in aqueous
media • p 354 A93-43791
ACIDITY
A modified method for investigating gastric secretion
in aviation medical examination p 359 A93-45692
ACIDOSIS
Metabolic factors influencing myocardial recovery from
acidosis (CiC3)
IAD-A252376I p 14 N93-10796
A-1
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION SUBJECT INDEX
ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION
Sound atlcnualion characteristics ol Ihc standard
DH-132A and SPH-1 helmets worn in combination with
standard issue earplugs
IAD-A263011] p350 N93-29406
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
Measuring hearing protection device performance using
the metrosonics db-3100 sound level analyzer
(dosimeter)
IAD-A2608521
 p 265 N93-25787
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
G-load effects and efficient acoustic parameters for
robust speaker recognition p 146 N93-19775
ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME
HIV infection in the nineties p 15 N93-11290
AIDS/HIV in the US Military p 16 N93-11291
HIV variability and perspectives of a vaccine
p 16 N93-11294
Analysis ol disease progression from clinical
observations of US Air Force active duty members infected
with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus: Distribution of
AIDS survival time from interval censored observations
p 17 N93-11297
Rapid susceptibility testing ol mycobacterium avium
complex and mycobacterium tuberculosis isolated from
AIDS patients
INASA-CR-1923821 p 172 N93-20736
ACTIVATION
Photobiological investigations on spores of
s!.-;ptomyces g/iseus
|ESA.TT-1269| p 277 N93-29274
ACTIVATION ENERGY
Roles of water molecules in bacteria and viruses
p 243 A93-36555
ACTIVE CONTROL
Active control versus passive observation in a simulated
flight task p 179 A93-27196
Active vibration damping of the Space Shuttle remote
manipulator system p 231 A93-31993
Hurnan-in-the-loop evaluation of RMS Active Damping
Augmentation
| AIAA PAPER 93-38751 p 393 A93-51460
Intelligent fault management for the Space Station active
thermal control system p 32 N93-11930
Perception/action: An holistic approach
|AD-A259597| p 235 N93-24067
Computerized atmospheric trace contaminant control
simulation for manned spacecraft
|NASA-TM-108409| p 321 N93.28977
Vibration isolation p 365 N93-31458
ACTIVITY (BIOLOGY)
Prolactin-induced mitogenesis of lymphocytes from
ovariectomized rats p 329 A93-44934
Bright light delivery system
INASA-CASE-MFS-28723-11 p 96 N93-17058
13 C NMR spectra of allosteric effectors of
hemoglobin
IAD-A2629791 p 284 N93-28293
ACTIVITY CYCLES (BIOLOGY)
Scenarios for optimizing potato productivity in a lunar
CELSS p67 N93-13997
ACTUATORS
Design, construction, and control of a two
degree-of-freedom electric direct-drive human power
amplifier p 65 N93-13486
Primary events in olfactory reception
IAD-A2605621 p 255 N93-25944
ACUITY
Interpupillary and vertex distance effects on field-of-view
and acuity with ANVIS
|AD-A261259| p 268 N93-26265
ADAPTATION
Behavioral adaptation to sustained hypobaric hypoxia
manifested by timing behavior in rats. I
p37 A93-15526
Changes of REG during 4h head-down bed-rest
p 46 A93-16075
Seasonal effects on human physiological adaptation
factors, thermotolerance and plasma fibronectin
p47 A93-16157
Cardiovascular problems during space flight
p213 A93-30445
Adaptation of young pilots to new conditions of their
work (Social-psychological aspects) p 256 A93-35220
Dynamics of the central and peripheral circulation of
active rats on the first day of antiorthostatic hypokinesia
(The role of training) p 242 A93-35261
Interlabyrinth otolithic asymmetry under normal
conditions and after the effect of a gravity change
p 242 A93-35264
Structural and cytochemical signs ol the development
of deadaptation. as determined from blood
characteristics P 252 A93-36724
The prediction of the adaptation of circadiari rhythms
to rapid time zone changes P 278 A93-39714
Centrifuges - Their development and use in gravitational
biology p 376 A93-49210
Functional adaptation of different rat skeletal muscles
to weightlessness p 377 A93-49575
Alternating prism exposure causes dual adaptation and
generalization to a novel displacement
p388 A93-51959
Adaptation to the simulated stimulus rearrangement of
weightlessness p 403 A93-55942
Adaptation to nauseogenic motion stimuli and its
application in the treatment of airsickness
p 404 A93-55947
Bone loss and human adaptation to lunar gravity
p51 N93-14002
Adaptation to transient postural perturbations
|NASA-CR-190959| p 105 N93-16699
Eye-head-arm coordination and spinal reflexes in
weightlessness p 236 N93-24362
The use of electrophysiological and cognitive variables
in the assessment of degradation during periods of
sustained wakefulness
IAD-A263033I p 283 N93-27923
Specification of adaptive aiding systems
|AD-A263071| p 314 N93-27927
Beta-adrenergic blockade and lactate metabolism during
exercise at high altitude
IAD-A2635441 p 334 N93-29820
ADAPTIVE CONTROL
Joint-space Lyapunov-based direct adaptive control of
a kinemattcally redundant telerobot manipulator
p 407 A93-53038
Adaptive automation and human performance. 3: Effects
of practice on the benefits and costs of automation
shifts
|AD-A254381| p 64 N93-12860
A systems approach to the advanced aircraft
man-machine interface p 146 N93-19776
Adaptive autonomous target cuer p 148 N93-19784
ADAPTIVE FILTERS
Adaptive filters for monitoring localized brain activity from
surface potential time series
IDE93-0037951 P 217 N93-22774
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
Structure of a molecular chaperone from a thermophilic
archaebacterium p 151 A93-25821
Comparison of membrane ATPases from extreme
halophiles isolated from ancient salt deposits
p 243 A93-36557
Effect of hindlimb unweighting on single soleus fiber
maximal shortening velocity and ATPase activity
p 377 A93-49294
Rapid susceptibility testing of mycobacterium avium
complex and mycobacterium tuberculosis isolated from
AIDS patients
INASA.CR-1923821 p 172 N93-20736
AOENOSINES
Oligomerization reactions of ribonucleotides - The
reaction ol the 5'-phosphorimidazolide of adenosine with
diadenosine pyrophosphate on montmorillonite and other
minerals p412 A93-55998
ADHESION
Biofilm ecology of bioluminescent bacteria
IAD-A2552821 p 42 N93-14532
ADIPOSE TISSUES
Protein absorption and energy digestibility at high
altitude p11S A93-21683
A prospective evaluation of stress fractures/overuse
injuries in a population of West Point cadets
|AD-A252427| p 13 N93-10709
Monitoring human tissues for toxic substances
| PB92-2232391 P 173 N93-21498
ADJUSTING
CATS EYES adjustment procedures
IAD-A264069I P 353 N93-29924
ADRENAL GLAND
Investigation ol hemodynamics and
sympatheticoadrenal system activity in air traffic controllers
during their work p 247 A93-35209
Endocrinology of space/motion sickness
p403 A93-55935
ADRENAL METABOLISM
The effect of the activation of the sympatho-adrenal
system on catecholamine inactivation in rat lungs
p2 A93-12864
Reaction characteristics of several neuroregulating
systems ol cosmonauts after a 366-day-long space flight
p45 A93-15167
ADRENERGICS
Hypoxia-induced downregulation of beta-adrenergic
receptors in rat heart P 37 A93-14973
Response of adrenergic receptors to 10 days head-down
tilt bedrest P '62 A93-28679
Xylazine emesis. yohimbine and motion sickness
susceptibility in the cat P 324 A93-42450
Enhancement ol drug detection and identification by use
of various derivatizing reagents on GC-FTIR analysis
|AD-A255582| p 95 N93-16041
Beta-adrenergic blockade and laclate metabolism during
exercise at high altitude
|AD-A263544| p 334 N93-29820
ADRENOCORTICOTROPIN (ACTH)
Relationship between pituitary ACTH content and
hypoUialamic catecholamines in the rat
p 203 A93-33028
AERO8ES
Muscle glycogen. fiber type, aerobic fitness, and
anaerobic capacity of West Coast US Navy Sea-Air-Land
personnel (SEALS)
|AD-A258364| p 121 N93-18209
Utilization of the graded universal testing system to
increase the efficiency for assessing aerobic and anaerobic
capacity p 246 N93-26077
AERODYNAMIC STALLING
Requirements for pilot assistance in a thrust-vectoring
combat aircraft p 320 N93-28870
AERODYNAMICS
Digest of Russian Space Life Sciences, issue 33
| NASA-CR-3922(39) | p 244 N93-25195
AEROEMBOLISM
Complement proteins and decompression sickness
susceptibility
IAD-A254448I p 50 N93-12905
AEROSOLS
Marine microbial production ol dimethylsulfide from
dissolved dimethylsulfoniopropionate
INASA-CR-193278] p 330 N93-30665
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Aviation medicine research: A historical review
(AD-A258198] p 121 N93-18217
Digest of Russian Space Life Sciences, issue 33
(NASA-CR-3922139)] p 244 N93-25195
Space life support technology applications to terrestrial
environmental problems p 265 N93-25617
1991 NASA Life Support Systems Analysis workshop
INASA-CR-4466] p 310 N93-27100
1992 NASA Life Support Systems Analysis workshop
INASA-CR-4467J • p 310 N93-27101
AEROSPACE ENVIRONMENTS
Hematological changes in space microgravity
environments p 46 A93-15528
Human stress - Measurement and consequences
p 49 A93-17440
K.E. Tsiolkovsky and biomedical problems connected
with space exploration: Lectures Devoted to K.E.
Tsiolkovsky's Ideas. 25th. Kaluga. Russia. Sept. 11-14,
1990. Transactions p 90 A93-18406
K.E. Tsiolkovsky on the problem of human survival in
extreme environments (On the earth and in space)
p77 A93-18407
Evaluating robot procedures and tasks for the flight
telerobotic servicer p 187 A93-27156
Multicultural factors in the space environment - Results
of an international shuttle crew debrief
p 222 A93-30277
Treatment efficacy of intramuscular promethazine for
Space Motion Sickness P 212 A93-30283
Limitations to the study of man in space in the U.S.
space program p 213 A93-30285
Responses of Bacillus subtilis spores to space
environment - Results from experiments in space
p 268 A93-36556
Labels and visual cues to reproduce an earthtike
environment in space - Going ahead in designing Columbus
APM interior architecture
|SAE PAPER 921193] p 295 A93-41371
NASA Specialized Center for Research and Training
(NSCORT) in space environmental health
ISAE PAPER 921358| p 307 A93-41517
Space habitat environmental health - A systems issue
p347 A93-42151
Meeting human needs
IAAS PAPER 91-313) p400 A93-54306
Suited for spacewalking: A teacher's guide with
activities
INASA-EP-279 ] p 65 N93-13692
Occupational ergonomics in space p 68 N93-14013
Aviation medicine research: A historical review
IAD-A258198] p 121 N93-18217
Radiological assessment lor Space Station Freedom
INASA-TM-104758] p 128 N93-20303
Ecosystems on Earth and in space (the possible
utilization ol artificial ecosystems for space life support
systems) p 236 N93-24406
The role of pyridoxine as a countermeasure for in-flight
loss ol lean body mass p 255 N93-26068
Final results of space exposed experiment developed
for students p 329 N93-29702
Continued results of the seeds in space experiment
p 330 N93-29703
A-2
SUBJECTINDEX AEROSPACE MEDICINE
Protein requirements in hypoxia or hypokinesia
p 368 N93-32244
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
Manned Space-Laboratories Control Centre (MSCC)
training p 339 A93-43330
Human Factors Issues in Aircraft Maintenance and
Inspection. Science, technology, and management: A
program review
| PB93-1469751 p 234 N93-23647
AEROSPACE MEDICINE
Spatial disorientation and dysfunction of
orientation/equilibrium reflexes • Aeromedical evaluation
and considerations p8 A93-10336
The space life sciences strategy for the 21st century
p 1 A93-10636
Operational medicine on the lunar base
p48 A93-17430
Frontier Symposium on Clinical Pharmacology in Space.
10th. Houston. TX. May 10, n, 1990, Proceedings
p83 A93-17527
First intramuscular adminisiration in the U.S. space
program — of motion sickness drugs p 84 A93-17534
Pharmacodynamic aspects of spaceflight
p73 A93-17541
Space medicine • Answering the challenge
p87 A93-17552
Ethical concerns in the practice of military aviation
medicine p 89 A93-18045
Approaches to solving the problem of decompression
safety of cosmonauts on their flights to Mars
p90 A93-18410
Biomedical engineering and space
p 103 A93-20015
Animal surgery in microgravity p 112 A93-24047
Formation of the hypokinetic syndrome in the digestive
system under conditions of weightlessness
p119 A93-25600
The role of rheoencephalography in the practice of
aviation medicine p 160 A93-27649
Flight physiology - Clinical considerations
p 164 A93-28690
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NASA/NSF Workshop on Antarctic Research
p81 N93-16803
Immunology presentation at the 1990 NASA/NSF
Antarctica Biomedical Science Working Group
p81 N93-16806
ANTENNA ARRAYS
Wide-bandwidth high-resolution search for
extraterrestrial intelligence
INASA-CR-1916181 p110 N93-15825
ANTENNA DESIGN
Wide-bandwidth high-resolution search for
extraterrestrial intelligence
|NASA-CR-191618| p110 N93-15825
Wide-bandwidth high-resolution search for
extraterrestrial intelligence
|NASA-CR-191807| p110 N93-16709
ANTHROPOLOGY
Space migrations: Anthropology and the humanization
ol space p 105 N93-16862
ANTHROPOMETRY
Anthropometry for HMD design — using
three-dimensional quantitative morphology
p229 A93-30069
Astronaut candidate strength measurement using the
Cybex 2 and the LIDO Multi-Joint 2 dynamometers
|NASA-CR-185679| p 34 N93-12195
Methodology issues concerning the accuracy of
kinematic data collection and analysis using the ariel
performance analysis system
|NASA-CR-185689| p 34 N93-12211
Human perceptual deficits as factors in computer
interface test and evaluation
|DE92-019124| p 63 N93-12712
A comparison of hand grasp breakaway strengths and
bare-handed grip strengths of the astronauts. SML 3 test
subjects, and the subjects from the general population
| NASA-TP-32861 p 96 N93-16619
The design and use of automotive crash test dummies
p 142 N93-19669
An improved anthropometric test device
p 143 N93-19670
Assessing patterns of change in anthropometric
dimensions: Secular trends of US Army females.
1946-1988
| AD-A260869 I p 265 N93-25628
Anthropometry of the foot and lower leg ol U.S. Army
soldiers: Fort Jackson. SC
|AD-A261405| p268 N93-26404
Anthropometric data from launch and entry suited test
subjects for the design of a recumbent seating system
|NASA-TM-104769| p 321 N93-29044
Anthropometric survey of the astronaut applicants and
astronauts from 1985 to 1991
|NASA-RP-1304| p321 N93-29324
Methods for characterizing the human head for the
design of helmets
|AD-A263875| p 353 N93-29889
An annotated bibliography of research involving women,
conducted at the US Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicine
IAD-A265497) p 360 N93-31917
Abridged procedural guide to aircrew anthropometric
accommodation assessment
|AD-A265220| p 366 N93-32006
Correlation of life-style and dietary concomitants of
Greek pilots with serum analytes p 369 N93-32256
ANTIADRENERGICS
Xylazine emesis. yohimbine and motion sickness
susceptibility in the cat p 324 A93-42450
Beta-adrenergic blockade and lactate metabolism during
exercise at high altitude
| AD-A2635441 p 334 N93-29820
ANTIBIOTICS
Elfects of refrigerating preinoculated Vitek cards on
microbial physiology and antibiotic susceptibility
|SAE PAPER 921214) p 273 A93-41390
ANTIBODIES
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type
p 153 A93-28698
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type 1
p 203 A93-32850
Some indices of humoral immunity in Rhesus monkeys
under the elfect of extreme space flight factors
p 241 A93-35258
Estimates of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
incidence and trends in the US Air Force
p 16 N93-11292
Silent HIV infection p 16 N93-11293
Analysis of disease progression from clinical
observations of US Air Force active duty members infected
with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus: Distribution ot
AIDS survival time from interval censored observations
p17 N93-11297
Susceptibility in USAF recruits to vaccine preventable
diseases p 18 N93-11301
Measuring the metastatic potential of cancer cells
p 244 N93-25566
Primary events in olfactory reception
IAD-A260562I p 255 N93-25944
Pseudomonas screening assay
|NASA-CASE-NPO-17653-1-CU| p 245 N93-25994
Evaluation of dried storage of platelets for transfusion:
Physiologic integrity and hemostatic functionality
|AD-A263240| p 334 N93-29620
ANTICHOLINERGICS
Idaverine. an M2- vs. MS-selective muscarinic
antagonist, does not prevent motion sickness in cats
p 327 A93-44878
ANTICONVULSANTS
Autoradiographic distribution and appfied
pharmacological characteristics of dextromethorphan and
related antitissue/anticonvulsant drugs and novel
analogs
IAD-A255607) p 54 N93-15009
ANTIDIURETICS
Effect of hemorrhage on cardiac output, vasopressin.
aldosterone, and diuresis during immersion in men
| NASA-TM-103949] p6 N93-12014
ANTIDOTES
Effects of 2 mg and 4 mg atropine sulfate on the
performance ot U.S. Army helicopter pilots
p 7 A93-10326
ANTIEMETICS AND ANTINAUSEANTS
Buspirone blocks cisplatin-induced emesis in cats
p 324 A93-42668
Applied chemical engineering thermodynamics
(ISBN 0-387-54759-2] p 357 A93-46075
ANTIFOULING
Biofilm ecology of bioluminescent bacteria
(AD-A255282] p 42 N93-14532
ANTIGENS
Silent HIV infection p 16 N93-11293
Immunological parameters in current and former US Air
Force personnel p 16 N93-11295
Early markers of HIV infection and subclinical disease
progression p 17 N93-11296
Use of novel adjuvants and delivery systems to improve
the humoral and cellular immune response to malaria
vaccine candidate antigens p 20 N93-11308
Cytokines as vaccine adjuvants: Interfeukin 1 and its
synthetic peptide 163-171 p 20 N93-11309
ANTIHISTAMINICS
The effects of Benadryl and Hismanal on mood.
physiological measures, antrnistamine detection, and
subjective symptoms p 385 A93-52302
The effects of Benadryl and Hismanal on psychomotor
performance and perceived performance
p 385 A93-52303
Effects of terfenadine and diphenhydramine on brain
activity and performance in a UH-60 flight simulator
[AD-A258012] p119 N93-17817
ANTIINFECTIVES AND ANTIBACTERIALS
Relative resistance of biofilms and planktonic cells of
common molds and yeasts to antimicrobials
|SAE PAPER 921212] p 273 A93-41388
Clinical and immunological response to vaccination with
parenteral or oral vaccines in two groups of 30 recruits
p 19 N93-11305
Rapid susceptibility testing of mycobacterium avium
complex and mycobacterium tuberculosis isolated from
AIDS patients
[NASA-CR-192382] p 172 N93-20736
ANTIOXIDANTS
Lipid peroxidation and the antioxidant defense system
in rats after a 13-day flight on the Cosmos-1887
biosatellite p 239 A93-35210
Changes in the intensity of free-radical reactions in the
organs of rats under hypokinetic stress, protected by the
delta-sleep-inducing peptide and its tyrosine-containing
analogue p 378 A93-51101
ANTISEPTICS
Aseptic technique in microgravity p 168 A93-28737
Regenerable biocide delivery unit, volume 1
INASA-CR-185701-VOL-1J p 274 N93-27122
ANXIETY
An assessment of Turkish Air Force pilots' anxiety and
depression levels p 23 A93-10334
Assessing for preflrght predictors of airsickness
p8 A93-10335
AORTA
Study of the relationship between therapeutic effects
and control parameters of ECP using a simulation
method p 11 A93-13716
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A fiber optic probe lor the detection of cataracts
p 254 N93-25593
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS (COMPUTERS)
Application ol RADTRAN (o estimation ol doses to
persons in enclosed spaces
IDE93-0007581 p 97 N93-17230
Space life support engineering program
INASA-CR-19218SI p 141 N93-19039
Microcomputer based software lor biodynamic
simulation p 196 N93-22191
APPROACH
The effect of geometric field of view and tunnel design
for perspective flight-path displays
|SAE PAPER 9211311 p 291 A93-41319
APPROACH CONTROL
Simulation and flight test evaluation of head-up-display
guidance for Harrier approach transitions
| AIAA PAPER 92-4233) p 28 A93-13331
APTITUDE
Predicting individual differences in complex skill
acquisition - Dynamics of ability determinants
p 181 A93-28731
The unique contribution of selected personality tests to
the prediction of success in naval pilot training
|AD-A258144| p 132 N93-18291
AQUATIC PLANTS
Methane transport mechanisms and isotopic
fractionation in emergent macrophytes of an Alaskan
tundra lake p 38 A93-16544
CEBAS-Aquarack: An artificial aquatic animal plant
ecosystem as a tool for basic research in the Columbus
Space Station p210 N93-24401
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
On the reaction of 2-aminopropionitrile in aqueous
media p 354 A93-43791
Catalytic accretion of thermal heterocomplex molecules
from amino acids in aqueous milieu p 354 A93-43793
Hydrothermal dehydration of aqueous organic
compounds p 397 A93-53291
AQUIFERS
Anaerobic microbial transformation of aromatic
hydrocarbons and mixtures of aromatic hydrocarbons and
halogenated solvents
IAD-A2556961 p 42 N93-14557
ARCHAEBACTERIA
Modern life at high temperatures — evolution and
taxonomy of extreme-thermophilic bacteria
p 74 A93-18003
Bacterial sulfate reduction above 100 C in deep-sea
hydrothermal vent sediments p 80 A93-20672
Nucleotide-protectable labeling of sulfhydryl groups in
subunit I of the ATPase from Halobacterium
saccharovorum p 201 A93-32116
Chloroflexus aurantiacus and ultraviolet radiation -
Implications for Archean shallow-water stromatolites
p 400 A93-55999
ARCHITECTURE
Lunar habitats - Places lor people
p344 A93-41991
Lunar base requirements for human habitability
p 345 A93-41995
Preliminary design study of lunar housing
configurations p 106 N93-17443
Evolving concepts of lunar architecture: The potential
of subselene development p 107 N93-17447
Mars habitat p 352 N93-29747
Selenia: A habitability study for the development of a
third generation lunar base p 352 N93-29748
ARCHITECTURE (COMPUTERS)
An overview of the dynamic predictive architecture for
robotic assistants p 191 A93-29112
Person-like intelligent systems architectures for robotic
shared control and automated operations
p 191 A93-29113
An operational evaluation process for long-duration
mission habitats in space p 345 A93-42114
A manipulator control testbed - Implementation and
applications
| AAS PAPER 92-054! p 392 A93-50594
Optimizing dynamic transparency in teleoperator
architectures
[AAS PAPER 92-0561 p 392 A93-50596
The perception of articulated motion: Recognizing
moving light displays
(AD-A256046] p 59 N93-14660
Combat Automation for Airborne Weapon Systems:
Man/Machine Interface Trends and Technologies
IAGARD-CP-520] p317 N93-28850
ARCTIC REGIONS
Summary of presentation for research on social
structure, agreement, and conflict in groups in extreme
and isolated environments p 99 N93-16801
ARGON
Accelerated heavy particles and the lens. VIII -
Comparisons between the effects of acute low doses of
iron ions (190 keV/microns) and argon ions (88
keV/microns) p 216 A93-32784
ARM (ANATOMY)
Decrement in manual arm performance during whole
body cooling p 88 A93-18038
Gravitoinertial force level affects the appreciation of limb
position during muscle vibration p 169 A93-28744
Bar-holding prosthetic limb
INASA-CASE-MFS-28481-1 | p 70 N93-14870
Control system and method for prosthetic devices
INASA-CASE-MSC-21941-1 | p 106 N93-17087
Aimed arm movements under changed gravity
p 193 N93-21113
ARMED FORCES
Recent developments in U.S. Air Force pilot candidate
selection and classification p 97 A93-18046
27 years armed forces aerospace pathology and
toxicology in the Federal Republic of Germany:
Development, current status, trends and challenges
p 126 N93-19696
ARMED FORCES (FOREIGN)
Dramatic reduction of meningococcal meningitis among
military recruits in Italy after introduction of specific
vaccination p 18 N93-11303
ARMED FORCES (UNITED STATES)
Viral hepatitis in the US Air Force. 1980 - 1989
p 15 N93-11287
Estimates of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
incidence and trends in the US Air Force
p 16 N93-11292
Immunological parameters in current and former US Air
Force personnel p 16 N93-11295
Neuropsychiatric morbidity in early HIV disease:
Implications for military occupational function
p 18 N93-11299
Susceptibility in USAF recruits to vaccine preventable
diseases p 18 N93-11301
Introduction to training decisions modeling technologies:
The training decisions system
|AD-A249862| p 27 N93-12252
A paradigm shift in Air Force medicine
|AD-A258334| p 121 N93-18159
Assessing patterns ol change in anthropometric
dimensions: Secular trends of US Army females,
1946-1988
IAD-A2608691 p 265 N93-25628
United States Army space experiment 601
IAD-A261460I p 260 N93-26353
ARMOR
Studies of a laser/nuclear thermal hardened body
armor
IAD-A255128I p 34 N93-12423
A progressive resistance weight training program
designed to improve the armor crewman's strength
IAD-A255553I p 53 N93-14556
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS
Laboratory simulation of organic grain mantles
p 268 A93-36554
Molecular biology of anaerobic aromatic
biodegradation
IAD-A255213I p 42 N93-13863
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Predicting individual differences in complex skit)
acquisition - Dynamics of ability determinants
p 181 A93-28731
Assessing pilot workload - Why measure heart rate.'HRV
and respiration? p 168 A93-28741
Physiological analyses ol the afferents controlling brain
neurochemical systems
|AD-A253185| p 14 N93-11146
The role of central monoaminergic systems in arousal
and selective attention
|AD-A258500| p 122 N93-18264
ARRHYTHMIA
The rhythm of heart activity and arrhythmia in long-term
space flights p119 A93-25652
Fluorocarbon 113 exposure and cardiac dysrhythmias
among aerospace workers p 168 A93-28739
Carbon monoxide exposure of subjects with documented
cardiac arrhythmias
|PB93-179943| p 337 N93-30890
ARTERIES
Distribution of oxygen tension in pial arterioles of rats
under normobaric hyperoxia p 76 A93-18295
Influence of ten-day head-down bedrest on human
carotid baroreceptor-cardiac reflex function
p 161 A93-28678
ARTERIOSCLEROSIS
Wall shear stress estimates in coronary artery
constrictions P 170 A93-28759
Cardiovascular risk factors in an Italian Air Force
population: Preliminary report p 362 N93-32252
ARTIFICIAL CARDIAC PACEMAKER
Cardiac pacing and aviation p215 A93-32778
ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY
Artificial gravity augmentation on the moon and Mars
p 346 A93-42I27
Arterial oxygen saturation during -t Gz acceleration by
short-radius centrifuge p 379 A93-49178
Clinostats and centrifuges: Their use. value, and
limitations in gravitational biological research: Symposium.
Washington. Oct. 19. 1991. Report p 375 A93-49206
Centrifuges - Their development and use in gravitational
biology p 376 A93-49210
Centrifuges - Evolution of their uses in plant gravitational
biology and new directions lor research on the ground
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Cooperative intelligent robotics in space II: Proceedings
of the Meeting. Boston. MA. Nov. 12-14. 1991
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Intelligent robotics capabilities ol the teleautonomy
testbed p 184 A93-27035
Human-centered automation and Al - Ideas, insights,
and issues from the Intelligent Cockpit Aids research
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Ontology of mind, subjective ontology, and the example
of temporal expressions
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From pilot's associate to satellite controller's
associate p 32 N93-11922
The human-electronic crew: Is the team maturing? The
2nd Joint GAF/RAF/USAF Workshop on
Human-Electronic Crew Teamwork
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A voyage to Mars: A challenge to collaboration between
man and machines P 70 N93-14614
A monitoring and control system for complex
man-machine systems: Preliminary design
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Analysis and synthesis of adaptive neural elements and
assemblies
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Neural basis of motion perception
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Cognitive interface considerations for intelligent
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Effect of protective clothing ensembles on artillery
battery crew performance
|AD-A254327| p 64 N93-12960
ARTILLERY FIRE
Effect of protective clothing ensembles on artillery
battery crew performance
|AD-A254327| p 64 N93-12960
ASCORBIC ACID
Investigation of laser-induced retinal damage
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ASSAYING
Methods development for total organic carbon
accountability
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Kinetic tetrazolium microtiter assay
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Pseudomonas screening assay
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ASSESSMENTS
The application of integrated knowledge-based systems
for the Biomedical Risk Assessment Intelligent Network
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ASTEROIDS
The fate or organic matter during planetary accretion -
Preliminary studies ol the organic chemistry of
experimentally shocked Murchison meteorite
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ASTHENOPIA
Motion sickness and oculomotor systems in virtual
environments P 381 A93-49400
ASTHMA
Epidemic-logic view of allergic diseases in North America:
Implications for aerospace medicine p 20 N93-11311
The screening ol inhalant allergic diseases in the
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Phadiatop: A screening test for inhalant allergy
p21 N93-11313
In vivo and in vitro diagnosis of allergic respiratory
disease during screening procedures in the Italian Navy:
Comparative evaluation of a recent quantitative
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specific IgE p21 N93-11314
Asthma in aircrew: Assessment, treatment and
disposition p 21 N93-11315
Allergic and nonallergic rhinitis in Greek pilots
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ASTRONAUT LOCOMOTION
A study to explore locomotion patterns in partial gravity
environments
I SAE PAPER 921157| p293 A93-41340
An analysis ol human performance in simulated
partial-gravity environments p 347 A93-42173
Human locomotion and workload for simulated lunar and
Martian environments p 394 A93-52406
ASTRONAUT PERFORMANCE
Formation of the hypokinetic syndrome in the digestive
system under conditions of weightlessness
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Space and cognition - The measurement of behavioral
functions during a 6-day space mission
p405 A93-55164
ASTRONAUT TRAINING
The training of the new astronaut candidates at EAC
p 129 A93-23693
Adaptive strategies of remote systems operators
exposed to perturbed camera-viewing conditions
p 187 A93-27155
Networked simulation for team training of Space Station
astronauts, ground controllers, and scientists - A training
and development environment p 179 A93-27188
European astronaut candidates in training in the CIS
p256 A93-34593
Effect of stays at medium-mountain altitude on the
maintenance of the good health and high physical work
capacity of cosmonauts over a prolonged period of time
p 250 A93-35255
NASA Specialized Center for Research and Training
(NSCORT) in space environmental health
[SAE PAPER 921358] p307 A93-41517
User evaluation of a stereoscopic display for space
training applications p 408 A93-53123
The European astronauts training programme
p 226 N93-24346
Mir 1992 operations and crew training
p226 N93-24352
Development and implementation of the MotoMir
experiment on the Mir Space Station
p220 N93-24363
Background and objectives of the PARAT program
p343 N93-31230
ASTRONAUTS
A computer model to determine the primary contributors
to relative radiation dose received by astronauts
p 43 A93-13935
Contribution of psychiatry to life in space
p 56 A93-15529
Effect of hypergravity on astronauts in space High!
p48 A93-16254
A new generation of astronauts in space - The astronaut
selection process p 57 A93-17071
Method of selection of astronauts cardiovascular
regulative function under simulated weightlessness
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Preliminary analysis of sensory disturbances and
behavioral modifications of astronauts in space
p 130 A93-25207
Results of a structured psychiatric interview to evaluate
NASA astronaut candidates p 223 A93-32780
Longitudinal study of astronaut health - Mortality in the
years 1959-1991 p216 A93-32783
Metabolism in cosmonauts - Results of biochemical
blood analyses for crew members of seven primary
missions on the Mir orbital station p 250 A93-35254
A comparison of hand grasp breakaway strengths and
bare-handed grip strengths of the astronauts. SML 3 test
subjects, and the subjects from the general population
|NASA-TP-3286| ' p 96 N93-16619
Design of a resistive exercise device for use on the
Space Shuttle
|NASA-CR-192079| p 108 N93-17805
Design of a reusable kinetic energy absorber for an
astronaut safety tether to be used during extravehicular
activities on the Space Station
INASA-CR-1920151 p 139 N93-17973
Pax permanent Martian base: Space architecture for the
first human habitation on Mars, volume 5
INASA-CR-1920421 p 140 N93-18156
VALON and CRADLE: Systems for the rescue of
tumbling spacecraft and astronauts p 196 N93-22268
Selection of astronauts for European space missions
p 225 N93-24345
Vascular uptake of rehydration fluids in hypohydrated
men at rest and exercise
|NASA-TM-103942| p 255 N93-26133
Anthropometric survey of the astronaut applicants and
astronauts from 1985 to 1991
|NASA-RP-1304| p321 N93-29324
ASTRONOMY
SETI in Europe p 237 N93-23908
ASTROPHYSICS
The solar system: Importance of research to the
biological sciences p 113 N93-18547
ASYMMETRY
Interlabyrinth otolithic asymmetry under normal
conditions and after the effect of a gravity change
p 242 A93-35264
Torsional vestibulo-ocular reflex measurements for
identifying otolith asymmetries possibly related to space
motion sickness susceptibility
INASA-CR-193304] p 363 N93-32364
ATAXIA
Vestibular ataxia following shuttle nights - Effects of
microgravity on otolith-mediated sensorimotor control of
posture p 169 A93-28750
ATMOSPHERIC CHEMISTRY
Titan p114 N93-18553
ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION
Algae and oxygen in earth's ancient atmosphere
p 153 A93-27800
Biosphere 2 - Overview of system performance during
the first nine months
| SAE PAPER 9211291 p 291 A93-41317
Pressure, composition, and temperature control of cabin
atmosphere on Space Station Freedom
ISAE PAPER 9212161 p 296 A93-41392
The potential effects of concurrent increases in
temperature. CO2 and O3 on net photosynthesis, as
mediated by rubisCO
|DE92-019411| p5 N93-11630
Engineering verification of the biomass production
chamber p 67 N93-13996
The effects of prolonged growth in elevated CO2
concentrations in the field on the amounts of different leaf
proteins
|DE93-002940| p115 N93-19751
ATMOSPHERIC MODELS
Titan p114 N93-18553
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
Subjective reactions and objective assessment of the
auditory and ventilatory functions of the middle ear during
changes in atmospheric pressure p 45 A93-15174
On a possible role of carbon dioxide in the genesis of
the hyperbaric neural syndrome p 200 A93-31190
Pressure, composition, and temperature control of cabin
atmosphere on Space Station Freedom
|SAE PAPER 9212161 p 296 A93-41392
ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE
The relationship between environmental conditions and
UH-60 cockpit temperature
(AD-A255918I p 69 N93-I4090
ATOMIC STRUCTURE
Atomic structure and chemistry of human serum
albumin p 200 A93-31628
ATROPHY
Eccentric exercise training as a countermeasure to
non-weight-bearing soleus muscle atrophy
p 78 A93-20033
Effects of insulin and exercise on rat hindlimb muscles
after simulated microgravity p 78 A93-20036
Regional changes in muscle mass following 17 weeks
of bed rest p 93 A93-20039
A review of muscle atrophy in microgravity and during
prolonged bed rest p 213 A93-30771
Ultrastructural and biochemical studies on muscle
atrophy induced by suspension and suspension with
denervation in lower limbs of rats p 200 A93-31530
Validation of the use of the helium-neon laser in the
medical rehabilitation of patients with atrophy
p 248 A93-35228
Aminohydroxybutane bisphosphonate and clenbuterol
prevent bone changes and retard muscle atrophy
respectively in tail-suspended rats p 271 A93-39703
Absence of a growth hormone effect on rat soleus
atrophy during a 4-day spaceflight p 272 A93-40548
Myosin and troponin changes in rat soleus muscle after
hindlimb suspension p 273 A93-41124
Quantitative EMG analysis in soleus and plantaris during
hindtimb suspension and recovery p 326 A93-44176
Interaction of various mechanical activity models in
regulation of myosin heavy chain isoform expression
p327 A93-44184
Effect of hindlimb unweighting on single soleus fiber
maximal shortening velocity and ATPase activity
p 377 A93-49294
Exercise during long term exposure to space: Value of
exercise during space exploration p 82 N93-16807
Mechanical stimulation of skeletal muscle mitigates
glucocorticoid induced decreases in prostaglandin
synthesis
|NASA-CR-193040| p 222 N93-24763
Growth factor involvement in tension-induced skeletal
muscle growth
|NASA-CR-193023| p 282 N93-27113
ATROPINE
Effects of 2 mg and 4 mg atropine sulfate on the
performance of U.S. Army helicopter pilots
p 7 A93-10326
ATTACK AIRCRAFT
Advanced displays for military operations
| AIAA PAPER 92-42431 p 28 A93-13350
ATTACKING (ASSAULTING)
Relating (lying hours to aircrew performance: Evidence
for attack and transport missions
|AD-A253988| p 25 N93-10719
ATTENTION
Influence of animation on dynamical judgments
p 180 A93-28692
Predicting individual differences in complex skill
acquisition - Dynamics ol ability determinants
p 181 A93-28731
Assessing pilot workload - Why measure heart rate. HR V
and respiration? p 168 A93-28741
Visual and somesthetic influences on postural
orientation in the median plane p 224 A93-32782
Cognitive predictors ol vigilance p 287 A93-40771
Performance under dichoptic versus binocular viewing
conditions - Effects of attention and task requirements
p 287 A93-40772
A computer simulation model for attention distribution
and event generation p 340 A93-45323
Satiation or availability? Effects of attention, memory,
and imagery on the perception of ambiguous figures
p 405 A93-55348
Enhanced performance using physiological feedback
|AD-A258006| p 130 N93-17816
Attention factors associated with head-up display and
helmet-mounted display systems
|AO-A260204| p235 N93-24001
Method of encouraging attention by correlating video
game difficulty with attention level
INASA-CASE-LAR-15022-1] p 288 N93-28128
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)
Development of a tactile perceived attitude transducer
|AD-A253724| p 25 N93-11081
Attitude awareness enhancements for the F-16 head-up
display
|AD-A260280| p 236 N93-24168
Symbology for head up and head down applications for
highly agile fighter aircraft: To improve spatial awareness,
trajectory control, and unusual attitude recovery, part 1
p318 N93-28857
Utility of a ghost horizon and climb/dive ladder line
tapering on a head-up display
|AD-A264401| p 353 N93-30167
The aircraft position tests: A computer generated
process for acquisition of spatial orientation capability
p344 N93-31236
ATTITUDE CONTROL
HUD climb/dive ladder configuration and unusual
attitude recovery p 185 A93-27129
Utility of a ghost horizon and climb/dive ladder line
tapering on a head-up display
|AD-A264401| p 353 N93-30167
ATTITUDE INDICATORS
Design of a display system tor a human pilot's
supervisory tasks p 27 A93-11201
Up/down in (im)possible flight attitude indicators - Some
effects of colour, shape and pattern p 185 A93-27128
Evaluation ol conformal and body-axis attitude
information for spatial awareness p 229 A93-30070
Symbology for head up and head down applications for
highly agile fighter aircraft: To improve spatial awareness,
trajectory control, and unusual attitude recovery, part 1
p318 N93-28857
AUDIO FREQUENCIES
Evaluation of lightweight and low profile communications
devices for Respiratory Protective system 21 (RESPO
21)
|AD-A253393| p30 N93-10217
Neuromagnetic investigation of cortical regions
underlying short-term memory
|AO-A26t445| p 261 N93-2652I
AUDIOLOGY
Electronystagmography and audio potentials in space
flight p9 A93-11675
AUDITORY DEFECTS
Some characteristics of the etiopathogenesis of hearing
loss in aircraft personnel p 359 A93-45691
The influence of military low-altitude flight noise on the
inner ear of the guinea pig. I - Hearing threshold
measurements p 377 A93-49555
Measurement and evaluation of blast overpressure
during F-15A crew station vulnerability assessment test
IAD-A257152I p 104 N93-16033
AUDITORY PERCEPTION
Effects of sustained +Gz stress on BAEP in waked
rabbits p 10 A93-13531
Effects of +Gz stress on medium- and long-latency
auditory evoked responses p 11 A93-13708
Subjective reactions and objective assessment of the
auditory and ventilatory functions of the middle ear during
changes in atmospheric pressure p 45 A93-15174
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The effects of hypoxia on auditory reaction time and
P300 latency p 47 A93-16156
The effects of chronic hypoxia on human auditory system
sensitivity p 89 A93-18041
Perceptual effects of synthetic reverberation on
three-dimensional audio systems p 257 A93-36583
Some characteristics of the etiopathogenesis ol hearing
loss in aircraft personnel p 359 A93-45691
Headphone localization of speech
p 394 A93-52507
Spectral motion produces an auditory after-effect
p 405 A93-55579
Auditory processing of complex sounds across
frequency channels
|AD-A253612| p 13 N93-10650
Auditory perception
|AD-A255061| p 23 N93-12469
Psychophysical analyses of perceptual representations
|AD-A255432| p 58 N93-14510
Neuromagnetic investigations of cortical regions
underlying short-term memory
|AD-A255788| p 58 N93-14646
Demodulation processes in auditory perception
|AD-A255748| p 54 N93-15053
Multimodal interactions in sensory-motor processing
IAD-A255780I p 59 N93-15067
An automated version of the dichotic listening test:
Hardware, software, and procedural details
IAD-A258114] p 120 N93-17895
An analysis of a sustained flight operation training
mission in Navy attack aircraft
|AD-A258199| p 131 N93-18205
Classification of complex sounds
IAD-A258405I p 122 N93-18223
Evoked brain potentials as indicators of a central nervous
impairment in a simulated saturation dive to 560 m
[DLR-F8-92-14I p219 N93-24093
The clearance test: A computer generated process for
acquisition of auditive shon term sensitivity
p343 N93-31234
Auditory spectro-temporal pattern analysis
IAD-A264691] p 361 N93-31981
AUDITORY SENSATION AREAS
Simulation of excitatory/inhibitory interactions in single
auditory neurons
IAD-A253614] p 50 N93-13252
AUDITORY SIGNALS
Acoustical and vibratory stimuli interdependencies and
their applications in simulation and cue synchronization
| AIAA PAPER 93-35621 p 406 A93-52662
Virtual environment display for a 30 audio room
simulation p 408 A93-53125
Super auditory localization for improved human-machine
interfaces
IAO-A254699] p 34 N93-12229
Auditory spectro-temporal pattern analysis
[AD-A264691] p 361 N93-31981
AUDITORY STIMULI
Spectral motion produces an auditory after-effect
p 405 A93-55579
AUDITORY TASKS
Performance differences in psychomotor and dichotic
listening tests among landing craft air cushion vehicle
operator trainees p 177 A93-27174
Effects of terfenadine and diphenhydramine on brain
activity and performance in a UH-60 flight simulator
[AD-A258012] p119 N93-17817
An automated version of the dichotic listening test:
Hardware, software, and procedural details
[AD-A258114] p 120 N93-17895
AUGMENTATION
Acquisition and production of skilled behavior in dynamic
decision-making tasks
[NASA-CR-192361] p 181 N93-20908
AUTOCATALYSIS
Chiral symmetry breaking in nonlinear autocatalytic
reactions and the effect of external noise
p 269 A93-36564
Catalytic accretion of thermal heterocomplex molecules
from amino acids in aqueous milieu p 354 A93-43793
Nucleotide analogs based on pentaerythritol - An
hypothesis p 325 A93-43794
AUTOCORRELATION
Spontaneous discovery and use of categorical
structure
(AD-A261658) p 260 N93-26364
AUTOKINESIS
OPTOVERT: An AUSTROMIR 91 experiment -
Orientational effects from optokinetic stimulation
p 159 A93-26571
A free-fall flip-over response in rats after the flight
onboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p240 A93-35215
AUTOMATA THEORY
Complex task performance as a basis for developing
cognitive engineering guidelines in adaptive automation
p 186 A93-27148
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
Kalman-filter-based machine vision for controlling
free-flying unmanned remote vehicles
p 135 A93-22916
Automation, authority and angst - Revisited
p 185 A93-27127
Direct manipulation and intermittent automation in
advanced cockpits
|AD-A253814| p 32 N93-11784
Intelligent fault management for the Space Station active
thermal control system p 32 N93-11930
Habitat automation p 33 N93-11976
Adaptive automation and human performance. 3: Effects
of practice on the benefits and costs of automation
shifts
|AD-A254381| p 64 N93-12860
Autonomous support for microorganism research in
space
I NASA-CR-1920621 p 83 N93-17780
Automation of closed environments in space for human
comfort and safety
| NASA-CR-1920451 p 138 N93-17971
Conceptual design of a fleet of autonomous regolith
throwing devices for radiation shielding of lunar habitats
| NASA-CR-192030] p 139 N93-18018
X Ray System, Lightweight Medical (XRSLM)
IAD-A258159] p 123 N93-18295
Modeling the dynamics of mental workload and human
performance in complex systems
IAD-A258553] p 135 N93-19956
Space biology initiative program definition review. Trade
study 1: Automation costs versus crew utilization
p 208 N93-23070
An automated method for determining mass properties
IAD-A259924] p 236 N93-24441
Automated system tor early breast cancer detection in
mammograms p 253 N93-25568
Architecture of autonomous systems
| NASA-CR-1929741 p 266 N93-26047
The ECLSS advanced automation project evolution and
technology assessment p312 N93-27723
Combat Automation for Airborne Weapon Systems:
Man/Machine Interlace Trends and Technologies
| AGARD-CP-5201 p317 N93-28850
Operator and automation capability analysis: Picking the
right team p 319 N93-28864
System automation and pilot-vehicle-interface for
unconstrained low-altitude night attack
p 320 N93-28867
A vision system planner for increasing the autonomy
of the Extravehicular Activity Helper/Retriever
INASA-CR-193301 | p 365 N93-31844
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
Pilot interaction with cockpit automation - Operational
experiences with the Flight Management System
p 189 A93-27455
AUTOMATIC PILOTS
Performance consequences of automation-induced
'complacency' p 286 A93-39571
An exploratory study of plan-view terrain displays for
air carrier operations p 289 A93-39573
Modeling strategic behavior in human-automation
interaction - Why an 'aid' can (and should) go unused
p394 A93-52502
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT
Time stress measurement devices for enhancement of
onboard bit performance p 144 N93-19762
AUTOMATION
Flight deck automation and pilot workload
ISAE PAPER 9211321 p 291 A93-41320
Toward a flight deck automation philosophy for the
Boeing High Speed Civil Transport
I SAE PAPER 9211331 p 291 A93-41321
Human performance in complex task environments: A
basis for the application of adaptive automation
|AD-A255067| p 35 N93-12486
Aircrew acceptance of automation in the cockpit
p 144 N93-19761
AUTOMOBILES
The design and use of automotive crash test dummies
p 142 N93-19669
Upper interior head protection. Volume 1. The
development of a research test procedure
IPB93-113769] p 194 N93-21537
Upper interior head protection. Volume 2: Fleet
characterization and countermeasure evaluation
|PB93-113777| P 195 N93-21795
A demonstration of motion base design alternatives for
the National Advanced Driving Simulator
[NASA-TM-103881 | P 236 N93-24490
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
Human autonomic responses to actual and simulated
weightlessness p 85 A93-17540
Effects of scopolamine on autonomic profiles underfying
motion sickness susceptibility pi 16 A93-24037
Carotid-cardiac baroreflex response and LBNP tolerance
following resistance training p 164 A93-28696
Prediction of motion sickness susceptibility
p 403 A93-55940
Autogenic-feedback training • A treatment for motion
and space sickness p 404 A93-55946
New techniques for positron emission tomography in
the study of human neurological disorders
IDE93-0020981 p 95 N93-15900
Non-invasive evaluation of the cardiac autonomic
nervous system by PET
|DE92-041077| p 96 N93-16441
Autonomic physiological data associated with simulator
discomfort
| NASA-CR-177609] p 222 N93-24738
AUTONOMY
Emergence of telerobotic control enhancement from
research in machine autonomy p 183 A93-27028
Incorporating robot vision in tele-autonomous systems
p 184 A93-27031
Intelligent robotics capabilities of the teleautonomy
testbed p 184 A93-27035
Ground-based control of Space Station Freedom-based
robots p 263 A93-35570
Conceptual design of a fleet of autonomous regolith
throwing devices for radiation shielding of lunar habitats
[NASA-CR-192078] p 108 N93-17806
Architecture of autonomous systems
[NASA-CR-192974] p 266 N93-26047
Interactive and cooperative sensing and control for
advanced teleoperation p 366 N93-32108
AUTOPSIES
27 years armed forces aerospace pathology and
toxicology in the Federal Republic of Germany:
Development, current status, trends and challenges
p 126 N93-19696
AUTORADIOGRAPHY
Quantitative autoradiographic analysis of muscarinic
cholinergic and GABAA (benzodiazepine) receptors in the
forebrain of rats flown on the Soviet Biosatellite COSMOS
2044 p 156 A93-28743
Autoradiographic distribution and applied
pharmacological characteristics of dextromethorphan and
related antitissue/anticonvulsant drugs and novel
analogs
IAD-A255607] p 54 N93-15009
AVAILABILITY
Satiation or availability? Effects of attention, memory,
and imagery on the perception of ambiguous figures
p 405 A93-55348
AVIATION PSYCHOLOGY
Assessing for preflight predictors of airsickness
p8 A93-10335
Short-term retest reliability of an experimental U.S. Air
Force pilot candidate selection test battery
p56 A93-15661
The 'artful' decision maker - A framework model for
aeronautical decision making p 56 A93-15662
A reappraisal of aging and pilot performance
p56 A93-15663
Predictive validity of an automated personality inventory
for Air Force pilot selection p 179 A93-27452
The influence of flight experience on midair collision risk
perception p 180 A93-28707
On cockpit (crew) resource management
p223 A93-31490
Control of the development of occupationally important
qualities with the aim of improving flight-personnel
training p 257 A93-35249
Influence of aging and practice on piloting tasks
p 286 A93-39708
Flight leads and crisis decision-making
p404 A93-55161
Human performance in complex task environments: A
basis for the application of adaptive automation
|AD-rt255067| p 35 N93-12486
Assessment of morale in Turkish Air Force pilots with
two clinical psychological tests p 133 N93-19660
Human Factors Issues in Aircraft Maintenance and
Inspection. Science, technology, and management: A
program review
IPB93-146975] p 234 N93-23647
The five-factor personality model and naval aviation
candidates
IAD-A260227] p 225 N93-24319
Field test of a computer-driven tool to measure
psychological characteristics of aircrew
IAD-A264484] p 341 N93-30425
Computer-generated parallel tests for aptitude
measurement in the selection of aviation operators
| DLR-FB-92-291 p 343 N93-31229
A-11
AVIONICS SUBJECT INDEX
The test memorization ol symbols and numbers: A
computer generated test lor visual sensitivity
p 343 N93-31233
The clearance test: A computer generated process for
acquisition of auditive short term sensitivity
p343 N93-3I234
The concentration loading test system: A computer
generated process lor acquisition ol attentiveness
control
 P344 N93-3I235
The aircraft position tests: A computer generated
process for acquisition of spatial orientation capability
p 344 N93-31236
The cube rotation test: A computer generated process
for acquisition ol mental spatial manipulator capability
p 344 N93-31237
The PARAT tests as examination system
p 344 N93-31238
AVIONICS
Training for avionics evaluation
IAIAA PAPER 92-4068] p 24 A93-11254
Keeping the pilot in the loop p 29 A93-13413
Advanced civil airliner cockpit research at RAE
Bedford p 29 A93-13416
Looks can kill — helmet mounted displays, military
avionics p 231 A93-31626
Agent-based pilot-vehicle interfaces - Concept and
prototype p 262 A93-34986
Performance consequences of automation-induced
'complacency' p 286 A93-39571
Failure mode workload theory and planning
p 349 A93-42848
Human-centered automation and Al - Ideas, insights,
and issues from the Intelligent Cockpit Aids research
effort p 407 A93-52764
KC-135 crew reduction feasibility demonstration
simulation study. Volume 3: Test and evaluation
[AD-A253931] p 30 N93-10713
Management of avionics data in the cockpit
p 147 N93-19777
Equipment, more or less ready to be used in
helicopters p 148 N93-19785
AXES OF ROTATION
Factors influencing perceived angular velocity
p 97 A93-17800
AXONS
Hair cell tufts and afferent innervation of the bulllrog
crista ampullaris p 329 A93-44931
Nerves and tissue repair
[AD-A255299] p 53 N93-14535
Extrathalmic modulation of cortical function
IAD-A255440] p 53 N93-14782
Biophysical and biochemical mechanisms in synaptic
transmitter release
IAD-A256340) p 55 N93-15198
AZO COMPOUNDS
Quantitative autoradiographic analysis of muscarinic
cholinergic and GABAA (benzodiazepine) receptors in the
forebrain of rats flown on the Soviet Biosatellite COSMOS
2044 p 156 A93-28743
B
B-1 AIRCRAFT
An evaluation of B-1B pilot performance during simulated
instrument approaches with and without status
information
IAD-A263874 | p 353 N93-29888
BABOONS
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates:
Neuroendocrine portion of Experiment 4
IDE92-0409551 p 95 N93-16166
BACILLUS
Responses of Bacillus subtilis spores to space
environment - Results from experiments in space
p268 A93-36556
BACK INJURIES
Fractures of the vertebral column after ejection
p 46 A93-15575
Comment on 'Optimum vehicle acceleration profile for
minimum-human injury' by C. P. Hatsell
p 392 A93-49607
The US Navy Healthy Back Program: Effect on back
knowledge among recruits
IAD-A258368I p 121 N93-18210
BACKSCATTERING
A fiber optic probe for the detection of cataracts
p 254 N93-25593
BACTERIA
The effects of growth temperature on the methyl sterol
and phospholipid tatty acid composition of Methytococcus
capsutatus (Bath) p 37 A93-14121
Magnetic domain state and coercrvity predictions for
biogenic greigite (Fe3S4) - A comparison of theory with
raagnetosome observations p 38 A93-I6481
Structure ol a molecular chaperone from a thermophilic
archaebacterium p 151 A93-25821
Multiple evolutionary origins of magnetotaxis in
bacteria p 153 A93-27799
Roles of water molecules in bacteria and viruses
p 243 A93-36555
Ferrous iron oxidation by anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria p 271 A93-39280
Microlossils of the Early Archean Apex chert - New
evidence of the antiquity ol life p 272 A93-40308
Hydrothermal dehydration ol aqueous organic
compounds p 397 A93-53291
Microbiological analysis of debris from STS-42 IML-1
by direct plating of rinse waters
(NASA-TM-1083751 p6 N93-12174
Biological conversion ol synthesis gas
|DE92-017673| P 40 N93-13269
Biofilm ecology ol bioluminescenl bacteria
[AO-A255282I p 42 N93-14532
Primary charge separation in isolated photosystem 2
reaction centers
IDE92-041128I p82 N93-171B9
Rapid susceptibility testing ol mycobacterium avium
complex and mycobacterium tuberculosis isolated from
AIDS patients
INASA-CR-1923821 p 172 N93-20736
Intracellular targeting of the Yersinia YopE cytotoxin in .
mammalian cells induces actin microtilament disruption
| FOA-B-40420-4.4 | p 275 N93-27989
Plasmid encoded virulence of Yersinia
IFOA-B-40419-4.4] p 275 N93-28199
Characterization and classification of strains of
Francisella tularensis isolated in the central Asian focus
of the Soviet Union and in Japan
|FOA-B-40421-4.4| p 275 N93-28200
Use of RNA hybridization in the diagnosis of a case of
ulceroglandular tularemia
| FOA-B-40422-4.4 | p 275 N93-28212
Regulation of alternative CO2 lixation pathways in
procaryotic and eucaryotic photosynthetic organisms
|DE93-012109| P 276 N93-29181
Marine microbial production of dimethylsulfide from
dissolved dimethylsulfoniopropionate
|NASA-CR-193278| p 330 N93-30665
Microbiological test results of the environmental control
and life support systems vapors compression distillation
subsystem recycle tank components following various
pretreatment protocols
|NASA-CR-192570| p 359 N93-32354
Optimization of 15 parameters influencing the long-term
survival of bacteria in aquatic systems
| NASA-CR-192571 | p 359 N93-32365
BACTERICIDES
Continuous monitoring of eflluent iodine levels of Space
Station water using solid state technology
| SAE PAPER 9212651 p 299 A93-41435
BAGGAGE
Recognition ol partially occluded threat objects using
the annealed Hopefield network p 142 N93-19466
BALANCING
Balance and gait analysis alter 30 days -6 deg bed rest
- Influence of lower-body negative-pressure sessions
p48 A93-16161
Alterations of proprioceptive function in the weightless
environment P 86 A93-17549
Postural stabilization on a moving platform oscillating
at high frequencies P 252 A93-35497
BARORECEPTORS
Influence of ten-day head-down bedrest on human
carotid baroreceptor-cardiac reflex function
p 161 A93-28678
Carotid-cardiac baroreflex response and LBNP tolerance
following resistance training p 164 A93-28696
Enhanced carotid-cardiac baroreflex response and
elimination of orthostatic hypotension 24 hours alter acute
exercise in paraplegics p 216 A93-32781
The state of cardiac activity control in humans during
cyclic changes ol barometric pressure in a hermetic
chamber p 251 A93-35257
Response of genioglossus EMG activity to passive tilt
in men p 279 A93-41118
Baroreflex function and cardiac structure with moderate
endurance training in normotensive men
p 332 A93-44182
BAROTRAUMA
Barotrauma in Boeing 737 cabin crew
p278 A93-39706
BARS
Bar-holding prosthetic limb
INASA-CASE-MFS-28481-11 P 70 N93-14870
BASALT
Formation of reduced carbonaceous matter in basalts
and xenoliths - Reaction ol C-O-H gases on olivine crack
surfaces — space biological evolution
p411 A93-53286
BEAT FREQUENCIES
Carbon monoxide exposure of subjects with documented
cardiac arrhythmias
IPB93-179943I p 337 N93-30890
BED REST
Contractile properties of the call triceps muscle in
humans exposed to simulated weightlessness
p45 A93-1516B
Changes of REG during 4h head-down bed-rest
p46 A93-16075
Effects of acute exercise on attenuated vagal baroreflex
function during bed rest p 48 A93-16160
Balance and gait analysis after 30 days -6 deg bed rest
- Influence ol lower-body negative-pressure sessions
p48 A93-16161
Orthostatic function during a stand test before and after
head-up or head-down bedrest p 84 A93-17530
Drug effects on orthostatic intolerance induced by
bedrest p 86 A93-17544
A physiological signal acquisition and processing system
for bed-rest laboratory p 103 A93-19998
Regional changes in muscle mass following 17 weeks
ol bed rest p 93 A93-20039
Effect of prolonged antiorthostatic bed rest hypokinesia
on functional properties of the neuromuscular system in
humans p116 A93-23151
Response of the circadian system to 6 deg head-down
tilt bed rest p 117 A93-24045
Response of adrenergic receptors to 10 days head-down
tilt bedrest p 162 A93-28679
Cardiovascular response to lower body negative
pressure before, during, and after ten days head-down
tilt bedrest p 162 A93-28681
Cardiopulmonary function during 10 days of head-down
tilt bedrest p 162 A93-28683
Effect of head-down tilt bedrest (10 days) on lymphocyte
reactivity p 163 A93-28684
Effect of head-down bedrest on blood/plasma density
after intravenous fluid load p 163 A93-28687
Head-down tilt bedrest: HDT'88 - An international
collaborative effort in integrated systems physiology
p 164 A93-28689
Magnetic Resonance Imaging evaluation of lower limb
muscles during bed rest - A microgravity simulation
model p 212 A93-30280
A review ol muscle atrophy in microgravity and during
prolonged bed rest p213 A93-30771
Body fluid alterations during head-down bed rest in men
at moderate altitude p 251 A93-35493
Elfects of prolonged head-down bed rest on
physiological responses to moderate hypoxia
p 251 A93-35494
Orthostatic intolerance during a 13-day bed rest does
not result from increased leg compliance .
p 280 A93-41119
Performance and mood-state parameters during 30-day
6 deg head-down bed rest with exercise training
p281 A93-41169
Evaluation of spontaneous baroreflex response alter 28
days head down tilt bedrest p 386 A93-52404
Effect of aerobic capacity on Lower Body Negative
Pressure (LBNP) tolerance in females
| NASA-TP-3298 | p 128 N93-20318
BEHAVIOR
Dynamics of normalization of some behavioral and
neurochemical disturbances in rats caused by the-
deprivation of the paradoxical sleep stage
p 111 A93-23074
Combined effect of head-down tilt and gamma rays on
the higher nervous activity of rats p 242 A93-35262
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system ol nonhuman primates, part 2
IDE92-040153] p41 N93-13503
Investigation ol effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
iields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system ol nonhuman primates, part 1
| DE92-0401521 p 41 N93-13520
How do zooplankton feed? A critical microgravity
experiment p 158 N93-21097
Gravity as a factor in the orientation and vertical
migration of marine zooplankton p 158 N93-21098
Studying the effects of microgravity on lower vertebrate
development and behavior p 158 N93-21099
Japanese treefrog experiment onboard the Space
Station Mir p 210 N93-24402
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates
| DE93-0076781 p211 N93-24455
A-12
SUBJECT INDEX BIOASTRONAUTICS
anaerobic aromatic
BENZENE
Molecular biology ol
biodegradation
|AD-A255213| p 42 N93-13863
Anaerobic microbial transformation of aromatic
hydrocarbons and mixtures of aromatic hydrocarbons and
halogenated solvents
IAD-A255696I p 42 N93-14557
BERYLLIUM ALLOYS
Beryllium toxicity - An update p 104 A93-20779
BERYLLIUM COMPOUNDS
Beryllium toxicity - An update p 104 A93-20779
BEVERAGES
Field trial of caffeine on physical performance at altitude:
An attempt to overcome the challenge
| AD-A2642601 p 337 N93-30894
BIAS
Relation between perception of vertical axis rotation and
vestibulo-ocular reflex symmetry p 214 A93-32176
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Bibliographic guide to publications in aerospace
medicine and related topics p 252 A93-35500
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 365)
|NASA-SP-7011(365)| p 12 N93-10075
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 360)
|NASA-SP-7011(360)| p 12 N93-10076
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 364)
|NASA-SP-7011(364)| p 12 N93-10077
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 366)
|NASA-SP-7011(366)| p 12 N93-10079
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supp!ement 367)
|NASA-SP-7011(367)| p 12 N93-10080
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 368)
|NASA-SP-7011(368)| p 53 N93-14603
Publications of the Space Physiology and
Countermeasures Program. Neuroscience Discipline:
1980-1990
|NASA-CR-4476| p 55 N93-15583
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 370)
|NASA-SP-7011(370)| p 121 N93-18108
Publications of the Space Physiology and
Countermeasures Program, Cardiopulmonary Discipline:
1980-1990
| NASA-CR-44751 p 123 N93-18376
Aerospace medicine and biology: A cumulative index
to a continuing bibliography (supplement 371)
|NASA-SP-7011(371)| p 172 N93-20889
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 372)
|NASA-SP-7011(372)| p 172 N93-21044
Bibliography of the Biosciences Division: 1986 to
present
IDCIEM-92-201 p 209 N93-23343
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 373)
|NASA-SP-7011(373)| p 256 N93-26945
An annotated bibliography of research involving women,
conducted at the US Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicine •
IAD-A265497] p 360 N93-31917
BINAURAL HEARING
AUDIMIR - Directional hearing at microgravity
p 159 A93-26570
Auditory processing of complex sounds across
frequency channels
IAD-A253612I p 13 N93-10650
Simulation of excitatory/inhibitory interactions in single
auditory neurons
|AD-A253614| p 50 N93-13252
BINDING
The binding and reactions of nucleotides and
polynucleotides on iron oxide hydroxide polymorphs
p 325 A93-43795
BINOCULAR VISION
' Two types of occlusion cues for the perception of 3-D
illusory objects in binocular fusion p 222 A93-30239
' Human stereopsis p 223 A93-30456
Human behavior in virtual environments
p 233 A93-33447
Performance under dichoptic versus binocular viewing
conditions - Effects of attention and task requirements
p 287 A93-40772
Visualization and modeling of factors influencing visibility
in computer-aided crewstation design
| SAE PAPER 921135 ] p 292 A93-41323
Coordinated action in 3-D space
IAD-A261418] p 261 N93-26449
Intermediate levels of visual processing
IAD-A264117] p 335 N93-30192
BIOACOUSTICS
Classification of complex sounds
|AD-A258405| p 122 N93-18223
Neuromagnetic investigation of cortical regions
underlying short-term memory
|AD-A261445| p 261 N93-26521
BIOASSAY
Heterogeneity of rat pituitary prolactin cells -
Relationships among location, hormone assay and estrous
cycle stage p 358 A93-46606
Rapid susceptibility testing of mycobacterium avium
complex and mycobacterium tuberculosis isolated from
AIDS patients
| NASA-CR-1923821 p 172 N93-20736
Characterization and classification of strains of
Francisella tularensis isolated in the central Asian focus
of the Soviet Union and in Japan
IFOA-B-40421-4.41 p 275 N93-28200
BIOASTRONAUTICS
The space life sciences strategy for the 21st century
p 1 A93-10636
Electronystagmography and audio potentials in space
flight p9 A93-11675
Results of experiments on the exploration of genetic
effect of rocket flight factors with Drosophila
melanogaster p1 A93-11691
Human support for Mars exploration - Issues and
approaches p 27 A93-12077
Effects of simulated microgravity (HOT) on blood
fluidity p 44 A93-14972
Metabolic changes observed in astronauts
p84 A93-17535
Pharmacologic considerations for Shuttle astronauts
p85 A93-17537
Intraocular pressure in microgravity
p85 A93-17539
Human autonomic responses to actual and simulated
weightlessness p 85 A93-17540
Pharmacodynamic aspects of spaceflight
p 73 A93-17541
Optimal sampling theory and population modelling -
Application to determination of the influence of the
microgravity environment on drug distribution and
elimination p 85 A93-17542
Effects of gravity on gastric emptying, intestinal transit,
and drug absorption p 85 A93-17543
Acute hemodynamic response to weightlessness during
parabolic flight p 86 A93-17547
Changes in total body water during spaceflight
p86 A93-17548
Alterations of proprioceptive function in the weightless
environment p 86 A93-17549
Cardiovascular adaptation to spaceflight
p86 A93-17550
Echocardiographic evaluation of the cardiovascular
effects of short-duration spaceflight p 87 A93-17551
Hypokinesia and weightlessness: Clinical and
physiologic aspects — Book
| ISBN 0-8236-2415-31 p 87 A93-17897
Track structure model for damage to mammalian cell
cultures during solar proton events p 75 A93-18073
Modification of water and electrolyte metabolism during
head-down tilting by hypoglycemia in men
p92 A93-20029
Eccentric exercise training as a countermeasure to
non-weight-bearing soleus muscle atrophy
p 78 A93-20033
Conference on Correlations of Aging and Space Effects
on Biosystems, Oct. 30-Nov. 1, 1989, Proceedings —
Book p 79 A93-20651
Cardiovascular physiology in space flight
p 93 A93-20654
Effects of head down tilt on hepatic circulation and
metabolism in conscious dogs p 80 A93-20899
Intracardiac hemodynamics in man during short periods
of head-down and head-up tilt p 117 A93-24044
Preliminary analysis of sensory disturbances and
behavioral modifications of astronauts in space
p 130 A93-25207
Study design for microgravity human physiology
experiments p118 A93-25208
COGIMIR - A study of cognitive functions in
microgravity p 174 A93-26569
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 160 A93-26572
Pictorial communication in virtual and real
environments
| ISBN 0-74840-008-71 p 182 A93-26896
Effacts of antiorthostatic suspension and corticosterone
on macrophage and spleen cell function
p 153 A93-28693
Cytokine secretion by immune cells in space
p 153 A93-28694
Variable lymphocyte responses in rats after space
flight p 154 A93-28704
Alteration in human mononuclear leucocytes following
space flight p 165 A93-28705
Thermoregulatory responses of rhesus monkeys during
spaceflight p 154 A93-28706
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Inhibition of prostaglandin E2 synthesis. DNA synthesis,
and alterations in actin cytoskeieton
p 155 A93-28728
Alterations in biosynthetic accumulation of collagen
types I and III during growth and morphogenesis of
embryonic mouse salivary glands p 156 A93-28746
Effects of systemic L-tyrosine on dopamine release from
rat corpus striatum and nucleus accumbens
p201 A93-32118
Separation of rat pituitary secretory granules by
continuous flow electrophoresis p 329 A93-44933
Cell wall and enzyme changes during the graviresponse
of the leaf-sheath pulvinus of oat (Avena saliva)
p 329 A93-44941
Unexpected substrate specificity of T4 DNA ligase
revealed by in vitro selection p 397 A93-52878
Interdisciplinary research and training program in the
plant sciences
|DE92-015919| p5 N93-10835
Nitrogen control of chloroplast development and
differentiation
|OE92-017392| p 39 N93-12768
Biological conversion of synthesis gas
IDE92-017673I p 40 N93-13269
Effects of spaceflight on the proliferation of jejuna)
mucosal cells
|NASA-CR-191303| p 51 N93-13449
The role of pyridoxine as a countermeasure for in-flight
loss of lean body mass p 255 N93-26068
BIOTECHNOLOGY
Biomedical engineering - A means to add new dimension
to medicine and research p 190 A93-28717
New technologies for in-flight pasteless bioelectrodes
p289 A93-41174
Immobilized cell bioreactors for water reclamation -
Process stability and effect of reactor design
| SAE PAPER 921277| p 301 A93-41446
Monitoring core temperature during exercise - Ingestible
sensor vs. rectal thermistor p 394 A93-52309
Commercial opportunities in bioseparations and
physiological testing aboard Space Station Freedom
p 206 N93-22649
Biotechnical production and use of pyruvic acid with
special reference to coenzyme regeneration
|VTT-PUBS-77| p209 N93-23369
Digital mammography, cancer screening: Factors
important for image compression p 221 N93-24551
Achieving the promise of the bioscience revolution: The
role of the Federal Government
|PB93-139970| p 244 N93-25457
The application of integrated knowledge-based systems
for the Biomedical Risk Assessment Intelligent Network
(BRAIN) p 258 N93-25595
Proceedings of a Workshop on Molecular Nuclear
Medicine
IDE93-010828] p 285 N93-28835
Center of Excellence in Biotechnology (Research)
IAD-A263598] p 330 N93-29915
BIPOLARITY
A simple computational model of center-surround
receptive fields in the retina
IAD-A264723] p 336 N93-30515
BIRDS
Mechanical stimulation of skeletal muscle mitigates
glucocorticoid induced decreases in prostaglandin
synthesis
INASA-CR-193040] p 222 N93-24763
BLACKOUT (PHYSIOLOGY)
The effect of G-LOC on psychomotor performance and
behavior p 130 A93-25205
Statistical analysis of the human strangulation
experiments: Comparison to +Gz-induced loss of
consciousness
IAD-A255485] p 54 N93-14789
BLOOO
Blood and urine responses to ingesting fluids of various
salt and glucose concentrations — to combat orthostatic
intolerance p 83 A93-17528
Dynamic characteristic of changes of oxygen saturation
of blood hemoglobin under conditions of acute hypoxia
in human body p 91 A93-19993
Autorosette formation in the peripheral blood of people
with lengthy limitations of motor activity
p250 A93-35245
Toxicokinetics of inhaled bromotrifluoromethane (Halon
1301) in human subjects p 278 A93-39705
Early markers of HIV infection and subclinical disease
progression p 17 N93-11296
The identification and quantitation of triamterene in blood
and urine from a fatal aircraft accident
|AD-A254550| p 49 N93-12612
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates:
Neuroendocrtne portion of Experiment 4
| DE92-040955 ] p 95 N93-16166
Effects of medium blood alcohol levels on pilots'
performance in the Sea King Simulator MK-41
p 125 N93-19683
Monitoring human tissues for toxic substances
| PB92-2232391 p 173 N93-21498
13 C NMR spectra of allosteric effectors of
hemoglobin
IAD-A262979] p 284 N93-28293
Transcutaneous analyte measuring methods
|AD-A26286I| p 333 N93-29509
Fundamental diagnostic hematology: Anemia (second
edition)
IPB93-188662] p 338 N93-31140
Fundamental diagnostic hematology: The bleeding and
clotting disorders (second edition)
IPB93-188670] p 338 N93-31158
Blood lipids in aircrew recruits and in RAF aviators
p 362 N93-32251
BLOOD CELLS
Structural and cytochemical signs of the development
of deadaptation, as determined from blood
characteristics p 252 A93-36724
Freeze-dried human red blood cells
IAD-A253295] p 14 N93-11193
Systemic and pulmonary hypertension after resuscitation
witrt cell-free hemoglobin
|AD-A258185| p 120 N93-17900
BLOOD CIRCULATION
Gas composition in the blood of rabbits exposed to a
high-pressure atmosphere under conditions of
spontaneous and forced ventilation p 77 A93-18301
Effects ol head down tilt on hepatic circulation and
metabolism in conscious dogs p 80 A93-20899
Dynamics of the central and peripheral circulation of
active rats on the first day of antiorthostatic hypokinesia
(The role of training) p 242 A93-35261
Effects of two kinds of Chinese herb medicine on rabbit's
ear microcirculation under simulated weightlessness
p 327 A93-44842
Effect 0.1 food intake on skin vasomotor responses to
head-up tilt in humans p 379 A93-49180
Freeze-dried human red blood cells
|AD-A253295| p 14 N93-11193
BLOOD COAGULATION
Fundamental diagnostic hematology: The bleeding and
clotting disorders (second edition)
IPB93-188670] p 338 N93-31158
BLOOD FLOW
Effects of oxygen on regulation of cerebral blood flow
in rabbits adapted to hypoxia p3 A93-13545
Effects of simulated microgravity (HDT) on blood
fluidity p44 A93-14972
Cerebral blood flow velocities by transcranial Doppler
during parabolic Might p 84 A93-17533
Local blood supply of the brain of guinea pigs developing
the high-pressure neural syndrome p 76 A93-18293
Effects of head-down tilt for 10 days on the compliance
of the leg p 162 A93-28680
Cardiovascular responses to upright tilt at a simulated
altitude of 3,700 m in men p 212 A93-30281
Alteration of structure and mobility of erythrocyte
aggregates under normal- to microgravity conditions
p 200 A93-32072
Ultrasonic location of gas bubbles in the vascular bed
ol a person working in a space suit p 262 A93-35239
Correlation between the lymph dynamics and venous
pressure during short-term antiorthostatic effects
p 325 A93-43070
Publications of the Space Physiology and
Countermeasures Program, Cardiopufmonary Discipline:
1980-1990
INASA-CR-4475] p 123 N93-18376
Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics in Space
INASA-CP-100481 p333 N93-29502
BLOOD PLASMA
Seasonal effects on human physiological adaptation
factors, thermotolerance and plasma fibronectin
p47 A93-16157
Immune response during space flight
p 94 A93-20664
Increased plasma O2 solubility improves O2 uptake of
in situ dog muscle working maximally
p 111 A93-21684
Effects of running the Bostom Marathon on plasma
concentrations of large neutral amino acids
p 160 A93-27048
Effect of head-down bedrest on blood/plasma density
after intravenous fluid load p 163 A93-28687
Oxygen tension and water-soluble products of lipid
peroxidatton in blood of volunteers in hypobaric
hyperoxial p 169 A93-28751
Effect of acute hypoxia exposures on plasma endothelin
in rats p 199 A93-30442
Effects of cold injury on serum angiotensin converting
enzyme activities in rats p 199 A93-30444
Changes in the osmolality. monovalent cation
concentration, and protein structure of blood plasma under
extreme conditions p 200 A93-31188.
Alteration of structure and mobility of erythrocyte
aggregates under normal- to microgravity conditions
p 200 A93-32072
Protein composition of the blood plasma of cosmonauts
after lengthy orbital flights p 249 A93-35243
Variability over time of complement activation induced
by air bubbles in human and rabbit sera
p323 A93-42190
Reduction of postprandial lipemia after acute exposure
to high altitude hypoxia p 382 A93-49567
Microwave digestion preparation and ICP determination
of boron in human plasma p 377 A93-49570
Silent HIV infection p 16 N93-11293
Carboxyalkylated hemoglobin as a potential blood
substitute
IAD-A252329] p 22 N93-11561
Complement proteins and decompression sickness
susceptibility
|AD-A254448| p 50 N93-12905
Systemic and pulmonary hypertension after resuscitation
with cell-free hemoglobin
IAD-A258185] p 120 N93-17900
Vascular uptake of rehydration fluids in hypohydrated
men at rest and exercise
[NASA-TM-1039421 p 255 N93-26133
A-16
SUBJECT INDEX BONES
BLOOD PRESSURE
Role of atrial natriuretic peptide in systemic responses
to acute isotonic volume expansion p 44 A93-14968
Rat cardiovascular responses to whole body suspension
- Head-down and non-head-down tilt p 37 A93-14974
The effects of variations in the anti-G straining maneuver
on blood pressure at + Gz acceleration
p118 A93-25204
Increased orthostatic blood pressure variability after
prolonged head-down tilt p 161 A93-28676
Carotid-cardiac baroreflex response and LBNP tolerance
following resistance training p 164 A93-28696
Alanine increases blood pressure during hypotension
p 203 A93-33027
Effects of 28-day isolation (ESA-ISEMSr90) on blood
pressure and blood volume regulating hormones
p 251 A93-35495
Direct measurement of capillary blood pressure in the
human lip p 279 A93-40550
Correlation between the lymph dynamics and venous
pressure during short-term antiorthostatic effects
p 325 A93-43070
Arterial pulse pressure and vasopressin release in
humans during lower body negative pressure
p 360 A93-47096
Transcapillary fluid responses to lower body negative
pressure p 380 A93-49292
Volume-homeostatic mechanisms in humans during a
12-h posture change p 387 A93-52620
Central cardiovascular pressures during graded water
immersion in humans p 402 A93-55457
Development and enhancement of a mode of
performance and decision making under stress in a real
life setting
|AD-A257796| p 123 N93-18363
Biological parameters and cardiovascular risk factors
with the flying personnel of the Belgian Armed Forces
p 370 N93-32260
BLOOD VESSELS
Distribution of oxygen tension in pial arterioles of rats
under normobaric hyperoxia p 76 A93-18295
BLOOD VOLUME
Altered baseline blood volume and the norepinephrine
response to stress in humans p 43 A93-14123
Metabolic changes observed in astronauts
p84 A93-17535
Drug effects on orthostatic intolerance induced by
bedrest p 86 A93-17544
Blood volume reduction counteracts fluid shifts in water
immersion p 118 A93-25206
The effects of a 10-day period of head-down tilt on the
cardiovascular responses to intravenous saline loading
p 163 A93-28686
Gravitational stress and volume regulation
p 165 A93-28709
Aerobic fitness. I - Response of volume regulating
hormones to head-down tilt p 167 A93-28721
Effects of 28-day isolation (ESA-ISEMSI'90) on blood
pressure and blood volume regulating hormones
p 251 A93-35495
Volume-homeostatic mechanisms in humans during a
12-h posture change p 387 A93-52620
Effect of hemorrhage on cardiac output, vasopressin,
aldosterone, and diuresis during immersion in men
INASA-TM-103949] p6 N93-12014
Vascular uptake of rehydration fluids in hypohydrated
men at rest and exercise
|NASA-TM-103942| p 255 N93-26133
BLOWERS
Development of the carbon dioxide removal system
blower used on Space Station Freedom
| SAE PAPER 9211881 p 294 A93-41367
Evaluation of an electronics system concept for
Respiratory Protection system (RESPO 2t)
(AD-A253394] p 30 N93-10288
BODY COMPOSITION (BIOLOGY)
Protein absorption and energy digestibility at high
altitude p115 A93-21683
BODY FLUIDS
The effects of cephalad body fluid redistribution on the
ultrastructure of the vestibular apparatus of guinea pig
p4 A93-13717
Changes in total body water during spaceflight
p 86 A93-17548
Modification of water and electrolyte metabolism during
head-down tilting by hypoglycemia in men
p92 A93-20029
Investigation of fluid-electrolyte metabolism and its
hormonal regulation during the second joint Soviet-French
space mission p 247 A93-35207
Changes in body fluid compartments during
hypohydration and rehydration in heat-acclimated tropical
subjects p 251 A93-35496
Body fluid compartments, renal blood flow, and
hormones at 6.000 m in normal subjects
p281 A93-41125
Methods development for total organic carbon
accountability
|NASA-CR-t84438| p 40 N93-12949
Comparison of total body water estimates from O-18
and bioelectrical response prediction equations
| NASA-TP-32991 p 218 N93-23734
Vascular uptake of rehydration fluids in hypohydrated
men at rest and exercise
| NASA-TM-1039421 p 255 N93-26133
BODY KINEMATICS
Influence of animation on dynamical judgments
p98 A93-20275
Methodology issues concerning the accuracy of
kinematic data collection and analysis using the ariel
performance analysis system
INASA-CR-1856891 p 34 N93-12211
BODY MEASUREMENT (BIOLOGY)
A body mass measurement device based on the
oscillation principle p 221 N93-24400
Portable equipment developed to estimate energy
expenditure by simultaneous recording of heart rate and
body position p 368 N93-32243
BODY SIZE (BIOLOGY)
Astronaut candidate strength measurement using the
Cybex 2 and the LIDO Multi-Joint 2 dynamometers
INASA-CR-1856791 p 34 N93-12195
Body composition and physical performance
|AD-A255627| p 69 N93-14161
A body mass measurement device based on the
oscillation principle p 221 N93-24400
BODY SWAY TEST
Effects of visually induced self-motion perception
(vection) on upright standing posture
p214 A93-31531
Postural stabilization on a moving platform oscillating
at high frequencies p 252 A93-35497
BODY TEMPERATURE
Thermal convergence fails to predict heat tolerance
limits p 8 A93-10331
Preliminary study on the physiological changes and
tolerance in ground squirrels under several specific
experimental conditions p2 A93-13532
A second postcooling afterdrop - More evidence for a
convective mechanism p 44 A93-14969
Skin temperature and heat flow of head-neck region
under different ambient temperatures p 46 A93-16074
Comparison of four noninvasive rewarming methods for
mild hypothermia p 88 A93-18037
Decrement in manual arm performance during whole
body cooling p 88 A93-18038
Thermogenesis induced by inhibition of shivering during
cold exposure in exercise-trained rats
p 75 A93-18039
Heat stress in protective clothing - Validation of a
computer model and the Heat-Humidity Index (HHI)
p88 A93-18040
Sleep and circadian rhythms p 94 A93-20659
Study of the functioning of the central and the peripheral
contours of the thermoregulation system using a
thermophysical model of the rabbit body
p 111 A93-23075
Investigation of the character of changes in the 'central'
temperature of the body in cold environment, using a
rabbit-body thermoregulation model p 112 A93-25651
Effect of heat acclimatization on cAMP level in plasma,
cerebrospinal fluid and preoptic area-hypothalamus in
hyperthermal rabbits p 199 A93-30437
Effects of cold injury on serum angiotensin converting
enzyme activities in rats p 199 A93-30444
Adjustable temperature level of a physiological
thermostat and the feasibility of its precise maintenance
p324 A93-43036
The efficiency of thermoregulatory responses in the
cooling of the organism p 325 A93-43136
Electromyographic patterns of the thermoregulatory
activity of motor units during cooling of the organism
p 360 A93-46968
Influence of temperature and metabolic rate on work
performance with Canadian Forces NBC clothing —
nuclear, biological, and chemical assault protective
garments p 389 A93-49218
Monitoring core temperature during exercise - Ingestible
sensor vs. rectal thermistor p 394 A93-52309
Intermittent cold exposure causes a muscle-specific shift
in the fiber type composition in rats p 378 A93-52618
Effectiveness of NASA 1032 and 1035 and Air Force
1030 and 1034 units in protection against cold water
hypothermia
|AD-A255120| p 34 N93-12291
Effect of protective clothing ensembles on artillery
battery crew performance
|AD-A254327| p 64 N93-12960
A review of models of the human temperature regulation
system
|AD-A258023| p 120 N93-17918
Validation of two temperature pill telemetry systems in
humans during moderate and strenuous exercise
IAD-A259068I p 124 N93-19072
Ventilation loss in the NASA Space Shuttle crew
protective garments: Potential for heat stress
|AD-A258552| p 148 N93-19955
Measurement of behavioral thermoregulation
|PB92-217033| p 172 N93-21046
AFTERRISE: Deep body temperature following
exercise
|AD-A259887| p 218 N93-23984
Influence of the Cold Buster (tm) sports bar on heat
debt, mobilization and oxidation of energy substrates
| AD-A2627621 p 285 N93-28939
Evaluation of personal cooling systems in conjunction
with explosive ordnance disposal suits
|AD-A262862| p 350 N93-29471
The effects of cockpit heat on aviator sleep
parameters p 371 N93-32266
BODY WEIGHT
Thermogenesis induced by inhibition of shivering during
cold exposure in exercise-trained rats
p 75 A93-18039
Energy expenditure climbing Mt. Everest
p92 A93-20031
Effects of head-down tilt and saline loading on body
weight, fluid, and electrolyte homeostasis in man
p 163 A93-28685
I-NIGHTS and beyond — Interim-Night Integrated
Goggle and Head Tracking System p 227 A93-30054
Body composition and physical performance
IAD-A255627J p 69 N93-14161
Muscle glycogen. fiber type, aerobic fitness, and
anaerobic capacity of West Coast US Navy Sea-Air-Land
personnel (SEALS)
IAD-A258364] p 121 N93-18209
Field trial of caffeine on physical performance at altitude:
An attempt to overcome the challenge
IAD-A264260] p 337 N93-30894
BOEING AIRCRAFT
Toward a flight deck automation philosophy for the
Boeing High Speed Civil Transport
[SAE PAPER 9211331 p 291 A93-41321
Occupant kinematics simulation of the Kegworth air
accident p 142 N93-19662
Is axial loading a primary mechanism of injury to the
lower limb in an impact aircraft accident?
p 125 N93-19664
BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
Barotrauma in Boeing 737 cabin crew
p 278 A93-39706
BOMBING EQUIPMENT
The effects of head and sensor movement on flight
profiles during simulated dive bombing
p 185 A93-27131
BONE DEMORALIZATION
Age-related bone changes p 93 A93-20655
Can the adult skeleton recover lost bone?
p 93 A93-20656
Prevention of space flight induced soft tissue
calcification and disuse osteoporosis
p214 A93-31545
Image technology and information analysis of bone
change with gravitational exposure p 378 A93-49177
Bone loss and human adaptation to lunar gravity
p 51 N93-14002
BONE MARROW
Hematologic status of rats born and grown in a
hypergravity environment p 239 A93-35212
A comparative analysis of the bone marrow cell
composition in rats following a long-duration continuous
or interrupted exposure to a hypogeomagnetic field
p 240 A93-35213
AFRRI reports
|AD-A254581| p 49 N93-12649
BONE MINERAL CONTENT
Effect of exercise and bisphosphonate on mineral
balance and bone density during 360 day antiorthostatic
hypokinesia p 170 A93-28760
BONES
Protection of Acanthopanax senticosus against
suspension-induced bone loss in rats p 2 A93-13528
Age-related bone changes p 93 A93-20655
Simulated weightlessness and bone metabolism -
Gravitational stimulation enhances insulin sensitivity
p 168 A93-28736
Microgravity and bone adaptation at the tissue level
p 170 A93-28761
Healing of fractured bone in rats during readaptation
following 14-day suspension p 241 A93-35260
Aminohydroxybutane bisphosphonate and clenbuterol
prevent bone changes and retard muscle atrophy
respectively in tail-suspended rats p 271 A93-39703
A prospective evaluation of stress fractures/overuse
injuries in a population of West Point cadets
|AD-A252427| p 13 N93-10709
A-17
BORON SUBJECT INDEX
Assessment ol programs in space biology and
medicine
|NASA-CR-190930| p4l N93.13327
Training, muscle fatigue and stress Iraclures
|AD-A255277| p 54 N93-15006
The design ol mechanically compatible lasteners for
human mandible reconstruction p 253 N93.25569
BORON
Microwave digestion preparation and ICP determination
ol boron in human plasma p 377 A93-49570
BOTANY
Anatomy and physiology ol plant conductive systems
|PB93-I56032| p 245 N93-25877
BOXES
Glovebox design lor Space Station Freedom Crew
Health Care System
ISAE PAPER 9211391 p 292 A93-41326
BRAIN
Ellect ol DL-DOPA. L-5-HTP and pentobarbital sodium
on brain encephalofluctuographs in rats
p2 A93-13530
A study ol human brain somatosensory evoked potential
and its application to man-machine-environment system
engineering • Preliminary exploration ol SEP in normal
adult p 12 A93-13719
Relationship between ERP and workload in manual
control p30 A93-13721
Vagotropic ellecls ol peptides isolated from the brain
ol hibernating susliks p 38 A93-16749
Increased release ol brain serotonin reduces
vulnerability to ventricular fibrillation in the cat
p 151 A93-26500
Dopamine release in rat striatum - Physiological coupling
to tyrosine supply p 152 A93-27050
Tyrosine - Effects on catecholamine release
p 204 A93-33038
The asthenic syndrome and the dynamics of
mental-work capacity p 256 A93-35241
Immunocytochemical localization of atria) natriuretic
factor (ANF)-like peptides in the brain and heart of the
treefrog Hyla japonica - Effect of weightlessness on the
distribution of immunoreactive neurons and cardiocytes
p 377 A93-49561
Cognition in the brain: Investigations using positron
emission tomography
|AD-A254280| p 14 N93-10765
Physiological analyses of the afferenis controlling brain
neurochemical systems
IAD-A253185I p 14 N93-11146
A core facility for the study of neurotoxins of biological
origin
IAD-A254359I p 50 N93-12945
The neurochemical and neuropharmacological basis of
motion sickness
|NASA-CR-190957| p 50 N93-13061
A weighted iterative algorithm for neuromagnetic
imaging
I DE92-040244 | p51 N93-13522
Neuromagnetic investigations of conical regions
underlying short-term memory
IAD-A255788I p 58 N93-14646
Cognition and the brain
IAD-A2554831 p 59 N93-14788
AFRRI Reports — Radiobiology
|AO-A257231| p 80 N93-15965
Elfects of terfenadine and diphenhydramine on brain
activity ano performance in a UH-60 flight simulator
|AD-A258012| p119 N93-17817
Adaptive iilters for monitoring localized brain activity from
surface potential time series
|DE93-003795| P217 N93-22774
Sensory sensitivities and discriminations and their roles
in aviation
| AD-A2597421 p 224 N93-23479
Theory ol synaptic plasticity in visual cortex
| AD-A2600521 p 224 N93-23960
Biomagnetic localization from transient quasi-static
events
I DE93-0073281 p 253 N93-25186
Proceedings of Workshop 1: The Human Brainmap
Database
|AD-A260720| p 258 N93-25654
Imaging regional changes in the spontaneous activity
of the brain: An extension ol the minimum-norm
least-squares estimate
|AD-A261593| p 260 N93-26436
Neuromagnetic investigation of cortical regions
underlying short-term memory
|AD-A261445| p 261 N93-26521
Analysis ol neural systems involved in modulation ol
memory storage
| AD-A262418| p 283 N93-27654
The AFOSR Workshop on the Future of EEC and
MEG
|AD-A264338| p 335 N93-30160
BRAIN CIRCULATION
The response of medullar respiratory neurons to the
stimulation ol the amygdaloid nuclei under hypoxia
p2 A93-12860
Identification of degree ol head injury caused by impact
loads in dog and rabbit p4 A93-13720
Cerebral blood flow velocities by transcranial Doppler
during parabolic Ilight p 84 A93-17533
Cerebral blood (low - Comparison ol ground-based and
spaceflight data and correlation with space adaptation
syndrome p 87 A93-17553
Inlraslow bioelectric activity of the monkey's brain in
the development ol the high-pressure neural syndrome
p 75 A93-18286
Local blood supply of the brain ol guinea pigs developing
the high-pressure neural syndrome p 76 A93-18293
The state of brain oxygenation in guinea pigs breathing
high-density gas mixtures p 76 A93-18294
Effects ol systemic L-tyrosine on dopamine release from
rat corpus striatum and nucleus accumbens
p201 A93-32118
Changes in the brain blood How and respiration during
psychoemotional stress p 252 A93-36723
Oxygen regime in the Irontal cerebral cortex of monkeys
during a two-week space flight p 272 A93-40773
Cerebral blood velocity and other cardiovascular
responses to 2 days of head-down tilt
P280 A93-41122
Acceleration-induced effects on baboon blood
chemistry p 376 A93-49224
Cerebral blood flow velocity in humans exposed to 24
h of head-down tilt p 381 A93-49295
Cerebral autoregulation in microgravity
p173 N93-21112
Acquisition of physiological data during G-induced Loss
of Consciousness (G-LOC)
| AD-A2644921 p 335 N93-30400
BRAIN DAMAGE
Pharmacological defense of the brain during radiation
damage - Some arguments p 240 A93-35217
Long-lasting neuropsychological changes after a single
high altitude climb p 278 A93-39713
Analysis of injuries following the crash of Avianca Flight
52 p332 A93-49562
Neuropsychological components of object
identilication
|AD-A261449| p 259 N93-26347
Secondary injury factors and preventative treatment
|PB93-176014| p283 N93-27409
The AFOSR Workshop on the Future of EEG and
MEG
|AD-A264338| p 335 N93-30160
BRAIN STEM
Eflects of sustained -t-Gz stress on BAEP in waked
rabbits p 10 A93-13531
Differential ellects ol long-term - hypoxia on
norepinephrine turnover in brain stem cell groups
p 78 A93-20030
Idaverine, an M2- vs. MS-selective muscarrnic
antagonist, does not prevent motion sickness in cats
p 327 A93-44878
Evoked brain potentials as indicators of a central nervous
impairment in a simulated saturation dive to 560 m
|OLR-FB-92-14| p219 N93-24093
BREADBOARD MODELS
Engineering verification of the biomass production
chamber p 67 N93-13996
BREAKING
Healing of fractured bone in rats during readaptation
following 14-day suspension p 241 A93-35260
BREATHING
Evaluation of an electronics system concept lor
Respiratory Protection system (RESPO 21)
|AD-A253394| p 30 N93-10288
BREATHING APPARATUS
A new protective breathing apparatus
p29 A93-13535
Physiological eflects of positive pressure ventilation
|AD-A254809| p 49 N93-12751
Statistically based decompression tables 8:
Linear-exponential kinetics
|AD-A257613| p 120 N93-17926
Comparison of portable crewmember protective
breathing equipment (CPBE) designs
|DOT/FAA/AM-93/6| p 310 N93-27121
BRIGHTNESS
Perception of lightness and brightness in complex
patterns
IAD-A254093I P 25 N93-10658
Discomfort glare from high-intensity discharge
headlamps: Elfects of context and experience
IPB93-174720I p336 N93-30659
BRIGHTNESS DISTRIBUTION
Engineering the visibility of small leatures on electronic
Ilight displays p 144 N93-19758
BRINES
Microbiological test results ol the environmental control
and lile support systems vapors compression distillation
subsystem recycle tank components following various
pretreatment protocols
INASA-CR-1925701 p 359 N93-32354
BROADBAND
Wide-bandwidth high-resolution search for
extraterrestrial intelligence
(NASA-CR-1916181 p 110 N93-15825
BROADBAND AMPLIFIERS
Wide-bandwidth high-resolution search lor
extraterrestrial intelligence
(NASA-CR-1931371 p 322 N93-28895
BROKEN SYMMETRY
Chiral-symmetry-breaking in nonequilibrium chemical
systems - The racemization influence
p269 A93-36563
Chiral symmetry breaking in nonlinear autocatalytic
reactions and the effect of external noise
p269 A93-36564
BROMIDES
The effects of pyridostigmine bromide on visual
performance p 87 A93-18034
Toxicological investigations of flight accidetns: Findings
and methods p 126 N93-19695
The acute inhalation toxicity of pyrolysis products of
halon 1301
(AD-A260874) p 254 N93-25629
BROMINE COMPOUNDS
Human performance and physiological function during
a 24-hr exposure to 1 percent bromotrifluoromethane
(Halon 1301) p277 A93-39704
BRONCHI
The chronic effects of JP-8 jet fuel exposure on the
lungs
[AD-A264162] p 334 N93-30153
BUBBLES
Variability over time of complement activation induced
by air bubbles in human and rabbit sera
p323 A93-42190
BUILDINGS
Survey of protocols for conducting indoor air quality
investigations in large buildings
(PB93-1198651 p 194 N93-21215
BURNS (INJURIES)
Mechanisms ol immune failure in burn injury
p 15 N93-11285
The effect ol pain on task performance: A review of
the literature
[AD-A254336] p 59 N93-15216
BUTTONS
Gloved operator performance study
[AD-A256894) p 104 N93-16048
C-135 AIRCRAFT
KC-135 crew reduction feasibility demonstration
simulation study. Volume 3: Test and evaluation
[AD-A253931] p 30 N93-10713
CABIN ATMOSPHERES
The dynamic mathematical model and digital simulation
ol the environmental control system p 61 A93-14319
Initial accomplishments ol the Environmental Control
and Lile Support System (ECLSS) atmosphere
revitalization (AR) predevelopment operational system test
(POST) for the Space Station Freedom (SSF)
|SAE PAPER 921186) p 294 A93-41365
Development ol the carbon dioxide removal system
blower used on Space Station Freedom
(SAE PAPER 921188) p 294 A93-41367
Conceptual design of a lunar base thermal control
system p 68 N93-14003
The relationship between environmental conditions and
UH-60 cockpit temperature
[AD-A255918] p 69 N93-14090
Application ol RADTRAN to estimation ol doses to
persons in enclosed spaces
IDE93-000758J p 97 N93-17230
Ventilation loss in the NASA Space Shuttle crew
protective garments: Potential for heat stress
|AD-A258552| p 148 N93-19955
CAFFEINE
Smoking status and body composition, exercise, dietary
intake, and alcohol/cafleine consumption
|AD-A250648| p 23 N93-11893
Field trial of caffeine on physical performance at altitude:
fin attempt to overcome the challenge
IAD-A264260) p 337 N93-30894
Effects of caffeine on mental performance and mood:
Implications for aircrew members p 372 N93-32269
CALCIFEROL
The role ol ultraviolet radiation and vitamin-D metabolism
in medical care during space flights p 247 A93-35216
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SUBJECT INDEX CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN
CALCIUM METABOLISM
Principles ol the organization ol calcium metabolism
p7 A93-10124
Age-related bone changes p 93 A93-20655
Can the adull skeleton recover lost bone?
p93 A93-20656
The mechanical control system ol bone in weightless
spaceflight and in aging p 94 A93-20657
Ellect of exercise and bisphosphonate on mineral
balance and bone density during 360 day antiorthostatic
hypokinesia p 170 A93-28760
Predicting skeletal adaptation in altered gravity
environments p213 A93-30772
Prevention of space flight induced soft tissue
calcification and disuse osteoporosis
p214 A93-31545
The role of ultraviolet radiation and vitamin-D metabolism
in medical care during space flights p 247 A93-35216
Accumulation of calcium ions in the myocardial
sarcoplasmic reticulum of restrained rats exposed to a
pulsed electromagnetic field . p 240 A93-35225
Shortening velocity and calcium sensitivity of single
fibers from hindlimb suspended muscle in rats
p 398 A93-55329
CALCIUM PHOSPHATES
Active synthetic soil
[NASA-CASE-MSC-21954-1-NP] p114 N93-19054
CALORIC REQUIREMENTS
Nutrition and hydration status of aircrew members
consuming the food packet, survival, general purpose,
improved during a simulated survival scenario
[AD-A258744] p 128 N93-20384
Trial of emergency ration of the Spanish Air Force
p 368 N93-32247
The effects of an antijet lag diet p 370 N93-32263
CAMERAS
Adaptive strategies of remote systems operators
• exposed to perturbed camera-viewing conditions
p 187 A93-27155
Intensified CCD sensor applications for helmet-mounted
displays p 228 A93-30064
Dark cycle monitoring of biological specimens on Space
Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 921393] p 274 A93-41551
CANADIAN SPACE PROGRAM
Space life sciences overview p 158 N93-21074
CANCER
Cancer risk assessment with intermittent exposure
p171 A93-28766
On the biological effects of cosmic rays - Epidemiological
Studies p 239 A93-34858
Understanding mechanisms of carcinogenesis using rat
tracheal epithelial cells in vitro
[DE92-013510) p 13 N93-10626
Clinical types of Hepatitis B p 15 N93-11286
Digital mammography, cancer screening: Factors
important for image compression p 221 N93-24551
Potential human health effects associated with power
frequency electric and magnetic fields
IPB93-132678] p221 N93-24590
Measuring the metastatic potential of cancer cells
p 244 N93-25566
Immunoconjugates: Magic bullets for cancer therapy?
p 253 N93-25567
Automated system for early breast cancer detection in
mammograms p 253 N93-25568
CANOPIES (VEGETATION)
Plant canopy transpiration in bioregenerative life support
systems - The link between mechanistic and empirical
models
I SAE PAPER 921355] p 306 A93-41514
Minitron II system for precise control of the plant growth
environment p 357 A93-46470
Closed Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) Test
Facility p 233 N93-22628
CANTILEVER BEAMS
A preliminary structural analysis of space-based
inflatable tubular frame structures p 313 N93-27849
CAPE KENNEDY LAUNCH COMPLEX
Health services at the Kennedy Space Center
p 154 A93-28711
Emergency medical operations at Kennedy Space
Center in support of space shuttle p 166 A93-28712
Kennedy Space Center environmental health program
p 166 A93-28713
Environmental monitoring and research at the John F.
Kennedy Space Center p 154 A93-28714
Challenges of space medical operations and life
sciences management p 155 A93-28716
Toxic substances registry system: Index of material
safety data sheets
INASA-TM-108582] p 172 N93-20998
CAPILLARIES
Transcapillary fluid responses to lower body negative
pressure p 380 A93-49292
CAPILLARIES (ANATOMY)
Effect of simulated weightlessness on microvessel
permeability of various organs in rabbits
p 199 A93-30438
Direct measurement of capillary blood pressure in the
human lip p 279 A93-40550
CAPILLARY FLOW
Evaluation of capillary electrophoresis for in-flight ionic
contaminant monitoring of SSF potable water
| SAE PAPER 9212681 p 300 A93-41438
Higher capillary filtration rate in the calves of
endurance-trained subjects during orthostatic stress
p40t A93-55165
CARBAMATES (TRADENAME)
The effects of pyridostigmine bromide on visual
performance p 87 A93-18034
CARBOHYDRATE METABOLISM
Differential effects of insulin resistance on leucine and
glucose kinetics in obesity p 152 A93-27224
Facilitation of levodopa-induced dyskinesias by dietary
carbohydrates p 203 A93-33029
Muscle glucose uptake in the rat after suspension with
single hindlimb weight bearing p 326 A93-44178
Regulation of the carbohydrate metabolism in humans
residing in the North p 384 A93-51117
Effect of insulin-like factors on glucose transport activity
in unweighted rat skeletal muscle p 399 A93-55458
Influence of the Cold Buster (tm) sports, bar on heat
debt, mobilization and oxidation of energy substrates
|AD-A262762| p 285 N93-28939
Nutrition, Metabolic Disorders and Lifestyle of Aircrew
| AGARD-CP-5331 p 367 N93-32240
CARBOHYDRATES
A balanced carbohydrate:protein diet in the management
of Parkinson's disease p 153 A93-27918
Effects of dietary amino acids, carbohydrates, and
choline on neurotransmitter synthesis
p204 A93-33031
Effects of their nutrient precursors on the synthesis and
release of serotonin, the catecholamines. and
acetylcholine - Implications for behavioral disorders
p 204 A93-33033
Nutrition and hydration status of aircrew members
consuming the food packet, survival, general purpose,
improved during a simulated survival scenario
|AD-A258744| p 128 N93-20384
Correlation of life-style and dietary concomitants of
Greek pilots with serum analytes p 369 N93-32256
CARBON
Determination of organic carbon and ionic accountability
of various waste and product waters derived from ECLSS •
water recovery tests and Spacelab humidity condensate
|SAE PAPER 9213131 p 303 A93-41475
Methods development for total organic carbon
accountability
|NASA-CR-184438| p 40 N93-12949
CARBON DIOXIDE
On a possible role of carbon dioxide in the genesis of
the hyperbaric neural syndrome p 200 A93-31190
Effects of CO2 and photosynthetic photon flux on yield,
gas exchange and growth rate of Lactuca sativa L.
'Waldmann's Green' p 397 A93-52723
Resource capture by single leaves
|DE92-015847| p5 N93-10461
The potential effects of concurrent increases in
temperature. CO2 and O3 on net photosynthesis, as
mediated by rubisCO
|DE92-019411| p5 N93-11630
Submarine Advanced Integrated Life Support system
(SAILS) program
|AD-A253564| p 32 N93-11812
The effects of prolonged growth in elevated CO2
concentrations in the field on the amounts of different leaf
proteins
|DE93-002940| p115 N93-19751
Membrane technology: A search for membranes for
submarine atmosphere control
|AD-A260581| p 266 N93-25904
Regulation of alternative CO2 fixation pathways in
procaryotic and eucaryotic photosynthetic organisms
|DE93-012109| p 276 N93-29181
Growing wheat to maturity in reduced gas pressures
[NASA-CR-1932451 p 277 N93-29216
CARBON DIOXIDE CONCENTRATION
The life span of the biosphere revisited
p 149 A93-21847
Rett syndrome - Stimulation of endogenous biogenic
amines • P 164 A93-28697
Recent regenerative ECLSS technology developments
in Europe
| SAE PAPER 9213321 P 304 A93-41493
Plant growth modeling at the JSC variable pressure
growth chamber - An application of experimental design
| SAE PAPER 9213561 P 307 A93-41515
The Minitron system for growth of small plants under
controlled environment conditions p 358 A93-46471
The potential effects of concurrent increases in
temperature. CO2 and O3 on net photosynthesis, as
mediated by rubisCO
|DE92-019411| p5 N93-11630
The effects of prolonged growth in elevated CO2
concentrations in the field on the amounts of different leaf
proteins
| DE93-O029401 pi 15 N93-19751
CARBON DIOXIDE REMOVAL
Development of the carbon dioxide removal system
blower used on Space Station Freedom
| SAE PAPER 9211881 p 294 A93-41367
Sabatier carbon dioxide reduction system for Space
Station Freedom
I SAE PAPER 9211891 p 294 A93-41368
Comparative test data assessment and simplified math
modelling for Sabatier CO2 reduction subsystem
| SAE PAPER 9212281 p 296 A93-41402
Evaluation of the carbon dioxide removal assembly
requirements for the Space Station Freedom in the Manned
Tended Capability through Permanently Manned Capability
configurations
| SAE PAPER 921231 I p 297 A93-41405
Development of a regenerate metal oxide sheet matrix
CO2 removal system
|SAE PAPER 9212981 p 302 A93-41463
Portable life support system regenerative carbon dioxide
and water vapor removal by metal oxide absorbents
preprototype hardware development and testing
| SAE PAPER 9212991 p 303 A93-41464
Operation .of a breadboard
liquid-sorbent/membrane-contactor system for removing
carbon dioxide and water vapor from air
| SAE PAPER 9213211 p 304 A93-41483
Automation of closed environments in space for human
comfort and safety
INASA-CR-192045] p 138 N93-17971
A membrane-based subsystem for water-vapor recovery
from plant-growth chambers
INASA-CR-177602] p 149 N93-20065
Technologies for ECLSS evolution
p311 N93-27720
JSC ECLSS R/T program overview
p 312 N93-27725
CARBON FIBERS
Finite element analysis of a composite artificial ankle
p 174 N93-22189
CARBON ISOTOPES
Methane transport mechanisms and isotopic
fractionation in emergent macrophyles of an Alaskan
tundra lake p 38 A93-16544
CARBON MONOXIDE
Heart and lung alterations in neonatal rats exposed to
CO or high altitude p 77 A93-20027
Mathematical model for the exchange of gases in the
lungs with special reference to carbon monoxide
p 271 A93-39707
Variations of time-to-incapacitation and
carboxyhemoglobin values in rats exposed to two carbon
monoxide concentrations
IDOT/FAA/AM-93/7] p 274 N93-27152
Carbon monoxide exposure of subjects with documented
cardiac arrhythmias
(PB93-179943I p 337 N93-30890
CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING
Variations of time-to-incapacitation and
carboxyhemoglobin values in rats exposed to two carbon
monoxide concentrations
| DOT/FAA/AM-93/7 | p 274 N93-27152
CARBON TETRACHLORIDE
Anaerobic microbial transformation of aromatic
hydrocarbons and mixtures of aromatic hydrocarbons and
halogenated solvents
|AD-A255696| p 42 N93-14557
CARBON 14
New techniques for positron emission tomography in
the study of human neurological disorders
| DE93-0020981 p 95 N93-15900
CARBONACEOUS CHONDRITES
The origin of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in
meteorites P110 A93-17983
Formation of reduced carbonaceous matter in basalts
and xenoliths - Reaction of C-O-H gases on olivine crack
surfaces — space biological evolution
p411 A93-53286
Carbonaceous chondrites and the origin of life
p 412 A93-55997
CARBONYL COMPOUNDS
Biological conversion of synthesis gas culture
development
|DE92-001279| p6 N93-12482
CARBOXYHEMOGLOBIN
Carboxyalkylated hemoglobin as a potential blood
substitute
IAD-A252329I p 22 N93-11561
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CARCINOGENS SUBJECT INDEX
Carbon monoxide exposure of subjects with documented
cardiac arrhythmias
|PB93-179943| p 337 N93-30890
CARCINOGENS
Cancer risk assessment with intermittent exposure
P171 A93-28766
Single particle effects. Biostack. and risk evaluation -
Studies on the radiation risk from Galactic cosmic rays
p 202 A93-32243
Gene transcription and electromagnetic fields
|DE93-010854| p 276 N93-28848
CARDIAC OUTPUT
Pulmonary diffusing capacity, capillary blood volume,
and cardiac output during sustained microgravity
P386 A93-52617
Effect of hemorrhage on cardiac output, vasopressin,
aldosterone, and diuresis during immersion in men
|NASA-TM-103949| p6 N93-12014
CARDIAC VENTRICLES
Hypoxia-intfuced downregulation of beta-adrenergic
receptors in rat heart p 37 A93-14973
CARDIOGRAPHY
Value of frequency domain correlative cardiography
(FCG) to early diagnosis of coronary heart disease
p 10 A93-13705
Cardiovascular stress test with non-invasive
techniques p 221 N93-24399
CARDIOLOGY
Civil aviation and cardiology - Admission rules and
follow-up of the technical flying personnel of TAP-Air
Portugal 0 164 A93-28699
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM
The responses of cardiovascular during head-up tilt plus
lower body negative pressure p9 A93-11690
The effect of low-intensity electromagnetic
millimeter-wave radiation on the rat cardiovascular
system p 2 A93-12861
Application of system identification to research on
cardiovascular regulative function p 3 A93-13544
Study of the relationship between therapeutic effects
and control parameters of ECP using a simulation
method p 11 A93-13716
Role of atrial natriuretic peptide in systemic responses
to acute isotonic volume expansion p 44 A93-14968
Influence of graded dehydration on hyperthermia and
cardiovascular drift during exercise p 44 A93-14971
Rat cardiovascular responses to whole body suspension
- Head-down and non-head-down tilt p 37 A93-14974
Hematological changes in space microgravity
environments p 46 A93-15528
The cardiovascular system p 46 A93-15530
Echocardiographic evaluation of the cardiovascular
effects of short-duration spaceflight p 87 A93-17551
Preclinical cardiovascular and neurological
occupation-related pathological symptoms in helicopter
pilots p91 A93-18416
Psychophysiological studies of acute hypoxic hypoxia
p91 A93-18417
Method of selection of astronauts cardiovascular
regulative function under simulated weightlessness
p 91 A93-19995
Posture and the circulation - The age effect
p 93 A93-20653
Cardiovascular physiology in space flight
p 93 A93-20654
Cardiovascular responses to lower body negative
pressure in trained and untrained older men
p115 A93-21686
Blood volume reduction counteracts fluid shifts in water
immersion p 118 A93-25206
Increased release of brain serotonin reduces
vulnerability to ventricular fibrillation in the cat
p151 A93-26500
Influence of posture and prolonged head-down tilt on
cardiovascular reflexes p 161 A93-28677
Cardiovascular response to lower body negative
pressure before, during, and after ten days head-down
tilt bedrest p 162 A93-28681
The effects of a 10-day period of head-down tilt on the
cardiovascular responses to intravenous saline loading
p 163 A93-28686
Head-down tilt bedrest: HDT'83 - An international
collaborative effort in integrated systems physiology
p 164 A93-28689
Cardiovascular physiology - Effects of microgravity
p 166 A93-28719
Cardiovascular responses to upright tilt at a simulated
altitude of 3,700 m in men p 212 A93-30281
Cardiovascular responses during recovery from exercise
and thermal stress p 212 A93-30282
Cardiovascular problems during space flight
p 213 A93-30445
Hypertension and the probability of an incapacitating
event over a defined period - Impact of treatment
p 215 A93-32777
Alanine increases blood pressure during hypotension
p 203 A93-33027
Hemodynamic status of humans during a graded
Orthostatic test p 248 A93-35221
Informative value of the rerespiration method for
evaluating the lunctional resources of Ihecardiorespiratory
system during the simulation of certain flight factors
p 248 A93-35222
Features of the effect of hypokinesia on cardiac activity
in rats with high and low spontaneous motor activity
p 240 A93-35224
Functional state of the cardiovascular system of the
cosmonauts of the sixth primary mission on the Mir
Station p 249 A93-35238
Ultrasonic location of gas bubbles in the vascular bed
of a person working in a space suit p 262 A93-35239
Efficiency of using iterative hypoxic hypercapnic stimuli
for enhancing cardiorespiratory reserves under the effect
of radial accelerations p 249 A93-35244
Norepinephrine content in discrete brain areas and
neurohypophysial vasopressin in rats after a 9-d spaceflight
(SLS-1) p273 A93-41167
Effects of dynamic exercise on cardiovascular regulation
during lower body negative pressure
p281 A93-41168
Baroreflex function and cardiac structure with moderate
endurance training in normotensive men
p 332 A93-44182
Changes in the central hemodynamics under
antiorthostasis in humans with different blood circulation
types and physical training levels p 359 A93-46967
Arterial pulse pressure and vasopressin release in
humans during lower body negative pressure
p 360 A93-47096
Hemodynamic effects of altitude exposure and oxygen
administration in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
p 383 A93-49571
Prediction of maximal oxygen uptake from submaximal
exercise testing in aerobically fit and nonfit men
p385 A93-52304
Review of the space medico-engineering research in
China
[ AAS PAPER 91-623 I p 402 A93-55802
Metabolic factors influencing myocardial recovery from
acidosis (CiC3)
|AD-A252376| P 14 N93-10796
Assessment of programs in space biology and
medicine
|NASA-CR-190930| p 41 N93-13327
AFRRI Reports — Radiobiology
|AD-A257231| P 80 N93-15965
Nifedipine for treatment of high altitude pulmonary
edema
[AD-A256959] P 95 N93-16187
Systemic and pulmonary hypertension after resuscitation
with cell-free hemoglobin
|AD-A258185| P 120 N93-17900
A review of models of the human temperature regulation
system
IAD-A258023I P 120 N93-17918
Publications ol the Space Physiology and
Countermeasures Program, Cardiopulmonary Discipline:
1980-1990
|NASA-CR-4475| P 123 N93-18376
Cardiopulmonary discipline science plan
|NASA-TM-108040| p 125 N93-19648
Monitoring of cardiovascular parameters during the
AustroMir space flight p 220 N93-24367
MAC to VAX connectivity: Heartrate spectral analysis
system p 254 N93-25594
Vascular uptake of rehydration fluids in hypohydrated
men at rest and exercise
(NASA-TM-1039421 p 255 N93-26133
The physiological limitations of man in the high G
environment p319 N93-28861
Lipodystrophies in the French military flight crew
p 362 N93-32249
Blood lipids in aircrew recruits and in RAF aviators
p 362 N93-32251
Cardiovascular risk factors in an Italian Air Force
population: Preliminary report p 362 N93-32252
Cardiovascular Risk Factors (CVRF) in Spanish pilots
with coronary artery disease demonstrated by angiographic
studies p 362 N93-32253
Results and management of pathological lipoprotein
concentrations and other cardiovascular risk factors in
military pilots of the German Federal Armed Forces
p363 N93-32254
Biological parameters and cardiovascular risk factors
with the frying personnel of the Belgian Armed Forces
p 370 N93-32260
CAROTID SINUS BODY
Modulation of respiratory responses to carotid sinus
nerve stimulation by brain hypoxia p 79 A93-20038
Influence ol ten-day head-down bedrest on human
carotid baroreceptor-cardiac reflex function
p 161 A93-28678
Microgravity and orthostatic intolerance - Carotid
hemodynamics and peripheral responses
p 278 A93-39716
Response of genioglossus EMG activity to passive lilt
in men p 279 A93-41118
CAROTID SINUS REFLEX
Carotid-cardiac baroreffex response and LBNP tolerance
lollowing resistance training p 164 A93-28696
Entfanced carotid-cardiac baroreflex response and
elimination ol orthostatic hypotension 24 hours alter acute
exercise in paraplegics p 216 A93-32781
Response of genioglossus EMG activity to passive tilt
in men p 279 A93-41118
CASE HISTORIES
CSERIAC case studies in ergonomics information
analysis — for crew systems p 349 A93-42850
CASUALTIES
Analysis of injuries following the crash bl Avianca Flight
52 p382 A93-49562
CATALOGS (PUBLICATIONS)
Space Station Freedom biomedical monitoring and
Countermeasures: Biomedical facility hardware catalog
INASA-CR-1931561 P 246 N93-26709
CATALYSIS
Ribozymes - A distinct class ol metalloenzymes
p398 A93-54163
Group II intron RNA catalysis of progressive nucleotide
insertion - A model for RNA editing p 398 A93-55292
CATALYSTS
Isolation of new ribozymes from a large pool of random
sequences p 400 A93-56548
CATALYTIC ACTIVITY
Atrial natriuretic peptide degradation by CPA47 cells -
Evidence for a divalent cation-independent cell-surface
proteolytic activity p 155 A93-28726
CATARACTS
Accelerated heavy particles and the lens. VIII -
Comparisons between the effects of acute low doses of
iron ions (190 keV/microns) and argon ions (88
keV/microns) p 216 A93-32784
A liber optic probe for the detection of cataracts
p 254 N93-25593
CATECHOLAMINE
The eflect of the activation of the sympatho-adrenal
system on catecholamine inactivation in rat lungs
p2 A93-12864
Effect of high temperature on the beta-adrenoreceptor
activity and the catecholamine synthesis
p 39 A93-16750
Dopamine release in rat striatum - Physiological coupling
to tyrosine supply p 152 A93-27050
Relationship between pituitary ACTH content and
hypothalamic catecholamines in the rat
p 203 A93-33028
Effects ol dietary amino acids, carbohydrates, and
choline on neurotransmitter synthesis
p 204 A93-33031
Tyrosine - Effects on catecholamine release
p 204 A93-33038
Endocrinology ol space/motion sickness
p 403 A93-55935
CATHETERIZATION
The influence of dietary counseling and cardiac
catheterization on lipid profiles in American military
aviators p 369 N93-32259
CATHODE RAY TUBES
Low-cost monochrome CRT helmet display
p 228 A93-30061
Advances in miniature projection CRTs for helmet
displays p 229 A93-30066
Comparison of CRT display measurement techniques
p 229 A93-30067
The locator system for wandering individuals
|NASA-TM-104754| p 31 N93-11649
Low-cost helmet-mounted displays
|AD-A262616| • p 317 N93-28479
CATHODES
Submarine Advanced Integrated Life Support system
(SAILS) program
|AD-A253564| p 32 N93-11812
CATIONS
Changes in the osmolality. monovalent cation
concentration, and protein structure of blood plasma under
extreme conditions p 200 A93-31188
CAVES
Evolving concepts of lunar architecture: The potential
ol subselene development p 107 N93-17447
CELESTIAL BODIES
Life in and from space p 237 N93-24373
CELL DIVISION
Early amphibian (anuran) morphogenesis is sensitive to
novel gravitational fields p 156 A93-28745
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SUBJECTINDEX CEREBRAL VASCULAR ACCIDENTS
Rotating-wall vessel coculture of small intestine as a
prelude to tissue modeling - Aspects of simulated
microgravity p 171 A93-28765
Altering the position of the first horizontal cleavage
furrow of the amphibian (Xenopus) egg reduces embryonic
survival p272 A93-39717
Nerves and tissue repair
IAD-A255299I p 53 N93-14535
Effects of maglev-spectrum magnetic field exposure on
CEM T-lymphoblastoid human cell growth and
differentiation
|DE92-041134| p96 N93-16552
CELL MEMBRANES (BIOLOGY)
Purification and properties of an ATPase from Sulfolobus
solfataricus p 201 A93-32115
Ion transport across membranes under exposure of the
organism to ionizing radiation — Russian book
|ISBN 5-12-001601-41 p243 A93-35679
Comparison of membrane ATPases from extreme
halophiles isolated from ancient salt deposits
p 243 A93-36557
Cryoprotective properties of water in the earth
cryolithosphere and its role in exobiology
p269 A93-36558
Ozone - A new aspect of its effect on microorganisms
p398 A93-54971
CELLS
Caenorhabditis elegans - A model system lor space
biology studies p 80 A93-20665
CELLS (BIOLOGY)
Organic models of interstellar grains
p35 A93-11847
The current status and prospects in the study of cell
physiology under microgravity p 38 A93-16001
Model for the computation of self-motion in biological
systems p 97 A93-17673
Altered cell function in microgravity
p79 A93-20660
The pituitary - Aging and spaceflown rats
p79 A93-20661
Short-term microgravity to isolate graviperception in
cells P111 A93-21901
On a possible role of carbon dioxide in the genesis of
the hyperbaric neural syndrome P 200 A93-31190
Cultivation of Hamster Kidney cells in a Dynamic Cell
Culture System in space (Spacelab IML-1 mission)
p 200 A93-32071
Melatonin and its precursors in Y79 human
retinoblastoma cells • Effect of sodium butyrate
p 214 A93-32120
Mechanical forces and their second messengers in
stimulating cell growth in vitro P 204 A93-33043
Two circadian oscillators in one cell
p 239 A93-34518
Effect of an attenuated geomagnetic field on the cellular
composition of the epithelial-spermogenous layer of rat
testes P240 A93-35229
Possible biological significance of the curvature of
equipotential surfaces of gravity-force tidal variations
p 324 A93-43025
Response of a mouse hybridoma cell line to heat shock,
agitation, and sparging p 328 A93-44928
Intracellular proteins produced by mammalian cells in
response to environmental stress P 328 A93-44929
Prolactin-induced mitogenesis of lymphocytes from
ovariectomized rats p 329 A93-44934
Cell wall and enzyme changes during the graviresponse
of the leaf-sheath pulvinus of oat (Avena saliva)
p 329 A93-44941
Dynamics of auxin movement in the gravistimulated
leaf-sheath pulvinus of oat (Avena saliva)
p 358 A93-46472
The internal dynamics of slowly rotating biological
systems P 375 A93-49208
The fast rotating clinostat - A history of its use in
gravitational biology and a comparison of ground-based
and flight experiment results p 376 A93-49212
Altered gravity conditions affect early EGF-induced
signal transduction in human epidermal A431 cells
p 376 A93-49214
Method for culturing mammalian cells in a perfused
bioreactor
[NASA-CASE-MSC-21293-21 04 N93-10109
Method for culturing mammalian cells in a horizontally
rotated bioreactor •
[NASA-CASE-MSC-21294-2] p5 N93-10110
Interdisciplinary research and training program in the
plant sciences
|DE92-015919| p5 N93-10835
Physiological analyses of the aflerents controlling brain
neurochemical systems
IAD-A2531851 p 14 N93-11146
Establishing laboratory standards for biological flight
experiments
INASA-CR-184402] p 40 N93-12901
Assessment of programs in space biology and
medicine
|NASA-CR-190930| p41 N93-13327
Effects of spaceflight on the proliferation of jejunal
mucosal cells
|NASA-CR-191303| p 51 N93-13449
Nerves and tissue repair
|AD-A255299| p 53 N93-14535
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
|AD-A255799| p 42 N93-14648
High density cell culture system
INASA-CASE-MSC-22060-11 p114 N93-19037
Computer based analysis and synthesis of retinal
function
| AD-A260514 | p 221 N93-24420
Mechanical stimulation of skeletal muscle mitigates
glucocorticoid induced decreases in prostaglandin
synthesis
|NASA-CR-193040| p 222 N93-24763
Measuring the metastatic potential of cancer cells
p 244 N93-25566
Effect of cytoskeletal reagents on stretch activated ion
channels
|AD-A261089| p 245 N93-25764
Comparative mutagenesis of human cells in vivo and
in vitro
IDE93-012269I p276 N93-28651
Biophysical and biochemical mechanisms in synaptic
transmitter release •
|AD-A264829| p 336 N93-30613
The Gordon Research Conference on Pineal Cell
Biology
|AD-A264840| p 337 N93-30904
Investigation of laser-induced retinal damage
|AD-A264096| p 338 N93-31094
Neurophysiological analysis of circadian rhythm
entrainment
|AD-A264681| p 361 N93-32018
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
|AD-A264415| p 358 N93-32035
CENOZOIC ERA
First skulls of the early Eocene primate Shoshonius
cooperi and the anthropoid-tarsier dichotomy
p 202 A93-32670
CENTER OF MASS
An automated method for determining mass properties
|AD-A259924| p 236 N93-24441
Helmeted head and neck dynamics under whole-body
vibration p 264 N93-25531
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
Functional state of the central nervous system of guinea
pigs after a prolonged stay in artificial atmospheres with
different gas compositions p 75 A93-18287
Combined effect of head-down tilt and gamma rays on
the higher nervous activity of rats p 242 A93-35262
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computer modeling
|AO-A255544| p 66 N93-13874
Occupant simulation as an aspect of flight safety
research p 142 N93-19665
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
Sell-programming of matter and the evolution of
proto-biological organizations
|DE92-015244| p5 N93-10628
DYNAMOMETERS
Astronaut candidate strength measurement using the
Cybex 2 and the LIDO Multi-Joint 2 dynamometers
INASA-CR-1856791 p 34 N93-I2195
Prevention of cumulative trauma disorders
|PB93-188332| p 338 N93-31138
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EAR
The influence of military low-altitude flight noise on the
inner ear of the guinea pig. I - Hearing threshold
measurements p 377 A93-49555
Micromotional studies of utricular and canal afferents
INASA-CR-1927031 p 207 N93-22800
EAR PROTECTORS
Measuring hearing protection device performance using
the metrosonics db-3100 sound level analyzer
(dosimeter)
IAD-A260852I p 265 N93-25787
Sound at|enuation characteristics of the standard
DH-132A and SPH-4 helmets worn in combination with
standard issue earplugs
IAD-A263011I p350 N93-29406
EARDRUMS
Barotrauma in Boeing 737 cabin crew
p 278 A93-39706
EARPHONES
Headphone localization of speech stimuli
p 176 A93-27143
Headphone localization of speech
p 394 A93-52507
EARTH (PLANET)
Comets and the formation of biochemical compounds
on the primitive earth - A review p 109 A93-17977
The fate or organic matter during planetary accretion -
Preliminary studies of the organic chemistry of
experimentally shocked Murchison meteorite
p 110 A93-17984
EARTH ENVIRONMENT
K.E. TsiolKovsky and biomedical problems connected
with space exploration; Lectures Devoted to K.E.
Tsiolkovsky's Ideas, 25th, Kaluga, Russia, Sept. 11-14,
1990, Transactions p 90 A93-18406
K.E. Tsiolkovsky on the problem of human survival in
extreme environments (On the earth and in space)
p 77 A93-18407
Labels and visual cues to reproduce an earthlike
environment in space - Going ahead in designing Columbus
APM interior architecture
(SAE PAPER 921193] p 295 A93-41371
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
[JPRS-ULS-92-024] p 40 N93-13033
EARTH ORBITAL ENVIRONMENTS
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering - Design
considerations p 135 A93-23518
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering • Experimental
evaluation p 136 A93-23519
Task-analytic evaluations of Space Station Freedom
workstations P 187 A93-27157
Enhanced softgoods structures lor spacesuit
micrometeoroid/debris protective systems
(SAE PAPER 9212581 p 299 A93-41428
LIAC - A closed ecosystem research facility — Life In
A Can p347 A93-42129
Space Station Freedom payload operations in the 21st
century p 350 A93-45436
EARTH ORBITS
SHARC: Space Habitat, Assembly and Repair Center
[NASA-CR-192031 | p 140 N93-18153
United States Army space experiment 601
[AD-A261460I P260 N93-26353
EARTH SURFACE
Liquid water and the origin of life p 268 A93-36552
The violent environment of the origin of life - Progress
and uncertainties p412 A93-53292
EATING
Effect of food intake on skin vasomotor responses to
head-up tilt in humans p 379 A93-49180
Nutrition and hydration status of aircrew members
consuming the food packet, survival, general purpose,
improved during a simulated survival scenario
(AD-A258744I p 128 N93-20384
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY
Echocardiographic evaluation of the cardiovascular
effects of short-duration spaceflight p 87 A93-17551
ECOLOGY
Biofilm ecology of bioluminescent bacteria
IAD-A255282I P 42 N93-14532
Mathematics and biology: The interface, challenges and
opportunities
[DE92-041207I P 82 N93-17359
Planetary Biology and Microbial Ecology: Molecular
Ecology and the Global Nitrogen cycle
INASA-CR-4497 ] p 269 N93-26157
ECOSYSTEMS
Effects of possible pollution sources of the atmosphere
of a closed ecosystem on the growth of test
microorganisms p 101 A93-18418
Relevance of antarctic microbial ecosystems to
exobiology P 355 A93-44877
Scaling issues for biodiversity protection
|DE92-016689| p6 N93-12315
Scenarios for optimizing potato productivity' in a lunar
CELSS p67 N93-13997
The production and use of aeroponically grown inocula
of VAM fungi in the native plant nursery
| P892-2049731 p 43 N93-15208
Life support and sell-sufficiency in space communities
p 105 N93-16866
Closed Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) Test
Facility p 233 N93-22628
CEBAS-Aquarack: An artificial aquatic animal plant
ecosystem as a tool for basic research in the Columbus
Space Station p210 N93-24401
Ecosystems on Earth and in space (the possible
utilization of artificial ecosystems for space life support
systems) p 236 N93-24406
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
|JPRS-ULS-92-020| p 244 N93-25406
EDEMA
High-altitude pulmonary edema with pulmonary
thromboembolism p 278 A93-39709
Endotoxin priming followed by high-altitude causes
pulmonary edema in rats p 323 A93-42186
Effects of acute hypoxia on intracranial dynamics in
unanesthetized goats p 326 A93-44177
Nifedipine for treatment of high altitude pulmonary
edema
|AD-A256959| p 95 N93-16187
EDGES
'Neuropsychological components of object
identification
|AO-A261449| p 259 N93-26347
EDUCATION
Ground based simulation in test and evaluation
education
| AIAA PAPER 92-4066] p 24 A93-11252
Training for avionics evaluation
| AIAA PAPER 92-40681 p 24 A93-11254
C.R.M. training for the advanced flight deck
p 24 A93-13410
Interdisciplinary research and training program in the
plant sciences
(DE92-015919I p5 N93-10835
Questioning mechanisms during complex learning
|AD-A247382| p 26 N93-11415
Introduction to training decisions modeling technologies:
The training decisions system
IAD-A249862) p 27 N93-12252
Suited for spacewalking: A teacher's guide with
activities
| NASA-EP-2791 p 65 N93-13692
A psychometrically sound cognitive diagnostic model:
Effect of remediation as empirical validity
|AD-A255926| p 52 N93-14109
Body composition and physical performance
|AD-A255627| p 69 N93-14161
A progressive resistance weight training program
designed to improve the armor crewman's strength
|AD-A255553| p 53 N93-14556
Training, muscle fatigue and stress fractures
|AD-A255277| p 54 N93-15006
Development of a prototype interactive learning system
using multi-media technology for mission independent
training program p 100 N93-17310
Automatic information processing and high performance
skills: Individual differences and mechanisms of
performance improvement in search-detection and
complex tasks
(AD-A257711I p 100 N93-17684
The efficacy of biographical inventory data in predicting
early attrition in naval aviation officer candidate training
|AD-A258025| p 131 N93-17919
The US Navy Healthy Back Program: Effect on back
knowledge among recruits
IAD-A258368) p 121 N93-18210
Night vision goggle training: Development and
production of six video programs
|AD-A258529| p 148 N93-20050
Prologue to Action. Life Sciences Education and Science
Literacy
|PB93-107514| p 159 N93-21230
Instructions and advance training measures lor the
improvement of human reliability
|MBB-FE-313-S-PUB-0500| p 181 N93-21402
Requirements for an automated human factors,
manpower, personnel, and training (HMPT) planning tool
|AD-A258531| p 195 N93-21753
Training concept for crew, end user, and ground centre
personnel in the Columbus utilisation programme
p 226 N93-24382
The adult literacy evaluator: An intelligent
computer-aided training system for diagnosing adult
illiterates P 258 N93-26082
Contribution of personality to the prediction of success
in initial air traffic control specialist training
| DOT/FAA/AM-93/4 | p 259 N93-26138
Spontaneous discovery and use of categorical
structure
|AD-A26t658| p 260 N93-26364
A preliminary empirical evaluation of virtual reality as
an instructional medium for visual-spatial tasks
p367 N93-32151
EFFERENT NERVOUS SYSTEMS
Evaluation of finger motor reaction in fryer when handling
throttle and stick p 29 A93-13539
K.E. Tsiolkovsky on individual time perception and some
characteristics of intuitive perception of the properties of
time at different levels of motor activity and health
p 98 A93-18413
The central nervous connections involved in motion
induced emesis p 399 A93-55931
Physiological analyses of the afferents controlling brain
neurochemical systems
|AD-A253185| p 14 N93-11146
EFFLUENTS
Anaerobic treatment of organic wastes from Controlled
Ecological Life Support Systems
| SAE PAPER 9212721 p 301 A93-41442
Metabolic response of environmentally isolated
microorganisms to industrial effluents: Use of a newly
described cell culture assay p 245 N93-26066
EGGS
Early amphibian (anuran) morphogenesis is sensitive to
novel gravitational fields p 156 A93-28745
Altering the position of the first horizontal cleavage
furrow of the amphibian (Xenopus) egg reduces embryonic
survival p272 A93-39717
EJECTION
An epidemiological study in SAP's pilots ejections
p 143 N93-19699
EJECTION INJURIES
Fractures of the vertebral column after ejection
p 46 A93-15575
Case report - Chronic sub-dural hematoma following
high-speed ejection p 282 A93-41171
EJECTION SEATS
Windblast tolerance of human thorax and abdomen
p91 A33-19992
Investigation on requirements for ejection acceleration
measuring system p 332 A93-44847
The limits of human impact acceleration tolerance
| AIAA PAPER 93-3572 I p 400 A93-52692
The effect of variable seat back angles on human
response to + Gz impact accelerations
|AD-A250673| p 31 N93-11559
Improving manikin biofidelity p 142 N93-19668
An epidemiological study in SAF's pilots ejections
p 143 N93-19699
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
Power assist EVA glove development
| SAE PAPER 9212551 p 299 A93-41425
Effect of cytoskeletal reagents on stretch activated ion
channels
IAD-A261089I p 245 N93-25764
Power assist EVA glove development
p314 N93-27850
ELBOW (ANATOMY)
Prosthetic elbow joint
INASA-CASE-MFS-28707-11 p 354 N93-30566
ELECTRIC CONNECTORS
Quick-disconnect harness system for helmet-mounted
displays p 228 A93-30065
ELECTRIC CONTACTS
Directory of design support methods
|AD-A256987| p 104 N93-16258
ELECTRIC CURRENT
Kinetic studies of interfacial 'photocurrents in platinized
chloroplasts
| DE93-002344 | p211 N93-25104
ELECTRIC FIELDS
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates, part 2
IDE92-040153I p 41 N93-13503
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates, part 1
|DE92-040152| p41 N93-13520
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates:
Neuroendocrine portion of Experiment 4
| DE92-0409551 p 95 N93-16166
Effects of maglev-spectrum magnetic field exposure on
CEM T-lymphoblastoid human cell growth and
differentiation
|DE92-041134| p96 N93-16552
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Health ellecls of low-frequency electric and magnetic
fields
I DE93-005675 | p 127 N93-19838
Effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic fields on operant
and social behavior and on neuroendoctrine system of
nonhuman primates
IDE93-007677 | p 207 N93-22913
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocn'ne system of nonhuman primates
| DE93-0076781
 P211 N93-24455
Potential human health effects associated with power
frequency electric and magnetic fields
[PB93-132678I
 P221 N93-24590
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
Format and structure of a database on health and
environmental impacts of different energy systems for
electricity generation
|DE92-634160| p 12 N93-10222
ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLIES
Manned lunar surface site p316 N93-28033
ELECTRIC STIMULI
Illusions of visual-target motion caused by electrical
vestibular stimuli p 119 A93-25653
ELECTRIC WIRE
Potential human health effects associated with power
frequency electric and magnetic fields
(PB93-132678J p 221 N93-24590
ELECTRO-OPTICS
Human visual limitations on suprathreshold contrast
perception through ANVIS
[AD-A259970J p 226 N93-24431
The quest for an integrated flying helmet
p319 N93-28860
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPHY
Subtraction of 50 Hz interference from
electrocardiogram by using cycle averaging method
p11 A93-13714
T wave changes in humans and dogs during
experimental dives p 92 A93-20026
Test and evaluation report of the Physio Control
Defibrillator/Monitor, Model LifePak(tm) 6s
[AD-A255691] p 52 N93-14103
MAC to VAX connectivity: Heartrate spectral analysis
system p 254 N93-25594
Investigation into the common mode rejection ratio of
the physiological signal conditioner circuit
p 245 N93-26073
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
Post-treatment of reclaimed waste water based on an
electrochemical advanced oxidation process
(SAE PAPER 921275) p 301 A93-41444
ELECTRODES
New technologies for in-flight pasteless bioelectrodes
p289 A93-41174
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY
Cortical localization of,cognitive function by regression
of performance on event.related potentials
p 9 A93-10337
Effect of DL-DOPA. L-5-HTP and pentobarbital sodium
on brain encephalofluctuographs in rats
p 2 A93-13530
The effects of exposure to 50 mT ELF magnetic fields
for 96 h on rabbit EEG p4 A93-13712
The evaluation of tolerance to serious acute hypoxia
in humans p11 A93-13715
EEG changes in man during motion sickness induced
by parallel swing p 92 A93-19996
Spectral analysis of the electroencephalographic
response to motion sickness p 116 A93-24041
Rated performance, cardiovascular and quantitative
EEG parameters during simulated instrument flight under
the effect of terfenadine p 165 A93-28708
Electroencephalogram epileptiform abnormalities in
candidates for aircrew training p 170 A93-28757
Self-organizing character of alpha wave in EEG due to
acute hypoxic hypoxia in normal subjects
p213 A93-30436
The OMPAT level 1 Neurophysiological Performance
Assessment Battery: NPPAB
|AD-A254840| p 27 N93-12432
A weighted iterative algorithm for neuromagnetic
imaging
| DE92-040244 | p 51 N93-13522
Extrathalmic modulation of cortical function
|AD-A255440| p 53 N93-14782
Cognition and the brain
|AD-A255483| p 59 N93-14788
Effects of tertenadine and diphenhydramine on brain
activity and performance in a UH-60 flight simulator
|AD-A258012| p119 N93-17817
A toposcopic investigation of brain electrical activity
induced by motion sickness
|AD-A259024| p 124 N93-18952
Contribution of the analysis of ocular activity
(complementary to the electroencephalographic analysis)
to the detection of low vigilance in instances of piloting
a vehicle p 127 N93-19708
Adaptive filters for monitoring localized brain activity from
surface potential time series
IDE93-0037951 p 217 N93-22774
Biomagnetic localization from transient quasi-static
events
IOE93-007328I p 253 N93-25186
Automatic detection of seizures with applications
p 254 N93-25592
Physiological indices of mental workload
IAD-A261692I p 260 N93-S6391
Duration of alpha suppression increases with angle in
a mental rotation task
IAD-A261592I p 260 N93-26435
The AFOSR Workshop on the Future of EEG and
MEG
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ELECTROLYSIS
Oxygen generation by static feedwater electrolysis for
Space Station Freedom
ISAE PAPER 921151 | p 293 A93-41335
Recent regenerative ECLSS technology developments
in Europe
I SAE PAPER 921332) p 304 A93-41493
Submarine Advanced Integrated Lile Support system
(SAILS) program
|AD-A253564| p 32 N93-11812
Integrated oxygen recovery system
INASA-CR-192982] p 267 N93-26088
SPE water electrolyzers in support of the lunar
Outpost P315 N93-27977
ELECTROLYTE METABOLISM
Modification of water and electrolyte metabolism during
head-down tilting by hypoglycemia in men
p92 A93-20029
Pulmonary responses to lower body negative pressure
and fluid loading during head-down tilt bedrest
p 162 A93-28682
Effects of head-down tilt and saline loading on body
weight, fluid, and electrolyte homeostasis in man
p 163 A93-28685
Investigation of fluid-electrolyte metabolism and its
hormonal regulation during the second joint Soviet-French
space mission p 247 A93-35207
Body fluid compartments, renal blood flow, and
hormones at 6.000 m in normal subjects
p 281 A93-41125
Does drinking protect against mountain sickness?
p 382 A93-49565
Nocturnal pituitary hormone and renin profiles during
chronic heat exposure p 387 A93-52619
Vascular uptake of rehydration fluids in hypohydrated
men at rest and exercise
INASA-TM-1039421 P 255 N93-26133
ELECTROLYTES
SPE water electrolyzers in support of the lunar
outpost p315 N93-27977
Transcutaneous analyte measuring methods
|AD-A262861| P 333 N93-29509
ELECTROLYTIC CELLS
A low pressure electrolyzer for the next generation
submarine
ISAE PAPER 9211251 P 291 A93-41316
Submarine Advanced Integrated Life Support system
(SAILS) program
|AD-A253564| p 32 N93-11812
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
Test and evaluation report of the Physio Control
Oelibrillator/Monitor. Model LifePak(tm) 6s
|AD-A255691| P 52 N93-14103
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
Development of K.E. Tsiolkovsky's ideas on the
interaction between space, nature, and man
p 90 A93-18408
Accumulation of calcium ions in the myocardial
sarcoplasmic reticulum of restrained rats exposed to a
pulsed electromagnetic field p 240 A93-35225
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
|AD-A255799| P 42 N93-14648
Gene transcription and electromagnetic fields
|DE93-010854| p 276 N93-2B848
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
|AD-A264415| P 358 N93-32035
ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE
Subtraction of 50 Hz interference from
electrocardiogram by using cycle averaging method
p11 A93-13714
Test and evaluation report of the Physio Control
Oelibrillator/Monitor, Model LifePak(tm) 6s
H AD-A255691 ] p 52 N93-14103
ELECTROMAGNETIC PULSES
Behavioral effects of high peak power microwave pulses:
Head exposure at 1.3 GHz
|AD-A258136| p 120 N93-17985
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION
Joint HVAC transmission EMF environmental study
IDE92-017863I p 43 N93-15211
Potential human health ellects associated with power
frequency electric and magnetic fields
|PB93-132678| p 221 N93-24590
Gene transcription and electromagnetic fields
|DES3-010854| p276 N93-28848
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY
Magnetic resonance imaging and electromyography as
indexes-of muscle function p 44 A93-14975
Electromyographic activity while performing the anti-G
straining maneuver during high sustained acceleration
p47 A93-16155
Electromyographic investigations of tremor in aquanauts
in simulated immersions p 90 A93-18292
Intramuscular pressure and electromyography as
indexes of force during isokinetic exercise
p 380 A93-49291
Sudden loading and fatigue effects on the human
spine
| PB93-1675261 p 286 N93-29J99
ELECTRON BEAMS
Utilization of high energy electron beam in the treatment
of drinking and waste water
I DE92-6423351 p 372 N93-32406
ELECTRON MOBILITY
Wide-bandwidth high-resolution search for
extraterrestrial intelligence
|NASA-CR-193137| p 322 N93-28895
ELECTRON OPTICS
Advances in miniature projection CRTs for helmet
displays P 229 A93-30066
ELECTRON TRANSFER
Primary charge separation in isolated photosystem 2
reaction centers
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Measuring the metastatic potential ol cancer cells
p 244 N93-25566
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT TESTS
Evaluation of an electronics system concept (or
Respiratory Protection system (RESPO 21)
|AD-A253394| p 30 N93-10288
Time stress measurement devices for enhancement of
onboard bit performance p 144 N93-19762
ELECTRONS
Radiation damage to DNA
(DE92-015760I p5 N93-10834
ELECTRONYSTAGMOGRAPHY
Electronystagmography and audio potentials in space
flight p9 A93-11675
ELECTROPHORESIS
Evaluation of capillary electrophoresis for in-flight ionic
contaminant monitoring of SSF potable water
ISAE PAPER 9212681 p 300 A93-41438
Separation ol rat pituitary secretory granules by
continuous flow electrophoresis p 329 A93-44933
The effects of prolonged growth in elevated CO2
concentrations in the field on the amounts of different leaf
proteins
IDE93-002940I p115 N93-19751
Development of resonance ionization spectroscopy for
genome mapping and DNA sequencing using stable
isotopes as DNA labels
• |DE93-007815| p 246 N93-26587
Electrophoretic separation of cells and particles from
rat pituitary and rat spleen
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Comparative mutagenesis of human cells in vivo and
in vitro
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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
Electrophysiological and ultrastructural aspects of the
effect of high-pressure oxygen on the sensomotor cortex
of the rat brain p 77 A93-18300
Cardiac bioelectric activity in healthy men during a
370-day head-down tilt experiment p 247 A93-35208
Electromyographic patterns of the thermoregulatory
activity of motor units during cooling of the organism
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Effects of earty bright, late bright and dim illumination
upon circadian neuroendocrine, electrophysiological and
behavioral responses
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Mental workload assessment in the cockpit: Feasibility
of using electrophysiological measurements, phase 1
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Effective neurons and attractor neural networks in
cortical environment
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Physiological indices of mental workload
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SUBJECT INDEX ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
The use of electrophysiological and cognitive variables
in the assessment ot degradation during periods of-
sustained wakefulness
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An assessment ot peripheral nerve damage in the rat
following non-freezing cold exposure: An
electrophysiological and histopathological examination
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ELEVATION
Visual perception of elevation
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ELEVATORS (LIFTS)
Platform stair lift
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EMBEDDING
Virtual interface applications for airborne weapons
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EMBOLISMS
Peripheral arterial thrombosis related to commercial
airline flights - Another manifestation of the economy class
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High-altitude pulmonary edema with pulmonary
thromboembolism p 278 A93-39709
EMBRYOLOGY
Localization of extracellular matrix components in
developing mouse salivary glands by confocal
microscopy p 155 A93-28725
Early amphibian (anuran) morphogenesis is sensitive to
novel gravitational fields p 156 A93-28745
Alterations in biosynthetic accumulation of collagen
types I and III during growth and morphogenesis of
embryonic mouse salivary glands p 156 A93-28746
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furrow of the amphibian (Xenopus) egg reduces embryonic
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Effect of chronic centrifugation on in vitro fertilization
and early development in mice ova p 375 A93-49179
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Computer-aided mechanogenesis of skeletal muscle
organs from single cells in vitro p 205 A93-33045
The lnkubator-2 complex for studying the embryonic and
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EMERGENCIES
Psychophysiological factors which impair the
professional reliability of a pilot in emergency situations
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Emergency medical operations at Kennedy Space
Center in support of space shuttle p 166 A93-28712
Psychophysiological principles of flight training for
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Failure mode workload theory and planning
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EMOTIONAL FACTORS
The rhythm of heart activity and arrhythmia in long-term
space flights p 119 A93-25652
The asthenic syndrome and the dynamics of
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Changes in the brain blood flow and respiration during
psychoemotional stress p 252 A93-36723
Drugs for sustaining the work capacity of aircraft
personnel during extreme emotional stress
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Motion sickness susceptibility and behavior
p405 A93-55948
Effectiveness of birthdate biorhythm theory on flight
accidents p 127 N93-19710
Subjective mood and fatigue of C-141 crew during Desert
Storm p 370 N93-32264
EMPHYSEMA
Correlation of serum alpha sub 1 antitrypsin with
cigarette smoking and pulmonary function status in Greek
pilots, for a ten year period p 22 N93-11318
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
Organizational politics, participation in decision-making,
and job satisfaction
|DOT/FAA/AM-92/17| p 257 N93-25203
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tropical countries: French position p 19 N93-11304
END EFFECTORS
In search of the human touch — in design of robotic
hands p 102 A93-19256
Grasp synthesis for planar and solid objects
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An experiment in vision based autonomous grasping
within a reduced gravity environment
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Robotics evaluation and characterization (REACH) of
the SSRMS concept and technical issues
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Development of a large space robot - A multi-segment
approach. I
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Skill compensation and dynamic coupling of
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Operator vision aids for space teleoperation assembly
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Bar-holding prosthetic limb
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Joint HVAC transmission EMF environmental study
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ENDOCRINE SYSTEMS
Beta-endorphin and arginine vasopressin following
stressful sensory stimuli in man p 47 A93-16158
Effects of acute hypoxia on renal and endocrine function
at rest and during graded exercise in hydrated subjects
p 93 A93-20035
The state of the endocrine system of rats of different
age under conditions of immobilization stress and biomos
administration p 242 A93-35671
Nocturnal pituitary hormone and renin profiles during
chronic heat exposure p 387 A93-52619
A review of models of the human temperature regulation
system
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Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
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neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates
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AFRRI reports
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Transcutaneous Analyte Measuring Methods (TAMM),
phase 2
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A review of models of the human temperature regulation
system
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An annotated bibliography of research involving women,
conducted at the US Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicine
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ENDOTHELIUM
Effect of acute hypoxia exposures on plasma endothelin
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ENDOTOXINS
Endotoxin priming followed by high-altitude causes
pulmonary edema in rats p 323 A93-42186
ENDURANCE
A computer-based visual analog scale
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Combined strength and endurance training: Functional
and morphological adaptations to ten weeks of training
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ENERGETIC PARTICLES
Accelerated heavy particles and the lens. VIII -
Comparisons between the effects of acute low doses of
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Specific absorption rate and radiofrequency
current-to-ground in human models exposed to near-field
irradiation p 360 A93-47098
Design of a reusable kinetic energy absorber for an
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Biomass productivity and sustainability of a
bioregenerative life-support system
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Nutritional assessment of United States tactical air
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ENERGY REQUIREMENTS
Portable equipment developed to estimate energy
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Linear tetrapyrroles (phycobilins) in a model
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FLYING PERSONNEL
The prospects for the improvement of medical
monitoring of the health of flight personnel in a military
unit p 10 A93-12969
The role of rheoencephalography in the practice of
aviation medicine p 160 A93-27649
Civil aviation and cardiology - Admission rules and
follow-up of the technical flying personnel of TAP-Air
Portugal p 164 A93-28699
Cases from the aerospace medicine residents' teaching
file: Case No.52 - A flyer with syncope (clinical
conference) p 168 A93-28740
Age and length of service of flight personnel in the case
of chronic diseases p 248 A93-35227
Diagnostics and prophylaxis of adverse psychological
states in marine aviation flight personnel
p257 A93-36744
Some characteristics of the etiopathogenesis of hearing
loss in aircraft personnel p 359 A93-45691
Epidemiologic view of allergic diseases in North America:
Implications for aerospace medicine p 20 N93-11311
The five-factor personality model and naval aviation
candidates
|AD-A260227| p 225 N93-24319
The use of electrophysiological and cognitive variables
in the assessment of degradation during periods of
sustained wakefulness
| AD-A2630331 p 283 N93-27923
Biological parameters and cardiovascular risk factors
with the flying personnel of the Belgian Armed Forces
p 370 N93-32260
FLYWHEELS
Development of a large space robot - A multi-segment
approach. I
| AIAA PAPER 93-14631 p 261 A93-34012
FOAMS
Protective helmet assembly
INASA-CASE-MSC-21842-1 | p 106 N93-17088
FOCUSING
Changes in the dark focus of accommodation associated
with simulator sickness p 379 A93-49222
FOLDING STRUCTURES
Prefabricated foldable lunar base modular systems for
habitats, offices, and laboratories p 106 N93-17444
FOOD INTAKE
Protein absorption and energy digestibility at high
altitude P115 A93-21683
Nutrition for a typical MAC crew during Desert Storm
p368 N93-32245
Changes in food and energy intake in military aircrew
p 368 N93-32246
Idiopathic Reactive Hypogtycemia in a population of
healthy trainees of an Italian Air Force military school
p 368 N93-32248
Objective improvements obtained by control of diet and
physical training in Spanish Air Force fighter pilots
p 369 N93-32258
The effects of an antijet lag diet p 370 N93-32263
FOOD PRODUCTION (IN SPACE)
Controlled Ecological Life Support System - CELSS
p62 A93-17432
Bioregenerative life support as self-sustaining
ecosystem in space p 231 A93-32073
Biosphere 2 - Overview of system performance during
the first nine months
I SAE PAPER 921129] p 291 A93-41317
Crop interactions in polyculture and their implications
for CELSS design
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OCAM - A CELSS modeling tool: Description and results
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diurnal temperature and light p 327 A93-44879
CELSS nutrition system utilizing snails
p 394 A93-52411
Lunar base CELSS: A bioregenerative approach
p67 N93-13993
Crop growth and associated life support for a lunar
farm p 67 N93-13994
FOREARM
Gravitoinertial force level affects the appreciation of limb
position during muscle vibration p 169 A93-28744
Prosthetic elbow joint
INASA-CASE-MFS-28707-1] p 354 N93-30566
FORMALISM
Formal aspects of human-computer interaction
p66 N93-13909
FORMAT
Display format and highlight validity effects on search
performance using complex visual displays
p 187 A93-27160
Stimulus presentation formats and measurement
techniques for the quantification of target detection
performance
IAD-A258933] p 133 N93-19449
FOSSILS
Microfossils of the Early Archean Apex chert - New
evidence of the antiquity of life p 272 A93-40308
FOUR-WAVE MIXING
Nonlinear optical properties of porphyrin and chlorophyll
dimers studied by degenerated four wave mixing
I DE93-006411 | p 210 N93-24028
FOURIER ANALYSIS
Long-range anticorrelations and non-Gaussian behavior
ol the heartbeat p 161 A93-28049
FOURIER TRANSFORMATION
Wide-bandwidth high-resolution search for
extraterrestrial intelligence
INASA-CR-191618] p110 N93-15825
Enhancement of drug detection and identification by use
of various derivatizing reagents on GC-FTIR analysis
IAD-A255582] p 95 N93-16041
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Analysis of retinal function following laser irradiation
IAD-A255649] p 52 N93-14163
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
Training, muscle fatigue and stress fractures
IAD-A255277] p 54 N93-15006
FRACTURING
Is axial loading a primary mechanism of injury to the
lower limb in an impact aircraft accident?
- p 125 N93-19664
FRAGMENTS
Amino acid sequences for the binding regions in serum
albumin proteins
INASA-CASE-MFS-28402-1) p 276 N93-28952
FREE FALL
A free-fall flip-over response in rats after the flight
onboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p240 A93-35215
Turning-over reaction during free fall in
labyrinthectomized rats after a flight on the Cosmos 936
biosatellite p241 A93-35246
The application of Hybrid 3 dummy to the impact
assessment of a free-fall lifeboat p 143 N93-19671
FREE RADICALS
Free radical attack - Biological test for human resistance
capability P 39 A93-17434
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Changes in the intensity o\ tree-radical reactions in the
organs of rats under hypokinetic stress, protected by the
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Investigation ol laser-induced retinal damage
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Fluorocarbon 113 exposure and cardiac dysrhythmias
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Human performance and physiological function during
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and initial results
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Studying the effects of microgravity on lower vertebrate
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Japanese treefrog experiment onboard the Space
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Effects of cold injury on serum angiotensin converting
enzyme activities in rats p 199 A93-30444
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Space Station Freedom food manaaement
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FULL SCALE TESTS
Human factors evaluation of the HL-20 full-scale
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FUMES
Potential health effects of fume particles on the crew
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FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
Operator workload predictions for the revised AH-64A
workload prediction model. Volume 2: Appendixes A
through H
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FUNCTIONAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Functions simulation model of integrated regenerate
life support system
|SAE PAPER 9212011 p 295 A93-41377
KC-135 crew reduction feasibility demonstration
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Space Biology Initiative. Trade Studies, volume 1
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Space Biology Initiative. Trade Studies, volume 2
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FUNCTIONAL INTEGRATION
The quest for an integrated flying helmet
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FUNGAL DISEASES
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FUNGI
Relative resistance of biofilms and pfanktonic cells of
common molds and yeasts to antimicrobials
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Altered immunological response in mice subjected to
stress and exposed to fungal spores
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The production and use of aeroponically grown inocula
of VAM fungi in the native plant nursery
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FUZZY SETS
A comparison of neural network and fuzzy clustering
techniques in segmenting magnetic resonance images of
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FUZZY SYSTEMS
Adaptive autonomous target cuer p 148 N93-19784
Fuzzy neural network methodology applied to medical
diagnosis p 334 N93-29546
Quantification of human responses
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Hyperbaric treatment p 360 N93-31454
Daily exercise routines p 360 N93-31455
Atmospheric control systems p 365 N93-31456
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GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
Interplanetary crew exposure estimates for galactic
cosmic rays p 87 A93-17975
Single panicle effects, Biostack. and risk evaluation -
Studies on the radiation risk from Galactic cosmic rays
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Human exposure to galactic cosmic rays in space
p410 A93-54887
GAMMA RAYS
Combined effect of head-down tilt and gamma rays on
the higher nervous activity of rats p 242 A93-35262
Early andrological effects in rats under the combined
effect ol irradiation and vibration p 242 A93-35263
Flow cytometric analysis of lymphocyte surface markers
following a 1 -Gy dose of gamma radiation
p281 A93-41170
GARMENTS
Modeling clothed figures
|AD-A257037| p 71 N93-15363
Ventilation loss in the NASA Space Shuttle crew
protective garments: Potential for heat stress
|AD-A258552| p 148 N93-19955
Evaluation of personal cooling systems in conjunction
with explosive ordnance disposal suits
|AD-A262862| p 350 N93-29471
GAS ANALYSIS
Design of ion source of respiratory mass spectrometer
p11 A93-13713
Explosives search dogs p 159 N93-21933
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
Methods development for total organic carbon
accountability
|NASA-CR-184438| P 40 N93-12949
Enhancement ol drug detection and identification by use
of various derivatizing reagents on GC-FTIR analysis
|AD-A255582| p 95 N93-16041
Carbon monoxide exposure of subjects with documented-
cardiac arrhythmias
|P893-179943| p 337 N93-30890
GAS COMPOSITION
Gas composition in the blood of rabbits exposed to a
high-pressure atmosphere under conditions of
spontaneous and forced ventilation p 77 A93-18301
Comparisons of molecular sieve oxygen concentrators
for potential medical use aboard commercial aircraft
|AD-A253648| p 31 N93-11279
GAS DENSITY
Control of breathing under conditions of altered
atmospheric density during muscular work
p 89 A93-18288
The state of brain oxygenation in guinea pigs breathing
high-density gas mixtures p 76 A93-18294
GAS DETECTORS
The challenge of biodetection for screening persons
carrying explosives p 159 N93-21931
Hydrogen-rated system for in vitro studies at pressure:
Operating procedures and emergency procedures
|AD-A264179| p 336 N93-30882
GAS EXCHANGE
Mathematical model for the exchange of gases in the
lungs with special reference to carbon monoxide
p 271 A93-39707
Minitron II system for precise control of the plant growth
environment p 357 A93-46470
Effects of CO2 and photosynthetic photon flux on yield.
gas exchange and growth rate of Lactuca saliva L.
•Waldmann's Green' p 397 A93-52723
GAS GIANT PLANETS
Giant planets: Clues on current and past organic
chemistry in the outer solar system p 113 N93-18551
GAS MIXTURES
Functional state of the central nervous system of guinea
pigs after a prolonged stay in artificial atmospheres with
different gas compositions P 75 A93-18287
Motor activity of animals under elevated pressure
p 75 A93-18290
Sleep as a restorative process under extreme
conditions P 89 A93-18291
Local blood supply of the brain of guinea pigs developing
the high-pressure neural syndrome p 76 A93-18293
The state of brain oxygenation in guinea pigs breathing
high-density gas mixtures P 76 A93-18294
Polyphosphoinositide response to various
neurotransmitters after an exposure to a helium-oxygen
atmosphere at a high pressure p 76 A93-18296
Maximal lung ventilation and forced expiration rate under
hyperbaria p 76 A93-18297
An analysis of the respiratory muscle fatigue under
resistive loading when breathing gas mixtures containing
different amounts of oxygen p 76 A93-18299
A device for the prolonged restraint of primates in
closed-space conditions p 77 A93-18302
Hydrogen-rated system for in vitro studies at pressure:
Operating procedures and emergency procedures
|AD-A264179| p 336 N93-30882
GAS PRESSURE
Functional state of the central nervous system of guinea
pigs after a prolonged stay in artificial atmospheres with
different gas compositions p 75 A93-18287
The effect of elevated nitrogen pressure on motor activity
and relationships among brain centers in monkeys
p 75 A93-18289
Sleep as a restorative process under extreme
conditions p 89 A93-18291
Growing wheat to maturity in reduced gas pressures
INASA-CR-193245I p 277 N93-29216
GAS SPECTROSCOPY
Design of ion source of respiratory mass spectrometer
p11 A93-13713
GAS-SOLID INTERACTIONS
Formation of reduced carbonaceous matter in basalts
and xenoliths - Reaction of C-O-H gases on olivine crack
surfaces — space biological evolution
p411 A93-53286
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
Epidemiologic view of allergic diseases in North America:
Implications for aerospace medicine p 20 N93-11311
GELS
Development of resonance ionization spectroscopy for
genome mapping and DMA sequencing using stable
isotopes as ONA labels
[DE93:007815] p 246 N93-26587
Comparative mutagenesis of human cells in vivo and
in vitro
(OE93-012269I p 276 N93-28651
GEMINI FLIGHTS
NASA's manned space flight program
[AAS PAPER 91-626] p 402 A93-55805
GENE EXPRESSION
Selection of a ribozyme that functions as a superior
template in a self-copying reaction p 111 A93-22053
Plasmid encoded virulence of Yersinia
[FOA-B-40419-4.4] p 275 N93-28199
Gene transcription and electromagnetic fields
[DE93-010854] p 276 N93-28848
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
Workshop on Aeronautical Decision Making (ADM).
Volume 1: Executive summary
IAD-A257016] p99 N93-16189
GENERAL OVERVIEWS
An overview of the dynamic predictive architecture for
robotic assistants p 191 A93-29112
GENES
Molecular biology of anaerobic aromatic
biodegradation
IAD-A255213) p 42 N93-13863
Molecular approach to hypothalamic rhythms
(AD-A264438] p 335 N93-30421
GENETIC CODE
Experimental studies on the origin of the genetic code
and the process of protein synthesis - A review update
p73 A93-17822
The evolution of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, the
biosynthetic pathways of amino acids and the genetic
code p 73 A93-17825
Relationship between G + C in silent sites of codons
and amino acid composition of human proteins
p 358 A93-47099
A model for the prebiotic synthesis of peptides which
throws light on the origin of the genetic code and the
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Development of resonance ionization spectroscopy for
genome mapping and DNA sequencing using stable
isotopes as DNA labels
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Intracellular targeting of the Yersinia YopE cytotoxin in
mammalian cells induces actin microfilament disruption
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Plasmid encoded virulence of Yersinia
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Comparative mutagenesis of human cells in vivo and
in vitro
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GENETIC ENGINEERING
Selection of a ribozyme that functions as a superior
template in a self-copying reaction p 111 A93-22053
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Cognitive competencies - Products of genes,
experience, and technology — lor training ol primates
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biodegradation
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Characterization and 'classification of strains of
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Use of RNA hybridization in the diagnosis of a case of
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GENETICS
Results of experiments on the exploration of genetic
effect of rocket flight factors with Drosophila
melanogaster pt A93-11691
Interdisciplinary research and training program in the
plant sciences
[DE92-015919I p5 N93-10835
Molecular cylogenetics: A novel approach for measuring
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exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation
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opportunities
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Primary events in ollactory reception
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Gene transcription and electromagnetic fields
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GEOCHEMISTRY
Chemical environments of submarine hydrothermal
systems — supporting abiogenetic theory
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Mineral theories of the origin of life and an iron sulfide
example p 74 A93-18009
Aqueous high-temperature and high-pressure organic
geochemistry of hydrothermal vent systems
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GEOMAGNETISM
A comparative analysis ol the bone marrow cell
composition in rats following a long-duration continuous
or interrupted exposure to a hypogeomagnetic field
p 240 A93-35213
Effect ol an attenuated geomagnetic field on the cellular
composition of the epithelial-spermogenous layer of rat
testes p 240 A93-35229
GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
A computational model (or the stereoscopic optics of
a head-mounted display p 390 A93-49393
GEOMORPHOLOGY
The possibility of life on Mars during a water-rich past
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GERIATRICS
Dual-task training strategies and aging
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GERMINATION
A study of the effects of micro-gravity on seed
germination p 40 N93-13167
Final results of space exposed experiment developed
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Continued results of the seeds in space experiment
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GERONTOLOGY
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moving light displays
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GLARE
Effects of laser glare on visual search performance
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headlamps: Effects of context and experience
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GLAUCOMA
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stimulator p 30 A93-13723
Intraocular pressure in microgravity
p85 A93-17539
The pigmentary dispersion disorder in USAF aviators
p87 A93-18033
GLOBULINS
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type
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GLOVES
Effects of error-proofing and
chemical/biological/radiation protective glove use on
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Health Care System
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configuration study
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Power assist EVA glove development
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Development of the Hermes EVA Space Suit Glove
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Gloved operator performance study
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entrapment
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An innovative method for hand protection from extreme
cold using heat pipe
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Investigation of the effects of Extra Vehicular Activity
(EVA) and Launch and Entry (LES) gloves on
performance p 266 N93-26061
EVA Glove Research Team
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Power assist EVA glove development
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Biophysical model for handwear insulation testing
(AD-A262926I p 320 N93-28884
GLUCOSE
Blood and urine responses to ingesting fluids of various
salt and glucose concentrations — to combat orthostatic
intolerance p 83 A93-17528
Effects of sleep deprivation and exercise on glucose
tolerance p 281 A93-41165
Muscle glucose uptake in the rat alter suspension with
single hindlimb weight bearing p 326 A93-44178
Effect of insulin-like factors on glucose transport activity
in unweighted rat skeletal muscle p 399 A93-55458
Idiopathic Reactive Hypoglycemia in a population of
healthy trainees of an Italian Air Force military school .
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GLUTAMATES
Physiological analyses of the afferents controlling brain
neurochemical systems
|AD-A253185| p 14 N93-11146
Study of SCN neurochemistry using in vivo microdialysis
in the conscious brain: Correlation with circadian activity
rhythms
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GLYCOGENS
Muscle glycogen, fiber type, aerobic fitness, and
anaerobic capacity of West Coast US Navy Sea-Air-Land
personnel (SEALs)
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Metabolic factors influencing myocardial recovery from
acidosis (CiC3)
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USAF/USN fixed wing night vision - The mission
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Helmet mounted display with multiple image sources
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Helmet-mounted display for the night attack mission
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Low-cost monochrome CRT helmet display
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Spatial contrast sensitivity through aviator's night vision
imaging system p 393 A93-52300
Selective factors affecting rotary wing aviator
performance with symbology superimposed on night vision
goggles
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Integration of exterior lighting systems and night vision
imaging systems
IAD-A254826I P 63 N93-12732
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
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experiment)
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Helicopter night vision goggle testing in the United
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Night vision goggle training: Development and
production of six video programs
|AD-A258529| p 148 N93-20050
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and acuity with ANVIS
|AD-A261259| p 268 N93-26265
Goggles emergency release apparatus
|AD-D015685| p 351 N93-29607
CATS EYES adjustment procedures
| AD-A2640691 p 353 N93-29924
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night vision goggle display
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Achieving the promise of the bioscience revolution: The
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GOVERNMENTS
Achieving the promise of the bioscience revolution: The
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Two strikes against perfect phylogeny
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Graphical displays - Implications for divided attention,
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Two strikes against perfect phylogeny
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GRAVIRECEPTORS
Graviperception in unicellular organisms - A comparative
behavioural study under short-term microgravity
p151 A93-26548
Cell wall and enzyme changes during the graviresponse
of the leaf-sheath pulvinus of oat (Avena sativa)
p 329 A93-44941
GRAVITATION
The physiological limitations of man in the high G
environment p319 N93-28861
GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS
New pharmacologic approaches to the prevention of
space/motion sickness p 85 A93-17538
Hematologic status of rats born and grown in a
hypergravity environment p 239 A93-35212
Ecological-morphological features of the growth and
distribution of cultures of unicellular organisms in a
gravitational field p 241 A93-35248
Interlabyrinth otolithic asymmetry under normal
conditions and after the effect of a gravity change
p242 A93-35264
Possible biological significance of the curvature of
equipotential surfaces of gravity-force tidal variations
p 324 A93-43025
Dynamics of auxin movement in the gravistimulated
leaf-sheath pulvinus of oat (Avena sativa)
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Washington, Oct. 19, 1991, Report p 375 A93-49206
The simulation of microgravity conditions on the ground
— and biological effects of weightlessness
p 375 A93-49207
Centrifuges - Evolution of their uses in plant gravitational
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signal transduction in human epidermal A431 cells
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An overview of gravitational physiology
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Pharmacological countermeasures against motion
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Evaluation of lens distortion errors in video-based motion
analysis
[NASA-TP-3266] p 258 N93-25736
IMAGE CONTRAST
Human speed perception is contrast dependent
p55 A93-14119
IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Image enhancement filters significantly improve reading
performance for low vision observers
p 167 A93-28723
IMAGE FILTERS
Image enhancement filters significantly improve reading
performance for low vision observers
p 167 A93-28723
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
Helicopter night vision goggle testing in the United
Kingdom p 148 N93-19917
Human visual limitations on suprathreshold contrast
perception through ANVIS
[AC-A259970] p 226 N93-24431
IMAGE PROCESSING
Human vision, visual processing, and digital display II;
Proceedings of the Meeting. San Jose, CA, Feb. 27-Mar.
1. 1991
[SPIE-1453] p 137 A93-25363
A comparison of neural network and fuzzy clustering
techniques in segmenting magnetic resonance images of
the brain p 214 A93-31267
Compensating lags in head-coupled displays using head
position prediction and image deflection
p231 A93-31782
Alteration of structure and mobility of erythrocyte
aggregates under normal- to microgravity conditions
p 200 A93-32072
A computational model for the stereoscopic optics of
a head-mounted display p 390 A93-49393
Visual data interpretation; Proceedings of the Meeting,
San Jose, CA. Feb. 10-11. 1992
(SPIE-1668) p391 A93-49451
Multistage integration model for human egomotion
perception
| AIAA PAPER 93-3564] p 406 A93-52664
Design of a reading test for low vision image warping
p 400 A93-53025
System for generating dynamic video imagery for human
factors research
[AD-A248675] p 31 N93-11743
Operator vision aids for space teleoperation assembly
and servicing p 33 N93-11981
A weighted iterative algorithm for neuromagnetic
imaging
[DE92-040244] p51 N93-13522
Neural network retinal model real time implementation
|AD-A255652| p 52 N93-14210
Effect of contrast on human speed perception
(NASA-TM-103898) p 141 N93-19104
Retinal modeling: Segmenting motion from
spatio-temporal inputs using neural networks
[AD-A258854) p 125 N93-19369
Advanced cockpit-mission and image management
p 144 N93-19760
Adaptive autonomous target cuer p 148 N93-19784
Why do we see three-dimensional objects?
IAD-A2598921 p 224 N93-23986
Computer based analysis and synthesis of retinal
function
|AD-A260514| p221 N93-24420
Digital mammography, cancer screening: Factors
important for image compression p 221 N93-24551
A-58
SUBJECTINDEX IMPACT LOADS
Automated system lor early breast cancer detection in
mammograms p 253 N93-25568
A modular head/eye platform lor real-time reactive
vision
IOUEL-1941/92] p320 N93-28897
Computing with neural maps: Application to perceptual
and cognitive (unction
IAO-A264056] p341 N93-30033
Modelling and simulation of human retinal vision
processing p 335 N93-30269
An algorithm for simple and complex feature detection:
From retina to primary visual cortex
IAD-A2643061 p 337 N93-30897
IMAGE RESOLUTION
Human low vision image warping - Channel matching
considerations p 231 A93-32444
Studies of the field-of-view resolution tradeoff in
virtual-reality systems p 232 A93-33443
High-resolution inserts in wide-angle head-mounted
stereoscopic displays p 408 A93-53121
High-resolution contrast control on a video display:
Method and calibration
[AD-A256552] p 60 N93-15400
X Ray System, Lightweight Medical (XRSLM)
[AD-A258159] p 123 N93-18295
Effects of area-of-interest display characteristics of
visual search performance and head movements in
simulated low-level flight
[AD-A264661] p 341 N93-30542
IMAGERY
Parametric study of diffusion-enhancement networks for
spatiotemporal grouping in real-time artificial vision
[AD-A256059] p 58 N93-14580
Night vision goggle training: Development and
production of six video programs
[AD-A258529] p 148 N93-20050
IMAGES
Facilitation and interference in identification of pictures
and words
[AD-A261484] p 260 N93-26356
A tutorial on exit pupils and eye rotation with virtual image
optical displays
[AD-A262399J p 333 N93-29400
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Pictorial communication in virtual and real
environments
[ISBN 0-74840-008-7] p 182 A93-26896
Quantitative Helmet Mounted Display system image
quality model p 229 A93-30068
Mapping of electrical muscle stimulation using MRI
p 279 A93-40549
A feasibility study of hand kinematics for EVA analysis
using magnetic resonance imaging
[SAE PAPER 921253] p 298 A93-41423
Dark cycle monitoring ol biological specimens on Space
Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 921393] p 274 A93-41551
System for generating dynamic video imagery for human
factors research
[AD-A248675] p 31 N93-11743
Advanced technology for portable personal
visualization
[AD-A253808] p 32 N93-11783
Functional MRI studies of human vision on a clinical
imager
IDE92-017448] p 49 N93-12566
Integration of exterior lighting systems and night vision
imaging systems
[AD-A254826] p 63 N93-12732
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue (joint Canadian/US Coast Guard
experiment)
IAD-A255525] p 70 N93-14554
Evaluation ol Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue
IAD-A257704] p 107 N93-17697
Helmet-mounted area-of-interest display
IAD-A258275] p 139 N93-18029
A new concept for helmet mounted vision
p 145 N93-19767
Human visual limitations on suprathreshold contrast
perception through ANVIS
IAD-A259970] p 226 N93-24431
Proceedings of Workshop 1: The Human Brainmap
Database
IAD-A260720] p 258 N93-25654
Imaging regional changes in the spontaneous activity
ol the brain: An extension of the minimum-norm
least-squares estimate
IAD-A2615931 p 260 N93-26436
Neuromagnetic investigation of cortical regions
underlying short-term memory
IAD-A261445] p 261 N93-26521
EVA Glove Research Team
INASA-CR-193014] p313 N93-27847
A feasibility study of hand kinematics for EVA analysis
using magnetic resonance imaging p 313 N93-27848
Low-cost helmet-mounted displays
|AD-A262616| p317 N93-28479
The AFOSR Workshop on the Future of EEC and
MEG
|AD-A264338| p 335 N93-30160
IMMOBILIZATION
The effect of the activation of the sympatho-adrenal
system on catecholamine inactivation in rat lungs
p 2 A93-12864
Changes in vitamin A status following prolonged
immobilization (simulated weightlessness)
p 166 A93-28720
The state of the endocrine system of rats of different
age under conditions of immobilization stress and biomos
administration p 242 A93-35671
IMMUNE SYSTEMS
Heterogeneity of changes in lymphoproliferative ability
with increasing age p 79 A93-20662
Cellular immunosenescence - An overview
p 80 A93-20663
Immune response during space Ilight
p 94 A93-20664
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 160 A93-26572
In vivo testing confirms a blunting ol the human
cell-mediated immune mechanism during space Ilight
p 167 A93-28732
Some indices of humoral immunity in Rhesus monkeys
under the effect of extreme space flight factors
p 241 A93-35258
Influence of in vivo hypobaric hypoxia on function of
lymphocytes, neutrocytes. natural killer cells, and
cytokines p 280 A93-41123
Altered immunological response in mice subjected to
stress and exposed to fungal spores
|SAE PAPER 921215] p 274 A93-41391
Variability over time of complement activation induced
by air bubbles in human and rabbit sera
' p323 A93-42190
Effect of hypoxic hypoxia on the immune response and
some factors of nonspecific resistance of human and
animal organisms p 325 A93-43074
Prolactin-induced mitogenesis of lymphocytes from
ovariectomized rats p 329 A93-44934
Immune and physiological mechanisms of hypoxic
reactions p 384 A93-51116
Use of novel adjuvants and delivery systems to improve
the humoral and cellular immune response to malaria
vaccine candidate antigens p 20 N93-11308
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 220 N93-24370
Effects of space radiation on humoral and cellular
immunity in rhesus monkeys
IAD-A261808] p 246 N93-26259
IMMUNITY
Heterogeneity of changes in lymphoproliferative ability
with increasing age p 79 A93-20662
Cellular immunosenescence - An overview
p80 A93-20663
Immune response during space Ilight
p94 A93-20664
Influence of stress on lymphocyte subset distribution -
A flow cytometric study in young student pilots
p118 A93-25203
Some indices ol humoral immunity in Rhesus monkeys
under the effect of extreme space flight factors
p 241 A93-35258
Relative resistance of biofilms and planktonic cells of
common molds and yeasts to antimicrobials
(SAE PAPER 921212] p 273 A93-41388
Mechanisms of immune failure in burn injury
p 15 N93-11285
Silent HIV infection p 16 N93-11293
Immunological parameters in current and former US Air
Force personnel p 16 N93-11295
Susceptibility in USAF recruits to vaccine preventable
diseases P 18 N93-11301
Absence of protective immunity against diphtheria in a
large proportion of young adults p 18 N93-11302
Studies ol safety, infectivity. and immunogenicity of a
new Temperature Sensitive (TS) 51-1 strain of S. typhi
as a new live oral typhoid fever vaccine candidate
p19 N93-11306
Recent lessons on the safety and effectiveness of.
malaria chemoprophylaxis in a non-immune population
p 19 N93-11307
Use of novel adjuvants and delivery systems to improve
the humoral and cellular immune response to malaria
vaccine candidate antigens p 20 N93-11308
Cytokines as vaccine adjuvants: Interleukin 1 and its
synthetic peptide 163-171 p 20 N93-11309
IMMUNOASSAY
Early markers ol HIV inlection and subclinical disease
progression P 17 N93-11296
Absence of protective immunity against diphtheria in a
large proportion of young adults p 18 N93-11302
The screening of inhalant allergic diseases in the
selection ol candidates for aircraft piloting
p21 N93-11312
Phadiatop: A screening test for inhalant allergy
p21 N93-11313
In vivo and in vitro diagnosis of allergic respiratory
disease during screening procedures in the Italian Navy:
Comparative evaluation ol a recent quantitative
automatized enzyme immunoassay method to dose
specific IgE p 21 N93-11314
Allergy screening and follow-up in student pilots of the
Belgian Air Force (BAF) p 21 N93-I1316
IMMUNOLOGY
Structure ol a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type
p 153 A93-28698
Variable lymphocyte responses in rats after space
flight p 154 A93-28704
In vivo testing confirms a blunting ol the human
cell-mediated immune mechanism during space flight
p 167 A93-28732
The clinical chemistry and immunology of long-duration
space missions P 169 A93-28754
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type 1
p 203 A93-32850
Altered immunological response in mice subjected to
stress and exposed to fungal spores
ISAE PAPER 921215] ' p 274 A93-41391
Allergic, Immunological and Infectious Disease Problems
in Aerospace Medicine
IAGARD-CP-518] P 14 N93-11283
Space Ilight and immune system p 14 N93-11284
Mechanisms of immune failure in burn injury
p 15 N93-11285
Clinical types of Hepatitis B p 15 N93-11286
Hepatitis A and Hepatitis B: Risks compared to other
vaccine preventable diseases and immunization
recommendations p 15 N93-11288
Vaccination against Hepatitis B: The Italian strategy
p 15 N93-11289
Silent HIV infection p 16 N93-11293
Immunological parameters in current and lormer US Air
Force personnel p 16 N93-11295
Early markers of HIV infection and subclinical disease
progression p 17 N93-11296
Analysis of disease progression from clinical
observations of US Air Force active duty members infected
with the Human Immunodeficiency Virus: Distribution of
AIDS survival time from interval censored observations
p 17 N93-11297
Dramatic reduction of meningococcal meningitis among
military recruits in Italy alter introduction of specific
vaccination p 18 N93-11303
Immunization ol personnel traveling to a destination in
tropical countries: French position p 19 N93-11304
Clinical and immunological response to vaccination with
parenteral or oral vaccines in two groups of 30 recruits
p 19 N93-11305
Studies of safety, infectivity, and immunogenicity of a
new Temperature Sensitive (TS) 51-1 strain ol S. typhi
as a new live oral typhoid fever vaccine candidate
p 19 N93-11306
Recent lessons on the safety and effectiveness of
malaria chemoprophylaxis in a non-immune population
p 19 N93-11307
Use of novel adjuvants and delivery systems to improve
the humoral and cellular immune response to malaria
vaccine candidate antigens p 20 N93-11308
Future approaches to vaccine development single-dose
vaccines using controlled-release delivery systems
p20 N93-11310
Assessment of programs in space biology and
medicine
INASA-CR-190930] p41 N93-13327
Immunology presentation at the 1990 NASA/NSF
Antarctica Biomedical Science Working Group
p 81 N93-16806
Immunoconjugates: Magic bullets for cancer therapy?
p 253 N93-25567
Effects of space radiation on humoral and cellular
immunity in rhesus monkeys
IAD-A261808] p 246 N93-26259
IMPACT ACCELERATION
The effect of variable seal back angles on human
response to + Gz impact accelerations
IAD-A250673] P 31 N93-11559
A new instrumentation system for measuring the
dynamic response of the human head/neck during impact
acceleration p 143 N93-19672
IMPACT LOADS
Study on mechanical characteristics of viscera in dogs
p3 A93-13540
A-59
IMPACT RESISTANCE SUBJECT1NDEX
Identification of degree ol head injury caused by impact
loads in dog and rabbit p4 A93-13720
Things that go bump in the light - On the optical
specification of contact severity p 256 A93-35099
The limits of human impact acceleration tolerance
| AIAA PAPER 93.35721 p 400 A93-52692
Two techniques tor measuring locomotion impact forces
during jero G
|NASA.TP-3305|
 P217 N93-23410
IMPACT RESISTANCE
Space based robot manipulators - Dynamics of contact
and trajectory planning for impact minimizatJon
p 135 A93-22827
The effects of brace position on injuries sustained in
the Ml Boeing 737/400 disaster. January 1989
P118 A93-25202
Protective helmet assembly
|NASA-CASE-MSC-21842-1| p 106 N93-17088
IMPACT TESTS
The effect of variable seat back angles on human
response to + Gz impact accelerations
(AD-A250673) p 31 N93-11559
Design/development of an enhanced biodynamic
manikin p 142 N93-19667
Improving manikin biofidelity p 142 N93-19668
The design and use of automotive crash test dummies
p 142 N93-19669
The application of Hybrid 3 dummy to the impact
assessment of a free-fall lifeboat p 143 N93-19671
A new instrumentation system for measuring the
dynamic response of the human head/neck during impact
acceleration p 143 N93-19672
IMPAIRMENT
The time-course of alcohol impairment of general
aviation pilot performance in a Frasca 141 simulator
p 384 A93-52299
The effects of Benadryl and Hismanal on psychomotor
performance and perceived performance
p385 A93-52303
IMPLANTATION
Optimal design of composite hip implants using NASA
technology p 174 N93-22188
The prevalence of artificial lens implants in the civil
airman population
[DOT/FAA/AM-92/14) p 253 N93-25214
Shape optimization of ttbial prosthesis components
[NASA-CR-191123] p 246 N93-27085
IMPLANTED ELECTRODES (BIOLOGY)
Programmable interactive system for cochlear implant
electrode stimulation
[AD-A262558] p 333 N93-29421
IN-FLIGHT MONITORING
Monitoring of pilot actions as part of a knowledge-based
system for pilot assistance p 59 N93-15184
Model-based reasoning applied to cockpit warning
systems p 147 N93-19778
INCANDESCENCE
Effects of incandescent radiation on photosynthesis.
growth rate and yield of 'Waldmann's Green' leaf lettuce
p 357 A93-46468
Growth and yield characteristics of 'Waldmann's Green'
leaf lettuce under different photon fluxes from metal halide
or incandescent + fluorescent radiation
p 357 A93-46469
INCINERATORS
Incineration for resource recovery in a closed ecological
life support system p 409 A93-54826
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
Spontaneous discovery and use of categorical
structure
IAD-A261658] p 260 N93-26364
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
Aerospace medicine and biology: A cumulative index
to a continuing bibliography (supplement 371)
|NASA-SP-7011(371)| p172 N93-208B9
Toxic substances registry system: Index of material
safety data sheets
|NASA-TM-108582| p 172 N93-20998
Bibliography of the Biosciences Division: 1986 to
present
IDCIEM-92-201 p 209 N93-23343
Index of international publications in aerospace
medicine
|AD-A262908| p 284 N93-28306
INDOLES
Investigation of effects ol 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates:
Neuroendocrine portion of Experiment 4
| DE92-0409551 p 95 N93-16166
INDOOR AIR POLLUTION
Setting Spacecraft Maximum Allowable Concentrations
for 1 hour or 24 hour contingency exposures to airborne
chemicals
ISAE PAPER 9214101 p 310 A93-41564
The role of Environmental Health System air quality
monitors in Space Station Contingency Operations
ISAE PAPER 9214141 p310 A93-4I565
Application of RADTRAN to estimation of doses to
persons in enclosed spaces
|DE93-000758| p 97 N93-17230
Survey of protocols (or conducting indoor air quality
investigations in large buildings
|PB93-119865| p 194 N93-21215
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
Kennedy Space Center environmental health program
p 166 A93-28713
INFECTIOUS DISEASES
Control of infection in an international airline
p 407 A93-52867
Allergic, Immunological and Infectious Disease Problems
in Aerospace Medicine
|AGARD-CP-518| p 14 N93-11283
Communicable diseases: A major burden of morbidity
and mortality p 18 N93-11300
Susceptibility in USAF recruits to vaccine preventable
diseases P 18 N93-11301
Absence of protective immunity against diphtheria in a
large proportion of young adults p 18 N93-11302
Cytokines as vaccine adjuvants: Interleukin 1 and its
synthetic peptide 163-171 p 20 N93-11309
Allergic and nonallergic rhinitis in Greek pilots
p21 N93-11317
Infectious disease p 81 N93-16804
INFERENCE
Interpretation as abduction
|AD-A259608| p 225 N93-24227
INFLATABLE STRUCTURES
Inflatable habitation for the lunar base
p 106 N93-17442
Conceptual design of a thermal control system for an
inflatable lunar habitat module
|NASA-CR-192014| p 140 N93-18113
A preliminary structural analysis of space-based
inflatable tubular frame structures p 313 N93-27849
INFORMATION
Eye movements and visual information processing
|AD-A259955| p 225 N93-24297
INFORMATION FLOW
Applications of living systems theory to lile in space
p 105 N93-16865
Management of avionics data in the cockpit
p 147 N93-19777
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
Information management problems and their influence
on cockpit equipment architecture of transport aircraft
p223 A93-31491
Man-systems integration and the man-machine
interface p 313 N93-27795
INFORMATION PROCESSING (BIOLOGY)
Consequences of a basic model of external-information
perception p 98 A93-18414
Electronic map interpretation in a dual-task context
p 176 A93-27144
Target designation in a perspective view. 3-D map using
a joystick, hand tracker, or voice p 186 A93-27145
A computer simulation model for attention distribution
and event generation p 340 A93-45323
Disruption and maintenance of skilled visual search as
a function of degree of consistency p 389 A93-52501
Headphone localization of speech
p 394 A93-52507
Multistage integration model for human egomotion
perception
| AIAA PAPER 93-3564 | p 406 A93-52664
Neurophysiology of motion sickness
p 399 A93-S5932
Auditory processing of complex sounds across
frequency channels
|AD-A253612| p 13 N93-10650
Cognition in the brain: Investigations using positron
emission tomography
|AD-A254280| p 14 N93-10765
An introduction to the information processing
components of the brain
|RSRE-MEMO-4350| p 25 N93-10979
Simulation of excitatory/inhibitory interactions in single
auditory neurons
|AD-A253614| p 50 N93-13252
Psychophysical analyses of perceptual representations
|AD-A255432| P 58 N93-14510
Decision making in a dynamic task environment: The
effect of time pressure
|AD-A256557| P 58 N93-14602
Conversion of temporal correlations between stimuli to
spatial correlations between attractors
IPREPRINT-856I P 96 N93-16962
Effective neurons and attractor neural networks in
cortical environment
| PREPRINT-8291 P 82 N93-17214
The effects ol display and response codes on
information processing in an identification task
|AD-A259531| p 234 N93-23451
Visual processing of object velocity and acceleration
|AD-A261048| p265 N93-25778
A cognitive architecture for human performance process
model research
|AD-AP61040| p258 N93-25815
Duration of alpha suppression increases with angle in
a mental rotation task
|AO-A261592| P 260 N93-26435
How expert pilots think: Cognitive processes in expert
decision making
| DOT/FAA/RD-93/91 p 288 N93-27103
Quantification of human responses
p340 N93-29564
The dynamics of visual representation, attention,
encoding, and retrieval processes
|AD-A264674| p 342 N93-30543
Multiple neuron recording in the hippocampus of freely
moving animals
|AD-A264807| p 330 N93-30594
The concentration loading test system: A computer
generated process for acquisition of attentiveness
control p 344 N93-3I235
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The effect of roll-stabilized sensor information on pilot
performance p 175 A93-27130
Format and structure of a database on health and
environmental impacts of different energy systems for
electricity generation
IDE92-634160) p 12 N93-10222
Man-machine interface with simulated automatic target
recognition systems p 147 N93-19781
Operator Performance Support System (OPSS)
p 196 N93-22195
Treatment of human-computer interface in a decision
support system
[DE93-002281I p 237 N93-24502
Head mounted displays for virtual reality
IAD-A263498I p 322 N93-29340
INFORMATION THEORY
Modeling the performance of the human (pilot)
interaction in a synthetic flight domain: Information
theoretic approach p 141 N93-19465
INFORMATION TRANSFER
Methodology for ergonomic tests of the information
display on monitor indicators p 101 A93-18530
Pictorial communication in virtual and real
environments
| ISBN 0-74840-008-7 | p 182 A93-26896
Headphone localization of speech stimuli
p 176 A93-27143
INFRARED DETECTORS
Dark cycle monitoring ol biological specimens on Space
Station Freedom
|SAE PAPER 9213931 p 274 A93-41551
INFRARED IMAGERY
Retinal modeling: Segmenting motion from
spatio-temporal inpuls using neural networks
|AD-A258854| p 125 N93-19369
INFRARED SPECTRA
Enhancement of drug detection and identification by use
of various derivatizing reagents on GC-FTIR analysis
IAD-A255582I p 95 N93-16041
INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
Transcutaneous analyte measuring methods
|AD-A262861| p 333 N93-29509
INFRARED SPECTROPHOTOMETERS
Enhancement of drug detection and identification by use
of various derivatizing reagents on GC-FTIR analysis
|AD-A255582| p 95 N93-16041
INFRASONIC FREQUENCIES
Morphological analysis of the hepatic structures in
experimental animals after infrasonic exposure
p 240 A93-35240
INGESTION (BIOLOGY)
Smoking status and body composition, exercise, dietary
intake, and alcohol/caffeine consumption
|AD-A250648| p 23 N93-11893
INJECTION
Biophysical and biochemical mechanisms in synaptic
transmitter release
(AD-A256340I p 55 N93-15198
INJURIES
Study on mechanical characteristics of viscera in dogs
p3 A93-13540
Identification of degree of head injury caused by impact
loads in dog and rabbit p4 A93-13720
Management of trauma and emergency surgery in
space p 167 A93-28734
Potential health hazards from thermal degradation
events - Paniculate vs. gas phase effects
ISAE PAPER 9213881 p 282 A93-41546
Determinants of + Gz-related neck pain - A preliminary
survey p 380 A93-49227
A-60
SUBJECT INDEX ION EXCHANGE RESINS
Fatal mishap report - First SPH-4B flight helmet
recovered from a U.S. Army helicopter mishap
p 393 A93-52308
A prospective evaluation of stress fractures/overuse
injuries in a population of West Point cadets
| AD-A2524271 p 13 N93-10709
Development and enhancement of a model of
performance and decision making under stress in a real
life setting
| AD-A2556991 P99N93-16111
Occupant kinematics simulation of the Kegworth air
accident p 142 N93-19662
Can injury scoring techniques provide additional
information for crash investigators? p 125 N93-19663
Is axial loading a primary mechanism of injury to the
lower limb in an impact aircraft accident?
p 125 N93-19664
The design and use of automotive crash test dummies
p 142 N93-19669
An improved anthropometric test device
p 143 N93-19670
The application of Hybrid 3 dummy to the impact
assessment of a free-fall lifeboat p 143 N93-19671
An epidemiological study in SAF's pilots ejections
p 143 N93-19699
Upper interior head protection. Volume 1. The
development of a research test procedure
|PB93-113769| p 194 N93-21537
Upper interior head protection. Volume 2: Fleet
characterization and countermeasure evaluation
|PB93-113777| p 195 N93-21795
Cellular and tissue injury during nonfreezing cold injury
and frostbite
IAD-A2605741 p 254 N93-25900
Secondary injury factors and preventative treatment
|PB93-176014| p283 N93-27409
Wound healing and connective tissue metabolism: The
role of hyperbaric oxygen therapy
|AD-A262483| p 285 N93-28759
Sudden loading and fatigue effects on the human
spine
[PB93-167526) p 286 N93-29199
INSECTICIDES
Procedures for the diagnostic dose resistance test kits
for mosquitoes, body lice, and beetle pests of stored
products
|AD-A255224| p 51 N93-13941
INSECTS
Procedures for the diagnostic dose resistance test kits
for mosquitoes, body lice, and beetle pests of stored
products
IAD-A255224] p 51 N93-13941
INSPECTION
Satiation or availability? Effects of attention, memory,
and imagery on the perception of ambiguous figures
p 405 A93-55348
Remote surface inspection system — of large space
platforms p 410 A93-55469
Recognition of partially occluded threat objects using
the annealed Hopefield network p 142 N93-19466
INSPIRATION
Respiration curves as an index of pilot workload
p 332 A93-45320
INSTALLING
Fires on board aircraft: Toxicological risk in flight
p 126 N93-19694
INSTRUCTORS
Success rate analysis of Navy SERGRAD Flight
Training p 56 A93-16152
Advances in training technology and the role of the
instructor p 98 A93-18775
Suited for spacewalking: A teacher's guide with
activities
[NASA-EP-279|' p 65 N93-13692
Prologue to Action. Life Sciences Education and Science
Literacy
|PB93-107514| p 159 N93-21230
INSTRUMENT APPROACH
Visual augmentation and scene detail effects in flight
training p 180 A93-27454
Instrument-approach-plate design considerations for
displaying radio frequencies p 289 A93-39574
Human factors design principles for instrument approach
procedure charts. Volume 1: Readability
(AD-A257234] p 104 N93-15968
Flight director information and pilot performance in
instrument approaches
[AD-A258186] p 131 N93-17857
An evaluation of B-1B pilot performance during simulated
instrument approaches with and without status
information
[AD-A263874] p 353 N93-29888
INSTRUMENT ERRORS
Accuracy of locating circular features using machine
vision — for robotic systems p182 A93-27022
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES
Pilot intent and error recognition as part of a knowledge
based cockpit assistant p 318 N93-28855
INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
Virtual landings — developing Enhanced Vision Systems
for VFR p 410 A93-54868
Flight director information and pilot performance in
instrument approaches
IAD-A258186I p 131 N93-17857
An evaluation of B-1B pilot performance during simulated
instrument approaches with and without status
information
|AD-A263874| p 353 N93-29888
INSULIN
Effects of insulin and exercise on rat hindltmb muscles
after simulated microgravity p 78 A93-20036
Differential effects of insulin resistance on leucine and
glucose kinetics in obesity p 152 A93-27224
Simulated weightlessness and bone metabolism -
Gravitational stimulation enhances insulin sensitivity
p 168 A93-28736
Regulation of the carbohydrate metabolism in humans
residing in the North p 384 A93-51117
Effect of insulin-like factors on glucose transport activity
in unweighted rat skeletal muscle p 399 A93-55458
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Neural network retinal model real time implementation
IAD-A255652I p 52 N93-14210
INTELLIGENCE
The AFOSR Workshop on the Future of EEG and
MEG
IAD-A264338I p 335 N93-30160
INTERACTIVE CONTROL
Dimensions of complexity in learning from interactive
instruction — for robotic systems deployed in space
p 191 A93-29111
Architecture of autonomous systems
|NASA-CR-192974| p 266 N93-26047
Interactive and cooperative sensing and control for
advanced teleoperation p 366 N93-32108
INTERCRANIAL CIRCULATION
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The effects of iconic presentation on individuals
[AD-A258785] p 133 N93-18949
Study of the spectrum of power of cardiac rhythm during
tasks relating to the safety of the control of an
apparatus p 127 N93-19707
Modeling the dynamics of mental workload and human
performance in complex systems
[AD-A258553) p 135 N93-19956
A cognitive architecture for human performance process
model research
[AD-A261040] p258 N93-25815
Simulated sustained flight operations and performance.
Part 1: Effects of fatigue
[AD-A261012] p 266 N93-25859
Facilitation and interference in identification of pictures
and words
[AD-A261484] p 260 N93-26356
Physiological indices of mental workload
[AD-A261692J p 260 N93-26391
Duration of alpha suppression increases with angle in
a mental rotation task
[AD-A261592) p 260 N93-26435
Expertise, text coherence, and constraint satisfaction:
Effects on harmony and settling rate — mental
representations
(AD-A262703] p 288 N93-28901
Predicting aircrew training performance with
psychometric g
[AD-A264021J P340 N93-30026
Representations of shape in object recognition and
long-term visual memory
IAD-A264342] p 341 N93-30163
The air traffic controller's mental model and it's
implications for equipment design and trainee selection
p341 N93-30322
Computer-generated parallel tests for aptitude
measurement in the selection of aviation operators
IDLR-FB-92-29] p 343 N93-31229
Background and objectives of the PARAT program
p343 N93-31230
The test memorization of symbols and numbers: A
computer generated test for visual sensitivity
p343 N93-31233
The concentration loading test system: A computer
generated process for acquisition of attentiveness
control P 344 N93-31235
The aircraft position tests: A computer generated
process for acquisition of spatial orientation capability
p344 N93-31236
The cube rotation test: A computer generated process
for acquisition of mental spatial manipulator capability
p344 N93-31237
The PARAT tests as examination system
p344 N93-31238
Effects of caffeine on mental performance and mood:
Implications for aircrew members p 372 N93-32269
MESONS
A computer model to determine the primary contributors
to relative radiation dose received by astronauts
p 43 A93-13935
METABOLIC DISEASES
Cellular and tissue injury during nonfreezing cold injury
and frostbite
| AD-A2605741 P 254 N93-25900
METABOLISM
Clinical and diagnostic requirements - Biochemical
exploration of amino acid metabolism. tRNA turnover and
lymphocyte activation p 49 A93-17442
Metabolic changes observed in astronauts
p84 A93-17535
Energy expenditure climbing Ml. Everest
p92 A93-20031
Response of adrenergic receptors to 10 days head-down
tiltbedrest p 162 A93-28679
The effects of growth temperature on the methyl sterol
and phospholipid fatty acid composition of Methylococcus
capsulatus (Bath) p 153 A93-28691
Changes in vitamin A status following prolonged
immobilization (simulated weightlessness)
. p 166 A93-28720
Atrcal natriuretic peptide degradation by CPA47 cells -
Evidence for a divalent cation-independent cell-surface
proteolytic activity p 155 A93-28726
Effect of dexamethasone on proliferating osteoblasts -
Inhibition of prostaglandin E2 synthesis. DNA synthesis,
and alterations in actin cytoskeleton
p155 A93-28728
Simulated weightlessness and bone metabolism -
Gravitational stimulation enhances insulin sensitivity
p 168 A93-28736
Quantitative autoradiographic analysis of muscarinic
cholinergic and GABAA (benzodiazepine) receptors in the
forebrain of rats flown on the Soviet Biosatellite COSMOS
2044 p 156 A93-28743
Alterations in biosynthetic accumulation of collagen
types I and III during growth and morphogenesis of
embryonic mouse salivary glands p 156 A93-28746
Cultivation ol Hamster Kidney cells in a Dynamic Cell
Culture System in space (Spacelab IML-1 mission)
p200 A93-32071
Metabolism in cosmonauts - Results ol biochemical
blood analyses for crew members of seven primary
missions on the Mir orbital station p 250 A93-35254
Mathematical model for the exchange of gases in the
lungs with special reference to carbon monoxide
p 271 A93-39707
Analysis of the Variable Pressure Growth Chamber using
the CASE/A simulation package
(SAE PAPER 9211221 p 291 A93-41314
Metabolic responses to simulated extravehicular
activity
| SAE PAPER 9213031 p 282 A93-41468
An integrated human/plant metabolic mass balance
model p 347 A93-42130
Influence of temperature and metabolic rate on work
performance with Canadian Forces NBC clothing ---
nuclear, biological, and chemical assault protective
garments p 389 A93-49218
Metabolic factors influencing myocardial recovery from
acidosis (CiC3)
[AD-A252376J p 14 N93-10796
Allergic and nonallergic rhinitis in Greek pilots
p21 N93-11317
Kinetic tetrazolium microtiter assay
|NASA-CASE-MSC-21979-1| p 82 N93-17049
Biotechnical production and use ol pyruvic acid with
special reference to coenzyme regeneration
|VTT-PUBS-77| p209 N93-23369
Cellular and tissue injury during nonfreezing cold injury
and frostbite
|AD-A260574| p 254 N93-25900
Metabolic response of environmentally isolated
microorganisms to industrial effluents: Use of a newly
described cell culture assay p 245 N93-26066
SPE water electrolyzers in support of the lunar
outpost p315 N93-27977
Wound healing and connective tissue metabolism: The
role of hyperbaric oxygen therapy
[AD-A262483I p 285 N93-28759
Regulation of alternative CO2 fixation pathways in
procaryotic and eucaryotic photosynthetic organisms
|DE93-012109| p 276 N93-29181
Evaluation of dried storage of platelets for transfusion:
Physiologic integrity and hemostatic functionality
IAD-A263240] p 334 N93-29620
Beta-adrenergic blockade and lactate metabolism during
exercise at high altitude
| AD-A263544 | p 334 N93-29820
Trial of emergency ration of the Spanish Air Force
p368 N93-32247
METABOLITES
Experimental study of volatile metabolites of human
body p11 A93-13711
Tyrosine - Effects on catecholamine release
p204 A93-33038
New techniques for positron emission tomography in
the study of human neurological disorders
|DE92-015353| p 23 N93-11873
METAL HALIDES
Growth and yield characteristics ol 'Waldmann's Green'
leaf lettuce under different photon fluxes from metal halide
or incandescent ( fluorescent radiation
p 357 A93-46469
METAL IONS
Principles of the organization of calcium metabolism
p 7 A93-10124
Ribezymes - A distinct class of metalloenzymes
p398 A93-54163
METAL OXIDES
Development of a regenerate metal oxide sheet matrix
CO2 removal system
| SAE PAPER 9212981 p 302 A93-41463
Portable life support system regenerative carbon dioxide
and water vapor removal by metal oxide absorbents
preprototype hardware development and testing
| SAE PAPER 9212991 p 303 A93-41464
METEORITIC COMPOSITION
Comet impacts and chemical evolution on the
bombarded earth p 109 A93-17980
The origin of the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in
meteorites pi 10 A93-17983.
Comment on 'Summary and implications of reported
amino acid concentrations in the Murchison meteorite' by
E. L. Shock and M. D. Schulte p412 A93-53294
METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
Validity of clinical color vision tests for air traffic control
specialists
|AD-A258219| p 123 N93-18301
METHANE
Methane transport mechanisms and isotopic
fractionation in emergent macrophytes of an Alaskan
tundra lake p 38 A93-16544
METHODOLOGY
Methodology issues concerning the accuracy of
kinematic data collection and analysis using the ariel
performance analysis system
INASA-CR-1856891 p 34 N93-12211
METHYL COMPOUNDS
The effects of growth temperature on the methyl sterol
and phospholipid fatty acid composition of Methylococcus
capsulatus (Bath) p 153 A93-28691
MICE
Photoreceptors regulating circadian behavior: A mouse
model
| AD-A264881 I p 337 N93-30908
MICROBIOLOGY
A microfermentation test for the rapid identification of
yeasts p 156 A93-28733
Microbiology operations and facilities aboard
restructured Space Station Freedom
ISAE PAPER 9212131 p 296 A93-41389
Effects of refrigerating preinoculated Vitek cards on
microbial physiology and antibiotic susceptibility
|SAE PAPER 921214] p 273 A93-41390
Microbiological concerns and methodological
approaches related to bacterial water quality in
spaceflight
ISAE PAPER 9212321 p 297 A93-41406
Relevance of antarctic microbial ecosystems to
exobiology p 355 A93-44877
Microbiological analysis ol debris from STS-42 IML-1
by direct plating of rinse waters
| NASA-TM-1083751 p6 N93-12174
ECLSS medical support activities
|NASA-CR-184429| p 23 N93-12427
Microbiological methods for the water recovery systems
test, revision 1.1
(NASA-CR-1843901 p 64 N93-12966
Kinetic tetrazolium microtiter assay
INASA-CASE-MSC-21979-1 | p 82 N93-17049
Planetary Biology and Microbial Ecology: Molecular
Ecology and the Global Nitrogen cycle
|NASA-CR-4497| p 269 N93-26157
Microbiological test results of the environmental control
and life support systems vapors compression distillation
subsystem recycle tank components following various
pretreatment protocols
|NASA-CR-192570| p 359 N93-32354
Optimization of 15 parameters influencing the long-term
survival of bacteria in aquatic systems
INASA-CR-192571) p 359 N93-32365
MICROCLIMATOLOGY
Effects of microclimate cooling on physiology and
performance while flying the UH-60 helicopter simulator
in NBC conditions in a controlled heat environment
|AD-A258502| p 129 N93-20400
Evaluation of two microclimate cooling air vests on a
heated mannequin
|AD-A259410| p 194 N93-21269
MICROELECTRONICS
Using the stereokinetic effect to convey depth -
Computationally efficient depth-from-motion displays
p 102 A93-19987
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MICROFIBERS
Intracellular targeting of the Yersinia YopE cytotoxin in
mammalian cells induces actin microfilament disruption
| FOA-B-40420-4.4 | p 275 N93-27989
MICROGRAVITY
Hematological changes in space microgravity
environments p 46 A93-15528
Microgravity flight testing of a laboratory robot
|AAS PAPER 91-035] p 62 A93-15583
The current status and prospects in the study of cell
physiology under microgravity p 38 A93-16001
Accuracy of aimed arm movements in changed gravity
p 56 A93-16159
Engineering and technical support ol experiments on
board the Cosmos-2044 biosatellite p 77 A93-18419
Altered cell function in microgravity
p 79 A93-20660
Cellular immunosenescence - An overview
p 80 A93-20663
Computer-assisted three-dimensional reconstruction
and simulations of vestibular macular neural
connectivities p 104 A93-20700
Energetics of walking and running - Insights from
simulated reduced-gravity experiments
p116 A93-21687
Short-term microgravity to isolate graviperception in
cells p111 A93-21901
Moistening of the substrate in microgravity
p 135 A93-21906
Animal surgery in microgravity p112 A93-24047
Blood volume reduction counteracts fluid shirts in water
immersion p118 A93-25206
Preliminary analysis of sensory disturbances and
behavioral modifications of astronauts in space
p 130 A93-25207
Study design for microgravity human physiology
experiments p118 A93-25208
Graviperception in unicellular organisms - A comparative
behavioural study under short-term microgravity
p 151 A93-26548
Swimming behavior of the unicellular flagellate. Euglena
gracilis, in simulated and real microgravity
p 151 A93-26549
COGIMIR - A study of cognitive functions in
microgravity p 174 A93-26569
AUDIMIR - Directional hearing at microgravity
p 159 A93-26570
OPTOVERT: An AUSTROMIR 91 experiment -
Orientational effects from optokinetic stimulation
p 159 A93-26571
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 160 A93-26572
Evaluating robot procedures and tasks for the flight
telerobotic servicer p 187 A93-27156
Crew performance in Spacelab p 176 A93-27169
Dynamics of the controlled environment conditions in
'SVET greenhouse in flight p 152 A93-27460
Aseptic technique in microgravity p 168 A93-28737
Vestibular ataxia following shuttle flights - Effects of
microgravity on otolith-mediated sensorimotor control of
posture p 169 A93-28750
Microgravity and bone adaptation at the tissue level
p170 A93-28761
Rotating-wall vessel coculture of small intestine as a
prelude to tissue modeling - Aspects of simulated
microgravity p 171 A93-28765
An experiment in vision based autonomous grasping
within a reduced gravity environment
p 193 A93-29137
Magnetic Resonance Imaging evaluation of lower limb
muscles during bed rest - A microgravity simulation
model p 212 A93-30280
Limitations to the study of man in space in the U.S.
space program p 213 A93-30285
Cardiovascular problems during space flight
p 213 A93-30445
A review of muscle atrophy in microgravity and during
prolonged bed rest p 213 A93-30771
Predicting skeletal adaptation in altered gravity
environments p 213 A93-30772
The effects of prolonged weightlessness and reduced
gravity environments on human survival
p214 A93-30773
Cultivation of Hamster Kidney cells in a Dynamic Celt
Culture System in space (Spacelab IML-1 mission)
p200 A93-32071
Alteration of structure and mobility of erythrocyte
aggregates under normal- to microgravity conditions
p 200 A93-32072
The Biological Flight Research Facility
p 239 A93-34581
Investigation of fluid-electrolyte metabolism and its
hormonal regulation during the second joint Soviet-French
space mission p 247 A93-35207
Healing of fractured bone in rats during readaptation
following 14-day suspension p 241 A93-35260
Inter-labyrinth otolithic asymmetry under normal
conditions and after the effect of a gravity change
p 242 A93-35264
8-OH-DPAT does not interfere with habituation to
motion-induced emesis in cats p 271 A93-38451
Intraocular pressure and retinal vascular changes during
transient exposure to microgravity p 278 A93-39710
Inhibition of EGF-induced signal transaction by
microgravity is independent of EGF receptor redistribution
in the plasma membrane of human A431 cells
p272 A93-39715
Microgravity and orthostatic intolerance - Carotid
hemodynamics and peripheral responses
p278 A93-39716
Oxygen regime in the frontal cerebral cortex of monkeys
during a two-week space flight p 272 A93-40773
Simulating reduced gravity - A review of biomechanical
issues pertaining to human locomotion
p289 A93-41175
Program development for exercise countermeasures
ISAE PAPER 9211401 p 292 A93-41327
Pilot investigation - Nominal crew induced forces in
zero-g
| SAE PAPER 9211551 p 293 A93-41338
A study to explore locomotion patterns in partial gravity
environments
| SAE PAPER 9211571 p 293 A93-41340
Design of a Shuttle air and water prefilter for reduced
gravity operation
| SAE PAPER 921161 | p 294 A93-41343
Development of membrane gas removal technology for
microgravity liquid flow systems
| SAE PAPER 9211621 p 294 A93-41344
Two phase fluid management for hydroponics
| SAE PAPER 921163 | p 294 A93-41345
Conceptual design of ECLSS microgravity test beds
I SAE PAPER 921164 | p 294 A93-41346
A novel membrane device for the removal of water vapor
and water droplets from air
I SAE PAPER 9213221 p 304 A93-41484
Design and evaluation of a payload to support plant
growth onboard COMET 1
| SAE PAPER 9213891 p 308 A93-41547
The General Purpose Work Station, a spacious
microgravity workbench
| SAE PAPER 921394| p 309 A93-41552
Experimental and theoretical study on membrane
distillation using thermopervaporalion
| SAE PAPER 9213971 p 309 A93-41554
Medical care on the moon p 331 A93-42126
Artificial gravity augmentation on the moon and Mars
p 346 A93-42127
An analysis of human performance in simulated
partial-gravity environments p 347 A93-42173
Influence of simulated microgravity on the maximal
oxygen consumption of nontrained and trained rats
p 323 A93-42192
Correlation between the lymph dynamics and venous
pressure during short-term antiorthostatic effects
p 325 A93-43070
Spaceflight on STS-48 and earth-based unweighting
produce similar effects on skeletal muscle of young rats
p326 A93-44179
Habituation to feline motion sickness
p 328 A93-44900
Effects of a microgravity environment on the
crystallization of biological macromolecules
p 357 A93-«5995
Image technology and information analysis of bone
change with gravitational exposure p 378 A93-49177
Clinostats and centrifuges: Their use, value, and
limitations in gravitational biological research; Symposium,
Washington, Oct. 19. 1991, Report p 375 A93-49206
The simulation of microgravity conditions on the ground
— and biological effects of weightlessness
p 375 A93-49207
How well does the clinostat mimic the effect of
microgravity on plant cells and organs?
p376 A93-49213
Physical and digital simulations for IVA robotics
p 391 A93-4944S
The first 'space' vegetables have been grown in the
'SVET' greenhouse using controlled environmental
conditions p 394 A93-52410
Pulmonary diffusing capacity, capillary blood volume,
and cardiac output during sustained microgravity
p386 A93-52617
Effect of water immersion on muscle sympathetic nerve
response during static muscle contraction
p 402 A93-55328
NASA Space Human Factors Program
INASA-TM-108005] p 31 N93-10890
Space flight and immune system p 14 N93-11284
Establishing laboratory standards for biological flight
experiments
[NASA-CR-1844021 P 40 N93-12901
A study of the effects of micro-gravity on seed
germination p 40 N93-13167
Effects of spaceflight on the proliferation of jeiunal
mucosal cells
INASA-CR-191303] P 51 N93-13449
Bone loss and human adaptation to lunar gravity
p51 N93-14002
Passive zero-gravity leg restraint
| NASA-CASE-ARC-11882-1-CU | p 70 N93-14713
STS-40 Spacelab Life Sciences 1 (SLS-1): The first
dedicated Spacelab life sciences mission
| NASA-TM-108034 | p 80 N93-15823
Autonomous support for microorganism research in
space
INASA-CR-1920621 P 83 N93-17780
Design of a resistive exercise device for use on the
Space Shuttle
INASA-CR-192079] P 108 N93-17805
Investigation of wheat coleoptile response to phototropic
stimulations
(NASA-CR-192157) P114 N93-18608
A proposal to determine properties of the gravitropic
response of plants in the absence of a complicating g-force
(GTHRES)
INASA-CR-192219] P114 N93-19377
Biomedical Monitoring and Countermeasures Facility
p 205 N93-22624
Closed Ecological Life Support Systems*(CELSS) Test
Facility p 233 N93-22628
Zero-G life support for Space Station Freedom
p 233 N93-22640
Commercial opportunities in bioseparations and
physiological testing aboard Space Station Freedom
p 206 N93-22649
Materials dispersion and biodynamics project research
p 207 N93-22651
Optovert: An AustroMir-1991 experiment. Orientational
effects from optokinetic stimulation p 226 N93-24366
Monitoring of cardiovascular parameters during the
AustroMir space flight p 220 N93-24367
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 220 N93-24370
The USO-concept applied to a biological model
experiment p210 N93-24379
Gravity and root morphogenesis p 210 N93-24403
Development of Arabidopsis thaliana grown under
microgravity conditions p211 N93-24404
Investigation of the effects of Extra Vehicular Activity
(EVA) and Launch and Entry (LES) gloves on
performance p 266 N93-26061
The role of pyridoxine as a countermeasure for in-flight
loss of lean body mass P 255 N93-26068
Growth factor involvement in tension-induced skeletal
muscle growth
INASA-CR-193023] p 282 N93-27113
Electrophoretic separation of cells and particles from
rat pituitary and rat spleen
|NASA-CR-193073| p 276 N93-28415
Effect of microgravity on several visual functions during
STS Shuttle missions: Visual Function Tester-Model 1
(VFT-1) p 284 N93-28740
Effect of microgravity on visual contrast threshold during
STS Shuttle missions: Visual Function Tester-Model 2
(VFT-2) p284 N93-28741
Effect of microgravity on the visual near point: Visual
Function Tester-Model 4 (VFT-4) p 284 N93-28742
NASA supporting studies for microgravity research on
eye movements
|NASA-CR-193233| p 285 N93-29041
Anthropometric data from launch and entry suited test
subjects for the design of a recumbent seating system
|NASA-TM-104769| p 321 N93-29044
Issues on human acceleration tolerance after
long-duration space flights
INASA-TM-1047531 p 334 N93-29651
Vibration isolation p 365 N93-31458
MICROMECHANICS
Micromotional studies of utricular and canal afferents
INASA-CR-192703] p 207 N93-22800
MICROMETEOROIDS
Enhanced softgoods structures for spacesuit
micrometeoroid/debris protective systems
ISAE PAPER 921258] p 299 A93-41428
MICROORGANISMS
Effects of possible pollution sources of the atmosphere
of a closed ecosystem on the growth of test
microorganisms p 101 A93-18418
The effects of growth temperature on the methyl sterol
and phospholipid fatty acid composition of Methylococcus
capsulatus (Bath) p 153 A93-28691
Microflora of cabins of manned space objects and the
problem of biological damage to the structural materials
used in them p 262 A93-35237
Cryoprotecttve properties of water in the earth
cryolithosphere and its role in exobiology
p 269 A93-36558
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MICROPHONES SUBJECT INDEX
Life in hot springs and hydrothermal venls
p 243 A93-36559
Ellecls ol refrigerating preinoculated Vitek cards on
microbial physiology and antibiotic susceptibility
I SAE PAPER 9212141 p 273 A93-41390
Instrumentation for microbial monitoring of
decontamination or biocide system effectiveness
I SAE PAPER 9212331 p 297 A93-41407
Water purification, microbiological control, sterilization
and organic waste decomposition using an electrochemical
advanced ozonation process
|SAEPAPER921234| p297 A93-41408
Immobilized cell bioreactors lor water reclamation -
Process stability and effect of reactor design
| SAE PAPER 921277] p 301 A93-41446
Contaminant distribution and accumulation in water
recycle systems
| SAE PAPER 9213601 p 307 A93-41519
Planetary quarantine in the solar system - Survival rates
of some terrestrial organisms under simulated space
conditions by proton irradiation p 378 A93-52408
Deep-sea smokers - Windows to a subsurface
biosphere? p 397 A93-53284
Ozone • A new aspect of its effect on microorganisms
p 398 A93-54971
Microbiological analysis of debris from STS-42 IML-1
by direct plating of rinse waters
|NASA-TM-108375| p6 N93-12174
ECLSS medical support activities
|NASA-CR-184429| p 23 N93-12427
Anaerobic microbial transformation of aromatic
hydrocarbons and mixtures of aromatic hydrocarbons and
halogenated solvents
|AD-A255696| p 42 N93-14557
Ground testing of bioconvective variables such as
morphological characterizations and mechanisms which
regulate macroscopic patterns p 82 N93-17303
Autonomous support for microorganism research in
space
|NASA-CR-192062| p 83 N93-17780
Regenerable biocide delivery unit
INASA-CASE-MSC-21763-1-SBI p112 N93-18351
Biochemically active layers for selective material
detection sensors
|MBB-Z-0440-92-PUB| p 158 N93-20959
Metabolic response of environmentally isolated
microorganisms to industrial effluents: Use of a newly
described cell culture assay p 245 N93-26066
Process for selectively recovering algae and protozoa
|NASA-CASE-MFS-26124.1-NPO| p 276 N93-29174
Marine microbial production of dimethylsulfide from
dissolved dimethylsulfoniopropionate
INASA-CR-1932781 p 330 N93-30665
Micro-organisms. cytotoxins and radioactive
preparation: Risks at rescue operations in hospital
environment
| FOA-A-40065-4.51 p 359 N93-32423
MICROPHONES
Evaluation of an electronics system concept for
Respiratory Protection system (RESPO 21)
|AD-A253394| p 30 N93-10288
MICROPROCESSORS
An automated version of the dichotic listening test:
Hardware, software, and procedural details
|AD-A258114| p 120 N93-17895
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
Microwave digestion preparation and ICP determination
of boron in human plasma p 377 A93-49570
MICROWAVES
Microwaves and the visual analyzer
p 250 A93-35247
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
(AD-A255799I p 42 N93-14648
Behavioral effects of high peak power microwave pulses:
Head exposure at 1.3 GHz
|AD-A258136| p 120 N93-17985
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
| AD-A264415| p 358 N93-32035
MIDAIR COLLISIONS
The influence of flight experience on midair collision risk
perception p 180 A93-28707
MIDDLE EAR
Subjective reactions and objective assessment of the
auditory and ventilatory functions of the middle ear during
changes in atmospheric pressure p 45 A93-15174
MILITARY AIRCRAFT
Human factors in design of military aircrafts1 oxygen
supply equipment p 60 A93-14222
USAF/USN fixed wing night vision - The mission
p 227 A93-30055
Color helmet display for the tactical environment - The
pilot's chromatic perspective p 227 A93-30058
Military aircrew head support system
p231 A93-31944
The influence ol military low-altitude flight noise on the
inner ear ol the guinea pig. II - Scanning electron
micrographs p 377 A93-49556
MILITARY AVIATION
The pigmentary dispersion disorder in USAF aviators
p87 A93-18033
Ethical concerns in the practice ol military aviation
medicine p 89 A93-18045
Prospective assessment of stereoscopic visual status
and USAF pilot training attrition p 116 A93-24039
'Prevalence of corrective lens wear in Royal Australian
Air Force flight crews p 289 A93-41173
The efficacy of biographical inventory data in predicting
early attrition in naval'aviation officer candidate training
IAD-A258025I p 131 N93-17919
Aviation medicine research: A historical review
|AD-A258198| p 121 N93-18217
MILITARY HELICOPTERS
Effects of 2 mg and 4 mg atropine sulfate on the
performance of U.S. Army helicopter pilots
p 7 A93-10326
Heat strain during at-sea helicopter operations and the
effect of passive microclimate cooling p7 A93-10330
Documentation of activity and rest of a U.S. National
Guard attack helicopter battalion p 9 A93-10338
Army cockpit delethalization program
p61 A93-15419
Helmet-mounted display for the night attack mission
p 228 A93-30059
Visual illusions and other effects with night vision
devices p 230 A93-30072
Helmet Mounted Display symbology integration
research p 263 A93-35914
An evaluation of crew coordination and performance
during a simulated UH-60 helicopter mission
IAD-A254984] p 35 N93-12509
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue
|AD-A257704| p 107 N93-17697
MILITARY OPERATIONS
Heat strain during at-sea helicopter operations and the
effect of passive microclimate cooling p 7 A93-10330
Advanced displays for military operations
| AIAA PAPER 92-4243 | p 28 A93-13350
Mishap trends and cause factors in naval aviation - A
review ol Naval Safety Center data. 1986-90
p 405 A93-55166
DoD space radiation concerns
IAD-A253135I p 13 N93-10613
Relating flying hours to aircrew performance: Evidence
for attack and transport missions
IAD-A253988] p 25 N93-10719
Mechanisms of immune failure in burn injury
p 15 N93-11285
AIDS/HIV in the US Military p 16 N93-11291
Estimates of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
incidence and trends in the US Air Force
p 16 N93-11292
Sustaining health and performance in the cold:
Environmental medicine guidance for cold-weather
operation
IAD-A254328I p 23 N93-12145
Procedures for the diagnostic dose resistance test kits
for mosquitoes, body lice, and beetle pests of stored
products
|AD-A255224| p 51 N93-13941
Thermal stress in US Air Force operations
|AD-A255785| p 51 N93-14027
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research biannual
report
|AD-A255630| p 52 N93-14162
The effect of combat on the work/rest schedules and
fatigue of A-6 and F-14 aviators during Operation Desert
Shield/Storm
|AD-A258146| p 122 N93-18292
The effect of combat on aircrew subjective readiness
and LSO grades during Operation Desert Shield/Storm
|AD-A258156| p 132 N93-18294
A study of illness related lost time in transport aircraft
crewmembers
[AD-A258193I p 132 N93-18298
Validation of two temperature pill telemetry systems in
humans during moderate and strenuous exercise
IAD-A259068] p 124 N93-19072
Sustaining health and performance in the cold: A pocket
guide to environmental medicine aspects of cold-weather
operations
|AD-A259625| p 218 N93-24021
Medical aspects of cold weather operations: A handbook
for medical officers
|AD-A263559| p 336 N93-30588
C-141 aircrew sleep and fatigue during the Persian Gull
conflict p 371 N93-32265
Digital flight data as a measure of pilot performance
associated with fatigue from continuous operations during
the Persian Gulf conflict p 371 N93-32268
MILITARY PSYCHOLOGY
Psychiatric diagnoses aboard an aircraft carrier
p 57 A93-16162
Relating cognitive function to military aviator
performance in early HIV infection p 17 N93-11298
Neuropsychiatric morbidity in early HIV disease:
Implications for military occupational function
p 18 N93-11299
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
Looks can kill --- helmet mounted displays, military
avionics p 231 A93-31626
A systems approach to the advanced aircraft
man-machine interface p 146 N93-19776
Cognitive interface considerations for intelligent
cockpits p319 N93-28865
System automation and pilot-vehicle-interface for
unconstrained low-altitude night attack
p320 N93-28867
A study of the effects of lens focal length on remote
driver performance
IAD-A263191J p 321 N93-28941
TeleOperator/telePresence System (TOPS) Concept
Verification Model (CVM) development
p367 N93-32112
MILLIMETER WAVES
The effect of low-intensity electromagnetic
millimeter-wave radiation on the rat cardiovascular
system p 2 A93-12861
MINERAL METABOLISM
Protection of Acanthopanax senticosus against
suspension-induced bone loss in rats p2 A93-13528
Atrial natriuretic peptide degradation by CPA47 cells -
Evidence for a divalent cation-independent cell-surface
proteolytic activity p 155 A93-28726
MINERALS
Mineral theories of the origin of life and an iron sulfide
example p 74 A93-18009
Active synthetic soil
[NASA-CASE-MSC-21954-1-NP] p114 N93-19054
MINIATURIZATION
Space biology initiative program definition review. Trade
study 3: Hardware miniaturization versus cost
p208 N93-23080
MINORITIES
Diversity in biological research
(NSF-92-19) p42 N93-13700
MIR SPACE STATION
The rhythm of heart activity and arrhythmia in long-term
space flights p 119 A93-25652
Functional state of the cardiovascular system of the
cosmonauts of the sixth primary mission on the Mir
station p 249 A93-35238
The lnkubator-2 complex for studying the embryonic and
postembryonic development of birds in conditions of
weightlessness p 241 A93-35242
Manipulator system for module redocking on the Mir
Orbital Complex p 263 A93-35534
Main medical results of extended flights on Space
Station Mir in 1986-1990 p 386 A93-52401
The first 'space' vegetables have been grown in the
'SVET' greenhouse using controlled environmental
conditions p 394 A93-52410
Mir 1992 operations and crew training
p 226 N93-24352
Physiological experiments within the project AustroMir
p 219 N93-24354
Eye-head-arm coordination and spinal reflexes in
weightlessness p 236 N93-24362
Development and implementation of the MotoMir
experiment on the Mir Space Station
p 220 N93-24363
Japanese treefrog experiment onboard the Space
Station Mir p 210 N93-24402
MISSILE CONTROL
Pilot decision aiding for weapon delivery: A novel
approach to fire control cueing using parallel computing
p317 N93-28853
MISSION PLANNING
Human support for Mars exploration - Issues and
approaches p 27 A93-12077
EVA operational guidelines and considerations for use
during the Space Station Freedom design review
process p 345 A93-42119
Space Station Freedom payload operations in the 21st
century p 350 A93-45436
Pre-adaptation to shiftwork in space
p 386 A93-52403
The real world and lunar base activation scenarios
p 68 N93-14014
Development of a prototype interactive learning system
using multi-media technology for mission independent
training program p 100 N93-17310
A systems approach to the advanced aircraft
man-machine interface p 146 N93-19776
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Manned lunar surface site: Conceptual study on
pressurized lunar surface operation rover
p 316 N93-28032
Lunar surface experiment system p316 N93-28034
Pilot intent and error recognition as part of a knowledge
based cockpit assistant p 318 N93-28855
MITOCHONDRIA
The effects of cephalad body fluid redistribution on the
ultrastructure of the vestibular apparatus of guinea pig
p4 A93-13717
Muscle mitochondrial density after exhaustive exercise
in dogs - Prolonged restricted activity and retraining
p 242 A93-35498
Metabolic factors influencing myocardial recovery from
acidosis (CiC3)
|AD-A252376| p 14 N93-10796
MITOSIS
Heterogeneity of changes in lymphoproliferative ability
with increasing age p 79 A93-20662
MOBILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Ground operation of the mobile servicing system on
Space Station Freedom p 190 A93-29107
MODELS
Hybrid 2 and hybrid 3 dummy neck properties for
computer modeling
[AD-A255544] p 66 N93-13874
Development and enhancement of a model of
performance and decision making under stress in a real
life setting
[AD-A255699] p 99 N93-16111
Model-based reasoning applied to cockpit warning
systems p 147 N93-19778
MODERATORS
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MODULARITY
Space biology initiative program definition review. Trade
study 4: Design modularity and commonality
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MODULATION
Auditory spectro-temporal pattern analysis
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Low-cost monochrome CRT helmet display
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Comparison of CRT display measurement techniques
p 229 A93-30067
Quantitative Helmet Mounted Display system image
quality model p 229 A93-30068
MODULES
Space biology initiative program definition review. Trade
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compatibility
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MOISTURE METERS
Moistening of the substrate in microgravity
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Relative resistance of biofilms and planktonic cells of
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MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Studies towards the crystallization of the rod visual
pigment rhodopsin p1 A93-11150
Flavoproteins as natural prototypes of molecular
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p1 A93-11199
Molecular mechanisms of stress — of astronauts during
various phases of their lunar and Martian travels
p49 A93-17443
Molecular cytogenetics: A novel approach for measuring
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exposure to low levels of ionizing radiation
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Radiation physics, biophysics, and radiation biology
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Molecular biology of anaerobic aromatic
biodegradation
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Mathematics and biology: The interface, challenges and
opportunities
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The solar system: Importance of research to the
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Two strikes against perfect phylogeny
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Proceedings of a Workshop on Molecular Nuclear
Medicine
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The Gordon Research Conference on Pineal Cell
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MOLECULAR CLOUDS
Laboratory simulation of organic grain mantles
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MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
Terrestrial and extraterrestrial sources of molecular
homochirality p110 A93-17986
Structure of a molecular chaperone from a thermophilic
archaebacterium p 151 A93-25821
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type
p153 A93-28698
Atomic structure and chemistry of human serum
albumin p 200 A93-31628
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type 1
p 203 A93-32850
The pineal gland - Its possible roles in human
reproduction p 204 A93-33036
Some proteins keep 'living fossil' pre-sequence
p244 A93-36562
Catalytic accretion of thermal heterocomplex molecules
from amino acids in aqueous milieu p 354 A93-43793
Relationship between G + C in silent sites of codons
and amino acid composition of human proteins
p 358 A93-47099
Ribozymes - A distinct class of metalloenzymes
p 398 A93-54163
Isolation of new ribozymes from a large pool of random
sequences p 400 A93-56548
MOLECULAR WEIGHT
Purification and properties of an ATPase from Sulfolobus
solfataricus p 201 A93-32115
Liquid water and the origin of life p 268 A93-36552
MOLECULES
Radiation damage to DNA
IDE92-015760] . p5 N93-10834
The Moon: Biogenic elements p113 N93-18548
MOLLUSKS
Geography of end-Cretaceous marine bivalve
extinctions p 273 A93-41075
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
An automated method for determining mass properties
|AD-A259924| p 236 N93-24441
MONITORS
Methodology for ergonomic tests of the information
display on monitor indicators p 101 A93-18530
New technologies for in-flight pasteless bioelectrodes
p289 A93-41174
Measurement of free and dissolved gas content of water
samples on Space Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 921267] p 300 A93-41437
Test and evaluation report of the Physio Control
Defibrillator/Monitor, Model LifePak(tm) 6s
IAD-A255691] p 52 N93-14103
Measuring hearing protection device performance using
the metrosonics db-3100 sound level analyzer
(dosimeter)
IAD-A260852] p 265 N93-25787
Daily exercise routines p 360 N93-31455
MONKEYS
Freeze-dried human red blood cells
IAD-A253295] p 14 N93-11193
Extrathalmic modulation of cortical function
IAD-A255440] p 53 N93-14782
Conversion of temporal correlations between stimuli to
spatial correlations between attractors
IPREPRINT-856] p 96 N93-16962
Behavioral effects of high peak power microwave pulses:
Head exposure at 1.3 GHz
IAD-A258136] p 120 N93-17985
Effects of space radiation on humoral and cellular
immunity in rhesus monkeys
IAD-A261808] p 246 N93-26259
MONTE CARLO METHOD
A computer model to determine the primary contributors
to relative radiation dose received by astronauts
p 43 A93-13935
MOODS
Effects of caffeine on mental performance and mood:
Implications for aircrew members p 372 N93-32269
MOON
The Moon: Biogenic elements p113 N93-18548
MORALE
Assessment of morale in Turkish Air Force pilots with
two clinical psychological tests p 133 N93-19660
MORPHOLOGY
The earliest fossil evidence for sexual dimorphism in
primates P 152 A93-27775
Ecological-morphological features of the growth and
distribution of cultures of unicellular organisms in a
gravitational field p 241 A93-35248
Revision of the Wind River faunas, earty Eocene of
central Wyoming. IX - The oldest known hystricomorphous
rodent (Mammalia: Rodentia) p 328 A93-44903
Hair cell tufts and afferent innervation of the bullfrog
crista ampullaris p 329 A93-44931
Analysis of retinal function following laser irradiation
|AD-A255649| p 52 N93-14163
Ground testing of bioconvective variables such as
morphological characterizations and mechanisms which
regulate macroscopic patterns p 82 N93-17303
MORTALITY
Longitudinal study of astronaut health - Mortality in the
years 1959-1991 p 216 A93-32783
Mortality experience of cockpit crewmembers from
Japan Airlines p 385 A93-52306
Communicable diseases: A major burden of morbidity
and mortality p 18 N93-11300
MOTION
The neurochemical and neuropharmacological basis of
motion sickness
INASA-CR-190957] p 50 N93-13061
MOTION PERCEPTION
Anisotropy in an ambiguous kinetic depth effect
p55 A93-14097
Human speed perception is contrast dependent
p55 A93-14119
Human vestibular function and weightlessness
p84 A93-17531
Factors influencing perceived angular velocity
p 97 A93-17800
Influence of animation on dynamical judgments
p98 A93-20275
The perception of heading during eye movements
p 99 A93-20692
Illusions of visual-target motion caused by electrical
vestibular stimuli p 119 A93-25653
OPTOVERT: An AUSTROMIR 91 experiment -
Orientational effects from optokinetic stimulation
p 159 A93-26571
Human speed perception is contrast dependent
p 174 A93-26950
Spatial orientation and dynamics in virtual reality systems
- Lessons from flight simulation p 178 A93-27185
Influence of animation on dynamical judgments
p 180 A93-28692
Gravitoinertial force level affects the appreciation of limb
position during muscle vibration p 169 A93-28744
Antagonistic otolith-visual units in cat vestibular nuclei
p 199 A93-30511
Effects of visually induced self-motion perception
(vection) on upright standing posture
p214 A93-31531
Temporal Frequency Spectrum for describing and
modeling motion perception p 232 A93-33250
Effects of long-term weightlessness on roll
circularvection p 279 A93-39725
Perceptual bias for forward-facing motion
p 339 A93-44940
Perceptual scaling of whole-body low frequency linear
oscillatory motion p 379 A93-49225
Virtually induced motion sickness in virtual
environments p 381 A93-49401
Cybersickness - Perception of self-motion in virtual
environments p 381 A93-49402
Spatial orientation, adaptation, and motion sickness in
real and virtual environments p 382 A93-49403
Mental rotation - A key to mitigation of motion sickness
in the virtual environments? p 387 A93-49404
A literature survey for virtual environments - Military flight
simulator visual systems and simulator sickness
p 387 A93-49406
Multistage integration model for human egomotion
perception
| AIAA PAPER 93-35641 p 406 A93-52664
False cue detection thresholds in flight simulation
| AIAA PAPER 93-35781 p 407 A93-52674
Role of the vestibular end organs in experimental motion
sickness • A primate model p 399 A93-55933
The accelerative stimulus for motion sickness
p410 A93-55938
Simulator sickness p 403 A93-55944
Motion and human performance p 406 A93-55949
Visual psychophysics of egomotion
IAD-A248349] p 26 N93-11488
Visual perception of structure from motion
IAD-A253235] p 26 N93-11503
The detection of lateral motion by US Navy jet pilots
IAD-A258115] p 120 N93-17896
Role of orientation reference selection in motion
sickness
INASA-CR-191912] - p 124 N93-18596
Effect of contrast on human speed perception
| NASA-TM-1038981 p 141 N93-19104
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Retinal modeling: Segmenting motion from
spatio-temporal inputs using neural networks
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Visual processing of object velocity and acceleration
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Neural basis of motion perception
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The cube rotation test: A computer generated process
for acquisition of mental spatial manipulator capability
p 344 N93-31237
MOTION SICKNESS
Assessing for preflight predictors of airsickness
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Electronystagmography and audio potentials in space
flight
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Beta-endorphin and arginine vasopressin following
stressful sensory stimuli in man p 47 A93-16158
The Canadian forces airsickness rehabilitation program.
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Physical fitness as a criterion of readiness for
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EEG changes in man during motion sickness induced
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A four-pole electric swing and its application to the
research on vestibular function p 103 A93-19999
Effects of scopolamine on autonomic profiles underlying
motion sickness susceptibility p 116 A93-24037
Spectral analysis of the electroencephalographic
response to motion sickness p 116 A93-24041
Changes of cAMP and cGMP content in plasma and
urine before and after parallel swing stimulation
p 213 A93-30435
Spontaneous and evoked activity of neurons in the
parietal associative cortex of cats during motion
sickness p 239 A93-35211
Central neurophysiological and neurochemical vomiting
mechanisms (Review of the literature)
p 240 A93-35232
8-OH-DPAT does not interfere with habituation to
motion-induced emesis in cats p 271 A93-38451
Neuropharmacology of motion sickness and emesis -
A review p 271 A93-39711
Motion sickness induced by sinusoidal linear
acceleration in rats p 272 A93-39712
Xylazine emesis, yohimbine and motion sickness
susceptibility in the cat p 324 A93-42450
Habituation to feline motion sickness
p328 A93-44900
Understanding microwaves
[ISBN 0-471-57567-4] p 357 A93-46300
Changes in the dark focus of accommodation associated
with simulator sickness p 379 A93-49222
Perceptual scaling of whole-body low frequency linear
oscillatory motion p 379 A93-49225
Profile analysis of simulator sickness symptoms -
Application to virtual environment systems
p 381 A93-49399
Motion sickness and oculomotor systems in virtual
environments p 381 A93-49400
Virtually induced motion sickness in virtual
environments p 381 A93-49401
Cybersickness - Perception of self-motion in virtual
environments p 381 A93-49402
Spatial orientation, adaptation, and motion sickness in
real and virtual environments p 382 A93-49403
Mental rotation - A key to mitigation of motion sickness
in the virtual environments? p 387 A93-49404
Will simulation sickness slow down the diffusion of virtual
environment technology? p 391 A93-49405
A literature survey for virtual environments - Military flight
simulator visual systems and simulator sickness
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Salivary total protein and experimental Coriolis
sickness p 383 A93-49573
Dynamic analysis of ocular torsion in parabolic flight
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Phenytoin as a countermeasure for motion sickness in
NASA maritime operations p 401 A93-55162
Review of the space medico-engineering research in
China
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Motion and space sickness
| ISBN 0-8493-4703-3] p 402 A93-55929
Motion sickness and evolution p 399 A93-55930
The central nervous connections involved in motion
induced emesis p 399 A93-55931
Neurophysiology of motion sickness
p399 A93-55932
Role of the vestibular end organs in experimental motion
sickness - A primate model p 399 A93-55933
Neurochemistry and pharmacology of motion sickness
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Endocrinology of space/motion sickness
p 403 A93-55935
Animal models in motion sickness research
p 399 A93-55936
Investigating motion sickness using the conditioned
taste aversion paradigm p 400 A93-55937
The accelerative stimulus (or motion sickness
p410 A93-55938
Physiology of motion sickness symptoms
p403 A93-55939
Prediction of motion sickness susceptibility
p 403 A93-55940
Space motion sickness monitoring experiment -
Spacelab 1 p 403 A93-55941
Adaptation to the simulated stimulus rearrangement of
weightlessness p 403 A93-55942
Statistical prediction of space motion sickness
p 403 A93-55943
Simulator sickness p 403 A93-55944
Autogenic-feedback training - A treatment for motion
and space sickness p 404 A93-55946
Adaptation to nauseogenic motion stimuli and its
application in the treatment of airsickness
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Motion sickness susceptibility and behavior
p 405 A93-55948
Motion and human performance p 406 A93-55949
The neurochemical and neuropharmacological basis of
motion sickness
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Adaptation to transient postural perturbations
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Role of orientation reference selection in motion
sickness
INASA-CR-191912] p 124 N93-18596
A toposcopic investigation of brain electrical activity
induced by motion sickness
IAD-A259024] p 124 N93-18952
A demonstration of motion base design alternatives for
the National Advanced Driving Simulator
|NASA-TM-103881| p 236 N93-24490
Autonomic physiological data associated with simulator
discomfort
INASA-CR-1776091 p 222 N93-24738
Torsional vestibulo-ocular reflex measurements for
identifying otolith asymmetries possibly related to space
motion sickness susceptibility
|NASA-CR-193304| p 363 N93-32364
MOTION SICKNESS DRUGS
Effects of antimotion sickness drug mixture B on
ultrastructures of cerebral and cerebellar cortexes in
suspended rabbits p 10 A93-13704
First intramuscular administration in the U.S. space
program — of motion sickness drugs p 84 A93-17534
New pharmacologtc approaches to the prevention of
space/motion sickness p 85 A93-17538
Computerized task battery assessment of cognitive and
performance effects of acute phenytoin motion sickness
therapy p 211 A93-30278
Treatment efficacy of intramuscular promethazine for
Space Motion Sickness p212 A93-30283
Idaverine. an M2- vs. M3-selective muscarinic
antagonist, does not prevent motion sickness in cats
p 327 A93-44878
Applied chemical engineering thermodynamics
| ISBN 0-387-54759-2] p 357 A93-46075
Understanding microwaves
| ISBN 0-471-57567-4 | p 357 A93-46300
Comparison of treatment strategies for space motion
sickness p 386 A93-52402
Phenytoin as a countermeasure for motion sickness in
NASA maritime operations p 401 A93-55162
Motion and space sickness
| ISBN 0-8493-4703-31 p 402 A93-55929
Pharmacological countermeasures against motion
sickness p 404 A93-55945
MOTION SIMULATION
Temporal Frequency Spectrum for describing and
modeling motion perception p 232 A93-33250
Visualization techniques for analyzing control of human
movement: Affine mappings between multi-dimensional
spaces p 353 N93-30204
MOTION SIMULATORS
A four-pole electric swing and its application to the
research on vestibular function p 103 A93-19999
MOTIVATION
Assessment of morale in Turkish Air Force pilots with
two clinical psychological tests p 133 N93-19660
MOTOR VEHICLES
A heat transfer analysis of a mobile vehicle
radiation-shielded operator compartment
IDE93-007428I p 264 N93-25318
MOUNTAINS
Field trial of caffeine on physical performance at altitude:
An attempt to overcome the challenge
IAD-A264260] p 337 N93-30894
MULTIENGINE VEHICLES
Mandatory multi-engined t/aining syllabus
ICAP-601] p363 N93-31729
MULTIMEDIA
A physician's workstation designed for NASA and
earth-based applications p 189 A93-28695
MULTIPROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
A modular head/eye platform for real-time reactive
vision
IOUEL-1941/921 p320 N93-28897
MULTISENSOR APPLICATIONS
Fusing human and machine skills for remote robotic
operations P 137 A93-24994
Proposed evaluation framework for assessing operator
performance with multisensor displays
p232 A93-33444
MULTIVARIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A method of multivariate analysis of data in the study
of the effects of space flight factors on the rat brain neuron
structure P 155 A93-28727
G-load effects and efficient acoustic parameters for
robust speaker recognition p 146 N93-19775
MURCHISON METEORITE
The fate or organic matter during planetary accretion -
Preliminary studies of the organic chemistry of
experimentally shocked Murchison meteorite
p110 A93-17984
Comment on 'Summary and implications of reported
amino acid concentrations in the Murchison meteorite' bji
E. L. Shock and M. D. Schulte p 412 A93-53294
MUSCLES
Effects of vitamin D and phosphorus level in diet on
bone, skeletal muscle and kidney in suspended rats
p77 A93-19994
Regional changes in muscle mass following 17 weeks
of bed rest p 93 A93-20039
Flight helmet weight, ( Gz forces, and neck muscle
strain p 136 A93-24046
Skeletal muscle responses to unloading with special
reference to man p 166 A93-28718
Ultrastructural and biochemical studies on muscle
atrophy induced by suspension and suspension with
denervation in lower limbs of rats p 200 A93-31530
Computer-aided mechanogenesis of skeletal muscle
organs from single cells in vitro p 205 A93-33045
Validation of the use of the helium-neon laser in the
medical rehabilitation of patients with atrophy
p248 A93-35228
Mapping of electrical muscle stimulation using MRI
p 279 A93-40549
Myosin and troponin changes in rat soleus muscle after
hindlimb suspension p 273 A93-41124
Intermittent cold exposure causes a muscle-specific shift
in the fiber type composition in rats p 378 A93-52618
A prospective evaluation of stress fractures/overuse
injuries in a population of West Point cadets
|AD-A252427| p 13 N93-10709
Establishing laboratory standards for biological flight
experiments
|NASA-CR-184402| p 40 N93-12901
Training, muscle fatigue and stress fractures
IAD-A255277] p 54 N93-15006
Exercise during long term exposure to space: Value of
exercise during space exploration p 82 N93-16807
Control system and method for prosthetic devices
INASA-CASE-MSC-21941-1] p 106 N93-17087
Design of a resistive exercise device for use on the
Space Shuttle
INASA-CR-192079] p 108 N93-17805
Muscle glycogen. fiber type, aerobic fitness, and
anaerobic capacity of West Coast US Navy Sea-Air-Land
personnel (SEALS)
|AD-A258364| p 121 N93-18209
Mechanical stimulation of skeletal muscle mitigates
glucocorticotd induced decreases in prostaglandin'
synthesis
INASA-CR-1930401 p 222 N93-24763
Initial experiments with a myoelectric-based muscle
sensor
|DE92-016034| p 237 N93-25099
Helmeted head and neck dynamics under whole-body
vibration p 264 N93-25531
Mechanical stimulation of skeletal muscle increases
prostaglandin F2(alpha) synthesis and cyclooxygenase
activity by a pertussis toxin sensitive mechanism
|NASA-CR-193041| p 282 N93-27102
Intracellular targeting of the Yersinia YopE cytotoxin in
mammalian cells induces actin microfilament disruption
IFOA-B-40420-4.4] p 275 N93-27989
MUSCULAR FATIGUE
Adaptation of skeletal muscles and physical work
capacity in a weightless environment p 38 A93-15527
An analysis of the respiratory muscle fatigue under
resistive loading when breathing gas mixtures containing
different amounts of oxygen p 76 A93-18299
Effects of fatigue and heat stress on vigilance of workers
in protective clothing p 177 A93-27173
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Development and implementation ol the MotoMir
experiment on the Mir Space Station
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Sudden loading and fatigue effects on the human
spine
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MUSCULAR FUNCTION
Magnetic resonance imaging and electromyography as
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Electromyographic activity while performing the anti-G
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Control of breathing under conditions of altered
atmospheric density during muscular work
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Increased plasma O2 solubility improves O2 uptake of
in situ dog muscle working maximally
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Gravitoinertial force level affects the appreciation of limb
position during muscle vibration p 169 A93-28744
Histochemical and contractile responses of rat medial
gastrocnemius to 2 weeks of complete disuse
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Distinguishing unloading- versus reloading-induced
changes in rat soleus muscle p 157 A93-28763
Muscle mitochondrial density after exhaustive exercise
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Quantitative EMG analysis in soleus and plantaris during
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Muscle glucose uptake in the rat after suspension with
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Activity-induced regulation of myosin isoform distribution
- Comparison of two contractile activity programs
p326 A93-44183
Electromyographic patterns of the thermoregulatory
activity of motor units during cooling of the organism
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Functional adaptation of different rat skeletal muscles
to weightlessness p 377 A93-49575
Intermittent cold exposure causes a muscle-specific shift
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Effect of water immersion on muscle sympathetic nerve
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Shortening velocity and calcium sensitivity of single
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Growth factor involvement in tension-induced skeletal
muscle growth
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Visualization techniques for analyzing control of human
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Protein requirements in hypoxia or hypokinesia
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Contractile properties of the calf triceps muscle in
humans exposed to simulated weightlessness
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An improved simulation based biomechanical model to
estimate static muscle loadings p 160 A93-27172
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muscles during bed rest - A microgravity simulation
model p212 A93-30280
A review of muscle atrophy in microgravity and during
prolonged bed rest ' p213 A93-30771
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Myosin heavy chain composition in the rat diaphragm -
Effect of age and exercise training p 37 A93-14970
Contractile properties of the calf triceps muscle in
humans exposed to simulated weightlessness
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Mechanically induced alterations in cultured skeletal
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DH-132A and SPH-4 helmets worn in combination with
standard issue earplugs
[AD-A263011) p350 N93-29406
NOISE INJURIES
Some characteristics of the etiopathogenesis of hearing
loss in aircraft personnel p 359 A93-45691
The influence of military low-altitude flight noise on the
inner ear of the guinea pig. II - Scanning electron
micrographs p 377 A93-49556
NOISE SPECTRA
Spectral motion produces an auditory after-effect
p 405 A93-55579
Auditory perception
[AD-A255061] p 23 N93-12469
Classification of complex sounds
[AD-A258405] p 122 N93-18223
NONEOUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS
Chiral-symmetry-breaking in nonequilibrium chemical
systems - The racemization influence
p 269 A93-36563
NONLINEARITY
Operator-assisted planning and execution of proximity
operations subject to operational constraints
p 194 N93-21436
NORADRENALINE
The adrenalin/noradrenalin and the alpha/beta
adrenoreceptor correlations in the myocardium and the
adrenergic chronotropic and ionotropic reactions under
extreme conditions and during adaptation
p 1 A93-10125
Tissue-specific noradrenergic activity during acute heat
stress in rats p 323 A93-42193
NOREPINEPHRINE
Altered baseline blood volume and the norepinephrine
response to stress in humans p 43 A93-14123
Differential effects of long-term hypoxia on
norepinephrine turnover in brain stem cell groups
p 78 A93-20030
Relationship between pituitary ACTH content and
hypothalamic catecholamines in the rat
p203 A93-33028
Norepinephrine content in discrete brain areas and
neurohypophysial vasopressin in rats after a 9-d spaceflight
(SLS-1) p273 A93-41167
Physiological analyses of the afferents controlling brain
neurochemical systems
IAD-A253185] p 14 N93-11146
Extrathalmic modulation of cortical function
|AD-A255440| p 53 N93-14782
NOSE (ANATOMY)
Allergic and nonallergic rhinitis in Greek pilots
p21 N93-11317
NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
A comparison of neural network and fuzzy clustering
techniques in segmenting magnetic resonance images of
the brain p 214 A93-31267
13 C NMR spectra of allosteric effectors of
hemoglobin
|AD-A262979| p 284 N93-28293
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Proceedings of a Workshop on Molecular Nuclear
Medicine
IDE93-010828] p 285 N93-28835
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
Human factors engineering: A key element of
instrumentation and control system design
IDE93-006731] p 264 N93-25415
NUCLEAR PROPULSION
Radiation exposure and dose estimates for a
nuclear-powered manned Mars sprint mission
p60 A93-13817
NUCLEAR RADIATION
AFRRI reports
|AD-A254581| p 49 N93-12649
NUCLEAR REACTIONS
Target fragmentation in radiobiology
INASA-TM-44081 p 124 N93-18381
NUCLEAR WARFARE
Pyrolysis of vegetation by brief intense irradiation
p324 A93-42915
NUCLEI (CYTOLOGY)
The response of rhedullar respiratory neurons to the
stimulation of the amygdaloid nuclei under hypoxia
p 2 A93-12860
The effect of cortical vestibular area stimulation on the
activity of the neurons of lateral vesUbular nuclei during
vibration p2 A93-12863
NUCLEIC ACIDS
Roles of water molecules in bacteria and viruses
p243 A93-36555
NUCLEONS
A computer model to determine the primary contributors
to relative radiation dose received by astronauts
p43 A93-13935
NUCLEOTIDES
Nucleotide-protectable labeling of sulfhydryl groups in
subunit I of the ATPase from Halobacterium
saccharovorum p 201 A93-32116
Some biochemical properties of an acyclic
oligonucleotide analogue - A plausible ancestor of the
DNA? p 269 A93-36560
Nucleotide analogs based on pentaerythritol - An
hypothesis p 325 A93-43794
The binding and reactions of nucleotides and
polynucleotides on iron oxide hydroxide polymorphs
p 325 A93-43795
Unexpected substrate specificity of T4 DNA ligase
revealed by in vitro selection p 397 A93-52B78
Group II intron RNA catalysis of progressive nucleotide
insertion - A model for RNA editing p 398 A93-55292
Oligomerization reactions of ribonucleotides - The
reaction of the S'-phosphorimtdazolide of adenosine with
diadenosine pyrophosphate on montmorillonite and other
minerals p 412 A93-55998
Nitrogen control of chloroplast development and
differentiation
[DE92-017392I p 39 N93-12768
NUMERICAL CONTROL
Safety issues of manipulator systems under computer
control p 192 A93-29121
Computerized atmospheric trace contaminant control •
simulation for manned spacecraft
|NASA-TM-108409| p 321 N93-28977
NUTRIENTS
Effects of their nutrient precursors on the synthesis and
release of serotonin, the catecholamines. and
acetylcholine - Implications for behavioral disorders
p 204 A93-33033
A matrix-based porous tube water and nutrient delivery
system
|SAE PAPER 9213901 p 309 A93-41548
CELSS nutrition system utilizing snails
p394 A93-52411
Characterization of the water soluble component of
inedible residue from candidate CELSS crops
|NASA-TM-107557| p 139 N93-18111
Active synthetic soil
|NASA-CASE-MSC-21954-1-NP| p114 N93-19054
NUTRITION
Nutrition p 81 N93-16805
Nutrition and hydration status of aircrew members
consuming the food packet, survival, general purpose.
improved during a simulated survival scenario
|AD-A258744| p 128 N93-20384
Nutrition, Metabolic Disorders and Lifestyle of Aircrew
|AGARD-CP-533| p 367 N93-32240
An automated processing system for food frequency and
nutrition knowledge questionnaire p 367 N93-32241
Nutritional assessment of United States tactical air
command pilots p 367 N93-32242
Nutrition for a typical MAC crew during Desert Storm
p 368 N93-32245
Nutritional and lifestyle status qf 50 pilots of the
Portugese Air Force p 369 N93-32255
The influence of dietary counseling and cardiac
catheterization on lipid profiles in American military
aviators p 369 N93-32259
Biological parameters and cardiovascular risk factors
with the frying personnel of the Belgian Armed Forces
p370 N93-32260
NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
Some features characterizing the supply of astronauts
with vitamins C, B1. B2. and B6 during nourishment from
canned-food rations on long-term space flights
p249 A93-35231
CELSS nutrition system utilizing snails
p394 A93-52411
Body composition and physical performance
|AD-A255627| p 69 N93-14161
Nutrition p 81 N93-16805
A proposal to demonstrate production ol salad crops
in the Space Station Mockup Facility with particular
attention to space, energy, and labor constraints
|NASA-CR-192815| p 209 N93-23169
Nutrition for a typical MAC crew during Desert Storm
p 368 N93-32245
Cringes in food and energy intake in military aircrew
p 368 N93-32246
Trial of emergency ration of the Spanish Air Force
p 368 N93-32247
Nutritional and lifestyle status of 50 pilots of the
Portugese Air Force p 369 N93-32255
NYLON (TRADEMARK)
Evaluation of personal cooling systems in conjunction
with explosive ordnance disposal suits
IAD-A262862I p.350 N93-29471
NYSTAGMUS
Effect of transdermally administered scopolamine on the
vestibular system in humans p 383 A93-49572
OATS
A proposal to determine properties of the gravitropic
response ofplantsinthe absence of a complicating g-f orce
(GTHRES)
INASA-CR-1922191 p114 N93-19377
OBESITY
Differential effects of insulin resistance on leucine and
glucose kinetics in obesity p 152 A93-27224
OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
DOKMA: A document oriented communication model
for medical applications as a basis of a role system in
the medical field
I ETN-93-937991 p 284 N93-28469
OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
A study of the effects of lens focal length on remote
driver performance
|AD-A263191| p 321 N93-28941
OCCLUSION
Two types of occlusion cues for the perception of 3-D
illusory objects in binocular fusion p 222 A93-30239
Recognition of partially occluded threat objects using
the annealed Hopefield network p 142 N93-19466
Perception/action: An holistic approach
IAD-A2595971 p 235 N93-24067
OCCUPATION
Disorientation and flight safety: A survey of UK Army
aircrew p 133 N93-19680
Selection of personnel for stressful occupations: The
potential utility of psychophysiological measures as
selection tools
|AD-A264571| p 363 N93-32011
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
Fluorocarbon 113 exposure and cardiac dysrhythmias
among aerospace workers p 168 A93-28739
Working hours and fatigue of Japanese flight attendants
(FA) p171 A93-28762
Occupational dermatitis in the aircraft industry - 35 years
of progress p215 A93-32776
Comparison of spinal health indicators in predicting
spinal status in a 1 -year longitudinal study
p216 A93-32786
Occupational health problems in aviation medicine
p 252 A93-36743
Barotrauma in Boeing 737 cabin crew
p 278 A93-39706
Some characteristics of the etiopathogenesis of hearing
loss in aircraft personnel p 359 A93-45691
Specific absorption rate and radiofrequency
current-to-ground in human models exposed to near-field
irradiation p 360 A93-47098
Back ache in helicopter pilots p 382 A93-49566
Degeneration of cervical intervertebral disks in fighter
pilots frequently exposed to high + Gz forces
p 384 A93-52298
The Proceedings of the Hypobaric Decompression
Sickness Workshop
|AD-A257612| p 123 N93-18362
OCEAN BOTTOM
Bacterial sulfate reduction above 100 C in deep-sea
hydrothermal vent sediments p 80 A93-20672
OCEAN SURFACE
Algae and oxygen in earth's ancient atmosphere
p 153 A93-27800
OCEANS
Europa: Prospects for an ocean and exobiological
implications p113 N93-18552
A-80
SUBJECT INDEX ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
OCULAR CIRCULATION
Contribution of the analysis of ocular activity
(complementary to the electroencephalographic analysis)
to the detection of low vigilance in instances of piloting
a vehicle p 127 N93-19708
OCULOMETERS
Dynamic analysis ol ocular torsion in parabolic flight
using video-oculography
 p 386 A93-52405
OCULOMOTOR NERVES
Predictable eye-head coordination during driving
p 57 A93-16373
The character of spontaneous oculomotor activity in
weightlessness and during readaptation
p248 A93-35219
Motion sickness and oculomotor systems in virtual
environments p 381 A93-49400
OFFGASSING
Protective helmet assembly
INASA-CASE-MSC-21842-1] p 106 N93-17088
OLFACTORY PERCEPTION
Explosives search dogs p 159 N93-21933
Primary events in olfactory reception
IAD-A2605621 p 255 N93-25944
OLIGOMERS
Some biochemical properties of an acyclic
oligonucleotide analogue - A plausible ancestor of the
DNA? p 269 A93-36560
Oligomerizalion reactions of ribonucleotides - The
reaction of the 5'-phosphorimidazolide of adenosine with
diadenosine pyrophosphate on montmorillonite and other
minerals p412 A93-55998
OLIVINE
Formation of reduced carbonaceous matter in basalts
and xenoliths - Reaction of C-O-H gases on olivine crack
surfaces — space biological evolution
p411 A93-53286
ON-LINE SYSTEMS
Automated system for analyzing the activity of individual
neurons p 173 N93-22163
Operator Performance Support System (OPSS)
p 196 N93-22195
ONBOARD DATA PROCESSING
Intelligent fault management for the Space Station active
thermal control system p 32 N93-11930
ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
Information management problems and their influence
on cockpit equipment architecture of transport aircraft
p 223 A93-31491
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
Investigation into the common mode rejection ratio of
the physiological signal conditioner circuit
p 245 N93-26073
OPERATIONAL HAZARDS
Hazard alerting and situational awareness in advanced
air transport cockpits p 61 A93-14377
Rationale for a hyperbaric treatment capability at a Lunar
Station p213 A93-30286
OPERATOR PERFORMANCE
The quality of an operator's work on a flight simulator
under conditions of thermal discomfort
p45 A93-15172
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering - Experimental
evaluation p 136 A93-23519
Individual differences and subgroups within populations
- The shopping bag approach p 136 A93-24050
An individual differences approach to fitness-for-duty
assessment p 178 A93-27178
CREWCUT - A new tool for predicting human
performance in conceptual systems p 178 A93-27179
CREWCUT - A tool for modeling the effects of high
workload on human performance p 178 A93-27180
Testing a subjective metric of situation awareness
p178 A93-27183
Some biochemical and functional characteristics of body
state during multihour operator activity under extreme
conditions p 161 A93-27686
Predicting individual differences in complex skill
acquisition - Dynamics of ability determinants
p181 A93-28731
Telerobotic system performance measurement -
Motivation and methods p 191 A93-29114
Estimation of the number of operators and their
efficiency in flight vehicle control p 193 A93-29696
The advent of helmet-mounted devices in the combat
aircraft cockpit - An operator's viewpoint
p 227 A93-30056
Proposed evaluation framework for assessing operator
performance with multisensor displays
p 232 A93-33444
Depth cue interaction in telepresence and simulated
telemanipulation p 232 A93-33446
Features of an ethanol effect in operators with different
states of skin tissue basophils p 250 A93-35252
Cognitive predictors of vigilance p 287 A93-40771
Performance under dichoptic versus binocular viewing
conditions - Effects of attention and task requirements
p 287 A93-40772
Investigation of individual and typological features of an
operator's nervous system under different work regimes
p 339 A93-43024
Operator performance with alternative manual control
modes in teleoperation p 390 A93-49397
Telerobot control mode performance assessment
| AAS PAPER 92-053! p 392 A93-50593
Real-time expert system interfaces, cognitive processes,
and task performance - An empirical assessment
p 394 A93-52503
From pilot's associate to satellite controller's
associate p 32 N93-11922
Effects of spatial luminance nonuniformities on
visual-task performance and subjective uniformity
|AD-A255989| p 58 N93-14416
Gloved operator performance study
|AD-A256894| p 104 N93-16048
An automated version of the dichotic listening test:
Hardware, software, and procedural details
|AD-A258114| p 120 N93-17895
Requirements for an automated human factors,
manpower, personnel, and training (HMPT) planning tool
|AD-A258531| p 195 N93-21753
Operator Performance Support System (OPSS)
p 196 N93-22195
Engineman stress and fatigue: Pilot tests
IPB93-175008] p 351 N93-29675
The air traffic controller's mental model and it's
implications for equipment design and trainee selection
p 341 N93-30322
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
Features of an ethanol effect in operators with different
states of skin tissue basophils p 250 A93-35252
The European astronauts training programme
p 226 N93-24346
OPHTHALMOLOGY
Photo-Refractive Keratectomy (PRK) - Threat or
millennium for military pilots? p 401 A93-55169
Operational use of contact lenses by military aircrew
IAGARD-AG-334] p 95 N93-15824
OPTICAL CORRECTION PROCEDURE
A computational model for the stereoscopic optics of
a head-mounted display p 390 A93-49393
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
Visual data interpretation: Proceedings of the Meeting,
San Jose, CA, Feb. 10-11, 1992
ISPIE-16681 p391 A93-49451
A new concept for helmet mounted vision
p 145 N93-19767
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
United States Army space experiment 601
|AD-A261460| p 260 N93-26353
OPTICAL FIBERS
A fiber optic probe for the detection of cataracts
p 254 N93-25593
OPTICAL FILTERS
Toward the ideal military aviation sunglass
|AD-A258200| p 140 N93-18200
OPTICAL ILLUSION
Visual scene effects on the somatogravic illusion
p88 A93-18035
Illusions of visual-target motion caused by electrical
vestibular stimuli p119 A93-25653
Optovert: An AustroMir-1991 experiment. Orientational
effects from optokinetic stimulation p 226 N93-24366
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
Theory of signal detection and its application to visual
target acquisition: A review of the literature
IAD-A262920] p 288 N93-28307
OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Nonlinear optical properties of porphyrin and chlorophyll
dimers studied by degenerated four wave mixing
| DE93-006411 | p 210 N93-24028
OPTICAL TRACKING
Linear vestibuloocular reflex during motion along axes
between nasooccipital and interaural
p 203 A93-32773
Dynamic analysis of human visuo-oculo-manual
coordination control in target tracking tasks
p287 A93-41166
Helmet slippage during visual tracking - The effect of
voluntary head movements p 389 A93-49223
OPTIMAL CONTROL
Movement tracking performance as a function of
required force level p 177 A93-27171
Dynamic multiobjective decision and its application in
environmental control and life support system
p 230 A93-30439
Modeling human response errors in synthetic flight
simulator domain p 141 N93-19464
Optimization of 15 parameters influencing the long-term
survival of bacteria in aquatic systems
|NASA-CR-192571| p 359 N93-32365
OPTIMIZATION
Vision modelling applications for display optimisation
p29 A93-13414
The optimum design of personal liquid cooling system
p60 A93-14314
Operator/system communication - An optimizing
decision tool P 101 A93-19104
An approach to the functional optimization of the CELSS
Test Facility
ISAE PAPER 9211991 p 295 A93-41375
Human habitat design for the Space Exploration
Initiative p 344 A93-41978
In vitro selection of optimal DNA substrates for T4 RNA
ligase p 329 A93-44939
User areas in aircraft cockpit, using methods of rapid
prototype development
IMBB-FE-315-S-PU8-0493] p 196 N93-22389
Shape optimization of tibial prosthesis components
[NASA-CR-191123] p 246 N93-27085
OPTOMETRY
Optovert: An AustroMir-1991 experiment. Orientational
effects from optokinetic stimulation p 226 N93-24366
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
Operator vision aids for telerobotic assembly and
servicing in space p 262 A93-35530
EVA operational guidelines and considerations for use
during the Space Station Freedom design review
process p 345 A93-42119
Motion planning of a dual-arm free-floating manipulator
with inertially fixed base
IAIAA PAPER 93-3864] p 393 A93-51450
Operator vision aids for space teleoperation assembly
and servicing p 33 N93-11981
SHARC: Space Habitat, Assembly and Repair Center
[NASA-CR-192031] p 140 N93-18153
ORBITAL MANEUVERS
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering - Design
considerations p 135 A93-23518
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering - Experimental
evaluation p 136 A93-23519
ORBITAL RENDEZVOUS
Operator-assisted planning and execution of proximity
operations subject to operational constraints
p 194 N93-21436
ORBITAL SERVICING
Intelligent robotics capabilities of the teleautonomy
testbed p 184 A93-27035
EMATS, a robot-based Equipment Manipulation and
Transportation System for the Columbus Free Flying
Laboratory p 231 A93-31522
Operator vision aids for telerobotic assembly and
servicing in space p 262 A93-35530
A vision system planner for increasing the autonomy
of the Extravehicular Activity Helper/Retriever
| NASA-CR-193301 I p 365 N93-31844
ORBITAL SPACE TESTS
Conceptual design of ECLSS microgravity test beds
ISAE PAPER 921164] p 294 A93-41346
ORGANELLES
The internal dynamics of slowly rotating biological
systems p 375 A93-49208
The fast rotating clinostat - A history of its use in
gravitational biology and a comparison of ground-based
and flight experiment results p 376 A93-49212
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
Chemical markers of prebiotic chemistry in hydrothermal
systems p 74 A93-18006
Hydrothermal organic synthesis experiments
p 74 A93-18007
Giant planets: Clues on current and past organic
chemistry in the outer solar system p113 N93-18551
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
Organic models of interstellar grains
p35 A93-11847
Comet Halley as an aggregate of interstellar dust and
further evidence for the photochemical formation of
organics in the interstellar medium p 108 A93-17824
Comets and the formation of biochemical compounds
on the primitive earth - A review p 109 A93-17977
Comets as a possible source of prebiotic molecules
p 109 A93-17979
Cometary supply of terrestrial organics - Lessons from
the K/T and the present epoch p 109 A93-17981
The fate or organic matter during planetary accretion -
Preliminary studies of the organic chemistry of
experimentally shocked Murchison meteorite
p110 A93-17984
Terrestrial and extraterrestrial sources of molecular
homochirality p110 A93-17986
Thermal evolution of cometary nuclei by radioactive
heating and possible formation of organic chemicals
p 196 A93-27561
Laboratory simulation of organic grain mantles
p 268 A93-36554
A-81
ORGANIC LIQUIDS SUBJECTINDEX
The development and lesting ol a volatile organics
concentrator lor use in monitoring Space Station water
quality
ISA6 PAPER 9212661 p 300 A93-4I436
Determination of organic carbon and ionic accountability
ol various waste and product waters derived from ECLSS
water recovery tests and Spacelab humidity condensate
I SAE PAPER 9213131 p 303 A93-41475
Generation of iodine disinfection by-products (IDP's) in
a water recycle system
I SAE PAPER 9213621 p 307 A93-41521
Deep-sea smokers - Windows to a subsurface
biosphere? p 397 A93-53284
Hydrothermal dehydration of aqueous organic
compounds p 397 A93-53291
The violent environment of the origin ol life - Progress
and uncertainties p 412 A93-53292
Linear tetrapyrroles (phycobilins) in a model
prebiological system p 398 A93-53350
The Moon: Biogenic elements p 113 N93-18548
Marine microbial production ol dimethylsulfide from
dissolved dimethylsulfoniopropionate
|NASA-CR-193278| p 330 N93-30665
ORGANIC LIQUIDS
Aqueous high-temperature and high-pressure organic
geochemistry of hydrothermal vent systems
p397 A93-53285
ORGANIC MATERIALS
Carbonaceous chondrites and the origin of life
p412 A93-55997
Hydrothermal organic synthesis experiments
INASA-CR-1912571 p41 N93-13457
ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS
Prjlyphosphoinositide response to various
neurotransmitters after an exposure to a helium-oxygen
atmosphere at a high pressure p 76 A93-18296
ORGANISMS
Ground testing of bioconvective variables such as
morphological characterizations and mechanisms which
regulate macroscopic patterns p 82 N93-17303
The solar system: Importance of research to the
biological sciences p 113 N93-18547
Planetary Biology and Microbial Ecology: Molecular
Ecology and the Global Nitrogen cycle
INASA-CR-4497 | p 269 N93-26157
ORGANIZING
Flight physiology - Clinical considerations
p 164 A93-28690
ORGANOMETALLIC COMPOUNDS
Submarine Advanced Integrated Life Support system
(SAILS) program
|AD-A253564| p 32 N93-11812
ORGANS
Investigation of nonlinear dynamic responses to random
vibration in dogs p4 A93-13722
ORIENTATION
Influence of animation on dynamical judgments
p 180 A93-28692
The impact of visual noise on spatial orientation
p 257 A93-36229
ORTHOPEDICS
Design of a portable powered seat lift
p 195 N93-22190
Shape optimization of tibial prosthesis components
INASA-CR-1911231 p 246 N93-27085
ORTHOSTATIC TOLERANCE
The responses of cardiovascular during head-up tilt plus
lower body negative pressure p 9 A93-11690
Blood and urine responses to ingesting fluids of various
salt and glucose concentrations — to combat orthostatic
intolerance p 83 A93-17528
Development of lower body negative pressure as a
countermeasure for orthostatic intolerance
p83 A93-17529
Orthostatic function during a stand test before and after
head-up or head-down bedrest p 84 A93-17530
Human autonomic responses to actual and simulated
weightlessness p 85 A93-17540
Drug effects on orthostatic intolerance induced by
bedrest p 86 A93-17544
Posture and the circulation - The age effect
p93 A93-20653
Cardiovascular physiology in space flight
p 93 A93-20654
Cardiovascular responses to lower body negative
pressure in trained and untrained older men
p115 A93-21686
Effect of prolonged antiorthostatic bed rest hypokinesia
on functional properties ol the neurorruscular system in
humans P 116 A93-23151
Increased orthostatic blood pressure variability after
prolonged head-down tilt p 161 A93-28676
Influence of ten-day head-down bedrest on human
carotid baroreceptor-cardiac reflex function
p 161 A93-28678
Effects of head-down tilt for 10 days on the compliance
of the leg p 162 A93-28680
Carotid-cardiac baroreflex response and L6NP tolerance
following resistance training p 164 A93-28696
Aerobic fitness. I - Response of volume regulating
hormones to head-down tilt p 167 A93-28721
Hemodynamic status of humans during a graded
orthostalic lest p 248 A93-35221
Diurnal rhythmicity of human orthostatic stability
p250 A93-35253
Hemodynamics in monkeys during antiorthostatic
hypokinesia at angles of -6 and -20 deg
p 241 A93-35259
Microgravity and orthostatic intolerance - Carotid
hemodynamics and peripheral responses
p278 A93-39716
Orthostatic intolerance during a 13-day bed rest does
not result from increased leg compliance
p280 A93-41119
Protective effects of Rhodiola crenulata on rats under
antiorthostatic position and professional athletes
p327 A93-44843
Changes in the central hemodynamics under
antiorthostasis in humans with different blood circulation
types and physical training levels p 359 A93-46967
Hemodynamic and hormonal correlates with exposure
to lower body negative pressure after 12 hours head-down
tilt p379 A93-49220
Hormonal responses during orthostasis following 4 hours
of head-down tilt p 379 A93-49221
Evaluation of spontaneous baroreflex response after 28
days head down tilt bedrest p 386 A93-52404
Higher capillary filtration rate in the calves of
endurance-trained subjects during orthostatic stress
p401 A93-55165
Effect of aerobic capacity on Lower Body Negative
Pressure (LBNP) tolerance in females
| NASA-TP-32981 p 128 N93-20318
OSCILLATIONS
Perceptual scaling of whofe-body low frequency tinear
oscillatory motion p 379 A93-49225
OSMOSIS
Diuresis and natriuresis following isotonic saline infusion
in healthy young volunteers before, during, and after
HOT p 163 A93-28688
Changes in the osmolality. monovalent cation
concentration, and protein structure of blood plasma under
extreme conditions p 200 A93-31188
OSTEOPOROSIS
Age-related bone changes p 93 A93-20655
Can the adult skeleton recover lost bone?
p93 A93-20656
The mechanical control system of bone in weightless
spaceflight and in aging p 94 A93-20657
Effect of dexamethasone on proliferating osteoblasts -
Inhibition of prostaglandin E2 synthesis, DNA synthesis,
and alterations in actin cytoskeleton
p 155 A93-28728
Prevention of space flight induced soft tissue
calcification and disuse osteoporosis
p214 A93-31545
OTOLITH ORGANS
Antagonistic otolith-visual units in cat vestibular nuclei
p 199 A93-30511
Intertabyrinth otolithic asymmetry under normal
conditions and after the effect of a gravity change
p242 A93-35264
Role of the vestibular end organs in experimental motion
sickness - A primate model p 399 A93-55933
Torsional vestibulo-ocular reflex measurements for
identifying otolith asymmetries possibly related to space
motion sickness susceptibility
INASA-CR-193304] p 363 N93-32364
OUTER SPACE TREATY
The province and heritage of mankind reconsidered: A
new beginning p 69 N93-14018
OVARIES
Functional state of the vegetative nervous system in
women undergoing high-altitude adaptation and
readaptation to 760 m above sea level
p44 A93-15165
Melatonin in human preovulatory follicular fluid
p215 A93-32474
Prolactin-induced mitogenesis of lymphocytes from
ovariectomized rats P 329 A93-44934
OVERPRESSURE
Measurement and evaluation of blast overpressure
during F-15A crew station vulnerability assessment test
|AD-A257152| P 104 N93-16033
OXIDATION
Oxygen tension and water-soluble products of lipid
peroxidation in blood of volunteers in hypobaric
hyperoxial P 169 A93-28751
Lipid peroxidation and the antioxidant defense system
in rats after a 13-day flight on the Cosmos-1887
biosatellite P 239 A93-35210
Peroxidative oxidation of lipids and chromosome
aberrations in mice after repeated exposures to a
helium-oxygen respiration mixture under hyperbaric
conditions p 243 A93-35672
Ferrous iron oxidation by anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria p 271 A93-39280
Post-treatment ol reclaimed waste water based on an
electrochemical advanced oxidation process
| SAE PAPER 9212751 p 301 A93-41444
Ozone - A new aspect of its effect on microorganisms
p 398 A93-54971
Influence of the Cold Buster (tm) sports bar on heat
debt, mobilization and oxidation of energy substrates
|AD-A262762| p 285 N93-28939
OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTIONS
Integrated oxygen recovery system
INASA-CR-1923431 p 234 N93-22663
Integrated oxygen recovery system
(NASA-CR-1929821 p 267 N93-26088
Investigation of laser-induced retinal damage
IAD-A264096I p 338 N93-31094
OXYGEN
Effects of oxygen on regulation of cerebral blood flow
in rabbits adapted to hypoxia p 3 A93-13545
Control of breathing under conditions of altered
atmospheric density during muscular work
p89 A93-18288
Electrophysiological and ultrastructural aspects of the
effect of high-pressure oxygen on the sensomotor cortex
of the rat brain p 77 A93-18300
Dynamic characteristic of changes of oxygen saturation
of blood hemoglobin under conditions of acute hypoxia
in human body p 9t A93-19993
Rett syndrome - Stimulation of endogenous biogenic
amines p 164 A93-28697
Comparisons of molecular sieve oxygen concentrators
for potential medical use aboard commercial aircraft
[AD-A253648] p 31 N93-11279
Postoperative hyperbaric oxygen treatment of peripheral
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Protective effects of Rhodiola crenulata on rats under
antiorthostatic position and professional athletes
p 327 A93-44843
Comparison of treatment strategies for space motion
Sickness P 386 A93-52402
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
IJPRS-ULS-92-024] p 40 N93-13033
The neurochemical and neuropharmacological basis of
motion sickness
INASA-CR-190957) p 50 N93-13061
Autoradiographic distribution and applied
pharmacological characteristics of dextromethorphan and
related antitissue/anticonvulsant drugs and novel
analogs
|AD-A255607| p 54 N93-15009
AFRRI Reports — Radiobiology
|AD-A257231| p 80 N93-15965
Enhancement of drug detection and identification by use
of various derivatizing reagents on GC-FTIR analysis
|AD-A255582| p 95 N93-16041
Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics in Space
|NASA-CP-10048| p 333 N93-29502
Hydrogen-rated system for in vitro studies at pressure:
Operating procedures and emergency procedures
IAD-A264179] p 336 N93-30882
PHASE MODULATION
Demodulation processes in auditory perception
|AD-A255748| p 54 N93-15053
PHILOSOPHY
Ontology of mind, subjective ontology, and the example
of temporal expressions
[REPT-92-0181 p26 N93-11212
The lunar community church: Contributions to lunar living
and to evolution of ethical and spiritual thinking
p57 N93-14020
PHOSPHENE
Roentgenophosphene as an indicator of the radiation
excitability of the central nervous system
p 325 A93-43078
PHOSPHORUS
Effects of vitamin D and phosphorus level in diet on
bone, skeletal muscle and kidney in suspended rats
p77 A93-19994
PHOSPHORYLATION
Flavine-dependent processes in model prebiological
systems P 372 A93-47125
PHOTICS
Neurophysiological analysis of circadian rhythm
entrainment
|AD-A264681| p 361 N93-32018
PHOTOCHEMICAL REACTIONS
Photo and thermal reactions of ferrous hydroxide —
formation of hydrogen in Archaean ocean relevant to
chemical origin of life p 269 A93-36561
Ferrous iron oxidation by anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria p 271 A93-39280
A physico-chemical study of some areas of fundamental
significance to biophysics
|DE92-019916| p 40 N93-13083
Primary charge separation in isolated photosystem 2
reaction centers
[DE92-041128I p 82 N93-17189
Investigation of laser-induced retinal damage
[AD-A264096) p 338 N93-31094
PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY
Flavoproteins as natural prototypes of molecular
electronic devices with photocontrolled conductivity
p1 A93-11199
PHOTOELECTRIC EMISSION
Kinetic studies of interfacial photocurrents in platinized
chloroplasts
(DE93-002344) p211 N93-25104
PHOTOELECTRICITY
Nonlinear optical properties of porphyrin and chlorophyll
dimers studied by degenerated four wave mixing
| DE93-006411 ] p 210 N93-24028
PHOTOELECTROCHEMISTHY
Flavoproteins as natural prototypes of molecular
electronic devices with photocontrolled conductivity
p1 A93-11199
PHOTOLYSIS
Comet Halley as an aggregate of interstellar dust and
further evidence for the photochemical formation of
organics in the interstellar medium p 108 A93-17824
Water purification, microbiological control, sterilization
and organic waste decomposition using an electrochemical
advanced ozonation process
[SAE PAPER 921234] p 297 A93-41408
PHOTONS
Stimulation of lettuce productivity by manipulation of
diurnal temperature and light p 327 A93-44879
Effects of CO2 and photosynthetic photon flux on yield,
gas exchange and growth rate of Lactuca sativa L.
'Waldmann's Green' p 397 A93-52723
Investigation of laser-induced retinal damage
|AD-A264096| p 338 N93-31094
PHOTOOXIDATION
Flavine-dependent processes in model prebiological
systems p 372 A93-47125
Linear tetrapyrroles (phycobilins) in a model
prebiological system p 398 A93-53350
Investigation of laser-induced retinal damage
|AD-A264096| p 338 N93-31094
PHOTORECEPTORS
Photoreceptors regulating circadian behavior: A mouse
model
|AD-A264881| p 337 N93-30908
Melatonin, the pineal gland, and Orcadian rhythms
IAD-A264099] p 337 N93-31061
PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Stimulation of lettuce productivity by manipulation of
diurnal temperature and light p 327 A93-44879
Effects of incandescent radiation on photosynthesis,
growth rate and yield of 'Waldmann's Green' leaf lettuce
p 357 A93-46468
Effects of CO2 and photosynthetic photon flux on yield,
gas exchange and growth rate of Lactuca sativa L.
'Waldmann's Green' p 397 A93-52723
Resource capture by single leaves
IDE92-015847] p5 N93-10461
The potential effects of concurrent increases in
temperature, CO2 and O3 on net photosynthesis, as
mediated by rubisCO
|DE92-019411| p5 N93-11630
Nitrogen control of chloroplast development and
differentiation
(DE92-017392I p 39 N93-12768
Phytoplankton photosynthesis in natural mixed layers
|AD-A255010| p 39 N93-12871
Primary charge separation in isolated photosystem 2
reaction centers
IDE92-041128) p82 N93-17189
The effects of prolonged growth in elevated CO2
concentrations in the field on the amounts of different leaf
proteins
|DE93-002940| p115 N93-19751
Closed Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) Test
Facility p 233 N93-22628
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Kinetic studies ol interfacial photocurrents in platinized
chloroplasls
I DE93-002344 | p211 N93-25104
Regulation ol alternative CO2 fixation pathways in
procaryotic and eucaryotic photosynthetic organisms
IOE93.012109I
 p276 N93-29181
PHOTOTROPISM
Investigation of wheat coleoptile response to phototropic
stimulations
|NASA-CR-192157|
 P ,14 N93-18608
PHYSICAL EXAMINATIONS
Estimates of Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)
incidence and trends in the US Air Force
p 16 N93-11292
Transcutaneous Analyle Measuring Methods (TAMM).
phase 2
|AD-A256327| p 54 N93-15192
Improved head support stand adjustable by
compoundturnbuckle
|AD-D015384| p 55 N93-15249
Guide for aviation medical examiners
|PB92-219690| p 172 N93-21047
Biological parameters and cardiovascular risk factors
with the flying personnel of the Belgian Armed Forces
p 370 N93-32260
Changes in some lifestyle parametres in Norwegian
pilots as students, and after 6 and 12 years of service
p 370 N93-32261
PHYSICAL EXERCISE
Characteristics of heart rate response (HRR) in young
men during exercise p 10 A93-13706
EFfects of different inhalant O2 concentrations on
ventilatory and heart rate kinetic responses during
exercise p 11 A93-13707
Myosin heavy chain composition in the rat diaphragm -
Effect of age and exercise training p 37 A93-14970
The mechanical control system of bone in weightless
spaceflight and in aging p 94 A93-20657
Operation Everest II - Metabolic and hormonal
responses to incremental exercise to exhaustion
p 115 A93-21685
Energetics of walking and running - Insights from
simulated reduced-gravity experiments
p116 A93-21687
Cardiovascular responses during recovery from exercise
and thermal stress p212 A93-30282
Effects of sleep deprivation and exercise on glucose
tolerance p 281 A93-41165
Effects of dynamic exercise on cardiovascular regulation
during lower body negative pressure
p 281 A93-41168
Performance and mood-state parameters during 30-day
6 deg head-down bed rest with exercise training
p281 A93-41169
Simulating reduced gravity - A review of biomechanical
issues pertaining to human locomotion
p 289 A93-41175
Program development for exercise countermeasures
ISAE PAPER 9211401 p 292 A93-41327
Mechanisms of improved arterial oxygenation after
peripheral chemoreceptor stimulation during hypoxic
exercise p 331 A93-42188
Effects of chronic hypoxia and exercise on plasma
erythropoietin in high-altitude residents
p331 A93-42191
Baroreflex function and cardiac structure with moderate
endurance training in normotensive men
p 332 A93-44182
Activity-induced regulation of. myosin isoform distribution
- Comparison of two contractile activity programs
p326 A93-44183
Interaction of various mechanical activity models in
regulation of myosin heavy chain isoform expression
p 327 A93-44184
Intramuscular pressure and electromyography as
indexes of force during isokinetic exercise
p 380 A93-49291
Analysis of individual differences between psychological
reactions of humans under combined hypoxic stress
p388 A93-51115
Smoking status and body composition, exercise, dietary
intake, and alcohol/caffeine consumption
|AD-A250648| p 23 N93-11893
Exercise during long term exposure to space: Value of
exercise during space exploration p 82 N93-16807
Design of a resistive exercise device for use on the
Space Shuttle
|NASA-CR-192079| p 108 N93-17805
Muscle glycogen. fiber type, aerobic fitness, and
anaerobic capacity of West Coast US Navy Sea-Air-Land
personnel (SEALS)
[AD-A258364] p 121 N93-18209
Two techniques for measuring locomotion impact forces
during zero G
| NASA-TP-33051 p217 N93-23410
AFTERRISE: Deep body temperature following
exercise
|AD-A259887| p 218 N93-23984
Utilization of the graded universal testing system to
increase the efficiency for assessing aerobic and anaerobic
capacity p 246 N93-26077
Combined strength and endurance training: Functional
and morphological adaptations to ten weeks of training
IAD-A261059I p 267 N93-26229
Exercise/recreation facility for a lunar or Mars analog
p 352 N93-29733
Bela-adrenergic blockade and lactate metabolism during
exercise at high altitude
|AD-A263544| p 334 N93-29820
Daily exercise routines p 360 N93-31455
The lifestyle and dietary consumption patterns of United
States Air Force aviators within air training command at
Randolph Air Force Base. Texas p 369 N93-32257
Objective improvements obtained by control of diet and
physical training in Spanish Air Force fighter pilots
p369 N93-32258
PHYSICAL FITNESS
Physical fitness as a criterion of readiness for
spaceflights p 98 A93-18412
Cardiovascular responses to lower body negative
pressure in trained and untrained older men
p115 A93-21686
Aerobic fitness. I - Response of volume regulating
hormones to head-down tilt p 167 A93-28721
Prediction of maximal oxygen uptake from submaximal
exercise testing in aerobicatly fit and nonfit men
p 385 A93-52304
Higher capillary filtration rate in the calves of
endurance-trained subjects during orthostatic stress
p401 A93-55165
Smoking status and body composition, exercise, dietary
intake, and alcohol/caffeine consumption
|AD-A250648| p 23 N93-11893
A progressive resistance weight training program
designed to improve the armor crewman's strength
IAD-A255553I p 53 N93-14556
Decision making in a dynamic task environment: The
effect of time pressure
[AD-A256557I p 58 N93-14602
Exercise during long term exposure to space: Value of
exercise during space exploration p 82 N93-16807
Muscle glycogen. fiber type, aerobic fitness, and
anaerobic capacity of West Coast US Navy Sea-Air-Land
personnel (SEALS)
|AD-A258364| p 121 N93-18209
Combined strength and endurance training: Functional
and morphological adaptations to ten weeks of training
|AD-A261059| p 267 N93-26229
Changes in some lifestyle parametres in Norwegian
pilots as students, and after 6 and 12 years of service
p 370 N93-32261
PHYSICAL WORK
Field trial of caffeine on physical performance at altitude:
An attempt to overcome the challenge
| AD-A2642601 p 337 N93-30894
PHYSICIANS
A physician's workstation designed for NASA and
earth-based applications p 189 A93-28695
PHYSIOCHEMISTRY
Effects of running the Bostom Marathon on plasma
concentrations of large neutral amino acids
p 160 A93-27048
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type
p153 A93-28698
Localization of extracellular matrix components in
developing mouse salivary glands by confocal
microscopy p 155 A93-28725
Fires on board aircraft: Toxicological risk in flight
p 126 N93-19694
PHYSIOLOGICAL DEFENSES
Changes in the intensity of free-radical reactions in the
organs of rats under hypokinetic stress, protected by the
delta-sleep-inducing peptide and its tyrosine-containing
analogue p 378 A93-51101
Physiological stress from chemical defense clothing and
equipment
IAD-A255786) p 5t N93-14028
Plasmid encoded virulence of Yersinia
|FOA-B-40419-4.4| p 275 N93-28199
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Subjective and behavioral effects associated with
repeated exposure to narcosis p 7 A93-10327
Effects of hypoxemia at sea level and high altitude on
sodium excretion and hormonal levels p 8 A93-10332
The influence of prior exercise at anaerobic threshold
on decompression sickness p8 A93-10333
The effect of low-intensity electromagnetic
millimeter-wave radiation on the rat cardiovascular
system p 2 A93-12861
The effect of cortical vestibular area stimulation on the
activity of the neurons of lateral vestibular nuclei during
vibration p2 A93-12863
The effect of the activation of the sympatho-adrenal
system on catecholamine inactivation in rat lungs
p 2 A93-12864
Preliminary study on the physiological changes and
tolerance in ground squirrels under several specific
experimental conditions p 2 A93-13532
Preliminary observation of influences of three forms of
simulated weightlessness on hemorheological
characteristics in rabbit p3 A93-13538
Effects of oxygen on regulation of cerebral blood flow
in rabbits adapted to hypoxia p3 A93-13545
Effects of antimotion sickness drug mixture B on
ultrastructures of cerebral and cerebellar cortexes in
suspended rabbits p 10 A93-13704
Effects of -f-Gz stress on medium- and long-latency
auditory evoked responses p11 A93-13708
Pharmacological effects of mixture of Eleutherococcus
(ELE) and Elscholtzia (ELS) p 11 A93-13710
Experimental study ol volatile metabolites of human
body p11 A93-13711
Effect of hypergravity on astronauts in space flight
p48 A93-16254
A device for the prolonged restraint of primates in
closed-space conditions p 77 A93-18302
Development of K.E. Tsiolkovsky's ideas on the
interaction between space, nature, and man
p90 A93-18408
Windblast tolerance of human thorax and abdomen
p91 A93-19992
EEG changes in man during motion sickness induced
by parallel swing p 92 A93-19996
A physiological signal acquisition and processing system
for bed-rest laboratory p 103 A93-19998
T wave changes in humans and dogs during
experimental dives p 92 A93-20026
Heart and lung alterations in neonatal rats exposed to
CO or high altitude p 77 A93-20027
Differential effects of long-term hypoxia on
norepinephrine turnover in brain stem cell groups
p78 A93-20030
Energy expenditure climbing ML Everest
p92 A93-20031
Effects of acute hypoxia on renal and endocrine function
at rest and during graded exercise in hydrated subjects
p 93 A93-20035
NASA plans and opportunities — space flight activities
throughout the 1990s p 79 A93-20652
Cardiovascular physiology in space flight
p93 A93-20654
Research on sleep, circadian rhythms and aging -
Applications to manned spaceflight p 94 A93-20658
Dynamics of normalization of some behavioral and
neurochemical disturbances in rats caused by the
deprivation of the paradoxical sleep stage
p 111 A93-23074
Psychophysiological factors which impair the
professional reliability of a pilot in emergency situations
p129 A93-23150
Effect of prolonged antiorthostatic bed rest hypokinesia
on functional properties of the neuromuscular system in
humans p116 A93-23151
Response of the circadian system to 6 deg head-down
tilt bed rest p 117 A93-24045
The physiological consequences of simulated helicopter
flight tn NBC protective equipment p 117 A93-24049
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 160 A93-26572
Self-organizing character of alpha wave in EEG due to
acute hypoxic hypoxia in normal subjects
p213 A93-30436
Effect of simulated weightlessness on microvessel
permeability of various organs in rabbits
p 199 A93-30438
The effects of prolonged weightlessness and reduced
gravity environments on human survival
p214 A93-30773
Human biorhythms following interregional travel (with
reference to Novosibirsk-Vladivostok flights)
p 247 A93-35214
Features of the effect of hypokinesia on cardiac activity
in rats with high and low spontaneous motor activity
p 240 A93-35224
Accumulation of calcium ions in the myocardial
sarcoplasmic reticulum of restrained rats exposed to a
pulsed electromagnetic field p 240 A93-35225
Central neurophysiological and neurochemical vomiting
mechanisms (Review of the literature)
p 240 A93-35232
Psychophysiological principles of flight training for
actions in nonroutine situations p 256 A93-35233
Data bank establishment principles as applied to the
problem of physiological norms in space medicine
p 249 A93-35234
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Functional state of the cardiovascular system of the
cosmonauts of the sixth primary mission on the Mir
Station p 249 A93-35238
Age-related changes in hemoglobin and erythrocyte
levels p 250 A93-35250
Psychosomatic status and flying skill during geomagnetic
disturbances p 257 A93-35251
Features ol an ethanol effect in operators with different
states of skin tissue basophils p 250 A93-35252
Metabolism in cosmonauts - Results of biochemical
blood analyses for crew members of seven primary
missions on the Mir orbital station p 250 A93-35254
Effect of stays'at medium-mountain altitude on the
maintenance of the good health and high physical work
capacity of cosmonauts over a prolonged period ol time
p250 A93-35255
Some indices of humoral immunity in Rhesus monkeys
under the effect of extreme space flight factors
p 241 A93-35258
Healing of fractured bone in rats during readaptation
following 14-day suspension p 241 A93-35260
Effect of low-frequency vibration on the activity of
dehydrogenases in neurones of the nucleus vestibularis
anterior of rats p 242 A93-35670
The state of the endocrine system of rats of different
age under conditions of immobilization stress and biomos
administration p 242 A93-35671
Peroxidative oxidation of lipids and chromosome
aberrations in mice after repeated exposures to a
helium-oxygen respiration mixture under hyperbaric
conditions p 243 A93-35672
Effects of high altitudes on finger cooling test in
Japanese and Tibetans at Oinghai Plateau
p382 A93-49560
Does drinking protect against mountain sickness?
p 382 A93-49565
The effects of Benadryl and Hismanal on mood,
physiological measures, antihistamine detection, and
subjective symptoms p 385 A93-52302
A prospective evaluation of stress fractures/overuse
injuries in a population of West Point cadets
[AD-A252427] p 13 N93-10709
Metabolic factors influencing myocardial recovery from
acidosis (CiC3)
[AD-A252376] p 14 N93-10796
An overview of gravitational physiology
[NASA-TM-102849] p 35 N93-12319
Physiological effects of positive pressure ventilation
(AD-A254809) p 49 N93-12751
Thermal stress in US Air Force operations
[AD-A255785] p 51 N93-14027
Cardiopulmonary discipline science plan
(NASA-TM-108040) p 125 N93-19648
Health effects of low-frequency electric and magnetic
fields
[DE93-005675] p 127 N93-19838
Neuroscience discipline science plan
[NASA-TM-108041 | p 128 N93-19882
Regulatory physiology discipline science plan
[NASA-TM-108038) p115 N93-19891
Musculoskeletal discipline science plan
[NASA-TM-108039] p 128 N93-19892
Space life sciences overview p 158 N93-21074
Cerebral autoregulation in microgravity
p173 N93-21112
Micromotional studies of utricular and canal afferents
[NASA-CR-192703) p 207 N93-22800
Effects on physiology and performance of wearing the
aviator NBC ensemble while flying the UH-60 helicopter
flight simulator in a controlled heat environment
[AD-A259909] p 235 N93-23995
Physiological experiments within the project AustroMir
p219 N93-24354
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 220 N93-24370
Telescience testbedding for physiological experiments
under hypobaric hypoxic conditions p 220 N93-24398
The acute inhalation toxicity of pyrolysis products of
halon 1301
fAD-A260874| p 254 N93-25629
Growth factor involvement in tension-induced skeletal
muscle growth
(NASA-CR-1930231 p 282 N93-27113
Variations of time-to-incapacitation and
carboxyhemoglobin values in rats exposed to two carbon
monoxide concentrations
|DOT/FAA/AM-93/7| p 274 N93-27152
Variations in time-to-incapacitation and blood cynanide
values for rats exposed to two hydrogen cyanide gas
concentrations
|DOT/FAA/AM-93/8| p 283 N93-27158
Evaluation of test methods and requirements for
respiratory protection systems 21
|AD-A262466| p317 N93-28757
Evaluation of personal cooling systems in conjunction
with explosive ordnance disposal suits
|AD-A262862| p 350 N93-29471
Issues on human acceleration tolerance after
long-duration space flights
| NASA-TM-1047531 p 334 N93-29651
The Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire (ESO):
Development and application
|AD-A264127| p 335 N93-30196
Acquisition of physiological data during G-induced Loss
of Consciousness (G-LOC)
IAD-A2644921 p 335 N93-30400
Hydrogen-rated system for in vitro studies at pressure:
Operating procedures and emergency procedures
|AD-A264179| p 336 N93-30882
Survey of smoking habits in the Spanish Air Force
p 370 N93-32262
Human factors and the safety of flights: The importance
of the management of sleep p 371 N93-32267
PHYSIOLOGICAL FACTORS
Problems of medical support during extravehicular
activity during flights to Mars p 90 A93-18411
Physical fitness as a criterion of readiness for
spaceflights p 98 A93-18412
Influence of posture and prolonged head-down tilt on
cardiovascular reflexes p 161 A93-28677
Cognitive factors in the air events of the Air Force during
the last decade p 134 N93-19682
Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics in Space
INASA-CP-100481 p333 N93-29502
Cardiovascular risk factors in an Italian Air Force
population: Preliminary report p 362 N93-32252
Nutritional and lifestyle status of 50 pilots of the
Portugese Air Force p 369 N93-32255
Biological parameters and cardiovascular risk factors
with the flying personnel of the Belgian Armed Forces
p 370 N93-32260
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES
The adrenalin/noradrenalin and the alpha/beta
adrenoreceptor correlations in the myocardium and the
adrenergic chronotropic and ionotropic reactions under
extreme conditions and during adaptation
p 1 A93-10125
The response of medullar respiratory neurons to the
stimulation of the amygdaloid nuclei under hypoxia
p2 A93-12860
A study of biological effects and characteristics of
dynamic responses of organism on landing impact
p 10 A93-13533
Response characteristics of semicircular canal in cats
under linear acceleration p3 A93-13536
Characteristics of heart rate response (HRR) in young
men during exercise p 10 A93-13706
EFfects of different inhalant O2 concentrations on
ventilator/ and heart rate kinetic responses during
exercise p11 A93-13707
Effects of +GZ stress on medium- and long-latency
auditory evoked responses p11 A93-13708
The effects of exposure to 50 mT ELF magnetic fields
for 96 h on rabbit EEC p4 A93-13712
Identification of degree of head injury caused by impact
loads in dog and rabbit p4 A93-13720
Altered baseline blood volume and the norepinephrine
response to stress in humans p 43 A93-14123
Functional state of the vegetative nervous system in
women undergoing high-altitude adaptation and
readaptation to 760 m above sea level
p44 A93-15165
Subjective reactions and objective assessment of the
auditory and ventilatory functions of the middle ear during
changes in atmospheric pressure p 45 A93-15174
Psychophysiological characteristics of the activity of
flight personnel during training on VTOL aircraft
p45 A93-15175
Behavioral adaptation to sustained hypobaric hypoxia
manifested by timing behavior in rats. I
p37 A93-15526
Supporting human exploration in space - Biomedical
research p 48 A93-17428
Motor activity of animals under elevated pressure
p75 A93-18290
Local blood supply of the brain of guinea pigs developing
the high-pressure neural syndrome p 76 A93-18293
Distribution of oxygen tension in pial arterioles of rats
under normobaric hyperoxia p 76 A93-18295
Polyphosphoinositide response to various
neurotransmitters after an exposure to a helium-oxygen
atmosphere at a high pressure p 76 A93-18296
Comparison between VDV and a(rms) using simulated
impulsive vibration p 91 A93-19991
Effects of + Gy stress on human body
p92 A93-19997
Increased normoxic ventilation induced by repetitive
hypoxia in conscious dogs p 79 A93-20037
Modulation of respiratory responses to carotid sinus
nerve stimulation by brain hypoxia p 79 A93-20038
Regional changes in muscle mass following 17 weeks
of bed rest P 93 A93-20039
Sleep and circadian rhythms p 94 A93-20659
Study of the functioning of the central and the peripheral
contours of the thermoregulation system using a
thermophysical model of the rabbit body
p 111 A93-23075
Spectral analysis of the electroencephalographic
response to motion sickness p116 A93-24041
Cardiovascular response to lower body negative
pressure before, during, and after ten days head-down
tillbedrest p 162 A93-28681
Half-squaring in responses ol cat striate cells
p157 A93-28748
Histochemical and contractile responses of rat medial
gastrocnemius to 2 weeks of complete disuse
P157 A93-28752
Cardiac bioelectric activity in healthy men during a
370-day head-down tilt experiment p 247 A93-35208
Lipid peroxidation and the antioxidant defense system
in rats after a 13-day flight on the Cosmos-1887
biosatellite p 239 A93-35210
Hematologic status of rats born and grown in a
hypergravity environment p 239 A93-35212
A comparative analysis of the bone marrow cell
composition in rats following a long-duration continuous
or interrupted exposure to a hypogeomagnetic field
p240 A93-35213
Informative value of the rerespiration method for
evaluating the functional resources of the cardiorespiratory
system during the simulation of certain flight factors
p 248 A93-35222
Early andrological effects in rats under the combined
effect of irradiation and vibration p 242 A93-35263
Human performance and physiological function during
a 24-hr exposure to 1 percent bromotrifluoromethane
(Halon 1301) p277 A93-39704
The prediction of the adaptation of circadian rhythms
to rapid time zone changes p 278 A93-39714
Interactions between Hb, Mg, DPG, ATP, and Cl
determine the change in Hb-O2 affinity at high altitude
P279 A93-41117
Influence of in vivo hypobaric hypoxia on function of
lymphocytes, neutrocytes, natural killer cells, and
cytokines p 280 A93-41123
Influence of simulated microgravity on the maximal
oxygen consumption of nontrained and trained rats
P323 A93-42192
Adjustable temperature level of a physiological
thermostat and the feasibility of its precise maintenance
p 324 A93-43036
Mechanisms of the antihypoxic effect of taurine
p 325 A93-43073
Effect of hypoxic hypoxia on the immune response and
some factors of nonspecific resistance of human and
animal organisms p 325 A93-43074
Roentgenophosphene as an indicator of the radiation
excitability ol the central nervous system
p 325 A93-43078
Quantitative EMG analysis in soleus and plantaris during
hindlimb suspension and recovery p 326 A93-44176
Muscle glucose uptake in the rat after suspension with
single hindlimb weight bearing p 326 A93-44178
Spaceflight on STS-48 and earth-based unweighting
produce similar effects on skeletal muscle of young rats
P326 A93-44179
Behavioral asymmetries of psychomotor performance
in rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) - A dissociation
between hand preference and skill p 339 A93-44923
The effect of G-experience on heart rate during +Gz
loading p 333 A93-45322
The human EEG correlates during many-sided peripheral
exposure to an alternating magnetic? field
p 363 A93-46966
Arterial pulse pressure and vasopressin release in
humans during lower body negative pressure
p 360 A93-47096
Effect of spaceflight on human protein metabolism
p 360 A93-47097
Altered gravity conditions affect early EGF-induced
signal transduction in human epidermal A431 cells
p376 A93-49214
Immunocytochemical localization of atrial natriuretic
factor (ANF)-like peptides in the brain and heart of the
treefrog Hyla japonica - Effect of weightlessness on the
distribution of immunoreactive neurons and cardiocytes
p 377 A93-49561
Reduction of postprandial lipemia after acute exposure
to high altitude hypoxia p 382 A93-49567
Effects of spaceflight on the musculoskeletal system -
NIH and NASA future directions p 383 A93-49568
Respiratory changes and structure of sleep in young
high-altitude dwellers in the Andes of Peru
p 383 A93-49569
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Hemodynamic effects of altitude exposure and oxygen
administration in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
p383 A93-49571
Functional adaptation of different rat skeletal muscles
to weightlessness p 377 A93-49575
Immune and physiological mechanisms of hypoxic
reactions p 384 A93-51116
Nocturnal pituitary hormone and renin profiles during
chronic heat exposure p 387 A93-52619
Shortening velocity and calcium sensitivity of single
fibers from htndlimb suspended muscle in rats
p 398 A93-55329
Motion and space sickness
I ISBN 0-8493-4703-31 p 402 A93-55929
Motion sickness and evolution p 399 A93-55930
Animal models in motion sickness research
p399 A93-55936
Physiology of motion sickness symptoms
p 403 A93-55939
Autogenic-feedback training - A treatment (or motion
and space sickness p 404 A93-55946
Eye movements and visual information processing
[AD-A250198] p 24 N93-10278
Physiological analyses of the afferents controlling brain
neurochemical systems
[AD-A253185] p 14 N93-11146
Mechanisms of immune failure in burn injury
p 15 N93-11285
Use of novel adjuvants and delivery systems to improve
the humoral and cellular immune response to malaria
vaccine candidate antigens p 20 N93-11308
Effect of hemorrhage on cardiac output, vasopressin,
aldosterone, and diuresis during immersion in men
[NASA-TM-103949] p 6 N93-12014
An overview of gravitational physiology
[NASA-TM-102849) p 35 N93-12319
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[DE93-609131] p 338 N93-31225
RADIATION TRANSPORT
Track structure model for damage to mammalian cell
cultures during solar proton events p 75 A93-18073
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
Correlation of results of radiant heat test and convective
heat test for three layered protective clothing
p 194 N93-21161
A heat transfer analysis of a mobile vehicle
radiation-shielded operator compartment
[DE93-007428] p 264 N93-25318
RADIO COMMUNICATION
Influence of aging and practice on piloting tasks
p286 A93-39708
RADIO FREQUENCIES
Instrument-approach-plate design considerations for
displaying radio frequencies p 289 A93-39574
The locator system for wandering individuals
[NASA-TM-1047541 p 31 N93-11649
RADIO WAVES
Specific absorption rate and radiofrequency
current-to-ground in human models exposed to near-field
irradiation p 360 A93-47098
RADIOACTIVE DECAY
Thermal evolution of cometary nuclei by radioactive
heating and possible formation of organic chemicals
p 196 A93-27561
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
Development of resonance ionization spectroscopy for
genome mapping and DNA sequencing using stable
isotopes as DNA labels
[DE93-007815] P 246 N93-26587
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
Application of RADTRAN to estimation of doses to
persons in enclosed spaces
|DE93-000758| P 97 N93-17230
Micro-organisms. cytotoxins and radioactive
preparation: Risks at rescue operations in hospital
environment
IFOA-A-40065-4.5] P 359 N93-32423
RADIOBIOLOGY
Recommended radiobiological studies for a
Lunar-Based Chemical/Biological/Medical Analysis
Laboratory (LBCAL) P 39 A93-17429
Temporal analysis of the October 1989 proton flare using
computerized anatomical models p 216 A93-32785
On the biological effects of cosmic rays • Epidemiological
studies P 239 A93-34858
DoD space radiation concerns
IAD-A253135] P 13 N93-10613
AFRRI reports
|AD-A254581| P 49 N93-12649
Katz model prediction of Caenorhabditis elegans
mutagenesis on STS-42
|NASA-TM-4383| P 50 N93-13023
AFRRI Reports — Radiobiology
IAD-A257231] P 80 N93-15965
Target fragmentation in radiobiology
[ NASA-TM-44081 P 124 N93-18381
The Thirteenth AINSE Radiation Biology Conference:
Conference handbooK
IDE93-609131] P 338 N93-31225
RADIOGRAPHY
X Ray System. Lightweight Medical (XRSLM)
|AD-A258159| p 123 N93-18295
RADIOIMMUNOASSAY
Phadiatop: A screening test for inhalant allergy
p21 N93-11313
RADIOLOGY
X Ray System. Lightweight Medical (XRSLM)
|AD-A258159| p 123 N93-18295
Automated system for early breast cancer detection in
mammograms p 253 N93-25568
RADIOPATHOLOGY
Radiation exposure predictions for long-duration-stay
Mars missions
IAIAA PAPER 92-4584 | p 28 A93-13288
Experimental research on the anti-irradiation effects of
KW-1 - Protective effect on the 5-HT content of tissues
in irradiated mice p3 A93-13542
RANDOM VIBRATION
Investigation of nonlinear dynamic responses to random
vibration in dogs p4 A93-13722
RANKINE CYCLE
Thermal control systems lor low-temperature heat
rejection on a lunar base
[NASA-CR-1912861 p 65 N93-13717
RARE GASES
Characteristics of the effect of inert gases on in vivo
tissue respiration p112 A93-23152
RATINGS
Determinants of performance rating accuracy: A field
study
|AD-A264726| p 342 N93-30575
Discomfort glare from high-intensity discharge
headlamps: Effects of context and experience
| PB93-1747201 p 336 N93-30659
RATIONS
Trial of emergency ration of the Spanish Air Force
p 368 N93-32247
RATS
Heterogeneity of changes in lymphoproliferative ability
with increasing age p 79 A93-20662
Dark cycle monitoring of biological specimens on Space
Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 9213931 p 274 A93-41551
The neurochemical and neuropharmacological basis of
motion sickness
|NASA-CR-190957| p 50 N93-13061
The challenge of biodetection for screening persons
carrying explosives p 159 N93-21931
The acute inhalation toxicity of pyrolysis products of
halon 1301
|AD-A260874| p 254 N93-25629
Variations of time-to-incapacitation and
carboxyhemoglobin values in rats exposed to two carbon
monoxide concentrations
| DOT/FAA/AM-93/71 p 274 N93-27152
Electrophoretic separation of cells and particles from
rat pituitary and rat spleen
(NASA-CR-1930731 p 276 N93-28415
The chronic effects of JP-8 jet fuel exposure on the
lungs
IAD-A264162I p 334 N93-30153
An assessment of peripheral nerve damage in the rat
following non-freezing cold exposure: An
electrophysiological and histopathological examination
|AD-A264293| p 331 N93-30818
Melatonin. the pineal gland, and circadian rhythms
|AD-A264099| p 337 N93-31061
REACTION KINETICS
Chiral-symmetry-breaking in nonequilibrium chemical
systems - The racemization influence
p 269 A93-36563
Kinetics of peptide hydrolysis and amino acid
decomposition at high temperature — space biochemical
evolution p411 A93-53289
Primary charge separation in isolated photosystem 2
reaction centers
|DE92-041128| p82 N93-17189
Regenerable biocide delivery unit, volume 2
[NASA-CR-185701-VOL-2] p 275 N93-27360
REACTION PRODUCTS
Generation of iodine disinfection by-products (IDP's) in
a water recycle system
ISAEPAPER921362] p307 A93-41521
REACTION TIME
Multimodal interactions in sensory-motor processing
|AD-A255780| p 59 N93-15067
Behavioral effects of high peak power microwave pulses:
Head exposure at 1.3 GHz
|AD-A258136| p 120 N93-17985
REACTOR DESIGN
Man-machine interface issues for space nuclear power
systems p 60 A93-13907
Sabatier carbon dioxide reduction system for Space
Station Freedom
1 SAE PAPER 9211891 p 294 A93-41368
REACTOR SAFETY
Human factors engineering: A key element of
instrumentation and control system design
IDE93-006731 | p 264 N93-25415
REACTOR TECHNOLOGY
Plasma reactor waste management systems
p 68 N93-14000
READING
Image enhancement filters significantly improve reading
performance lor low vision observers
p 167 A93-28723
Coordinated action in 3-D space
|AD-A249830| p 31 N93-10994
The adult literacy evaluator: An intelligent
computer-aided training system for diagnosing adult
illiterates p 258 N93-26082
Expertise, text coherence, and constraint satisfaction:
Effects on harmony and settling rate — mental
representations
|AD-A262703| p 288 N93-28901
REAGENTS
Effect of cytoskeletal reagents on stretch activated ion
channels
|AD-A261089| p 245 N93-25764
REAL TIME OPERATION
Kalman-filter-based machine vision for controlling
free-flying unmanned remote vehicles
p 135 A93-22916
Fusing human and machine skills for remote robotic
operations p 137 A93-24994
Experimental validation of the attention switching
component of the COGNET framework
p 186 A93-27141
A teleoperation training simulator with visual and
kinesthetic force virtual reality p 233 A93-33448
Real-time expert system interfaces, cognitive processes,
and task performance - An empirical assessment
p394 A93-52503
Line-of-sight determination in real-time simulations
| AIAA PAPER 93-35671 p 406 A93-52666
Neural network retinal model real time implementation
|AD-A255652| p 52 N93-14210
Parametric study of diffusion-enhancement networks for
spatiotemporal grouping in real-time artificial vision
IAD-A256059I p 58 N93-14580
Contribution of the analysis of ocular activity
(complementary to the electroencephalographic analysis)
to the detection of low vigilance in instances of piloting
a vehicle p 127 N93-19708
Training high performance skills using above real-time
training
INASA-CR-192616] p 225 N93-24192
MAC to VAX connectivity: Heartrate spectral analysis
system p 254 N93-25594
United States Army space experiment 601
IAD-A261460I p 260 N93-26353
Man-machine cooperation in advanced teleoperation
p 366 N93-32106
RECEPTORS (PHYSIOLOGY)
Hypoxia-induced downregulation of beta-adrenergic
receptors in rat heart p 37 A93-14973
Effect of high temperature on the beta-adrenoreceptor
activity and the catecholamine synthesis
p39 A93-16750
Quantitative autoradiographic analysis of muscarinic
cholinergic and GABAA (benzodiazepine) receptors in the
forebrain of rats flown on the Soviet Biosatellite COSMOS
2044 p 156 A93-28743
Mechanical forces and their second messengers in
stimulating cell growth in vitro p 204 A93-33043
8-OH-DPAT does not interfere with habituation to
motion-induced emesis in cats p 271 A93-38451
Neuropharmacology of motion sickness and emesis -
A review p 271 A93-39711
Inhibition of EGF-induced signal transduction by
microgravity is independent of EGF receptor redistribution
in the plasma membrane of human A431 cells
p272 A93-39715
Idaverine. an M2- vs. MS-selective muscarinic
antagonist, does not prevent motion sickness in cats
p 327 A93-44878
Prediction of motion sickness susceptibility
p 403 A93-55940
RECIRCULATIVE FLUID FLOW
Effects of air bubble contamination in recirculating water
loop
|SAE PAPER 921282] p 302 A93-41450
RECOMMENDATIONS
The application of integrated knowledge-based systems
for the Biomedical Risk Assessment Intelligent Network
(BRAIN) p 258 N93-25595
Automation and robotics human performance
[NASA-CR-193049] p 267 N93-26153
RECOVERY
Cardiovascular responses during recovery from exercise
and thermal stress p212 A93-30282
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RECYCLING
Life support research and development for the
Department ol Energy Space Exploration Initiative
p 137 A93-25309
Recycling and source reduction for long duration space
habitation
| SAE PAPER 921121 | p 290 A93-41313
Gray water recycling with a unique vapor compression
distillation (VCD) design
ISAE PAPER 9213181 p 304 A93-41480
Incineration for resource recovery in a closed ecological
life support system ' p 409 A93-54826
Technology development for lunar base water
recycling p 67 N93-13999
REDUCTION
Linear tetrapyrroles (phycobilins) in a model
prebiological system p 398 A93-53350
REDUNDANCY
Collision avoidance of a multiple degree of redundancy
manipulator operating through a window
p 136 A93-23846
REFLEXES
Reduced voluntary non-visual suppression of the
vestibulo-ocular reflex gain during nitrous oxide narcosis
p7 A93-10329
Spatial disorientation and dysfunction of
orientation/equilibrium reflexes - Aeromedical evaluation
and considerations p8 A93-10336
Relation between perception of vertical axis rotation and
vestibulo-ocular reflex symmetry p 214 A93-32176
A free-fall flip-over response in rats after the flight
onboard the Cosmos-936 biosatellite
p 240 A93-35215
Buspirone blocks cisplatin-induced emesis in cats
p 324 A93-42668
Baroreflex function and cardiac structure with moderate
endurance training in normotensive men
p 332 A93-44182
Effect of transdermally administered scopolamine on the
vestibular system in humans p 383 A93-49572
Evaluation of spontaneous baroreffex response after 28
days head down tilt bedrest p 386 A93-52404
Role of orientation reference selection in motion
sickness
INASA-CR-191912] p 124 N93-18596
Eye-head-arm coordination and spinal reflexes in
weightlessness p 236 N93-24362
Torsional vestibulo-ocular reflex measurements for
identifying otolith asymmetries possibly related to space
motion sickness susceptibility
INASA-CR-193304] p 363 N93-32364
REFRIGERATING
Effects of refrigerating preinoculated Vitek cards on
microbial physiology and antibiotic susceptibility
[SAE PAPER 921214] p 273 A93-41390
Hybrid oxygen system
[AD-A262417| p317 N93-28464
REFRIGERATORS
Space Station Freedom food management
|SAE PAPER 9212481 p 298 A93-41419
REGENERATION (ENGINEERING)
Development of a regenerable metal oxide sheet matrix
CO2 removal system
|SAE PAPER 921298] p 302 A93-41463
Biomass productivity and sustainability of a
bioregenerative life-support system
[SAE PAPER 921359] p 307 A93-41518
Regenerative Life Support Systems Test Bed
performance - Lettuce crop characterization
[SAE PAPER 9213911 p 309 A93-41549
Utilization of on-site resources for Regenerative Life
Support Systems at a lunar outpost p 346 A93-42124
Regenerative life support technology challenges for the
Space Exploration Initiative p 346 A93-42128
REGENERATION (PHYSIOLOGY)
Lunar base CELSS: A bioregenerative approach
p 67 N93-13993
Nerves and tissue repair
(AD-A255299] p 53 N93-14535
Annual report
[NASA-CR-191389) p 105 N93-16840
A membrane-based subsystem for water-vapor recovery
from plant-growth chambers
[NASA-CR-177602] p 149 N93-20065
The USO-concept applied to a biological model
experiment p210 N93-24379
REGENERATIVE FUEL CELLS
SPE water electrolyzers in support of the lunar
outpost p315 N93-27977
REGOLITH
PoU ntial of derived lunar volatiles for life support
p 67 N93-13998
Vertical regolith shield wall construction for lunar base
applications p 107 N93-17446
Conceptual design of a fleet of autonomous regolith
throwing devices for radiation shielding of lunar habitats
[NASA-CR-1920781 p 108 N93-17806
Conceptual design of a fleet of autonomous regolith
throwing devices for radiation shielding of lunar habitats
[NASA-CR-1920301 p 139 N93-18018
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
Development ol the Personnel-based System Evaluation
Aid (PER-SEVAL) performance shaping functions
[AD-A252820I p 26 N93-11779
Perceptual dimensions of visual scenes relevant for
simulating low-altitude flight
[AD-A254645I p 57 N93-12662
Pilot Candidate Selection Method (PCSM): What makes
it work?
IAD-A262871I p 340 N93-29481
REGULATORY MECHANISMS (BIOLOGY)
Method of selection of astronauts cardiovascular
regulative function under simulated weightlessness
p91 A93-19995
Investigation of the character of changes in the 'central'
temperature of the body in cold environment, using a
rabbit-body thermoregulation model p112 A93-25651
Measurement of behavioral thermoregulation
[PB92-217033I p 172 N93-21046
Cerebral autoregulation in microgravity
p 173 .N93-21112
RELATIVE BIOLOGICAL EFFECTIVENESS (RBE)
Target fragmentation in radiobiology
| NASA-TM-4408 | p 124 N93-18381
RELIABILITY
The problem of the pilot's professional reliability
p 410 A93-55334
Crucial role of detailed function, task, timeline, link, and
human vulnerability analyses in HRA
IDE93-001923I p 321 N93-28942
The position test: A computer generated process for
acquisition of inductive logic thinking
p343 N93-31232
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Instructions and advance training measures for the
improvement of human reliability
[MBB-FE-313-S-PUB-0500I p 181 N93-21402
Crucial role of detailed function, task, timeline, link, and
human vulnerability analyses in HRA
[DE93-001923] p 321 N93-28942
Phases of the project development and examination
methodologies p 343 N93-31231
RELIEF MAPS
An exploratory study of plan-view terrain displays for
air carrier operations p 289 A93-39573
REMOTE CONTROL
Eye slaved pointing system for teleoperator control
p 101 A93-19090
Adaptive strategies of remote systems operators
exposed to perturbed camera-viewing conditions
p 187 A93-27155
Transforming human hand motion for telemanipulation
p 390 A93-49394
Operator performance with alternative manual control
modes in teleoperation p 390 A93-49397
Interactive and cooperative sensing and control for
advanced teleoperation p 391 A93-49443
Remote surface inspection system — of large space
platforms p410 A93-55469
Telescience testbedding for physiological experiments
under hypobaric hypoxic conditions p 220 N93-24398
A study of the effects of lens focal length on remote
driver performance
|AD-A263191| p 321 N93-28941
REMOTE HANDLING
Integrated tools for teleoperated satellite repair
p 409 A93-54845
Initial experiments with a myoelectric-based muscle
sensor
[DE92-016034) p 237 N93-25099
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
Space robotics and its man-machine interface
p 27 A93-11204
Dynamic analysis to evaluate viscoelastic passive
damping augmentation for the Space Shuttle Remote
Manipulator System p 28 A93-12222
The Space Station Remote Manipulator System
p 138 A93-25487
Robotics evaluation and characterization (REACH) of
the SSRMS concept and technical issues
| AIAA PAPER 93-11561 p 230 A93-31031
Active vibration damping of the Space Shuttle remote
manipulator system p 231 A93-31993
Manipulator system for module redocking on the Mir
Orbital Complex p 263 A93-35534
A force-reflecting teleoperated hand system for the study
of tactile sensing in precision manipulation
p 263 A93-35536
A procedure for the frequency analysis of telerobotic
tasks data P 392 A93-50513
Human-in-the-loop evaluation of RMS Active Damping
Augmentation
I AIAA PAPER 93-38751 p 393 A93-51460
Manned lunar surface site: Conceptual study on
pressurized lunar surface operation rover
p316 N93-28032
REMOTE SENSING
A low cost helmet-mounted camera/display system lor
field testing teleoperator tasks p 408 A93-53122
New approaches to the measurement of chlorophyll,
related pigments and productivity in the sea
[NASA-CR-1908791 p 42 N93-13612
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
[JPRS-ULS-92-0201 p 244 N93-25406
REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
Eye slaved pointing system for teleoperator control
p 101 A93-19090
Kalman-filter-based machine vision for controlling
free-flying unmanned remote vehicles
p 135 A93-22916
RENAL FUNCTION
Effects of acute hypoxia on renal and endocrine function
at rest and during graded exercise in hydrated subjects
p93 A93-20035
Gravitational stress and volume regulation
p 165 A93-28709
Renal hemodynamics, tubular function, and response
to low-dose dopamine during acute hypoxia in humans
p332 A93-44180
Effect of water immersion on renal natriuretic peptide
(urodilatin) excretion in humans p 381 A93-49293
RENDEZVOUS TRAJECTORIES
Operator-assisted planning and execution of proximity
operations subject to operational constraints
p194 N93-21436
REPRODUCTION (BIOLOGY)
The pineal gland - Its possible roles in human
reproduction p 204 A93-33036
Assessment of programs in space biology and
medicine
[NASA-CR-190930] p 41 N93-13327
Joint HVAC transmission EMF environmental study
[DE92-017863] p 43 N93-15211
REQUIREMENTS
Columbus payload requirements in human physiology
p220 N93-24386
RESCUE OPERATIONS
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue (joint Canadian/US Coast Guard
experiment)
[AD-A255525] p 70 N93-14554
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue
[AD-A257704] p 107 N93-17697
TALON and CRADLE: Systems for the rescue of
tumbling spacecraft and astronauts p 196 N93-22268
Simplified Aid For Crew Rescue (SAFR)
p 313 N93-27793
Micro-organisms, cytotoxins and radioactive
preparation: Risks at rescue operations in hospital
environment
| FOA-A-40065-4.51 p 359 N93-32423
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
NASA's telerobotics research program
p 263 A93-35566
Advanced life support systems in lunar and Martian
environments utilizing a higher plant based engineering
paradigm
ISAE PAPER.9212861 p 302 A93-41452
Review of the space medico-engineering research in
China
| AAS PAPER 91-6231 p 402 A93-55802
Institute for the Study of Human Capabilities
|AD-A256091| p 69 N93-14427
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
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JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
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JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
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JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
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JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
[JPRS-ULS-92-027I p 276 N93-28684
RESEARCH FACILITIES
LIAC - A closed ecosystem research facility — Life In
A Can p347 A93-42129
Radiation physics, biophysics, and radiation biology
|DE92-013673| p6 N93-12266
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The USO-concopI applied (o a biological model
experiment p 210 N93-24379
Columbus payload requirements in human physiology
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RESEARCH MANAGEMENT
Radiation physics, biophysics, and radiation biology
|DE92.013673|
 P6 N93.I2266
Proceedings ol a Workshop on Molecular Nuclear
Medicine
|DE93-010828| p 285 N93-28835
RESEARCH PROJECTS
Radiation physics, biophysics, and radiation biology
IDE92-013673I
 P6 N93-12266
Earth to lunar CELSS evolution p351 N93-29727
Design of biomass management systems and
components lor closed loop life support systems
p 351 N93-29728
Exercise/recreation facility for a lunar or Mars analog
p352 N93-29733
Automation of closed environments in space for human
comfort and safety p 352 N93-29734
Mars habitat p 352 N93-29747
GENESIS 2: Advanced lunar outpost
p352 N93-29760
An annotated bibliography of research involving women,
conducted at the US Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicine
|AD-A265497| p 360 N93-31917
RESEARCH VEHICLES
A study of the effects of lens local length on remote
driver performance
|AD-A263191| p321 N93-28941
RESIDUAL GAS
Design of ion source of respiratory mass spectrometer
p11 A93-13713
RESIDUES
Chemical characterization of some aqueous leachates
from crop residues in 'CELSS' p 115 N93-19399
RESISTORS
Investigation into the common mode rejection ratio of
the physiological signal conditioner circuit
p 245 N93-26073
RESONANCE
Development of resonance ionization spectroscopy for
genome mapping and DNA sequencing using stable
isotopes as DNA labels
|DE93-007815| p 246 N93-26587
RESONANT FREQUENCIES
Investigation of nonlinear dynamic responses to random
vibration in dogs p4 A93-13722
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
The next generation female in cockpit: Do we need a
new approach to cockpit resource management (CRM)?
p 143 N93-19704
RESPIRATION
Design of ion source of respiratory mass spectrometer
p11 A93-13713
Determinants of poststimulus potentiation in humans
during NREM sleep p 78 A93-20034
Characteristics of the effect of inert gases on in vivo
tissue respiration p 112 A93-23152
Metabolic factors influencing myocardial recovery from
acidosis (CiC3)
|AD-A25?376| p 14 N93-10796
The production and use of aeroponically grown inocula
of VAM fungi in the native plant nursery
| PB92-2049731 p 43 N93-15208
Improved inhalation technology for setting safe exposure
levels for workplace chemicals p 174 N93-22164
Closed Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) Test
Facility p 233 N93-22628
A linear, time-varying simulation of the respiratory tract
system
IDE93-004515I p218 N93-24009
Monitoring of cardiovascular parameters during the
AustroMir space flight p 220 N93-24367
The acute inhalation toxicity of pyrolysis products of
halon 1301
|AD-A260874| p 254 N93-25629
Evaluation of test methods and requirements for
respiratory protection systems 21
|AD-A262466| p317 N93-28757
RESPIRATORS
Physiological effects of positive pressure ventilation
|AD-A254809| P 49 N93-12751
Evaluation and optimization of a flexible filtration system
for respiratory protection system 21
IAD-A2624671 p 284 N93-28758
RESPIRATORY DISEASES
Potential health effects of fume particles on the crew
of spacecrafts
|SAE PAPER 9213871 p 308 A93-41545
Coccidioidomycosis - A persistent threat to deployed
populations P 380 A93-49228
Hemodynamic effects of altitude exposure and oxygen
administration in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
p 383 A93-49571
Allergic. Immunological and Infectious Disease Problems
in Aerospace Medicine
|AGARD-CP-518| p 14 N93-11283
Communicable diseases: A major burden of morbidity
and mortality p 18 N93-11300
Epidemiologic view of allergic diseases in North America:
Implications for aerospace medicine p 20 N93-11311
The screening of inhalant allergic diseases in the
selection of candidates for aircraft piloting
p21 N93-11312
Phadiatop: A screening test for inhalant allergy
p21 N93-11313
In vivo and in vitro diagnosis of allergic respiratory
disease during screening procedures in the Italian Navy:
Comparative evaluation of a recent quantitative
automatized enzyme immunoassay method to dose
specific IgE p21 N93-11314
Asthma in aircrew: Assessment, treatment and
disposition p21 N93-11315
Allergic and nonallergic rhinitis in Greek pilots
p21 N93-11317
Evaluation of NO(x)-induced toxicity
|AD-A261034| p 283 N93-28122
RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY
Modulation of respiratory responses to carotid sinus
nerve stimulation by brain hypoxia p 79 A93-20038
Operation Everest tl - Gas tensions in expired air and
arterial blood at extreme altitude p 117 A93-24043
Pulmonary responses to lower body negative pressure
and fluid loading during head-down tilt bedrest
p 162 A93-28682
Cardiopulmonary function during 10 days of head-down
tilt bedrest p 162 A93-28683
Assessing pilot workload - Why measure heart rate. HRV
and respiration? p 168 A93-28741
Effect of chronic hypoxia on hypoxic ventilatory response
in awake rats p 323 A93-42187
Problems of respiratory physiology during space flight
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Asthma in aircrew: Assessment, treatment and
disposition p21 N93-11315
Cardiopulmonary discipline science plan
|NASA-TM-108040| p 125 N93-19648
Respiratory response to varying degrees of tilt and lower
body negative pressure p173 N93-21114
RESPIRATORY RATE
Changes in the brain blood flow and respiration during
psychoemotional stress p 252 A93-36723
Respiration curves as an index of pilot workload
p 332 A93-45320
RESPIRATORY REFLEXES
Efficiency of using iterative hypoxic hypercapnic stimuli
fcr enhancing cardiorespiratory reserves under the effect
of radial accelerations p 249 A93-35244
Hypoxic ventilatory responsiveness in Tibetan compared
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Effect of chronic hypoxia on hypoxic ventilatory response
in awake rats p 323 A93-42187
Mechanisms of improved arterial oxygenation alter
peripheral chemoreceptor stimulation during hypoxic
exercise p 331 A93-42188
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
The response of medullar respiratory neurons to the
stimulation of the amygdaloid nuclei under hypoxia
p 2 A93-12860
Control ol breathing under conditions of altered
atmospheric density during muscular work
p 89 A93-18288
Parameters of external breathing in an excess-pressure
atmosphere p 76 A93-18298
An analysis of the respiratory muscle fatigue under
resistive loading when breathing gas mixtures containing
different amounts of oxygen p 76 A93-18299
Gas composition in the blood of rabbits exposed to a
high-pressure atmosphere under conditions of
spontaneous and forced ventilation p 77 A93-18301
Informative value of the rerespiration method for
evaluating the functional resources of the cardiorespiratory
system during the simulation of certain flight factors
p248 A93-35222
Evaluation of lightweight and low profile communications
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21)|AD-A253393| p 30 N93-10217
Evaluation of an electronics system concept for
Respiratory Protection system (RESPO 21)
|AD-A253394| p 30 N93-10288
A linear, time-varying simulation ol the respiratory tract
system
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The acute inhalation toxicity of pyrolysis products of
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respiratory protection systems 21
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RESPONSE BIAS
Perceptual bias for forward-facing motion
p 339 A93-44940
Super auditory localization for improved human-machine
interfaces
|AD-A254699| p 34 N93-12229
RESPONSES
Cardiovascular responses during recovery from exercise
and thermal stress p212 A93-30282
REST
Effects of acute hypoxia on renal and endocrine function
at rest and during graded exercise in hydrated subjects
p93 A93-20035
RESUSCITATION
Systemic and pulmonary hypertension after resuscitation
with cell-free hemoglobin
IAD-A258185] p 120 N93-17900
RETENTION (PSYCHOLOGY)
Aging, expertise, and narrative processing
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RETICLES
Eye slaved pointing system for teleoperator control
p 101 A93-19090
RETINA
Melatonin and its precursors in Y79 human
retinoblastoma cells - Effect of sodium butyrate
p214 A93-32120
Microwaves and the visual analyzer
p250 A93-3S247
Intraocular pressure and retinal vascular changes during
transient exposure to mtcrogravity p 278 A93-39710
Analysis of retinal function following laser irradiation
[AD-A255649] p 52 N93-14163
Neural network retinal model real time implementation
[AD-A255652J p 52 N93-14210
Retinal modeling: Segmenting motion from
spatio-temporal inputs using neural networks
[AD-A258854] p 125 N93-19369
Computer based analysis and synthesis of retinal
function
[AD-A260514] p221 N93-24420
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
[JPRS-ULS-92-025] p 244 N93-25405
Receptoral and neural aliasing
(AD-A261438] P 261 N93-26489
Analysis of visual loss from retinal lesions
(AD-A264692) P 336 N93-30494
A simple computational model of center-surround
receptive fields in the retina
[AD-A264723] p 336 N93-30515
An algorithm for simple and complex feature detection:
From retina to primary visual cortex
[AD-A264306] p 337 N93-30897
Photoieceptors regulating circadian behavior: A mouse
model
IAD-A264881] p 337 N93-30908
Investigation of laser-induced retinal damage
(AD-A264096J p 338 N93-31094
RETINAL IMAGES
Model for the computation of self-motion in biological
systems p 97 A93-17673
Human low vision image warping - Channel matching
considerations p 231 A93-32444
Retinal information processing for minimum laser lesion
detection and cumulative damage
[AD-A259195] p 171 N93-20563
Modelling and simulation of human retinal vision
processing p 335 N93-30269
RETINENE
Changes in vitamin A status following prolonged
immobilization (simulated weightlessness)
p 166 A93-28720
RETRIEVAL
Technology test results from an intelligent, free-flying
robot for crew and equipment retrieval in space
p 184 A93-27037
REVERBERATION CHAMBERS
Perceptual effects of synthetic reverberation on
three-dimensional audio systems p 257 A93-36583
REVERSE OSMOSIS
Modeling of membrane processes for air revitalization
and water recovery
| SAE PAPER 9213521 p 306 A93-41511
High-recovery low-pressure reverse osmosis
| SAE PAPER 9213531 p 306 A93-41512
RHEOENCEPHALOGRAPHY
The role of rheoencephalography in the practice of
aviation medicine p 160 A93-27649
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SUBJECT INDEX ROBOTS
RHYTHM (BIOLOGY)
Chronobiology in a moon-based chemical analysis and
physiologic monitoring laboratory p 48 A93-17439
Human biorhythms following interregional travel (with
reference to Novosibirsk-Vladivostok flights)
p247 A93-35214
Effectiveness of birthdate biorhythm theory on flight
accidents p 127 N93-19710
The effects of an antijet lag diet p 370 N93-32263
RIBONUCLEIC ACIDS
Clinical and diagnostic requirements - Biochemical
exploration of amino acid metabolism. tRNA turnover and
lymphocyte activation p 49 A93-17442
Experimental studies on the origin of the genetic code
and the process of protein synthesis - A review update
p73 A93-17822
The evolution of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, the
biosynthetic pathways of amino acids and the genetic
code p 73 A93-17825
Caenorhabditis elegans - A model system for space
biology studies p 80 A93-20665
Selection of a ribozyme that functions as a superior
template in a self-copying reaction p 111 A93-22053
Nucleotide analogs based on pentaerythritol - An
hypothesis p 325 A93-43794
In vitro selection of optimal DNA substrates for T4 RNA
ligase p 329 A93-44939
Ribozymes - A distinct class of metalloenzymes
p398 A93-54163
Group II intron RNA catalysis of progressive nucleotide
insertion - A model for RNA editing p 398 A93-55292
Oligomerization reactions of ribohucleotides - The
reaction of the 5'-phosphorimidazolide of adenosine with
diadenosine pyrophosphate on montmorillonite and other
minerals p412 A93-55998
A model for the prebiotic synthesis of peptides which
throws light on the origin of the genetic code and the
observed chirality of life p412 A93-56000
Isolation of new ribozymes from a large pool of random
sequences p 400 A93-56548
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
[AD-A255799] p 42 N93-14648
Characterization and classification of strains of
Francisella tularensis isolated in the central Asian focus
of the Soviet Union and in Japan
[FOA-B-40421-4.4] p 275 N93-28200
Use of RNA hybridization in the diagnosis of a case of
ulceroglandular tularemia
[FOA-B-40422-4.4] p 275 N93-28212
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
[AD-A264415) p 358 N93-32035
RIBOSE
Nucleotide analogs based on pentaerythritol - An
hypothesis p 325 A93-43794
RIMS
Wheels for wheelchairs and the like
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28632-1] p 106 N93-17042
RISK
Potential health risks from postulated accidents involving
the Pu-238 RTG on the Ulysses solar exploration
mission p 43 A93-13774
Fires on board aircraft: Toxicological risk in flight
p126 N93-19694
The application of integrated knowledge-based systems
for the Biomedical Risk Assessment Intelligent Network
(BRAIN) p 258 N93-25595
Cardiovascular Risk Factors (CVRF) in Spanish pilots
with coronary artery disease demonstrated by angiographic
studies p 362 N93-32253
Results and management of pathological lipoprotein
concentrations and other cardiovascular risk factors in
military pilots of the German Federal Armed Forces
p 363 N93-32254
ROBOT ARMS
Microgravity flight testing of a laboratory robot
|AAS PAPER 91-035] p 62 A93-15583
Evaluation of inertial devices for the control of large,
flexible, space-based telerobotic arms
p 101 A93-18710
Evaluating robot procedures and tasks for the flight
telerobotic servicer p 187 A93-27156
An experiment in vision based autonomous grasping
within a reduced gravity environment
p 193 A93-29137
Centralized, decentralized, and independent control of
a flexible manipulator on a flexible base
p231 A93-31517
EMATS, a robot-based Equipment Manipulation and
Transportation System for the Columbus Free Flying
Laboratory p 231 A93-31522
Development of a large space robot • A multi-segment
approach. II
[AIAA PAPER 93-1464 | p 262 A93-34013
Manipulator system for module redocking on the Mir
Orbital Complex p 263 A93-35534
A force-reflecting teleoperated hand system for the study
of tactile sensing in precision manipulation
P263 A93-35536
HERA - A reliable and safe space robot
p 263 A93-35571
Research of a free-flying telerobot. IV - Development
of dual-arm manipulation system p 411 A93-56254
Research of a free-flying telerobot. V - Handling a target
with multi-arms p 411 A93-56255
Skill compensation and dynamic coupling of
macro/smart effector system p 411 A93-56260
TeleOperator/telePresence System (TOPS) Concept
Verification Model (CVM) development
p367 N93-32112
ROBOT CONTROL
Space robotics and its man-machine interface
p27 A93-11204
Teleoperation to robotics at Langley Research Center
p 101 A93-18569
Evaluation of inertial devices for the control of large,
flexible, space-based telerobotic arms
p 101 A93-18710
Space based robot manipulators - Dynamics of contact
and trajectory planning for impact minimization
p 135 A93-22827
Collision avoidance of a multiple degree of redundancy
manipulator operating through a window
p 136 A93-23846
Initial experiments on the end-point control of a 2-DOF
long-reach elastic manipulator p 183 A93-27024
World model and its uncertainty in supervisory robot
control p 183 A93-27027
Emergence of telerobotic control enhancement from
research in machine autonomy p 183 A93-27028
A telerobotic virtual control system
p 183 A93-27030
Incorporating robot vision in tele-autonomous systems
p 184 A93-27031
Interactive Scene Analysis Module - A sensor-database
fusion system for telerobotic environments
p 184 A93-27032
Real time proximity cues for teleoperation using model
based force reflection p 184 A93-27033
Evaluating robot procedures and tasks for the flight
telerobotic servicer p 187 A93-27156
Flight Telerobotic Servicer legacy p 190 A93-29106
Teleprogramming a cooperative space robotic workcell
for Space Station p 190 A93-29109
Person-like intelligent systems architectures for robotic
shared control and automated operations
p 191 A93-29113
Recent developments at the Goddard Engineering Test
Bed — for force reflecting teleoperation system
p 192 A93-29115
Human-like agents with posture planning ability
p 192 A93-29118
A distributed telerobotics system for space operations
p 192 A93-29132
Testbed for remote telepresence research
p 193 A93-29135
Robot free-flyers in space extravehicular activity
p 193 A93-29141
Development of a large space robot - A multi-segment
approach. I
|AIAA PAPER 93-1463] p 261 A93-34012
Visual specification of robot motion
p 348 A93-42845
Kinematics and control of a fully parallel force-reflecting
hand controller for manipulator teleoperation
. p 364 A93-45598
Designs and development of a master-slave
teleoperated robot p 390 A93-49357
Transforming human hand motion for telemanipulation
p 390 A93-49394
Interactive and cooperative sensing and cont/ol for
advanced teleoperation p 391 A93-49443
A procedure for the frequency analysis of telerobotic
tasks data P 392 A93-50513
Ground-remote control for space station telerobotics
with time delay
| AAS PAPER 92-0521 p 392 A93-50592
Telerobot control mode performance assessment
| AAS PAPER 92-0531 p 392 A93-50593
A manipulator control testbed - Implementation and
applications
| AAS PAPER 92-0541 p 392 A93-50594
Theoretical and experimental studies for continuous path
control of flexible manipulator mounted on a free-flying
space robot
| AIAA PAPER 93-3863 | P 392 A93-51449
Motion planning of a dual-arm free-floating manipulator
with inertially fixed base
| AIAA PAPER 93-3864 | p 393 A93-51450
A space manipulator with inertially fixed base?
I AIAA PAPER 93-38661 p 393 A93-51452
Intelligent sensing and control for advanced
teleoperation p 409 A93-54158
Design requirements for force reflecting master
controllers p 139 N93-18035
A vision system planner for increasing the autonomy
of the Extravehicular Activity Helper/Retriever
INASA-CR-193301 | p 365 N93-31844
ROBOT DYNAMICS
Initial experiments on the end-point control of a 2-DOF
long-reach elastic manipulator p 183 A93-27024
Grasp synthesis for planar and solid objects
p 184 A93-27034
Testbed for remote telepresence research
p193 A93-29135
Intelligent virtual interfaces for telerobotics
p 193 A93-29136
Robot free-flyers in space extravehicular activity
p 193 A93-29141
Visual specification of robot motion
p 348 A93-42845
Motion planning of a dual-arm free-floating manipulator
with inertially fixed base
I AIAA PAPER 93-3864 | p 393 A93-51450
Optimal manipulator trajectories for space robots
IAASPAPER91-669I p410 A93-55838
EVA and telerobot interaction p 312 N93-27792
ROBOT SENSORS
Accuracy of locating circular features using machine
vision — for robotic systems p 182 A93-27022
Initial experiments on the end-point control of a 2-DOF
long-reach elastic manipulator p 183 A93-27024
Vision navigator for free-flying robots
p 183 A93-27025
Incorporating robot vision in tele-autonomous systems
p 184 A93-27031
Interactive Scene Analysis Module - A sensor-database
fusion system for telerobotic environments
p 184 A93-27032
A modular head/eye platform for real-time reactive
vision
|OUEL-1941/92| p320 N93-28897
Interactive and cooperative sensing and control for
advanced teleoperation p 366 N93-32108
ROBOTICS
Teleoperation to robotics at Langley Research Center
p 101 A93-18569
The strategic role of automation and robotics lor
Columbus utilization p 181 A93-26567
Future needs for space robots for SEI — Space
Exploration Initiative p 182 A93-27002
Characteristics and requirements of robotic manipulators
for space operations p 182 A93-27003
Grasp synthesis for planar and solid objects
p 184 A93-27034
Intelligent robotics capabilities of the teleautonomy
testbed p 184 A93-27035
Cooperative intelligent robotics in space III; Proceedings
of the Meeting. Boston, MA, Nov. 16-18. 1992
|SPIE-1829| p 190 A93-29101
An overview of the dynamic predictive architecture for
robotic assistants 'p 191 A93-29112
Person-like intelligent systems architectures for robotic
shared control and automated operations
p191 A93-29113
Robotics evaluation and characterization (REACH) of
the SSRMS concept and technical issues
| AIAA PAPER 93-11561 p 230 A93-31031
Physical and digital simulations lor IVA robotics
p 391 A93-49445
Motion planning of a dual-arm free-floating manipulator
with inertially fixed base
| AIAA PAPER 93-3864 ] p 393 A93-51450
A space manipulator with inertially fixed base?
| AIAA PAPER 93-38661 p 393 A93-51452
Integrated tools for teleoperated satellite repair
p 409 A93-54845
Design, construction, and control of a two
degree-of-i'raedom electric direct-drive human power
amplifier p 65 N93-13486
Architecture of autonomous systems
INASA-CR-192974] p 266 N93-26047
Automation and robotics human performance
INASA-CR-193049] p 267 N93-26153
A vision system planner for increasing the autonomy
of the Extravehicular Activity Helper/Retriever
INASA-CR-193301 | p 365 N93-31844
ROBOTS
Vision navigator for free-flying robots
p 183 A93-27025
Technology test results from an intelligent, free-flying
robot for crew and equipment retrieval in space
p 184 A93-27037
Ground-based control of Space Station Freedom-based
robots P 263 A93-35570
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ROBUSTNESS (MATHEMATICS) SUBJECT INDEX
Physical and digital simulations lor IVA robotics
p 391 A93-49445
The perception of articulated motion: Recognizing
moving light displays
|AD-A256046| P 59 N93-14660
Initial experiments with a myoelectric-based muscle
sensor
| DE92-0160341 p 237 N93-25099
A vision system planner for increasing the autonomy
of the Extravehicular Activity Helper/Retriever
| NASA-CR-1933011 p 365 N93-31844
Integration of advanced teleoperation technologies for
control of space robots p 366 N93-32107
TeleOperator/telePresence System (TOPS) Concept
Verification Model (CVM) development
p367 N93-32112
ROBUSTNESS (MATHEMATICS)
3-D surface description from binocular stereo
p 61 A93-14727
The use of voice processing for some aspects of the
pilot-vehicle-interface in an aircraft p 146 N93-19772
A robust model for finding optimal evolutionary trees
[DE93-010682] P 330 N93-30483
ROCKET FLIGHT
Results of experiments on the exploration of genetic
effect of rocket flight factors with Orosophila
melanogaster p! A93-11691
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
Retroperitoneal fibrosis as a cause of hypertension in
an aviator - A case report p 212 A93-30284
ROTARY WINGS
Helicopter simulation: An aircrew training and
qualification perspective p 342 N93-30676
ROTATING ENVIRONMENTS
Factors influencing perceived angular velocity
p97 A93-17800
Clinostats and centrifuges: Their use, value, and
limitations in gravitational biological research; Symposium,
Washington, Oct. 19, 1991, Report p 375 A93-49206
The internal dynamics of slowly rotating biological
systems P375 A93-49208
Centrifuges - Evolution of their uses in plant gravitational
biology and new directions for research on the ground
and in spaceflight P 376 A93-49211
The fast rotating clinostat - A history of its use in
gravitational biology and a comparison of ground-based
and flight experiment results P 376 A93-49212
How well does the clinostat mimic the effect of
microgravity on plant cells and organs?
p376 A93-49213
Rotational speed control p 365 N93-31457
ROTATION
Relation between perception of vertical axis rotation and
vestibulo-ocular reflex symmetry p 214 A93-32176
Vestibular afferent responses to microrotational stimuli
p 328 A93-44930
The neurochemical and neuropharmacological basis of
motion sickness
[NASA-CR-190957] p 50 N93-13061
ROUTES
A preliminary empirical evaluation of virtual reality as
an instructional medium for visual-spatial tasks
p367 N93-32151
RUNNING
Energetics of walking and running - Insights from
simulated reduced-gravity experiments
p116 A93-21687
Effects of running the Bostom Marathon on plasma
concentrations of large neutral amino acids
p 160 A93-27048
SABATIER REACTION
Sabatier carbon dioxide reduction system lor Space
Station Freedom
(SAE PAPER 921189] P 294 A93-41368
SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS
Predictable eye-head coordination during driving
p 57 A93-16373
Involuntary attentional capture by abrupt onsets
p 97 A93-17974
Eye movements and visual information processing
[AD-A250198] P 24 N93-10278
Coordinated action in 3-D space
[AD-A249830] P 31 N93-10994
Multimodal interactions in sensory-motor processing
[AD-A255780] P 59 N93-15067
Eye movements and visual information processing
[AD-A259955] P 225 N93-24297
SAFETY
HERA - A reliable and safe space robot
p 263 A93-35571
The relationship between computer scoring and
safety-pilot grading of flight performance
[AD-A256245I p 58 N93-14600
Upper interior head protection. Volume 1. The
development of a research test procedure
|PB93-113769| p 194 N93-21537
Gene transcription and electromagnetic fields
|DE93-010854| p 276 N93-28848
SAFETY DEVICES
Physiological stress from chemical defense clothing and
equipment
IAD-A255786] p 51 N93-14028
Design of a reusable kinetic energy absorber for an
astronaut safety tether to be used during extravehicular
activities on the Space Station
|NASA-CR-192015| p 139 N93-17973
The challenge of biodetection for screening persons
carrying explosives p 159 N93-21931
SAFETY FACTORS
A method for the theoretical calculation of the
parameters of single-stage decompression with equal
probability of safety p 160 A93-26832
Safety issues of manipulator systems under computer
control p 192 A93-2912I
Cockpit checklists - Concepts, design, and use
p389 A93-52506
The limits of human impact acceleration tolerance
[AIAA PAPER 93-35721 p 400 A93-52692
Human engineering issues for data link systems
(SAE ARD 50027] p 410 A93-54874
Studies of safety, infectivity, and immunogenicity of a
new Temperature Sensitive (TS) 51-1 strain of S. typhi
as a new live oral typhoid fever vaccine candidate
p 19 N93-11306
Recent lessons on the safety and effectiveness of
malaria chemoprophylaxis in a non-immune population
p 19 N93-11307
Epidemiologic view of allergic diseases in North America:
Implications for aerospace medicine p 20 N93-11311
Improved inhalation technology for setting safe exposure
levels for workplace chemicals p 174 N93-22164
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Hazard and risk assessment for surface components
of a lunar base Controlled Ecological Life Support
System
[SAE PAPER 921285] p 302 A93-41451
First entry operations for spacecraft
(SAE PAPER 921384] p 308 A93-41542
SALIVA
Salivary total protein and experimental Coriolis
sickness p 383 A93-49573
SALIVARY GLANDS
Localization of extracellular matrix components in
developing mouse salivary glands by confocal
microscopy p 155 A93-28725
Alterations in biosynthetic accumulation of collagen
types I and III during growth and morphogenesis of
embryonic mouse salivary glands p 156 A93-28746
SALTS
Blood and urine responses to ingesting fluids of various
salt and glucose concentrations — to combat orthostatic
intolerance p 83 A93-17528
SALYUT SPACE STATION
Formation of the hypokinetic syndrome in the digestive
system under conditions of weightlessness
p119 A93-25600
SAMPLING
Survey of aviation medical examiners: Information and
attitudes about the pre-employment and pre-appointment
drug testing program
[DOT/FAA/AM-92/15] p218 N93-24088
SANITATION
Life support systems
(AAS PAPER 91-320] p 409 A93-54308
SARCOPLASMIC RETICULUM
Accumulation of calcium ions in the myocardial
sarcoplasmic reticulum of restrained rats exposed to a
pulsed electromagnetic field p 240 A93-35225
SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES
Titan p114 N93-18553
SATELLITE CONTROL
Human-computer cooperative problem solving in
satellite ground control p 188 A93-27163
From pilot's associate to satellite controller's
associate p 32 N93-11922
SATELLITE GROUND SUPPORT
Ground operation of the mobile servicing system on
Space Station Freedom p 190 A93-29107
SATELLITE IMAGERY
United States Army space experiment 601
(AO-A261460) p260 N93-26353
SATELLITE OBSERVATION
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
(JPRS-ULS-92-020J p 244 N93-25406
SATELLITE-BORNE INSTRUMENTS
Machine vision in space p 395 A93-52641
SCALE EFFECT
Perceptual scaling of whole-body low frequency linear
oscillatory motion p 379 A93-49225
SCALE MODELS
Human factors evaluation of the HL-20 full-scale
model p 409 A93-53746
SCALING LAWS
Multidimensional scaling analysis of terrain features
relevant for simulating low-altitude flight
p 188 A93-27186
SCENE ANALYSIS
3-D surface description from binocular stereo
p61 A93-14727
Transfer effects of scene content and crosswind in
landing instruction p 62 A93-15665
Interactive Scene Analysis Module - A sensor-database
fusion system for telerobotic environments
p 184 A93-27032
Flight mechanics of high-performance aircraft
|ISBNO-521-34123-X| p 365 A93-47019
Auditory spectro-temporal pattern analysis
IAD-A264691] p 361 N93-31981
SCHEDULES
The effect of combat on the work/rest schedules and
fatigue of A-6 and F-14 aviators during Operation Desert
Shield/Storm
(AD-A258146I p 122 N93-18292
SCHEDULING
Subjective fatigue in A-6. F-14, and F/A-18 aircrews
during operations Desert Shield and Storm
|AD-A259243| p 171 N93-20580
The use of electrophysiological and cognitive variables
in the assessment of degradation during periods of
sustained wakefulness
IAD-A263033] p 283 N93-27923
SCHOOLS
Ground based simulation in test and evaluation
education
| AIAA PAPER 92-40661 p 24 A93-11252
SCIENCE
Diversity in biological research
INSF-92-19] p42 N93-13700
SCIENTIFIC VISUALIZATION
Visual data interpretation; Proceedings of the Meeting,
San Jose, CA, Feb. 10-11. 1992
ISPIE-16681 p391 A93-49451
SCIENTISTS
Prologue to Action. Life Sciences Education and Science
Literacy
|PB93-107514|
 P159 N93-21230
An on-orbit viewpoint of life sciences research
p 206 N93-22629
SCORING
The relationship between computer scoring and
safety-pilot grading of flight performance
(AD-A256245I p 58 N93-14600
SCREENING
Some personality and aptitude characteristics of Air
Traffic Control Specialist trainees p 388 A93-52301
SCREWS
The design of mechanically compatible fasteners for
human mandible reconstruction p 253 N93-25569
SEA FLOOR SPREADING
Deep-sea smokers - Windows to a subsurface
biosphere? p 397 A93-53284
Aqueous high-temperature and high-pressure organic
geochemistry of hydrothermal vent systems
p 397 A93-53285
SEA LEVEL
Effects of hypoxemia at sea level and high altitude on
sodium excretioii and hormonal levels p8 A93-10332
Field trial of caffeine on physical performance at altitude:
An attempt to overcome the challenge
[AD-A264260] p 337 N93-30894
SEA WATER
Marine microbial production of dimethylsulfide from
dissolved dimethylsulloniopropionate
[NASA-CR-193278] p 330 N93-30665
SEARCHING
Display format and highlight validity effects on search
performance using complex visual displays
p 187 A93-27160
Disruption and maintenance of skilled visual search as
a function of degree of consistency p 389 A93-52501
SEATS
Reclined seating in advanced crewstations - Human
performance considerations p 186 A93-27151
Design guide for the ergonomic aspects of helicopter
crew seating
[ISVR-TR-209J
 P65 N93-13464
Passive zero-gravity leg restraint
[NASA-CASE-ARC-11882-1-CU] p 70 N93-14713
Portable seat lift
[NASA-CASE-MFS-28610-1) p 106 N93-17045
A-100
SUBJECT INDEX SHIVERING
Design of a portable powered scat lilt
p 195 N93-22190
Microcomputer based software for biodynamic
simulation p 196 N93-22I9I
SECRETIONS
Experimental study ol volatile metabolites of human
body p II A93-13711
Cytokine secretion by immune cells in space
p 153 A93-28694
Separation of rat pituitary secretory granules by
continuous flow electrophoresis p 329 A93-44933
A modified method for investigating gastric secretion
in aviation medical examination p 359 A93-45692
SEDATIVES
The effects of Benadryl and Hismanal on mood,
physiological measures, antihistamine detection, and
subjective symptoms p 385 A93-52302
SEDIMENTS
Bacterial sulfate reduction above 100 C in deep-sea
hydrothermal vent sediments p 80 A93-20672
SEEDS
A study of the effects of micro-gravity on seed
germination p 40 N93-13167
Final results of space exposed experiment developed
for students p 329 N93-29702
Continued results of the seeds in space experiment
p 330 N93-29703
SEGMENTS
Development of a large space robot - A multi-segment
approach. I
IAIAA PAPER 93-14631 p 261 A93-34012
Development of a large space robot - A multi-segment
approach. II
| AIAA PAPER 93-14641 p 262 A93-34013
SEIZURES
Automatic detection of seizures with applications
p 254 N93-25592
SELECTION
Mir 1992 operations and crew training
p 226 N93-24352
SELF ERECTING DEVICES
Prefabricated foldable lunar base modular systems for
habitats, offices, and laboratories p 106 N93-17444
SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
Connectionist models and linguistic theory:
Investigations of stress systems in language
IAD-A2654501 p 364 N93-32064
SELF TESTS
Time stress measurement devices for enhancement of
onboard bit performance p 144 N93-19762
SEMANTICS
Graphical displays - Implications for divided attention,
focused attention, and problem solving
p 102 A93-19984
Interpretation as abduction
|AD-A259608| p 225 N93-24227
SEMICIRCULAR CANALS
Response characteristics of semicircular canal in cats
under linear acceleration p3 A93-13536
Vestibular afferent responses to microrotational stimuli
p 328 A93-44930
Hair cell tufts and afferent innervation of the bullfrog
crista ampullaris p 329 A93-44931
Micromotional studies of utricular and canal afferents
|NASA-CR-192703| p 207 N93-22800
Neural processing of gravity information
INASA-CR-192766] p 209 N93-23233
SENSITIVITY
Effects of refrigerating preinoculated Vitek cards on
microbial physiology and antibiotic susceptibility
ISAE PAPER 921214] p 273 A93-41390
Spatial contrast sensitivity through aviator's night vision
imaging system p 393 A93-52300
Animal models in motion sickness research
p 399 A93-55936
Prediction of motion sickness susceptibility
p 403 A93-55940
Motion sickness susceptibility and behavior
p 405 A93-55948
Studies of safety, infectivity, and immunogenicity of a
new Temperature Sensitive (TS) 51-1 strain of S. typhi
as a new live oral typhoid fever vaccine candidate
p 19 N93-11306
Autonomic physiological data associated with simulator
discomfort
|NASA-CR-177609| p 222 N93-24738
SENSORIMOTOR PERFORMANCE
Accuracy of aimed arm movements in changed gravity
p 56 A93-16159
Balance and gait analysis after 30 days -6 deg bed rest
. Influence of lower-body negative-pressure sessions
p48 A93-16161
Electrophysiological and ultrastructural aspects of the
effect of high-pressure oxygen on the sensomotor cortex
of the rat brain p 77 A93-18300
Preliminary analysis of sensory disturbances and
behavioral modifications of astronauts in space
p 130 A93-25207
Graviperception in unicellular organisms - A comparative
behavioural study under short-term microgravity
p 151 A93-26548
The character o( spontaneous oculomotor activity in
weightlessness and during readaptation
p248 A93-35219
Dynamic analysis of human visuo-oculo-manual
coordination control in target tracking tasks
p287 A93-41166
Cognitive performance and event-related brain
potentials under simulated high altitudes
p331 A93-42189
Multimodal interactions in sensory-motor processing
IAD-A255780I p 59 N93-15067
Aimed arm movements under changed gravity
p193 N93-21113
Eye-head-arm coordination and spinal reflexes in
weightlessness p 236 N93-24362
Coordinated action in 3-D space
IAD-A261418I p 261 N93-26449
Human capabilities and limitations in situation
awareness p 319 N93-28863
SENSORY DEPRIVATION
Vestibule-oculomotor responses under conditions of
immersion hypokinesia p 251 A93-35256
Psychophysical analyses of perceptual representations
IAD-A255432) p 58 N93-14510
SENSORY FEEDBACK
Human behavior in virtual environments
p233 A93-33447
Modeling of a full vision system using combined
Visual/Haptic search for remote object identification
IAD-A2609771 p 266 N93-25867
Integration of advanced teleoperation technologies for
control of space robots p 366 N93-32107
SENSORY PERCEPTION
K.E. Tsiolkovsky on individual time perception and some
characteristics of intuitive perception of the properties of
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ergometer to be used onboard the Space Shuttle
INASA-CR-192021 | p 138 N93-17970
Transmission of vibration through the human body to
the head: A summary of experimental data
IISVR-TR-2181 p361 N93-32237
STUDENTS
Questioning mechanisms during complex learning
IAD-A247382I p 26 N93-11415
Suited for spacewalking: A teacher's guide with
activities
INASA-EP-2791 p 65 N93-13692
Contribution ot personality to the prediction of success
in initial air traffic control specialist training
IDOT/FAA/AM-93/4I p 259 N93-26138
SUBCONTRACTS
Human factors research in aircrew performance and
training: 1986-1991
1AD-A254455] p 63 N93-12609
SUBMARINES
A low pressure electrolyzer for the next generation
submarine
ISAE PAPER 921125) p 291 A93-41316
Submarine Advanced Integrated Life Support system
(SAILS) program
IAD-A253564] p 32 N93-11812
Membrane technology: A search for membranes for
submarine atmosphere control
IAD-A260581] p 266 N93-25904
SUBMERGING
Decrement in manual arm performance during whole
body cooling p 88 A93-18038
Effect of task complexity on mental performance during
immersion hypothermia p 211 A93-30279
Vestibulo-oculomotor responses under conditions of
immersion hypokinesia p 251 A93-35256
Effect of hemorrhage on cardiac output, vasopressin,
aldosterone. and diuresis during immersion in men
INASA-TM-1039491 p6 N93-12014
SUBSTITUTES
Carboxyalkylated hemoglobin as a potential blood
substitute
|AD-A252329| p 22 N93-11561
SUBSTRATES
Influence of the Cold Buster (tm) sports bar on heat
debt, mobilization and oxidation of energy substrates
IAD-A262762 | p 285 N93-28939
SUCTION
Effect of cytoskeletal reagents on stretch activated ion
channels
|AD-A261089| p 245 N93-25764
SUITS
Evaluation ol personal cooling systems in conjunction
with explosive ordnance disposal suits
IAD-A262862I p 350 N93-29471
SULFATES
Bacterial sulfate reduction above 100 C in deep-sea
hydrothermal vent sediments p 80 A93-20672
Localization of extracellular matrix components in
developing mouse salivary glands by confocal
microscopy P 155 A93-28725
Marine microbial production of dimethylsulfide from
dissolved dimethylsulfoniopropionate
INASA-CR-1932781 P 330 N93-30665
SULFIDES
Magnetic domain state and coercivity predictions lor
biogenic greigite (Fe3S4) - A comparison of theory with
magnetosome observations p 38 A93-16481
Mineral theories of the origin of life and an iron sulfide
example P 74 A93-18009
Biological conversion of synthesis gas culture
development
IDE92-001279I P6 N93-12482
SULFONIC ACID
Carboxyalkylated hemoglobin as a potential blood
substitute
IAD-A252329I p 22 N93-11561
SULFUR
Marine microbial production of dimethylsulfide from
dissolved dimethylsulfoniopropionate
INASA-CR-1932781 p 330 N93-30665
SUN
Habitable zones around main sequence stars
p 197 A93-28376
SUNGLASSES
Toward the ideal military aviation sunglass
|AD-A258200| p 140 N93-18200
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT
Physiological indices of mental workload
|AD-A261692| p 260 N93-26391
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Military aircrew head support system
p231 A93-31944
Introduction to training decisions modeling technologies:
The training decisions system
IAD-A249862] p 27 N93-12252
Operator Performance Support System (OPSS)
p 196 N93-22195
Treatment of human-computer interface in a decision
support system
(DE93-002281) p 237 N93-24502
SUPPORTS
Improved head support stand adjustable by
compoundturnbuckle
(AD-DOI5384J p 55 N93-15249
SURFACE CRACKS
Formation of reduced carbonaceous matter in basalts
and xenoliths - Reaction of C-O-H gases on olivine crack
surfaces — space biological evolution
p411 A93-53286
SURFACE NAVIGATION
Conspicuity of aids to navigation. Part 1: Temporal
patterns for flashing lights
(AD-A264626) p 341 N93-30426
SURGERY
Animal surgery in microgravity p 112 A93-24047
Challenges of space medical operations and life
sciences management p 155 A93-28716
Management of trauma and emergency surgery in
space p 167 A93-28734
Photo-Refractive Keratectomy (PRK) - Threat or
millennium for military pilots? p 401 A93-55169
Postoperative hyperbaric oxygen treatment of peripheral
nerve damage
[AD-A255842) p 52 N93-14084
SURVEYS
Smoking status and body composition, exercise, dietary
intake, and alcohol/caffeine consumption
[AD-A250648] p 23 N93-11893
Aircrew acceptance of automation in the cockpit
p 144 N93-19761
Survey of aviation medical examiners: Information and
attitudes about the pre-employment and pre-appointment
drug testing program
[DOT/FAA/AM-92/15] p 218 N93-24088
Assessing patterns of change in anthropometric
dimensions: Secular trends of US Army females,
1946-1988
IAD-A260869] p 265 N93-25628
Anthropometric survey of the astronaut applicants and
astronauts from 1985 to 1991
|NASA-RP-1304| p321 N93-29324
The lifestyle and dietary consumption patterns of United
States Air Force aviators within air training command at
Randolph Air Force Base. Texas p 369 N93-32257
SURVIVAL
K.E. Tsiolkovsky and biomedical problems connected
with space exploration: Lectures Devoted to K.E.
Tsiolkovsky's Ideas. 25th, Kaluga, Russia, Sept. 11-14,
1990, Transactions p 90 A93-18406
K.E. Tsiolkovsky on the problem of human survival in
extreme environments (On the earth and in space)
p 77 A93-18407
The effects of prolonged weightlessness and reduced
gravity environments on human survival
p214 A93-30773
Altering the position of the first horizontal cleavage
furrow of the amphibian (Xenopus) egg reduces embryonic
survival P 272 A93-39717
Biosphere 2 - Overview of system performance during
the first nine months
| S'AE PAPER 9211291 p 291 A93-41317
Mechanisms of immune failure in burn injury
p 15 N93-11285
Applications of living systems theory to life in space
p 105 N93-16865
A-109
SUSPENDING (HANGING) SUBJECT INDEX
Nutrition and hydration status of aircrew members
consuming the load packet, survival, general purpose,
improved during a simulated survival scenario
|AD-A258744| p
 128 N93.20384
Optimization ol 15 parameters influencing the long-term
survival of bacteria in aquatic systems
|NASA-CR-192571| '
 p 359 N93-32365
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
Protection ol Acanthopanax senticosus against
suspension-induced bone loss in rats p2 A93-13528
Effects of antimotion sickness drug mixture B on
ultrastructures of cerebral and cerebellar cortexes in
suspended rabbits p 10 A93-13704
Effects of vitamin 'D and phosphorus level in diet on
bone, skeletal muscle and kidney in suspended rats
p 77 A93-19994
Ultrastructural and biochemical studies on muscle
atrophy induced by suspension and suspension with
denervation in lower limbs of rats p 200 A93-31530
Protection of Chinese medicine and low frequency
magnetic field against suspension induced bone loss in
fal p 327 A93-44844
A simple hindlimb suspension apparatus
p 398 A93-55168
SWIMMING
Swimming behavior of the unicellular flagellate. Euglena
gracilis, in simulated and real microgravity
p 151 A93-26549
Multiple evolutionary origins of magnetotaxis in
bacteria p 153 A93-27799
SWINE
Systemic and pulmonary hypertension after resuscitation
with cell-free hemoglobin
[AD-A258185] p 120 N93-17900
SYMBOLS
Symbology for head up and head down applications for
highly agile fighter aircraft: To improve spatial awareness,
trajectory control, and unusual attitude recovery, part 1
p318 N93-28857
The test memorization of symbols and numbers: A
computer generated test for visual sensitivity
p 343 N93-31233
SYMMETRY
Relation between perception of vertical axis rotation and
vestibule-ocular reflex symmetry p 214 A93-32176
SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
Investigation of hemodynamics and
sympatheticoadrenal system activity in air traffic controllers
during their work p 247 A93-35209
Features of the effect of hypokinesia on cardiac activity
in rats with high and low spontaneous motor activity
p 240 A93-35224
Tissue-specific noradrenergic activity during acute heat
Stress in rats p 323 A93-42193
Effect of water immersion on muscle sympathetic nerve
response during static muscle contraction
p 402 A93-55328
Melatonin. the pineal gland, and circadian rhythms
[AD-A264099] p 337 N93-31061
SYNAPSES
Persistent blockade of potassium-evoked serotonin
release from rat frontocortical terminals after fluoxetine
administration p 202 A93-32125
Biophysical and biochemical mechanisms in synaptic
transmitter release
IAD-A256340) p 55 N93-15198
Non-invasive evaluation of the cardiac autonomic
nervous system by PET
(DE92-041077) p 96 N93-16441
Constraints on learning in dynamic synapses
(PREPRINT-890) p 100 N93-17026
Electrically modifiable nonvolatile SONOS synapses for
electronic neural networks
[AD-A258318] p 122 N93-18252
Theory of synaptic plasticity in visual cortex
|AD-A260322|
 P219 N93-24238
Biophysical and biochemical mechanisms in synaptic
transmitter release
|AD-A264829| p 336 N93-30613
SYNCHRONISM
Acoustical and vibratory stimuli interdependences and
their applications in simulation and cue synchronization
| AIAA PAPER 93-3562] p 406 A93-52662
Neurochemical control of circadian rhythms
(AD-A255054I p 50 N93-13116
SYNCOPE
Cases from the aerospace medicine residents' teaching
file: Case No.52 - A flyer with syncope (clinical
conference) p 168 A93-28740
Acquisition of physiological data during G-induced Loss
of Consciousness (G-LOC)
| AD-A2644921 p 335 N93-30400
SYNTHESIS (CHEMISTRY)
Development of the nitrogen fixation system for
CELSS
| SAE PAPER 9212381 p 297 A93-41411
Evaporation cycle experiments - A simulation of
salt-induced peptide synthesis under possible prebiotlc
conditions p 354 A93-43792
Nucleotide analogs based on pentaerythritol - An
hypothesis p 325 A93-43794
Biological conversion of synthesis gas culture
development
|DE92-001279| p6 N93-12482
Hydrothermal organic synthesis experiments
|NASA-CR-191257| p41 N93-13457
13 C NMR spectra of allosteric effectors of
hemoglobin
IAD-A262979I p 284 N93-28293
SYNTHETIC FIBERS
Correlation of results of radiant heat test and convective
heat test for three layered protective clothing
p 194 N93-21161
Finite element analysis of a composite artificial ankle
p 174 N93-22189
SYNTHETIC FUELS
Introductions to the Proceedings of the Fourteenth
Symposium on Biotechnology for Fuels and Chemicals
|DE93-006235| p 276 N93-28890
SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS
Real-time expert system interfaces, cognitive processes,
and task performance - An empirical assessment
p 394 A93-52503
Health maintenance facility system effectiveness
testing
|NASA-TM-104737| p 372 N93-32328
SYSTEM FAILURES
The effects of history and predictive information on the
ability of the transport aircraft pilot to predict an alert
p 365 A93-46810
High level organizing principles for display of systems
fault information for commercial flight crews
p388 A93-52187
SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
Application ol system identification to research on
cardiovascular regulative function p3 A93-13544
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
A systems analysis to identify human factors issues and
requirements for data link p 186 A93-27153
Overview of NASA's 1991 Life Support Systems Analysis
Workshop
|SAE PAPER 921118) p 290 A93-41310
TRIALSS - Tool for Rapid and Intelligent Advanced Life
Support System Selection and Sizing
| SAE PAPER 9211231 p 291 A93-41315
'Liveware' survey of human systems integration (HSI)
tools P 349 A93-42847
Development of the Personnel-based System Evaluation
Aid (PER-SEVAL) performance shaping functions
|AD-A252820| p 26 N93-11779
Applications of living systems theory to life in space
p 105 N93-16865
1991 NASA Life Support Systems Analysis workshop
| NASA-CR-44661 p310 N93-27100
1992 NASA Life Support Systems Analysis workshop
| NASA-CR-44671 p310 N93-27101
Lunar base thermal management/power system
analysis and design p315 N93-27985
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Study of overall analysis method of the
man-machine-environment systems p 61 A93-14413
In search of the human touch — in design of robotic
hands P 102 A93-19256
Individual differences in computerized test performance
for systems integration in cockpit management
p 177 A93-27176
Functions simulation model of integrated regenerable
life support system
| SAE PAPER 9212011 p 295 A93-41377
Simplified analysts of water distribution for Space Station
Freedom
| SAE PAPER 9212301 p 296 A93-41404
Evaluation of the carbon dioxide removal assembly
requirements for the Space Station Freedom in the Manned
Tended Capability through Permanently Manned Capability
configurations
| SAE PAPER 921231 | p 297 A93-41405
Design and preliminary testing of a membrane based
water recycling system for European manned space
missions
|SAE PAPER 9213961 P 309 A93-41553
Hermes ECLSS - Main requirements and technical
solutions
| SAE PAPER 9214001 P 309 A93-41555
Human performance data visualization for system design
teams P 348 A93-42840
Task allocation and automation in design and operation
of man-machine systems P 348 A93-42842
Design of the man-machine interface for an automatic
target cuer system P 348 A93-42843
Implementation of biological elements in life support
systems - Rationale and development milestones
p 390 A93-49302
Research of a free-flying telerobot. IV - Development
of dual-arm manipulation system p411 A93-56254
A voyage to Mars: A challenge to collaboration between
man and machines p 70 N93-14614
A monitoring and control system for complex
man-machine systems: Preliminary design
p 70 N93-14951
Advanced Aircraft Interfaces: The Machine Side ol the
Man-Machine Interface
IAGARD-CP-5211 p 144 N93-19757
The integration of advanced cockpit and systems
design p 147 N93-19779
Architecture of autonomous systems
INASA-CR-192974] p 266 N93-26047
Specification of adaptive aiding systems
|AD-A263071| p 314 N93-27927
Operator and automation capability analysis: Picking the
right team p 319 N93-28864
System automation and pilot-vehicle-interface lor
unconstrained low-altitude night attack
p 320 N93-28867
Overview of cockpit technology research and
development programs for improvement of the
man/machine interface: Review of the AGARD AVP
Symposium held in Madrid, May 1992
p 320 N93-28872
SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
Individual differences in computerized test performance
for systems integration in cockpit management
p 177 A93-27176
Helmet-mounted systems technology planning for the
future p 227 A93-30052
I-NIGHTS and beyond — Interim-Night Integrated
Goggle and Head Tracking System p 227 A93-30054
Overview ol NASA's 1991 Life Support Systems Analysis
Workshop
I SAE PAPER 9211181 p 290 A93-41310
'Liveware' survey ol human systems integration (HSI)
tools p 349 A93-42847
The integration ol advanced cockpit and systems
design p 147 N93-19779
Space Station ECLSS integration analysis
INASA-CR-1924701 p 195 N93-22002
Environmental control and life support system
evolution p311 N93-27719
Combat Automation for Airborne Weapon Systems:
Man/Machine Interface Trends and Technologies
IAGARD-CP-5201 p317 N93-28850
SYSTEMS SIMULATION
Functions simulation model of integrated regenerable
life support system
I SAE PAPER 921201] p 295 A93-41377
SYSTOLIC PRESSURE
Relationship between alcohol drinking habit and blood
pressure changes during the period of 25 years on JASDF
aged pilots p 333 A93-45321
TABLES (DATA)
Statistically based decompression tables 8:
Linear-exponential kinetics
IAD-A257613] p 120 N93-17926
TACTILE SENSORS (ROBOTICS)
In search of the human touch — in design of robotic
hands p 102 A93-19256
Using tactile information in telerobotics
p 138 A93-25482
Modeling of a full vision system using combined
Visual/Haptic search for remote object identification
IAD-A260977] p'266 N93-25867
TAKEOFF
A study of decision making and performance in rejected
takeoffs
|SAE PAPER 921134] p 287 A93-41322
A comparative evaluation of three take-off performance
monitor display types
I AIAA PAPER 93-36081 p 406 A93-52669
TANKS (COMBAT VEHICLES)
A progressive resistance weight training program
designed to improve the armor crewman's strength
IAD-A255553] p 53 N93-14556
TARGET ACQUISITION
Design of the man-machine interface for an automatic
target cuer system p 348 A93-42843
3-D target designation using two control devices and
an aiding technique — in fighter cockpits
p 408 A93-53120
Evaluation ol Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue
IAD-A257704I p 107 N93-17697
A-110
SUBJECT INDEX TELEOPERATORS
Toward the ideal military aviation sunglass
|AD-A258200| p 140 N93-18200
Stimulus presentation formats and measurement
techniques for the quantification of target detection
performance
|AD-A258933| p 133 N93-19449
Theory of signal detection and its application to visual
target acquisition: A review of the literature
|AD-A262920| p 288 N93-28307
Effects of area-of-interest display characteristics of
visual search performance and head movements in
simulated low-level flight
|AD-A264661| p 341 N93-30542
TARGET RECOGNITION
Involuntary attentional capture by abrupt onsets
p97 A93-17974
Target designation in a perspective view, 3-D map using
a joystick, hand tracker, or voice p 186 A93-27145
Movement tracking performance as a function of
required force level p 177 A93-27171
Proposed evaluation framework for assessing operator
performance with muttisensor displays
p 232 A93-33444
Human factors problems for aircrew-aircraft interfaces
- Where should we focus our efforts?
p264 A93-37300
Design of the man-machine interface for an automatic
target cuer system p 348 A93-42843
Psychophysiological study on the effects of co-existence
of lines for detecting dot target p 405 A93-55330
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue (joint Canadian/US Coast Guard
experiment)
[AD-A255525] p 70 N93-14554
Multimodal interactions in sensory-motor processing
[AD-A255780] p 59 N93-15067
Stimulus presentation formats and measurement
techniques for the quantification of target detection
performance
[AD-A258933] p 133 N93-19449
Man-machine interface with simulated automatic target
recognition systems p 147 N93-19781
Adaptive autonomous target cuer p 148 N93-19784
Theory of signal detection and its application to visual
target acquisition: A review of the literature
[AD-A262920] p 288 N93-28307
Effects of area-of-interest display characteristics of
visual search performance and head movements in
simulated low-level flight
[AD-A264661] p 341 N93-30542
TARGET SIMULATORS
Man-machine interface with simulated automatic target
recognition systems p 147 N93-19781
TARGETS
Comparative assessment of psychomotor performance
- Target prediction by humans and macaques (Macaca
mulatta) p 204 A93-33035
Dynamic analysis of human visuo-oculo-manual
coordination control in target tracking tasks
p287 A93-41166
TASK COMPLEXITY
Designing the right visor p 181 A93-26885
Workload or situational awareness? TLX vs. SART for
aerospace systems design evaluation — Task Load
Index p 175 A93-27139
The effect of type of task, degree of integration, and
modality on the performance of concurrent tasks
p 175 A93-27140
Experimental validation of the attention switching
component of the COGNET framework
p 186 A93-27141
Electronic map interpretation in a dual-task context
p 176 A93-27144
Response to automated function failure cue - An
operational measure of complacency
p 176 A93-27147
Complex task performance as a basis for developing
cognitive engineering guidelines in adaptive automation
p 186 A93-27148
Reclined seating in advanced crewstations • Human
performance considerations p 186 A93-27151
Colour head-up displays - Help or hindiance?
p 187 A93-27154
Evaluating robot procedures and tasks for the flight
telerobotic servicer p 187 A93-27156
Task-analytic evaluations of Space Station Freedom
workstations p 187 A93-27157
Using GOMS models and hypertext to create
representations of medical procedures for online display
p 188 A93-27170
Effects of fatigue and heat stress on vigilance of workers
in protective clothing p 177 A93-27173
Computerized task battery assessment of cognitive and
performance effects of acute phenytoin motion sickness
therapy
 P211 A93-30278
Effect of task complexity on mental performance during
immersion hypothermia p 211 A93-30279
Cognitive competencies - Products of genes,
experience, and technology — for training of primates
p 201 A93-32113
Learning about primates' learning, language, and
cognition p 201 A93-32124
A force-reflecting teleoperated hand system for the study
of tactile sensing in precision manipulation
p 263 A93-35536
A procedure for the frequency analysis of telerobotic
tasks data P 392 A93-50513
Human performance in complex task environments: A
basis for the application of adaptive automation
|AD-A255067| p 35 N93-12486
Dual-task training strategies and aging
|AD-A258261| p 131 N93-18027
The central executive component of working memory
|AD-A258724| p 135 N93-20326
TASK PLANNING (ROBOTICS)
Knowledge-based task planning for the Special Purpose
Dextrous Manipulator p 191 A93-29110
Dimensions of complexity in learning from interactive
instruction — for robotic systems deployed in space
p 191 A93-29111
Telerobotic system performance measurement -
Motivation and methods p 191 A93-29114
Recent developments at the Goddard Engineering Test
Bed — for force reflecting teleoperation system
p 192 A93-29115
Human-like agents with posture planning ability
p 192 A93-29118
Optimizing dynamic transparency in teleoperator
architectures
| AAS PAPER 92-0561 P 392 A93-50596
Intelligent sensing and control for advanced
teleoperation p 409 A93-54158
A vision system planner for increasing the autonomy
of the Extravehicular Activity Helper/Retriever
|NASA-CR-193301| p 365 N93-31844
TASKS
Operator workload predictions for the revised AH-64A
workload prediction model, volume 1
|AD-A254198| p 30 N93-10261
The effects of wearing protective chemical warfare
combat clothing on human performance
|AD-A250716| p 35 N93-12491
Behavioral effects of high peak power microwave pulses:
Head exposure at 1.3 GHz
IAD-A258136) p 120 N93-17985
Dual-task training strategies and aging
[AD-A258261I p 131 N93-18027
Decision paths in complex tasks
[NASA-CR-192121 | p 132 N93-18359
Application and validation of workload assessment
techniques
IAD-A2645751 p 366 N93-32012
Man-machine cooperation in advanced teleoperation
p 366 N93-32106
TAXONOMY
Errors in aviation maintenance - Taxonomy and
control p 175 A93-27135
Revision of the Wind River faunas, early Eocene of
central Wyoming. X - Bunophorus (Mammalia,
Artiodactyla) p 203 A93-33026
TEAMS
The role of mental models in team performance in
complex systems p 262 A93-34985
Computer-supported collaborative work - A new agenda
for human factors engineering p 348 A93-42841
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
Helmet-mounted systems technology planning for the
future p 227 A93-30052
Water reclamation technology development for future
long range missions
|SAE PAPER 921351 | p 306 A93-41510
TECHNOLOGIES
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
|JPRS-ULS-92-025| p 244 N93-25405
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
IJPRS-ULS-92-020I p 244 N93-25406
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
|JPRS-ULS-92-022| p 253 N93-25407
TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT
Advances in training technology and the role of the
inslructor p 98 A93-18775
Animal surgery in microgravity p112 A93-24047
Biomedical engineering • A means to add new dimension
to medicine and research p 190 A93-28717
Helmet-mounted systems test and evaluation process
p227 A93-30053
I-NIGHTS and beyond — Interim-Night Integrated
Goggle and Head Tracking System p 227 A93-30054
Intensified CCD sensor applications for helmet-mounted
displays P 228 A93-30064
Anthropometry lor HMD design — using
three-dimensional quantitative morphology
p229 A93-30069
Ultraviolet disinfection technology assessment
IPB92-2228681 P 64 N93-12983
1991 NASA Life Support Systems Analysis workshop
'|NASA-CR-4466| p 310 N93-27100
1992 NASA Life Support Systems Analysis workshop
| NASA-CR-4467 | p310 N93-27101
The ECLSS advanced automation project evolution and
technology assessment p 312 N93-27723
Assessment of the state of the art in life support
environmental control for SEI p315 N93-27978
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
The strategic role of automation and robotics for
Columbus utilization p 181 A93-26567
NASA's telerobotics research program
p 263 A93-35566
Benefits, limitations, and guidelines for application of
stereo 3-D display technology to the tockpit
environment p 350 A93-44895
Machine vision in space p 395 A93-52641
Design of a portable powered seat lift
p 195 N93-22190
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
IJPRS-ULS-93-005] P 276 N93-28683
JPRS report: Science and technology. Central Eurasia:
Life sciences
|JPRS-ULS-92-027| p 276 N93-28684
TELEMETRY
Validation of two temperature pill telemetry systems in
humans during moderate and strenuous exercise
|AD-A259068| p 124 N93-19072
TELEOPERATORS
Teleoperation to robotics at Langley Research Center
p 101 A93-18569
Eye slaved pointing system for teleoperator control
p 101 A93-19090
World model and its uncertainty in supervisory robot
control p 183 A93-27027
Virtual display aids for teleoperation
p 183 A93-27029
Real time proximity cues for teleoperation using model
based force reflection p 184 A93-27033
The Servicing Aid Tool — teleoperated manipulation
system lor space shuttle orbiters p 192 A93-29116
A teleoperation training simulator with visual and
kinesthetic force virtual reality p 233 A93-33448
Timing considerations of Helmet Mounted Display
performance p 233 A93-33449
A force-reflecting teleoperated hand system for the study
of tactile sensing in precision manipulation
p 263 A93-35536
Visual specification of robot motion
p 348 A93-42845
Kinematics and control of a fully parallel force-reflecting
hand controller for manipulator teleoperation
p 364 A93-45598
Designs and development of a master-slava
teleoperated robot p 390 A93-49357
Transforming human hand motion for tetemanipulation
p 390 A93-49394
Operator performance with alternative manual control
modes in teleoperation p 390 A93-49397
Synthetic experience - A proposed taxonomy
p390 A93-49398
Interactive and cooperative sensing and control for
advanced teleoperation p 391 A93-49443
Optimizing dynamic transparency in teleoperator
architectures
| AAS PAPER 92-0561 p 392 A93-50596
A low cost helmet-mounted camera/display system for
field testing teleoperator tasks p 408 A93-53122
Intelligent sensing and control for advanced
teleoperation p 409 A93-54158
Integrated tools for teleoperated satellite repair
p 409 A93-54845
Operator vision aids for space teleoperation assembly
and servicing p 33 N93-11981
A study of the effects of lens focal length on remote
driver performance
|AD-A263191| P 321 N93-28941
Man-machine cooperation in advanced teleoperation
p 366 N93-32106
Integration of advanced teleoperation technologies for
control of space robots p 366 N93-32107
Interactive and cooperative sensing and control for
advanced teleoperation p 366 N93-32108
TeleOperator/telePresence System (TOPS) Concept
Verification Model (CVM) development
p367 N93-32112
A-111
TELEROBOTICS SUBJECT INDEX
TELEROBOTICS
Space robotics and its man-machine interface
p27 A93-11204
Space telerobotic research and applications at Space
Systems/Loral
|AAS PAPER 91-0461 p 62 A93-15588
Teleoperation to robotics at Langley Research Center
p 101 A93-18569
Evaluation of inertial devices for the control of large,
flexible, space-based telerobotic arms
p 101 A93-18710
Collision avoidance of a multiple degree of redundancy
manipulator operating through a window
p 136 A93-23846
ResfcU/ch and development of sensing and manipulation
techniques for space robotics on a testbed
| AIAA PAPER 93-0794| p 136 A93-24873
Fusing human and machine skills for remote robotic
operations p 137 A93-24994
Using tactile information in telerobotics
p 138 A93-25482
Cooperative intelligent robotics in space II; Proceedings
of the Meeting. Boston. MA. Nov. 12-14, 1991
ISPIE-16121 p182 A93-27001
Accuracy of locating circular features using machine
vision — for robotic systems p 182 A93-27022
World model and its uncertainty in supervisory robot
control p 183 A93-27027
Emergence of telerobotic control enhancement from
research in machine autonomy p 183 A93-27028
Virtual display aids for teleoperation
p 183 A93-27029
A telerobotic virtual control system
p 183 A93-27030
Incorporating robot vision in tele-autonomous systems
p 184 A93-27031
Interactive Scene Analysis Module - A sensor-database
fusion system for telerobotic environments
p 184 A93-27032
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|AD-A264021| p 340 N93-30026
Aerospace Medical Research Labs., Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH.
Development of a tactile perceived attitude transducer
|AD-A253724| p 25 N93-11081
The effect of variable seat back angles on human
response to + Gz impact accelerations
IAD-A250673I p 31 N93-11559
Hybrid 2 and hybrid 3 dummy neck properties for
computer modeling
|AD-A255544| p 66 N93-13874
Measurement and evaluation of blast overpressure
during F-15A crew station vulnerability assessment test
|AD-A257152| p 104 N93-16033
Theory of signal detection and its application to visual
target acquisition: A review of the literature
| AD-A2629201 p 288 N93-28307
Armstrong Laboratory space visual function tester
program p 284 N93-28739
Effect of microgravity on several visual functions during
STS Shuttle missions: Visual Function Tester-Model 1
(VFT-1) p 284 N93-28740
Effect of microgravity on visual contrast threshold during
STS Shuttle missions: Visual Function Tester-Model 2
(VFT-2) p 284 N93-28741
Effect of microgravity on the visual near point: Visual
Function Tester-Model 4 (VFT-4) p 284 N93-28742
Cognitive interface considerations for intelligent
cockpits p 319 N93-28865
An evaluation of B-1B pilot performance during simulated
instrument approaches with and without status
information
|AD-A263874| p 353 N93-29888
Methods for characterizing the human head for the
design of helmets
IAD-A263875I p 353 N93-29889
Handedness and motor programming effects of manual
control and movement
IAD-A264022I p 340 N93-30027
Air Force Human Resources Lab., Brooks AFB, TX.
Epidemiology of United States Air Force spatial
disorientation accidents: 1990-1991 p 133 N93-19679
Measuring hearing protection device performance using
the metrosonics db-3100 sound level analyzer
(dosimeter)
|AD-A260852| p 265 N93-25787
Air Force Human Resources Lab., Wright-Patterson
AFB, OH.
A cognitive architecture for human performance process
model research
(AD-A261040I p258 N93-25815
Air Force Inst. of Tech., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
physiological effects of positive pressure ventilation
|AD-A254809| p 49 N93-12751
Postoperative hyperbaric oxygen treatment of peripheral
nerve damage
|AD-A255842| p 52 N93-14084
Dual-task training strategies and aging
|AD-A258261| p 131 N93-18027
A study of illness related lost time in transport aircraft
crewmembers
|AD-A258193| p 132 N93-18298
The effects of iconic presentation on individuals
IAD-A258785] p 133 N93-18949
A toposcopic investigation of brain electrical activity
induced by motion sickness
|AD-A259024| p 124 N93-18952
Retinal modeling: Segmenting motion from
spatio-temporal inputs using neural networks
IAD-A258854] p 125 N93-19369
Comparative evaluation of a monocular head mounted
display device versus a flat screen display device in
presenting aircraft maintenance technical data
|AD-A259684| p 234 N93-23660
Air Force Medical Center, Lackland AFB, TX.
Early markers of HIV infection and subclinical disease
progression p 17 N93-11296
Neuropsychiatric morbidity in early HIV disease:
Implications for military occupational function
p 18 N93-11299
Air Force Systems Command, Brooks AFB, TX.
Introduction to training decisions modeling technologies:
The training decisions system
|AD-A249862| . p 27 N93-12252
Field test of a computer-driven tool to measure
psychological characteristics of aircrew
|AD-A264484| p 341 N93-30425
Determinants of performance rating accuracy: A field
study
|AD-A264726| p 342 N93-30575
A preliminary empirical evaluation of virtual reality as
an instructional medium for visual-spatial tasks
p367 N93-32151
Nutrition for a typical MAC crew during Desert Storm
p 368 N93-32245
The lifestyle and dietary consumption patterns of United
States Air Force aviators within air training command at
Randolph Air Force Base. Texas p 369 N93-32257
The influence of dietary counseling and cardiac
catheterization on lipid profiles in American military
aviators p 369 N93-32259
Subjective mood and fatigue of C-141 crew during Desert
Storm p 370 N93-32264
C-141 aircrew sleep and fatigue during the Persian Gulf
conflict p 371 N93-32265
Digital flight data as a measure of pilot performance
associated with fatigue from continuous operations during
the Persian Gulf conflict p 371 N93-32268
Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
OH.
A tutorial on exit pupils and eye rotation with virtual image
optical displays
|AD-A262399| p 333 N93-29400
Air Force Wright Research and Development Center,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Developing virtual cockpits p 145 N93-19764
Air War Coll., Maxwell AFB, AL.
A paradigm shift in Air Force medicine
IAD-A258334] p 121 N93-18159
AiResearch Mlg. Co., Los Angeles, CA.
Dust protection lor environmental control and life support
systems in the lunar environment p 315 N93-27979
Alabama A & M Univ., Normal.
A proposal to demonstrate production of salad crops
in the Space Station Mockup Facility with particular
attention to space, energy, and labor constraints
|NASA-CR-192815| p 209 N93-23169
Alabama Univ., Huntsvllle.
ECLSS medical support activities
INASA-CR-1844291 P 23 N93-12427
Establishing laboratory standards for biological flight
experiments
INASA-CR-1844021 p 40 N93-12901
Methods development for total organic carbon
accountability
INASA-CR-1844381 p 40 N93-12949
C-1
Alaska Univ. CORPORA TE SOURCE
Microbiological methods lor the water recovery systems
test, revision 1.1
|NASA-CR-184390| p 64 N93-12966
Ground testing of bioconvective variables such as
morphological characterizations and mechanisms which
regulate macroscopic patterns p 82 N93-17303
Development of a prototype interactive learning system
using multi-media technology for mission independent
training program p 100 N93-17310
Materials dispersion and biodynamics project research
p207 N93-22651
Alaska Univ., Anchorage.
Nifedipine for treatment of high altitude pulmonary
edema
IAD-A256959I p 95 N93-16187
Alberta Research Council, Edmonton.
A monitoring and control system for complex
man-machine systems: Preliminary design
p70 N93-14951
American Inst of Biological Sciences. Washington, DC.
Possible biomedical applications and limitations of a
variable-force centrifuge on the lunar surface: A research
tool and an enabling resource p 83 N93-17458
Anacapa Sciences, Inc., Fort Pucker, AL.
Operator workload predictions for the revised AH-64 A
workload prediction model, volume 1
IAO-A254198I p 30 N93-10261
Selective factors affecting rotary wing aviator
performance with symbology superimposed on night vision
goggles
[AD-A254983I p 35 N93-12508
An evaluation of crew coordination and performance
during a simulated UH-60 helicopter mission
|AD-A254984| p 35 N93-12509
Operator workload predictions for the revised AH-64A
workload prediction model. Volume 2: Appendixes A
through H
|AD-A254939| p 63 N93-12545
Human factors research in aircrew performance and
training: 1986-1991
IAO-A25445SI p 63 N93-12609
The effects of superimposing symbology on a simulated
night vision goggle display
[AD-A263458I p 354 N93-30590
Anacapa Sciences, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA.
Long-duration isolation and confinement: Human factors
issues and research requirements p 100 N93-16808
Analysis and Technology, Inc., New London, CT.
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue (joint Canadian/US Coast Guard
experiment)
[AD-A255525I p 70 N93-14554
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue
[AD-A257704| p 107 N93-17697
Analytics, Inc., Willow Grove, PA.
Ocular attention-sensing interlace system
[NASA-CR-190884) p 65 N93-13450
Application and validation of workload assessment
techniques
[AD-A264575) p 366 N93-32012
Applied Physics, Inc., Nanuet, NY.
Design/development of an enhanced biodynamic
manikin p 142 N93-19667
Architectural Horizon, Makkah (Saudi Arabia).
Prefabricated foldable lunar base modular systems for
habitats, offices, and laboratories p 106 N93-17444
Argonne National Lab, IL.
Effects of maglev-spectrum magnetic field exposure on
CEM T-tymphoblastoid human cell growth and
differentiation
[DE92-0411341 p 96 N93-16552
Primary charge separation in isolated photosystem 2
reaction centers
[DE92-041128J p 82 N93-17189
Nonlinear optical properties of porphyrin and chlorophyll
dimers studied by degenerated four wave mixing
'[ DE93-006411] p 210 N93-24028
Arizona Univ., Tucson.
Thermal control systems for low-temperature heat
rejection on a lunar base
[NASA-CR-191286] p 65 N93-13717
Closed ecological systems: From test tubes to Earth's
biosphere p315 N93-27976
The chronic effects of jP-8 jet fuel exposure on the
lungs
[AO-A264162] p 334 N93-30153
Arkansas Untv., Fayettevtlle.
Biological conversion of synthesis gas culture
development
[DE92-001279] p6 N93-12482
Biological conversion of synthesis gas
[DE92-017673] p 40 N93-13269
Arkansas Univ., Pine-Bluff.
The neurochemical and neuropharmacological basis of
motion sickness
I NASA-CR-1909571 p 50 N93-13061
Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Inst, Bethesda,
HO.
DoO space radiation concerns
IAD-A253135I p 13 N93-10613
AFRRI reports
IAD-A254581I p 49 N93-12649
AFRRI Reports
|AD-A257231| p 80 N93-15965
Army Aeromedical Research Lab, Fort Rucker, AL.
The relationship between environmental conditions and
UH-60 cockpit temperature
{AD-A255918I p 69 N93-14090
Test and evaluation report of the Physio Control
Defibrillator/Monitor, Model LifePak(tm) 6s
|AD-A255691| p 52 N93-14103
The relationship between computer scoring and
safety-pilot grading of flight performance
IAD-A256245I p 58 N93-14600
Effects of terfenadine and diphenhydramine on brain
activity and performance in a UH-60 flight simulator
|AD-A258012| p 119 N93-17817
Effects of microclimate cooling on physiology and
performance while flying the UH-60 helicopter simulator
in NBC conditions in a controlled heat environment
IAO-A258502I p 129 N93-20400
In-night field-of-view with ANVIS
IAO-A259905I p 235 N93-23992
Effects on physiology and performance of wearing the
aviator NBC ensemble while flying the UH-60 helicopter
flight simulator in a controlled heat environment
|AD-A259909| p 235 N93-23995
Human visual limitations on suprathreshold contrast
perception through ANVIS
IAD-A259970I p 226 N93-24431
An automated method for determining mass properties
|AO-A259924| p 236 N93-24441
The use of extended wear contact lenses in the aviation
environment: An Army-wide study
|AD-A260938| p 255 N93-26218
Interpupillary and vertex distance effects on field-of-view
and acuity with ANVIS
IAO-A261259I p 268 N93-26265
The use of electrophysiological and cognitive variables
in the assessment of degradation during periods of
sustained wakefulness
|AO-A263033| p 283 N93-27923
The effects of cockpit heat on aviator sleep
parameters p 371 N93-32266
Army Air Corps, Stockbridge (England).
Disorientation and flight safety: A survey of UK Army
aircrew p 133 N93-19680
Army Air Mobility Research and Development Lab.,
Fort Eustis, VA.
Sound attenuation characteristics of the standard
DH-132A and SPH-4 helmets worn in combination with
standard issue earplugs
|AD-A263011| p350 N93-29406
Army Command and General Staff Coll., Fort
Leavenworth, KS.
A progressive resistance weight training program
designed to improve the armor crewman's strength
|AD-A255553| p 53 N93-14556
Army Environmental Hygiene Agency, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.
Procedures for the diagnostic dose resistance test kits
for mosquitoes, body lice, and beetle pests of stored
products
|AD-A255224| p 51 N93-13941
Army Intelligence Center and School, Fort Huachuca,
a.
United States Army space experiment 601
[AO-A261460I p260 N93-26353
Army Medical Center, Fort Gordon, GA.
Metabolic factors influencing myocardial recovery from
acidosis (OC3)
(AD-A252376) p 14 N93-10796
Army Natick Research and Development Command,
MA.
Evaluation of two microclimate cooling air vests on a
heated mannequin
[AD-A259410) p 194 N93-21269
Assessing patterns of change in anthropometric
dimensions: Secular trends of US Army females.
1946-1988
[AD-A260869) p 265 N93-25628
Anthropometry of the foot and lower leg of U.S. Army
soldiers: Fort Jackson, SC
[AD-A261405) p 268 N93-26404
The Environmental Symptoms Questionnaire (ESO):
Development and application
[AD-A264127I p 335 N93-30196
The effects of an antijet lag diet p 370 N93-32263
Effects of caffeine on mental performance and mood:
Implications for aircrew members p 372 N93-32269
Army Research Inst. of Environmental Medicine,
Natick, MA.
Sustaining health and performance in the cold:
Environmental medicine guidance for cold-weather
operation
|AD-A254328| p 23 N93-12145
Effect of protective clothing ensembles on artillery
battery crew performance
|AD-A254327| p 64 N93-12960
Validation of two temperature pill telemetry systems in
humans during moderate and strenuous exercise
[AD-A259068I p 124 N93-19072
Nutrition and hydration status of aircrew members
consuming the food packet, survival, general purpose,
improved during a simulated survival scenario
IAD-A258744) p 128 N93-20384
Sustaining health and performance in the cold: A pocket
guide to environmental medicine aspects of cold-weather
operations
[AD-A259625] p218 N93-24021
Biophysical model for handwear insulation testing
[AD-A262926] p 320 N93-28884
Medical aspects of cold weather operations: A handbook
for medical officers
[AD-A263559] p 336 N93-30588
Field trial of caffeine on physical performance at altitude:
An attempt to overcome the challenge
[AD-A264260] p 337 N93-30894
An annotated bibliography of research involving women,
conducted at the US Army Research Institute of
Environmental Medicine
[AD-A265497] p 360 N93-31917
Army Research Lab, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
A study of the effects of lens focal length on remote
driver performance
IAD-A263191] p 321 N93-28941
Arup (Ove) and Partners, London (England).
Computer aided methods for simulating occupant
response to impact using OASYS DYNA3D
p 142 N93-19666
Australian InsL of Nuclear Science and Engineering,
Lucas Heights.
The Thirteenth AINSE Radiation Biology Conference:
Conference handbook
(DE93-609131] p 338 N93-31225
B
Battelle Columbus Labs., Research Triangle Park, NC.
Selection of personnel for stressful occupations: The
potential utility of psychophysiological measures as
selection tools
[AD-A264571) p 363 N93-32011
Battelle Columbus Labs., OH.
Evaluation of lightweight and low profile communications
devices for Respiratory Protective system 21 (RESPO
21)
IAD-A253393) p 30 N93-10217
Evaluation of an electronics system concept for
Respiratory Protection system (RESPO 21)
[AD-A253394I p 30 N93-10288
Evaluation of multilayer mask concept for RESPO 21
[AD-A253392I p 33 N93-12079
Human factors design principles for instrument approach
procedure charts. Volume 1: Readability
[AD-A257234] p 104 N93-15968
Bechtel National, Inc., San Francisco, CA.
Oxygen production on the Lunar materials processing
frontier p315 N93-27967
Belgian Air Force, Brussels.
Allergy screening and lollow-up in student pilots of the
Belgian Air Force (BAF) p 21 N93-11316
Biological parameters and cardiovascular risk factors
with the flying personnel of the Belgian Armed Forces
p 370 N93-32260
Bevill State Community Coll., Fayette, AL
Development of a pyrolysis waste recovery model with
designs, test plans, and applications for space-based
habitats p 267 N93-26076
Biokinetlcs and Associates Ltd, Ottawa (Ontario).
An improved anthropometric test device
p 143 N93-19670
Bionetlcs Corp., Cocoa Beach, FL.
Characterization of the water soluble component of
inedible residue from candidate CELSS crops
[NASA-TM-107557) p 139 N93-18111
Biospherical Instruments, Inc, San Diego, CA.
New approaches to the measurement of chlorophyll,
related pigments and productivity in the sea
[NASA-CR-190879] p 42 N93-13612
C-2
CORPORA TE SOURCE Defence and Civil Inst. of Environmental Medicine
Biotronics Technologies, Inc., Waukesha, Wl.
Transcutaneous Analyte Measuring Methods (TAMM).
phase 2
|AD-A256327| p 54 N93-15192
Transcutaneous analyte measuring methods
IAD-A262861I p 333 N93-29509
Boeing Defense and Space Group, Huntsville, AL.
Lunar base thermal management/power system
analysis and design p315 N93-27985
Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, OR.
Joint HVAC transmission EMF environmental study
|DE92-017863| p 43 N93-15211
Boston Univ., MA.
Visual perception of structure from motion
|AD-A253235| p 26 N93-11503
The cognitive, perceptual, and neural bases of skilled
performance
IAD-A258236I p 130 N93-17820
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Brough (England).
Aircrew acceptance of automation in the cockpit
p 144 N93-19761
British Aerospace Aircraft Group, Preston (England).
The integration of advanced cockpit and systems
design p 147 N93-19779
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co., Bristol (England).
Oculomotor responses and virtual image displays
p319 N93-28862
British Aerospace Public Ltd. Co.,
Kingston-upon-Thames (England).
Ergonomic development of digital map displays
p320 N93-28866
British Columbia Univ., Vancouver.
Gravity as a factor in the orientation and vertical
migration of marine zooplankton p 158 N93-21098
Brookhaven National Lab., Upton, NY.
Resource capture by single leaves
|DE92-015847| p5 N93-10461
The potential effects of concurrent increases in
temperature, CO2 and O3 on net photosynthesis, as
mediated by rubisCO
|DE92-019411| p5 N93-11630
The effects of prolonged growth in elevated CO2
concentrations in the field on the amounts of different leaf
proteins
| DE93-0029401 p115 N93-19751
Improved inhalation technology for setting safe exposure
levels for workplace chemicals p 174 N93-22164
Brown Univ., Providence, Rl.
Theory of synaptic plasticity in visual cortex
IAD-A2600521 p 224 N93-23960
Theory of synaptic plasticity in visual cortex
|AD-A260322| p219 N93-24238
Mechanical stimulation of skeletal muscle mitigates
glucocorticoid induced decreases in prostaglandin
synthesis
INASA-CR-1930401 p 222 N93-24763
Mechanical stimulation of skeletal muscle increases
prostaglandin F2(alpha) synthesis and cyclooxygenase
activity by a pertussis toxin sensitive mechanism
INASA-CR-193041 | p 282 N93-27102
Growth factor involvement in tension-induced skeletal
muscle growth
INASA-CR-1930231 p 282 N93-27113
California Univ., Berkeley.
Spatio-temporal masking: Hyperacuity and local
adaptation
|AD-A257934| p 121 N93-18006
Micromotional studies of utricular and canal afferents
INASA-CR-1927031 p 207 N93-22800
Computer based analysis and synthesis of retinal
function
|AD-A260514| P221 N93-24420
California Univ., Berkeley. Lawrence Berkeley Lab.
Mathematics and biology: The interface, challenges and
opportunities
|DE92-041207| p 82 N93-17359
California Univ., Irvine.
Classification of complex sounds
|AD-A258405| P 122 N93-18223
Analysis of neural systems involved in modulation of
memory storage
|AD-A262418| P 283 N93-27654
California Univ., Los Angeles.
Applications of living systems theory to life in space
p 105 N93-16865
California Univ., San Diego, La Jolla.
Extrathalmic modulation of cortical function
IAD-A255440I P 53 N93-14782
Neural basis of motion perception
IAD-A261452I P 260 N93-28349
Comparative analytical study of evoked and event
related potentials as correlates of cognitive processes
|AD-A261388| p 261 N93-26446
Wound healing and connective tissue metabolism: The
role of hyperbaric oxygen therapy
|AD-A262483| p 285 N93-28759
Camerino Univ. (Italy).
Vaccination against Hepatitis B: The Italian strategy
P15 N93-11289
Canadian Space Agency, Ottawa (Ontario).
Space life sciences overview p 158 N93-21074
Cerebral autoregulation in microgravity
p 173 N93-21112
Carnegie-Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA.
Connections! models and linguistic theory:
Investigations of stress systems in language
IAD-A265450I p 364 N93-32064
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH.
Shape optimization of tibial prosthesis components
INASA-CR-1911231 p 246 N93-27085
Catholic Univ. of America, Washington, DC.
Adaptive automation and human performance. 3: Effects
of practice on the benefits and costs of automation
shifts
IAD-A254381I p 64 N93-12860
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
|AD-A255799| p 42 N93-14648
Mechanisms of microwave induced damage in biologic
materials
|AD-A264415| p 358 N93-32035
Centers for Disease Control, Atlanta, GA.
Fundamental diagnostic hematology: Anemia (second
edition)
|PB93-188662| p 338 N93-31140
Fundamental diagnostic hematology: The bleeding and
clotting disorders (second edition)
|PB93-188670| p 338 N93-31158
Centre d'Enselgnement et de Recherches des
Industries Allmentalres et Chlmiques, Brussels
(Belgium).
Cognitive factors in the air events of the Air Force during
the last decade p 134 N93-19682
Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches de Medecine
Aerospatiale, Bretigny sur Orge (France).
Protein requirements in hypoxia or hypokinesia
p 368 N93-32244
Centre National de la Recherche Scientiflque, Orleans
(France).
Exobiology and terrestrial life p 237 N93-24405
Centre National de la Recherche Scientiflque, Paris
(France).
Human factors and the safety of flights: The importance
of the management of sleep p 371 N93-32267
Centre de Instrucclon de Mediclna Aeroespatlal,
Madrid (Spain).
Cardiovascular Risk Factors (CVRF) in Spanish pilots
with coronary artery disease demonstrated by angiographic
studies p 362 N93-32253
Survey of smoking habits in the Spanish Air Force
p 370 N93-32262
Chemical Research and Development Center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
Silicon neuron
|AD-A255091| p 50 N93-12756
Chemical Warfare/Chemical and Biological Defense
Information Analysis Center, Edgewood, MD.
Evaluation of test methods and requirements for
respiratory protection systems 21
|AD-A262466| p317 N93-28757
Evaluation and optimization of a flexible filtration system
for respiratory protection system 21
|AD-A262467| p 284 N93-28758
Civil Aeromedical Inst., Oklahoma City, OK.
Contribution of personality to the prediction of success
in initial air traffic control specialist training
IDOT/FAA/AM-93/4I p 259 N93-26138
Variations of time-to-incapacitation and
carboxyhemoglobin values in rats exposed to two carbon
monoxide concentrations
IDOT/FAA/AM-93/7I p 274 N93-27152
Variations in time-to-incapacitation and blood cynanide
values for rats exposed to two hydrogen cyanide gas
concentrations
IDOT/FAA/AM-93/8I p 283 N93-27158
Accident proneness: A research review
IDOT/FAA/AM-93/9] p 288 N93-28622
Civil Aviation Authority, London (England).
Mandatory multi-engined training syllabus
ICAP-601] P363 N93-31729
Coast Guard Research and Development Center,
Groton, CT.
Evaluation of Night Vision Goggles (NVG) for maritime
search and rescue (joint Canadian/US Coast Guard
experiment)
IAD-A255525I p 70 N93-14554
Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins.
Effects of spaceflight on the proliferation of jejunal
mucosal cells
[NASA-CR-191303] p 51 N93-13449
Colorado Univ., Boulder.
Immunology presentation at the 1990 NASA/NSF
Antarctica Biomedical Science Working Group
p 81 N93-16806
Autonomous support for microorganism research in
space
I NASA-CR-192062] p 83 N93-17780
Earth to lunar CELSS evolution p 351 N93-29727
Colorado Univ., Denver.
Beta-adrenergic blockade and lactate metabolism during
exercise at high altitude
IAO-A263544] p 334 N93-29820
Columbia Univ., New York, NY.
Radiation physics, biophysics, and radiation biology
|DE92-013673| p6 N93-12266
Decision paths in complex tasks
INASA-CR-192121] p 132 N93-18359
Visual perception of elevation
IAD-A261394] p 259 N93-26307
Connecticut Univ., Storrs.
Auditory perception
IAD-A255061I p23 N93-12469
Construcclones Aeronauticas S.A., Madrid (Spain).
Tobacco and health of the pilot
IETN-93-936931 p217 N93-23414
Construction Technology Labs., Skokie, IL.
Concrete lunar base investigation p 107 N93-17445
Cornell Univ., Ithaca, NY.
Center of Excellence in Biotechnology (Research)
|AD-A263598| p 330 N93-29915
Corvallls Environmental Research Lab., OR.
Anatomy and physiology of plant conductive systems
I P893-1560321 p 245 N93-25877
CryoLife, Inc., Marietta, GA.
Cellular and tissue injury during nonfreezing cold injury
and frostbite
IAD-A2605741 p 254 N93-25900
Cryopharm Corp., Pasadena, CA.
Freeze-dried human red blood cells
IAD-A253295] p 14 N93-11193
Dalhousie Univ., Halifax (Nova Scotia).
How do zooplankton feed? A critical microgravity
experiment p 158 N93-21097
Neurophysiological analysis of circadian rhythm
entrainment
I AD-A264681| p361N93-32018
Danish Aerospace Medical Center of Research,
Copenhagen.
Training concept for crew, end user, and ground centre
personnel in the Columbus utilisation programme
p 226 N93-24382
Dartmouth Coll., Hanover, NH.
Multimodal interactions in sensory-motor processing
|AD-A255780| p 59 N93-15067
Dassault-Breguet Aviation, Saint Cloud (France).
Flight above a virtual world p 145 N93-19766
Dayton Univ., OH.
Perceptual dimensions of visual scenes relevant for
simulating low-altitude flight
IAD-A254645] p 57 N93-12662
Automatic information processing and high performance
skills: Individual differences and mechanisms of
performance improvement in search-detection and
complex tasks
[AD-A257711] p 100 N93-17684
Automatic information processing and high performance
skills
[AD-A258473] p 132 N93-18273
Night vision goggle training: Development and
production of six video programs
1AD-A258529) p 148 N93-20050
Quantification of human responses
p 340 N93-29564
Effects of area-of-interest display characteristics of
visual search performance and head movements in
simulated low-level flight
[AD-A264661J p 341 N93-30542
Dayton Univ. Research Inst, OH.
Helmet-mounted area-of-interest display
[AD-A258275] p 139 N93-18029
CATS EYES adjustment procedures
[AD-A264069] p 353 N93-29924
Defence and Civil Inst. of Environmental Medicine,
Downsvlew (Ontario).
Bibliography of the Biosciences Division: 1986 to
present
jDCIEM-92-20) p 209 N93-23343
C-3
Defence and Civil Inst. of Environmental Medicine CORPORA TE SOURCE
Influence of the Cold Buster (tm) sports bar on heat
debt, mobilization and oxidation of energy substrates
[AD-A262762] p 285 N93-28939
Evaluation of personal cooling systems in conjunction
with explosive ordnance disposal suits
IAD-A262862] p 350 N93-29471
Defence and Civil Inst of Environmental Medicine,
North York (Ontario).
Mechanisms of immune failure in burn injury
p 15 N93-11285
Asthma in aircrew: Assessment, treatment and
disposition p 21 N93-11315
Principles for integrating voice I/O in a complex
interface p 145 N93-19774
Defence Research Agency, Bedford (England).
The design and development of the new RAF standard
HUD format
 P318 N93-28856
Defence Research Agency, Famborough (England).
The quest for an integrated frying helmet
p319 N93-28860
Defence Research Agency, Seveuales (England).
Explosives search dogs p 159 N93-21933
Defence Research Establishment, Ottawa (Ontario).
AFTERRISE: Deep body temperature following
exercise
|AD-A259887| p218 N93-23984
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency,
Arlington, VA.
From pilot's associate to satellite controller's
associate
 P32 N93-11922
Defense Technical Information Center, San Diego, CA.
Directory of design support methods
|AD-A256987| p 104 N93-16258
Delft Hydraulics Lab. (Netherlands).
A new concept for helmet mounted vision
p 145 N93-19767
Department of Energy, Washington, DC.
Proceedings of a Workshop on Molecular Nuclear
Medicine
IDE93-010828) p 285 N93-28835
Department of the Air Force, Kirtland AFB, NM.
TALON and CRADLE: Systems for the rescue of
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Methodology issues concerning the accuracy of
kinematic data collection and analysis using the ariel
performance analysis system
| NASA-CR-1856891 p 34 N93-12211
Occupational ergonomics in space p 68 N93-14013
Assessment ol the state of the art in life support
environmental control for SEI p 315 N93-27978
Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co., Washington,
DC.
Digest of Russian Space Life Sciences, issue 33
|NASA-CR-3922(39)| p 244 N93-25195
Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, CA.
Space life support technology applications to terrestrial
environmental problems p 265 N93-25617
Simplified Aid For Crew Rescue (SAFR)
p313 N93-27793
London Univ. (England).
Autoradiographic distribution and applied
pharmacological characteristics of dextromethorphan and
related antitissue/anticonvulsant drugs and novel
analogs
|AD-A255607| p 54 N93-15009
Los Alamos National Lab, NM.
Self-programming of matter and the evolution ol
proto-biological organizations
|DE92-015244| p5 N93-10628
Functional MRI studies of human vision on a clinical
imager
IDE92-017448] p 49 N93-12566
A weighted iterative algorithm lor neuromagnetic
imaging
IDE92-O40244) p 51 N93-13522
Adaptive fillers for monitoring localized brain activity from
surface potential time series
|DE93-003795| p217 N93-22774
Biomagnetic localization from transient quasi-static
events
IDE93-O07328) p 253 N93-25186
The acute inhalation toxicily ol pyrotysis products of
halon 1301
|AD-A260874| p 254 N93-25629
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Evaluation ol NOM-induced loxicity
IAD-A261034| p 283 N93-28122
Louisiana State Univ., Baton Rouge.
A physico-chemical study ol some areas ol fundamental
significance to biophysics
|OE92-019917| p 40 N93-13034
A physico-chemical study of some areas of fundamental
significance to biophysics
|DE92-019916| p 40 N93-13083
Louisiana Tech Univ., Ruston.
Utilization of the graded universal testing system to
increase the efficiency for assessing aerobic and anaerobic
capacity p 246 N93-26077
Loyola Univ., Chicago, ll_
Auditory processing of complex sounds across
frequency channels
|AD-A253612| p 13 N93-10650
M
Mainstream Engineering Corp., Rockledge, Fl_
Lightweight passive microclimate cooling device
[AD-A262262] p317 N93-28112
Marine Biological Lab., Woods Hole, MA.
Abstracts of papers presented at the annual meeting
of the Society of General Physiologists
[AD-A257718] p 121 N93-18211
Maryland Inst. for Emergency Medical Services,
Baltimore.
Development and enhancement of a mode of
performance and decision making under stress in a real
life setting
[AD-A257796] p 123 N93-18363
Maryland Univ., Baltimore.
Development and enhancement of a model of
performance and decision making under stress in a real
life setting
[AD-A255699] p 99 N93-16111
Maryland Univ., College Park.
Coordinated action in 3-D space
[AD-A249830] p 31 N93-10994
Architecture of autonomous systems
[NASA-CR-192974) p 266 N93-26047
Coordinated action in 3-D space
[AD-A261418] p 261 N93-26449
Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston.
Cognition in the brain: Investigations using positron
emission tomography
[AD-A254280) p 14 N93-10765
Center of Excellence in laser medicine
[DE92-018760] p 22 N93-11445
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Cambridge.
Super auditory localization for improved human-machine
interfaces
[AD-A254699] p 34 N93-12229
Design requirements for force reflecting master
controllers p 139 N93-18035
Why do we see three-dimensional objects?
[AD-A259892] p 224 N93-23986
Comparative mutagenesis of human celts in vivo and
in vitro
|DE93-012269| p 276 N93-28651
Programmable interactive system for cochlear implant
electrode stimulation
[AD-A262558I p 333 N93-29421
Massachusetts Inst. of Tech., Lexington.
Parametric study of diffusion-enhancement networks for
spatiotemporal grouping in real-time artificial vision
[AD-A256059] p 58 N93-14580
Massachusetts Univ., Amherst.
Adaptation to transient postural perturbations
INASA-CR-190959] p 105 N93-16699
Materials Research Labs., Ascot Vale (Australia).
Membrane technology: A search for membranes for
submarine atmosphere control
IAD-A260581] p 266 N93-25904
McDonnell-Douglas Space Systems Co., Houston, TX.
Intelligent fault management for the Space Station active
thermal control system p 32 N93-11930
Hyperbaric treatment p 360 N93-31454
Daily exercise routines p 360 N93-31455
McDonnell-Douglas Space Systems Co., Huntington
Beach, CA.
Distributed environmental control p 32 N93-11924
Evolving EVA system capability for the evolving Space
Station Freedom requirements p 312 N93-27791
Atmospheric control systems p 365 N93-31456
Rotational speed control p 365 N93-31457
Vibration isolation p 365 N93-31458
McDonnell-Douglas Space Systems Co., Huntsvllle, Al_
Space Station ECLSS integration analysis
[NASA-CR-1924701 p 195 N93-22002
Technologies for ECLSS evolution
p 311 N93-27720
Medical Research Council, London (England).
The central executive component of working memory
|AD-A258724| p 135 N93-20326
Memphis State Univ., TN.
Questioning mechanisms during complex learning
|AD-A247382| p 26 N93-11415
Mercer Univ., Macon, GA.
Investigation into the common mode rejection ratio of
the physiological signal conditioner circuit
p 245 N93-26073
Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Munich
(Germany).
Biochemically active layers for selective material
detection sensors
| MBB-Z-0440-92-PUB | p 158 N93-20959
User areas in aircraft cockpit, using methods of rapid
prototype development
IMBB-FE-315-S-PUB-0493I p 196 N93-22389
Messerschmitt-Boelkow-Blohm G.m.b.H., Ottobrunn
(Germany).
Instructions and advance training measures for the
improvement of human reliability
|MBB-FE-313-S-PUB-0500| ' p 181 N93-21402
Michigan State Univ., East Lansing.
Interdisciplinary research and training program in the
plant sciences
|DE92-015919| p5 N93-10835
Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor.
New techniques for positron emission tomography in
the study of human neurological disorders
IDE92-015353I p 23 N93-11873
New techniques for positron emission tomography in
the study of human neurological disorders
[DE93-002098J p 95 N93-15900
Non-invasive .evaluation of the. cardiac autonomic
nervous system by PET
[DE92-041077I p 96 N93-16441
Helmeted head and neck dynamics under whole-body
vibration p 264 N93-25531
Discomfort glare from high-intensity discharge
headlamps: Effects of context and experience
|PB93-174720| p 336 N93-30659
Minnesota Univ., Minneapolis.
Design, construction, and control of a two
degree-of-freedom electric direct-drive human power
amplifier p 65 N93-13486
Psychophysical analyses of perceptual representations
|AD-A255432| p 58 N93-14510
Mitre Corp., Bedford, MA.
Measures of user-system interface effectiveness:
Assessment of structured judgment evaluation techniques
for graphical, direct-manipulation style interfaces
[AD-A254493I p 63 N93-12576
Measures of user-system interface effectiveness: An
encoding scheme and indicators for assessing the usability
of graphical, direct-manipulation style user interfaces
|AD-A260606| p 265 N93-25840
Head mounted displays for virtual reality
|AD-A263498| p 322 N93-29340
Monterey Technologies, Inc., Carmel, CA.
Autonomic physiological data associated with simulator
discomfort
[NASA-CR-177609] p 222 N93-24738
Mote Marine Lab., Sarasota, FL.
Phytoplankton photosynthesis in natural mixed layers
|AD-A255010| p 39 N93-12871
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY.
NASA supporting studies for microgravity research on
eye movements
| NASA-CR-1932331 p 285 N93-29041
N
Nagoya Univ. (Japan).
Telescience testbedding for physiological experiments
under hypobaric hypoxic conditions p 220 N93-24398
National Academy of Sciences - National Research
Council, Washington, DC.
Assessment of programs in space biology and
medicine
[NASA-CR-1909301 p 41 N93-13327
Body composition and physical performance
|AD-A255627| p 69 N93-14161
Monitoring human tissues fortoxic substances
|PB92-223239| p 173 N93-21498
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, DC.
The space life sciences strategy for the 21st century
p 1 A93-10636
Electronystagmography and audio potentials in space
flight p9 A93-11675
Dynamic analysis to evaluate viscoelastic passive
damping augmentation for the Space Shuttle Remote
Manipulator System p 28 A93-12222
Potential health risks from postulated accidents involving
the Pu-238 RTG on the Ulysses solar exploration
mission p 43 A93-13774
Anisotropy in an ambiguous kinetic depth effect
p 55 A93-14097
Human speed perception is contrast dependent
p55 A93-14119
Hazard alerting and situational awareness in advanced
air transport cockpits p 61 A93-14377
Role of atrial natriuretic peptide in systemic responses
to acute isotonic volume expansion p 44 A93-14968
Beta-endorphin and arginine vasopressin following
stressful sensory stimuli in man p 47 A93-16158
Methane transport mechanisms and isotopic
fractionation in emergent macrophytes of an Alaskan
tundra Jake p 38 A93-16544
Exobiology science objectives at a lunar base
p 71 A93-17435
New pharmacologic approaches to the prevention of
space/motion sickness p 85 A93-17538
Comet Halley as an aggregate of interstellar dust and
further evidence for the photochemical formation of
organics in the interstellar medium p 108 A93-17824
Comets and the origins and evolution of life; Proceedings
of the Conference, Univ. of Wisconsin. Eau Claire. Sept.
30-Oct. 2. 1991 p 109 A93-17976
Comets and the formation of biochemical compounds
on the primitive earth - A review p 109 A93-U977
Comets as a possible source of prebiotic molecules
p 109 A93-17979
The fate or organic matter during planetary accretion -
Preliminary studies of the organic chemistry of
experimentally shocked Murchison meteorite
p110 A93-17984
Chemical environments of submarine hydrothermal
systems p 74 A93-18005
Hydrothermal organic synthesis experiments
p 74 A93-18007
Eccentric exercise training as a countermeasure to
non-weight-bearing soleus muscle atrophy
p 78 A93-20033
Effects of insulin and exercise on rat hindlimb muscles
after simulated microgravity p 78 A93-20036
Conference on Correlations of Aging and Space Effects
on Biosystems, Oct. 30-Nov. 1, 1989. Proceedings
p 79 A93-20651
NASA plans and opportunities p 79 A93-20652
Research on sleep, circadian rhythms and aging -
Applications to manned spacellight p 94 A93-20658
Altered cell function in microgravity
p 79 A93-20660
The pituitary - Aging and spaceflown rats
p 79 A93-20661
Caenorhabditis elegans - A model system for space
biology studies p 80 A93-20665
The life span of the biosphere revisited
p 149 A93-21847
Blood volume reduction counteracts fluid shifts in water
immersion p118 A93-25206
Human speed perception is contrast dependent
p174 A93-26950
Tryptophan availability modulates serotonin release from
rat hypothalamic slices p 152 A93-27000
Technology test results from an intelligent, free-flying
robot for crew and equipment retrieval in space
p 184 A93-27037
Neutral buoyancy simulation of space telerobotics
operations p 185 A93-27038
Effects of running the Bostom Marathon on plasma
concentrations of large neutral amino acids
p160 A93-27048
Effect of chronic D-fenfluramine administration on rat
hypothalamic serotonin levels and release
p 152 A93-27049
Dopamine release in rat striatum - Physiological coupling
to tyrosine supply p 152 A93-27050
The earliest fossil evidence for sexual dimorphism in
primates p 152 A93-27775
Long-range anticorrelations and non-Gaussian behavior
of the heartbeat p 161 A93-28049
Habitable zones around main sequence stars
p197 A93-28376
Preservation of biological information in thermal spring
deposits - Developing a strategy for the search for fossil
life on Mars p 197 A93-28377
Thermoregulatory responses of rhesus monkeys during
spaceflight p 154 A93-28706
Localization of extracellular matrix components in
developing mouse salivary glands by confocal
microscopy p 155 A93-28725
Alterations in biosynlhetic accumulation of collagen
types I and III during growth and morphogenesis of
embryonic mouse salivary glands p 156 A93-28746
A distributed telerobotics system for space operations
p 192 A93-29132
C-7
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Centralized, decentralized, and independent control ol
a flexible manipulator on a flexible base
p 231 A93-31517
Atomic structure and chemistry of human serum
albumin p 200 A93-31628
Flight-path estimation in passive low-altitude flight by
visual cues p 223 A93-32004
Nucleotide-protectable labeling of sulfhydry) groups in
subunit I of the ATPase from Halobacterium
saccharovorum p 201 A93-32116
Effects of systemic L-tyrosine on dopamine release from
rat corpus stratum and nucleus accumbens
p201 A93-32118
Serotonin release varies with brain tryptophan levels
p201 A93-32119
Melatonin and its precursors in Y79 human
retinoblastoma cells - Effect of sodium butyrate
p 214 A93-32120
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type 1
p 203 A93-32850
Revision of the Wind River faunas, early Eocene of
central Wyoming. X - Bunophorus (Mammalia.
Artiodactyla) p 203 A93-33026
Alanine increases blood pressure during hypotension
p 203 A93-33027
Melatonin concentrations in the sudden infant death
syndrome p 203 A93-33030
Effects of their nutrient precursors on the synthesis and
release of serotonin, the catecholamines. and
acetylcholine - Implications for behavioral disorders
p 204 A93-33033
The pineal gland - Its possible roles in human
reproduction p 204 A93-33036
Tyrosine - Effects on catecholamine release
p 204 A93-33038
Proposed evaluation framework for assessing operator
performance with multisensor displays
p 232 A93-33444
Muscle mitochondria) density after exhaustive exercise
in dogs - Prolonged restricted activity and retraining
p242 A93-35498
NASA's telerobotics research program
P263 A93-35566
Laboratory simulation of organic grain mantles
p 268 A93-36S54
Performance consequences of automation-induced
'complacency1 p 286 A93-39571
Microfossils of the Early Archean Apex chert - New
evidence of the antiquity of life p 272 A93-40308
Absence of a growth hormone effect on rat soleus
atrophy during a 4-day spaceflight p 272 A93-40548
Direct measurement of capillary blood pressure in the
human lip p 279 A93-40550
Geography of end-Cretaceous marine bivalve
extinctions p 273 A93-41075
Orthostatic intolerance during a 13-day bed rest does
not result from increased leg compliance
p280 A93-41119
Performance and mood-state parameters during 30-day
6 deg head-down bed rest with exercise training
p281 A93-41169
Overview of NASA's 1991 Life Support Systems Analysis
Workshop
| SAE PAPER 9211181 p 290 A93-41310
Program development for exercise countermeasures
ISAE PAPER 9211401 p 292 A93-41327
Altered immunological response in mice subjected to
stress and exposed to fungal spores
|SAE PAPER 9212151 p 274 A93-41391
A feasibility study of hand kinematics for EVA analysis
using magnetic resonance imaging
|SAE PAPER 9212531 p 298 A93-41423
Power assist EVA glove development
|SAE PAPER 9212551 p 299 A93-41425
NASA Specialized Center for Research and Training
(NSCORT) in space environmental health
| SAE PAPER 9213581 p 307 A93-41517
Inactivation of a model coliphage virus in water by
iodine
|SAE PAPER 9213611 p 274 A93-41520
Potential health effects of fume particles on the crew
of spacecrafts
|SAE PAPER 9213871 p 308 A93-41545
Potential health hazards from thermal degradation
events - Paniculate vs. gas phase effects
| SAE PAPER 921388] p 282 A93-41546
Design and evaluation of a paytoad to support plant
growth onboard COMET 1
| SAE PAPER 9213891 p 308 A93-41547
Dark cycle monitoring of biological specimens on Space
Station Freedom
|SAE PAPER 9213931 p 274 A93-41551
Visual specification of robot motion
p348 A93-42845
Muscle glucose uptake in the rat after suspension with
single hindlimb weight bearing p 326 A93-44178
Revision of the Wind River faunas, early Eocene of
central Wyoming. IX - The oldest known hystricomorphous
rodent (Mammalia: Rodentia) p 328 A93-44903
Separation of rat pituitary secretory granules by
continuous flow electrophoresis p 329 A93-44933
In vitro selection of optimal ONA substrates for T4 RNA
ligase p 329 A93-44939
Cell wall and enzyme changes during the graviresponse
of the leaf-sheath pulvinus of oat (Avena sativa)
p 329 A93-44941
The Minitron system for growth of small plants under
controlled environment conditions p 358 A93-46471
Dynamics of auxin movement in the gravistimulated
leaf-sheath pulvinus of oat (Avena sativa)
p 358 A93-46472
Clinostats and centrifuges: Their use. value, and
limitations in gravitational biological research; Symposium.
Washington. Oct. 19. 1991. Report p 375 A93-49206
Intramuscular pressure and electromyography as
indexes of force during isokinetic exercise
p380 A93-49291
Transcapillary fluid responses to lower body negative
pressure p 380 A93-49292
Cerebral blood flow velocity in humans exposed to 24
h of head-down tilt p 381 A93-49295
Alternating prism exposure causes dual adaptation and
generalization to a novel displacement
p 388 A93-51959
Human locomotion and workload for simulated lunar and
Martian environments p 394 A93-52406
Medical concerns for exploration-class missions
p 386 A93-52409
Unexpected substrate specificity of T4 ONA ligase
revealed by in vitro selection p 397 A93-52878
The violent environment of the origin of life - Progress
and uncertainties p 412 A93-53292
Comment on 'Summary and implications of reported
amino acid concentrations in the Murchison meteorite' by
E. L. Shock and M. D. Schulte p 412 A93-53294
Meeting human needs "
| AAS PAPER 91-3131 " p 400 A93-54306
NASA's manned space flight program
| AAS PAPER 91-6261 p 402 A93-55805
Carbonaceous chondrites and the origin of life
p412 A93-55997
Oligomerization reactions of ribonucleotides - The
reaction of the 5'-phosphorimidazolide of adenosine with
diadenosine pyrophosphate on montmorillonite and other
minerals p 412 A93-55998
Isolation of new ribozymes from a large pool of random
sequences p 400 A93-56548
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 365)
|NASA-SP-7011(365)| p 12 N93-10075
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 360)
|NASA-SP-701t(360)| p 12 N93-10076
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 364)
|NASA-SP-7011(364)| p 12 N93-10077
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 366)
|NASA.SP-7011(366)| p 12 N93-10079
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 367)
|NASA-SP-7011(367)| p 12 N93-10080
NASA Space Human Factors Program
INASA-TM-1080051 p 31 N93-10890
Suited for spacewalking: A teacher's guide with
activities
| NASA-EP-2791 p 65 N93-13692
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 368)
|NASA-SP-7011(368)| p 53 N93-14603
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 369)
|NASA-SP-701t(369)| p 53 N93-14731
Biomedical Polar Research Workshop Minutes
|NASA-TM-108026| p 81 N93-16799
Epidemiologic research in Antarctica
p 81 N93-16800
Summary of presentation for research on social
structure, agreement, and conflict in groups in extreme
and isolated environments p 99 N93-16801
NASA/NSF Antarctic Science Working Group
pBI N93-16802
Exercise during long term exposure to space: Value of
exercise during space exploration p 82 N93-16807
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 370)
|NASA-SP-7011(370)| p 121 N93-18108
Exobiology: The NASA program p 114 N93-18561
Cardiopulmonary discipline science plan
|NASA-TM-108040| p 125 N93-19648
Neuroscience discipline science plan
INASA-TM-1080411 p 128 N93-19882
Regulatory physiology discipline science plan
| NASA-TM-1080381 p 115 N93-19891
Musculoskeletal discipline science plan
| NASA-TM-1080391 p 128 N93-19892
Aerospace medicine and biology: A cumulative index
to a continuing bibliography (supplement 371)
|NASA-SP-7011(371)| p 172 N93-20889
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 372)
|NASA-SP-7011(372)| p 172 N93-21044
Environmental health discipline science plan
|NASA-TM-108042| p 173 N93-21369
Space human factors discipline science plan
| NASA-TM-1080231 p 194 N93-21370
Life sciences utilization of Space Station Freedom
p 205 N93-22622
Life sciences recruitment objectives
p 205 N93-22623
Biomedical Monitoring and Countermeasures Facility
p 205 N93-22624
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 373)
|NASA-SP-7011(373)| p 256 N93-26945
EVA/manned systems p312 N93-27789
Aerospace medicine and biology: A continuing
bibliography with indexes (supplement 377)
|NASA-SP-7011(377)] p 361 N93-31924
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, CA.
Human support for Mars exploration - Issues and
approaches p 27 A93-12077
Simulation and flight test evaluation of head-up-display
guidance for Harrier approach transitions
IAIAA PAPER 92-4233) p 28 A93-13331
Anisotropy in an ambiguous kinetic depth effect
p55 A93-14097
Locus of the single-channel bottleneck in dual-task
interference p 55 A93-14098
Human speed perception is contrast dependent
p55 A93-14119
The effects of growth temperature on the methyl sterol
and phospholipid fatty acid composition of Methylococcus
capsulatus (Bath) p 37 A93-14121
Altered baseline blood volume and the norepinephrine
response to stress in humans p 43 A93-14123
Hazard alerting and situational awareness in advanced
air transport cockpits p 61 A93-14377
Role of atrial natriuretic peptide in systemic responses
to acute isotonic volume expansion p 44 A93-14968
Myosin heavy chain composition in the rat diaphragm -
Effect of age and exercise training p 37 A93-14970
Rat cardiovascular responses to whole body suspension
- Head-down and non-head-down tilt p 37 A93-14974
Exobiology science objectives at a lunar base
p71 A93-17435
Drug effects on orthostatic intolerance induced by
bedrest p 86 A93-17544
Model for the computation of self-motion in biological
systems p 97 A93-17673
Factors influencing perceived angular velocity
p97 A93-17800
Comet Halley as an aggregate of interstellar dust and
further evidence for the photochemical formation of
organics in the interstellar medium p 108 A93-17824
Involuntary attentional capture by abrupt onsets
p97 A93-17974
Comet impacts and chemical evolution on the
bombarded eaijh p 109 A93-17980
Distance and organization in multifunction displays
p 102 A93-19986
Using the stereokinetic effect to convey depth
Computationally efficient depth-from-motion displays
p 102 A93-19987
Eccentric exercise training as a countermeasure to
non-weight-bearing soleus muscle atrophy
p78 A93-20033
Effects of insulin and exercise on rat hindlimb muscles
after simulated microgravity p 78 A93-20036
Influence of animation on dynamical judgments
p 98 A93-20275
Sleep and circadian rhythms p 94 A93-20659
The pituitary - Aging and spaceflown rats
p79 A93-20661
The perception of heading during eye movements
p99 A93-20692
Computer-assisted three-dimensional reconstruction
and simulations of vestibular macular neural
connectivities p 104 A93-20700
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering - Design
considerations p 135 A93-23518
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering - Experimental
evaluation p 136 A93-23519
C-8
CORPORA TE SOURCE NASA, Ames Research Center
Increased release ol brain serotonin reduces
vulnerability lo ventricular fibrillation in the cat
p 151 A93-26500
Human visual performance model lor crcwstation
design p 182 A93-26887
Pictorial communication in virtual and real
environments
I ISBN 0-74840-008-7 | p 182 A93-26896
Human speed perception is contrast dependent
p 174 A93-26950
Headphone localization of speech stimuli
p 176 A93-27143
Electronic map interpretation in a dual-task context
p 176 A93-27144
Individual differences in airline captains' personalities,
communication strategies, and crew performance
p 177 A93-27175
Spatial orientation and dynamics in virtual reality systems
- Lessons from flight simulation p 178 A93-27185
Exocentric judgements in real environments and
stereoscopic displays p 189 A93-27190
Human factors issues in the use of night vision
devices p 189 A93-27193
S-R compatibility effects with orthogonal stimulus and
response dimensions p 179 A93-27194
Overconfidence. preview, and probability in strategic
planning p 179 A93-27195
Pilot interaction with cockpit automation - Operational
experiences with the Flight Management System
p 189 A93-27455
The possibility of life on Mars during a water-rich past
p 196 A93-27887
Habitable zones around main sequence stars
p 197 A93-28376
Preservation of biological information in thermal spring
deposits - Developing a strategy for the search for fossil
life on Mars p 197 A93-28377
The effects ol growth temperature on the methyl sterol
and phospholipid fatty acid composition of Methylococcus
capsulatus (Bath) p 153 A93-28691
Influence of animation on dynamical judgments
p 180 A93-28692
Rett syndrome - Stimulation of endogenous biogenic
amines p 164 A93-28697
Normalization of cell responses in cat striate cortex
p 154 A93-28700
Half-squaring in responses of cat striate cells
p 157 A93-28748
Dimensions of complexity in learning from interactive
instruction p 191 A93-29111
Human-like agents with posture planning ability
p 192 A93-29118
A distributed telerobotics system for space operations
p 192 A93-29132
Age. circadian rhythms, and sleep loss in flight crews
p 211 A93-30276
Compatibility and consistency in display-control systems
- Implications for aircraft decision aid design
P230 A93-30454
Antagonistic otolith-visual units in cat vestibular nuclei
p 199 A93-30511
Flight-path estimation in passive low-altitude flight by
visual Cues p 223 A93-32004
Cognitive competencies - Products ol genes,
experience, and technology p 201 A93-32113
Purification and properties of an ATPase from Sulfolobus
solfataricus p 201 A93-32115
Nucleotide-protectable labeling of sulfhydryl groups in
subunit I of the ATPase from Hatobacterium
saccharovorum p 201 A93-32116
Learning about primates' learning, language, and
cognition p 201 A93-32124
Melatonin in human preovulatory follicular fluid
P215 A93-32474
Testing primates with joystick-based automated
apparatus - Lessons from the Language Research Center's
Computerized Test System p 202 A93-32651
Analyzing the path of responding in maze-solving and
other tasks p 202 A93-32652
Mechanically induced alterations in cultured skeletal
muscle growth p 202 A93-32749
Linear vestibuloocular reflex during motion along axes
between nasooccipital and interaural
p 203 A93-32773
Visual and somesthetic influences on postural
orientation in the median plane p 224 A93-32782
Effects of dietary amino acids, carbohydrates, and
choline on neurotransmitter synthesis
p 204 A93-33031
Comparative assessment of psychomotor performance
- Target prediction by humans and macaques (Macaca
mulatta) P 204 A93-33035
Mechanical forces and their second messengers in
stimulating cell growth in vitro p 204 A93-33043
Computer-aided mechanogenesis ol skeletal muscle
organs from single cells in vitro p 205 A93-33045
Studios ol the field-ol-vicw resolution tradeoff in
virtual-reality systems p 232 A93-33443
Proposed evaluation framework lor assessing operator
performance with multisensor displays
p 232 A93-33444
The design of virtual spaces and virtual environments
p 232 A93-33445
Depth cue interaction in telepresence and simulated
telemanipulation p 232 A93-33446
Timing considerations of Helmet Mounted Display
performance p 233 A93-33449
The Biological Flight Research Facility
p 239 A93-34581
Things that go bump in the light - On the optical
specification of contact severity p 256 A93-35099
Muscle mitochondrial density after exhaustive exercise
in dogs - Prolonged restricted activity and retraining
p 242 A93-35498
Helmet Mounted Display symbology integration
research p 263 A93-35914
Visual cues in low-level flight - Implications for pilotage,
training, simulation, and enhanced/synthetic vision
systems p 264 A93-35918
The impact of visual noise on spatial orientation
p 257 A93-36229
Comparison of membrane ATPases from extreme
halophiles isolated from ancient salt deposits
p243 A93-36557
Perceptual effects of synthetic reverberation on
three-dimensional audio systems p 257 A93-36583
And we were tired' fatigue and aircrew errors
p 264 A93-37070
8-OH-OPAT does not interfere with habituation to
motion-induced emesis in cats p 271 A93-38451
Direct measurement of capillary blood pressure in the
human lip p 279 A93-40550
Performance under dichoptic versus binocular viewing
conditions - Effects of attention and task requirements
p287 A93-40772
Norepinephrine content in discrete brain areas and
neurohypophysial vasopressin in rats after a 9-d spaceflight
(SLS-1) p273 A93-41167
Performance and mood-state parameters during 30-day
6 deg head-down bed rest with exercise training
p281 A93-41169
Overview of NASA's 1991 Life Support Systems Analysis
Workshop
| SAE PAPER 9211181 p 290 A93-41310
Recycling and source reduction for long duration space
habitation
| SAE PAPER 921121 | p 290 A93-41313
Visualization and modeling of factors influencing visibility
in computer-aided crewstation design
| SAE PAPER 9211351 p 292 A93-41323
The Centrifuge Facility Life Sciences Gfovebox
configuration study
| SAE PAPER 9211581 p 293 A93-41341
An approach to the functional optimization of the CELSS
Test Facility
I SAE PAPER 921199] p 295 A93-41375
Consumables and wastes estimations for the First Lunar
Outpost
| SAE PAPER 9212871 p 302 A93-41453
Metabolic responses to simulated extravehicular
activity
| SAE PAPER 9213031 p 282 A93-41468
Biodeterioration of materials in water reclamation
systems
I SAE PAPER 921311 | p 303 A93-41473
A novel membrane device for the removal of water vapor
and water droplets from air
| SAE PAPER 921322 I p 304 A93-41484
Water reclamation technology development for future
long range missions
| SAE PAPER 921351 | p 306 A93-41510
Plant canopy transpiration in bioregenerative life support
systems - The link between mechanistic and empirical
models
|SAE PAPER 9213551 p 306 A93-41514
Tests characterizing bioprocessor hardware for
analytical modeling
| SAE PAPER 921357| p 307 A93-41516
Defining contamination control requirements for
non-human research on Space Station Freedom
| SAE PAPER 9213861 p 308 A93-41544
Design and evaluation of a payload to support plant
growth onboard COMET 1
| SAE PAPER 9213891 p 308 A93-41547
Dark cycle monitoring of biological specimens on Space
Station Freedom
| SAE PAPER 9213931 p 274 A93-41551
The General Purpose Work Station, a spacious
microgravity workbench
I SAE PAPER 921394 | p 309 A93-41552
Regenerative life support technology challenges lor the
Space Exploration Initiative p 346 A93-42128
Influence ol simulated microgravity on the maximal
oxygen consumption of nontrained and trained rats
p 323 A93-42192
Xylazine emesis. yohimbine and motion sickness
susceptibility in the cat p 324 A93-42450
Muscle glucose uptake in the rat after suspension with
single hindlimb weight bearing p 326 A93-44178
Spaceflight on STS-48 and earth-based unweighUng
produce similar effects on skeletal muscle of young rats
p326 A93-44179
Activity-induced regulation of myosin isoform distribution
- Comparison of two contractile activity programs
p 326 A93-44183
Interaction of various mechanical activity models in
regulation ol myosin heavy chain isoform expression
p 327 A93-44184
Relevance of antarctic microbial ecosystems to
exobiology p 355 A93-44877
Stimulation of lettuce productivity by manipulation of
diurnal temperature and light p 327 A93-44879
Modification of yield and chlorophyll content in leaf
lettuce by HPS radiation and nitrogen treatments
p 328 A93-44880
The role of spatial attention in visual word processing
p 339 A93-44922
Behavioral asymmetries of psychomotor performance
in rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) - A dissociation
between hand preference and skill p 339 A93-44923
Vestibular afferent responses to microrotational stimuli
p'328 A93-44930
Hair cell tufts and afferent innervation of the bullfrog
crista ampullaris p 329 A93-44931
Effects of spaceflight on the spermatogonial population
of rat seminiferous epithelium p 329 A93-44935
Perceptual bias for forward-facing motion
p 339 A93-44940
Effects of incandescent radiation on photosynthesis,
growth rate and yield of 'Waldmann's Green' leaf lettuce
p 357 A93-46468
Growth and yield characteristics of 'Waldmann's Green'
leaf lettuce under different photon fluxes from metal halide
or incandescent -t- fluorescent radiation
p 357 A93-46469
Minitron II system for precise control of the plant growth
environment p 357 A93-46470
Flight crew sleep during multiple layover polar flights
p380 A93-49226
Intramuscular pressure and electromyography as
indexes of force during isokinetic exercise
p 380 A93-49291
Transcaptllary fluid responses to lower body negative
pressure p 380 A93-49292
Effect of hindlimb unweighting on single soleus fiber
maximal shortening velocity and ATPase activity
p377 A93-49294
Cerebral blood flow velocity in humans exposed to 24
h ol head-down tilt p 381 A93-49295
Alternating prism exposure causes dual adaptation and
generalization to a novel displacement
p 388 A93-51959
Human locomotion and workload for simulated lunar and
Martian environments p 394 A93-52406
Modeling strategic behavior in human-automation
interaction - Why an 'aid' can (and should) go unused
p394 A93-52502
Cockpit checklists - Concepts, design, and use
p389 A93-52506
Headphone localization of speech
p394 A93-52507
Line-of-sight determination in real-time simulations
| AIAA PAPER 93-35671 p 406 A93-52666
Human factors with nonhumans - Factors that affect
computer-task performance p 404 A93-52721
Virtual environment display for a 3D audio room
simulation p 408 A93-53125
The violent environment of the origin of life - Progress
and uncertainties p 412 A93-53292
Incineration for resource recovery in a closed ecological
life support system p 409 A93-54826
A simple hindlimb suspension apparatus
p398 A93-55168
Satiation or availability? Effects of attention, memory,
and imagery on the perception of ambiguous figures
p405 A93-55348
Effect of insulin-like factors on glucose transport activity
in unweighted rat skeletal muscle p 399 A93-55458
Role of the vestibular end organs in experimental motion
sickness - A primate model p 399 A93-55933
Animal models in motion sickness research
p 399 A93-55936
Investigating motion sickness using the conditioned
taste aversion paradigm p 400 A93-55937
Autogenic-feedback training - A treatment for motion
and space sickness p 404 A93-55946
Habitat automation p 33 N93-I1976
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Effect of hemorrhage on cardiac output, vasopressin.
aldosterone. and diuresis during immersion in men
INASA-TM-1039491 p6 N93-12014
Techniques for optimal crop selection in a controlled
ecological life support system
| NASA-TM-1039501 p 33 N93-12018
An overview of gravitational physiology
|NASA-TM-102849| p 35 N93-12319
A voyage to Mars: A challenge to collaboration between
man and machines p 70 N93-14614
Passive zero-gravity leg restraint
| NASA-CASE-ARC-11882-1 -CU | p 70 N93-14713
NASA/NSF Workshop on Antarctic Research
p81 N93-16803
Exobiology in Solar System Exploration
|NASA-SP-512|
 P112 N93-18545
Overview: Exobiology in solar system exploration
p112 N93-18546
Venus: A search for clues to early biological
possibilities p 113 N93-18549
Mars: A reassessment of its interest to biology
p113 N93-18550
Giant planets: Clues on current and past organic
chemistry in the outer solar system p 113 N93-18551
Europa: Prospects for an ocean and exobiological
implications p 113 N93-18552
Titan p114 N93-18553
Effect of contrast on human speed perception
[NASA-TM-1038981 p 141 N93-19104
A membrane-based subsystem for water-vapor recovery
from plant-growth chambers
[NASA-CR-177602] p 149 N93-20065
Studying the effects of microgravity on lower vertebrate
development and behavior p 158 N93-21099
Operator-assisted planning and execution of proximity
operations subject to operational constraints
p 194 N93-21436
Closed Ecological Life Support Systems (CELSS) Test
Facility p 233 N93-22628
A demonstration of motion base design alternatives for
the National Advanced Driving Simulator
[NASA-TM-103881] p 236 N93-24490
Space biology research development
[NASA-CR-192830] p 244 N93-25242
Vascular uptake of rehydration fluids in hypohydrated
men at rest and exercise
(NASA-TM-103942) p 255 N93-26133
Automation and robotics human performance
[NASA-CR-1930491 p 267 N93-26153
Extravehicular activity technology discipline
p 314 N93-27859
Manned systems technology discipline
p314 N93-27860
Helicopter simulation: An aircrew training and
qualification perspective p 342 N93-30676
Training effectiveness assessment: Where are we?
p 342 N93-30679
Current training: Where are we? p 342 N93-30680
Training effectiveness assessment: Methodological
problems and issues p 342 N93-30684
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD.
Characteristics and requirements of robotic manipulators
for space operations p 182 A93-27003
Evaluating robot procedures and tasks for the flight
telerobotic servicer p 187 A93-27156
Recent developments at the Goddard Engineering Test
Bed p 192 A93-29115
The Servicing Aid Tool p 192 A93-29116
Safety issues of manipulator systems under computer
control p 192 A93-29121
Joint-space Lyapunov-based direct adaptive control of
a kinematically redundant telerobot manipulator
p 407 A93-53038
Compliant walker
|NASA-CASE-GSC-13348-2| p 53 N93-14708
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. John
F. Kennedy Space Center, Cocoa Beach, FL.
Altered baseline blood volume and the norepinephrine
response to stress in humans p 43 A93-14123
Magnetic resonance imaging and electromyography as
indexes of muscle function p 44 A93-14975
Effects of acute exercise on attenuated vagal baroreflex
function during bed rest p 48 A93-16160
Controlled Ecological Life Support System - CELSS
p62 A93-17432
Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)
modeling p 137 A93-25308
Carotid-cardiac baroreflex response and LBNP tolerance
following resistance training p 164 A93-28696
Health services at the Kennedy Space Center
p 154 A93-28711
Emergency medical operations at Kennedy Space
Center in support of space shuttle p 166 A93-28712
Kennedy Space Center environmental health program
p 166 A93-28713
Environmental monitoring and research at the John F.
Kennedy Space Center p 154 A93-28714
Controlled ecological life-support system - Use of plants
for human life-support in space p 190 A93-28715
Challenges of space medical operations and life
sciences management p 155 A93-28716
Biomedical engineering - A means to add new dimension
to medicine and research p 190 A93-28717
Skeletal muscle responses to unloading with special
reference to man p 166 A93-28718
Cardiovascular physiology - Effects of microgravity
p 166 A93-28719
A comparison of neural network and fuzzy clustering
techniques in segmenting magnetic resonance images of
the brain p214 A93-31267
Enhanced carotid-cardiac baroreflex response and
elimination of orthostatic hypotension 24 hours after acute
exercise in paraplegics p216 A93-32781
Mapping of electrical muscle stimulation using MRI
p 279 A93-40549
OCAM - A CELSS modeling tool: Description and
results
ISAE PAPER 9212411 p 298 A93-41413
Advanced life support systems in lunar and Martian
environments utilizing a higher plant based engineering
paradigm
ISAE PAPER 9212861 p 302 A93-41452
Phenytoin as a countermeasure for motion sickness in
NASA maritime operations p401 A93-55162
Engineering verification of the biomass production
chamber p 67 N93-13996
Scenarios for optimizing potato productivity in a lunar
CELSS p67 N93-13997
Toxic substances registry system: Index of material
safety data sheets
I NASA-TM-1085821 p 172 N93-20998
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX.
The influence of prior exercise at anaerobic threshold
on decompression sickness p 8 A93-10333
Electronystagmography and audio potentials in space
flight p9 A93-11675
Role of atrial natriuretic peptide in systemic responses
to acute isotonic volume expansion p 44 A93-14968
Time to detection of circulating microbubbles as a risk
factor for symptoms of altitude decompression sickness
p46 A93-16153
Beta-endorphin and arginine vasopressin following
stressful sensory stimuli in man p 47 A93-16158
Blood and urine responses to ingesting fluids of various
salt and glucose concentrations p83 A93-17528
Development of lower body negative pressure as a
countermeasure for orthostatic intolerance
p83 A93-17529
Orthostatic function during a stand test before and after
head-up or head-down bedrest p 84 A93-17530
Human vestibular function and weightlessness
p84 A93-17531
First intramuscular administration in the U.S. space
program p 84 A93-17534
Metabolic changes observed in astronauts
p84 A93-17535
Pharmacologic considerations for Shuttle astronauts
p85 A93-17537
New pharmacologic approaches to the prevention of
space/motion sickness p 85 A93-17538
Optimal sampling theory and population modelling -
Application to determination of the influence of the
microgravity environment on drug distribution and
elimination p 85 A93-17542
Acute hemodynamic response to weightlessness during
parabolic flight p 86 A93-17547
Changes in total body water during spaceflight
p86 A93-17548
Cardiovascular adaptation to spaceflight
pB6 A93-17550
Echocardiographic evaluation of the cardiovascular
effects of short-duration spaceflight p 87 A93-17551
Space medicine - Answering the challenge
p87 A93-17552
Cerebral blood flow - Comparison of ground-based and
spaceflight data and correlation with space adaptation
syndrome p 87 A93-17553
Regional changes in muscle mass following 17 weeks
of bed rest p 93 A93-20039
Cardiovascular physiology in space flight
p93 A93-20654
Can the adult skeleton recover lost bone?
p 93 A93-20656
The pituitary - Aging and spaceflown rats
p 79 A93-20661
Effects of scopolamine on autonomic profiles underlying
motion sickness susceptibility p116 A93-24037
Animal surgery in microgravity p 112 A93-24047
Blood volume reduction counteracts fluid shifts in water
immersion p118 A93-25206
Future needs for space robots for SEI
p 182 A93-27002
Grasp synthesis for planar and solid objects
p 184 A93-27034
Technology test results from an intelligent, free-flying
robot for crew and equipment retrieval in space
p 184 A93-27037
Adaptive strategies of remote systems operators
exposed to perturbed camera-viewing conditions
p 187 A93-27155
Task-analytic evaluations of Space Station Freedom
workstations p 187 A93-27157
Display format and highlight validity effects on search
performance using complex visual displays
p 187 A93-27160
Using GOMS models and hypertext to create
representations of medical procedures for online display
p 188 A93-27170
An improved simulation based biomechanical model to
estimate static muscle loadings p 160 A93-27172
Networked simulation for team training of Space Station
astronauts, ground controllers, and scientists - A training
and development environment p 179 A93-27188
Atrial natriuretic peptide degradation by CPA47 cells -
Evidence for a divalent cation-independent cell-surface
proteolytic activity p 155 A93-28726
In vivo testing confirms a blunting of the human
cell-mediated immune mechanism during space flight
p 167 A93-28732
Neurology of microgravity and space travel
p 168 A93-28735
Cooperative intelligent robotics in space III; Proceedings
of the Meeting. Boston, MA, Nov. 16-18. 1992
ISPIE-1829] p 190 A93-29101
Person-like intelligent systems architectures for robotic
shared control and automated operations
p 191 A93-29113
Telerobotic system performance measurement -
Motivation and methods p 191 A93-29114
Human-like agents with posture planning ability
p 192 A93-29118
A distributed telerobotics system for space operations
p 192 A93-29132
Testbed for remote telepresence research
p 193 A93-29135
An experiment in vision based autonomous grasping
within a reduced gravity environment
p 193 A93-29137
Multicultural factors in the space environment - Results
of an international shuttle crew debrief
p222 A93-30277
Treatment efficacy of intramuscular promethazine for
Space Motion Sickness p 212 A93-30283
Limitations to the study of man in space in the U.S.
space program p213 A93-30285
Prevention of space flight induced soft tissue
calcification and disuse osteoporosis
p214 A93-31545
Relation between perception of vertical axis rotation and
vestibulo-ocular reflex symmetry p 214 A93-32176
Single particle effects. Biostack. and risk evaluation -
Studies on the radiation risk from Galactic cosmic rays
p 202 A93-32243
Human low vision image warping - Channel matching
considerations p 231 A93-32444
Response characteristics of the human torsional
vestibuloocular reflex p 215 A93-32774
Development of a large space robot - A multi-segment
approach. I
| AIAA PAPER 93-14631 p 261 A93-34012
Development of a large space robot - A multi-segment
approach. II
IAIAA PAPER 93-1464| p 262 A93-34013
Body fluid alterations during head-down bed rest in men
at moderate altitude p 251 A93-35493
Effects of prolonged head-down bed rest on
physiological responses to moderate hypoxia
p 251 A93-35494
Human performance and physiological function during
a 24-hr exposure to 1 percent bromotrifluoromethane
(Halon 1301) p277 A93-39704
Toxicokinetics of inhaled bromotrifluoromethane (Halon
1301) in human subjects p 278 A93-39705
Orthostatic intolerance during a 13-day bed rest does
not result from increased leg compliance
p280 A93-41119
Cerebral blood velocity and other cardiovascular
responses to 2 days of head-down tilt
p280 A93-41122
Overview of NASA's 1991 Life Support Systems Analysis
Workshop
ISAE PAPER 9211181 p 290 A93-41310
Analysis of the Variable Pressure Growth Chamber using
the CASE/A simulation package
ISAE PAPER 9211221 p 291 A93-41314
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Space Station Freedom Environmental Health Care
Program
|SAE PAPER 9211381 p 292 A93-41325
Program development lot exercise countermeasures
ISAE PAPER 9211401
 p 292 A93-41327
A comparison of two Shuttle launch and entry suits -
Reach envelope, isokinetic strength, and treadmill tests
ISAE PAPER 9211541
 p 293 A93-41337
Pilot investigation • Nominal crew induced lorces in
zero-g
I SAE PAPER 9211551 p 293 A93-41338
Operational space human (actors - Methodology lor a
DSO
ISAE PAPER 9211561 p 293 A93-41339
A study to explore locomotion patterns in partial gravity
environments
| SAE PAPER 9211571
 p 293 A93-41340
Design of a Shuttle air and water prefilter for reduced
gravity operation
I SAE PAPER 921161 | p 294 A93-41343
Conceptual design of EC|_SS microgravity test beds
[SAE PAPER 9211641
 p 294 A93-41346
A systems approach to wafer, recovery testing (or space
life support - Initial biomedical results from the ECLSS
Water Recovery Test and plans for testbed utilization
[SAE PAPER 921210] p
 295 A93-41386
Microbiology operations and facilities aboard
restructured Space Station Freedom
[SAE PAPER 921213] p 296 A93-41389
Effects of refrigerating prginoculated Vitek cards on
microbial physiology and antibiotic susceptibility
[SAE PAPER 921214]
 p 273 A93-41390
Altered immunological response in mice subjected to
stress and exposed to fungai spores
[SAE PAPER 921215] p 274 A93-41391
Microbiological concerns and methodological
approaches related to bacterial water quality in
spaceflight
[SAE PAPER 921232) p 297 A93-41406
Space Station Freedom food management
[SAE PAPER 921248] p 298 A93-41419
Enhanced softgoods structures for spacesuit
micrometeoroid/debris protective systems
(SAE PAPER 921258]
 p 299 A93-41428
The development and testing of a volatile organics
concentrator for use in monitoring Space Station water
quality
[SAE PAPER 921266] p 300 A93-41436
Evaluation of capillary electrophoresis for in-flight ionic
contaminant monitoring of SSF potable water
[SAE PAPER 921268] p 300 A93-41438
An assessment of waste Processing/resource recovery
technologies for lunar/Mars life applications
[SAE PAPER 921271 ] p 300 A93-41441
Post-treatment of reclaimed waste water based on an
electrochemical advanced oxidation process
I SAE PAPER 921275 ] p 301 A93-41444
A hybrid regenerative water recovery system for
lunar/Mars life support applications
[SAE PAPER 921276] p 301 A93-41445
Development of a regenerate metal oxide sheet matrix
CO2 removal system
I SAE PAPER 9212981 p 302 A93-41463
Portable life support system regenerative carbon dioxide
and water vapor removal by metal oxide absorbents
preprototype hardware development and testing
I SAE PAPER 9212991 p 303 A93-41464
Biofilm formation and control in a simulated spacecraft
water system • Three year results
ISAE PAPER 921310] p 303 A93-41472
Use of sorption technology for treatment of humidity
compensate tor potable wat&
ISAE PAPER 9213121 p 303 A93-41474
Regenerable Microbial Check Valve - Life cycle tests
results
ISAE PAPER 9213161 p 303 A93-41478
Operation of a breadboard
liquid-sorbent/membrane-CQntactor system for removing
carbon dioxide and water vapor from air
I SAE PAPER 921321 | p 304 A93-41483
Performance evaluation of candidate space suit
elements for the next generation orbital EMU
[SAE PAPER 921344 | p 305 A93-41503
Space Shuttle crew compartment
debris-contamination
ISAE PAPER 9213451 p 305 A93-41504
Space Shuttle Orbiter oxygen partial pressure sensing
and control system improvements
ISAE PAPER 9213471 p 305 A93-41506
Shuttle Orbiter Environmental Control and Life Support
System - Flight experience
ISAE PAPER 9213481 p 305 A93-41507
Modeling of membrane processes for air revitalization
and water recovery
ISAE PAPER 9213521 p 306 A93-41511
Plant canopy transpiration in biorogcncrative life support
systems - The link between mechanistic and empirical
models
I SAE PAPER 9213551 p 306 A93-41514
Plant growth modeling at the JSC variable pressure
growth chamber - An application of experimental design
I SAE PAPER 9213561 p 307 A93-41515
ASDA - Advanced Suit Design Analyzer computer
program
ISAE PAPER 921381 | p 308 A93-41539
First entry operations for spacecraft
I SAE PAPER 921384 | p 308 A93-41542
Regenerative Life Support Systems Test Bed
performance - Lettuce crop characterization
ISAE PAPER 9213911 p 309 A93-41549
Setting Spacecraft Maximum Allowable Concentrations
for 1 hour or 24 hour contingency exposures to airborne
chemicals
I SAE PAPER 9214101 p 310 A93-41564
The role of Environmental Health System air quality
monitors in Space Station Contingency Operations
ISAE PAPER 921414 | p 310 A93-41565
EVA operational guidelines and considerations for use
during the Space Station Freedom design review
process p 345 A93-42119
Utilization of on-site resources for Regenerative Life
Support Systems at a lunar outpost p 346 A93-42124
An analysis of human performance in simulated
partial-gravity environments p 347 A93-42173
Response of a mouse hybridoma cell line to heat shock,
agitation, and sparging p 328 A93-44928
Intracellular proteins produced by mammalian cells in
response to environmental stress p 328 A93-44929
The internal dynamics of slowly rotating biological
systems p 375 A93-49208
Changes in the dark focus of accommodation associated
with simulator sickness p 379 A93-49222
Transcapillary fluid responses to lower body negative
pressure p 380 A93-49292
Spatial orientation, adaptation, and motion sickness in
real and virtual environments p 382 A93-49403
Mental rotation - A key to mitigation of motion sickness
in the virtual environments? p 387 A93-49404
Depth-dose equivalent relationship for cosmic rays at
various solar minima P 391 A93-49564
Microwave digestion preparation and ICP determination
of boron in human plasma p 377 A93-49570
Human-in-the-loop evaluation of RMS Active Damping
Augmentation
IAIAA PAPER 93-38751 p 393 A93-51460
Comparison of treatment strategies for space motion
sickness p 386 A93-52402
Pulmonary diffusing capacity, capillary blood volume,
and cardiac output during sustained microgravity
p386 A93-52617
Design of a reading test for low vision image warping
p400 A93-53025
Role of the vestibular end organs in experimental motion
sickness - A primate model p 399 A93-55933
Physiology of motion sickness symptoms
p 403 A93-55939
Space motion sickness monitoring experiment -
Spacelab 1 p 403 A93-55941
Statistical prediction of space motion sickness
p 403 A93-55943
Method lor culturing mammalian cells in a perfused
bioreactor
INASA-CASE-MSC-21293-21 p4 N93-10109
Method for culturing mammalian cells in a horizontally
rotated bioreactor
INASA-CASE-MSC-21294-2] p5 N93-10110
The locator system tor wandering individuals
|NASA-TM-104754| p 31 N93-11649
A health care system for the Space Station
INASA-TM-108093] p 65 N93-13571
Crop growth and associated life support for a lunar
farm p 67 N93-13994
Technology development for lunar base water
recycling p 67 N93-13999
The lunar community church: Contributions to lunar living
and to evolution of ethical and spiritual thinking
p57 N93-14020
A comparison of hand grasp breakaway strengths and
bare-handed grip strengths of the astronauts. SML 3 test
subjects, and the subjects from the general population
I NASA-TP-32861 p 96 N93-16619
Infectious disease p 81 N93-16804
Nutrition p 81 N93-16805
Kinetic tetrazolium microtiter assay
INASA-CASE-MSC-21979-1 | p 82 N93-17049
Control system and method for prosthetic devices
[NASA-CASE-MSC-21941-11 p 106 N93-17087
Protective helmet assembly
INASA-CASE-MSC-21842-1] p 106 N93-17088
Inflatable habitation for the lunar base
p 106 N93-17442
Rogcncrablo btocrdc delivery unit
INASA-CASE-MSC-21763-1-SBI p112 N93-18351
The Moon: Biogcnic Clements pi 13 N93-18548
High density coll culture system
|NASA-CASE-MSC-22060-1| pi 14 N93-19037
Active synthetic soil
|NASA-CASE-MSC-21954-1-NP| p114 N33-I9054
Radiological assessment lor Space Station Freedom
INASA-TM-1047581 p 128 N93-20303
Effect of aerobic capacity on Lower Body Negative
Pressure (LBNP) tolerance in females
INASA-TP-32981 p 128 N93-20318
Physiological responses to wearing the space shuttle
launch and entry suit and the prototype advanced crew
escape'suil compared to the unsuited condition
| NASA-TP-3297 | p 149 N93-20319
Crew health p217 N93-22630
Zero-G life support for Space Station Freedom
p 233 N93-22640
Evaluation of hole sizes in structures requiring EVA
services as a means to prevent gloved-hand finger
entrapment
[NASA-TM-tCM/-67f p 234 N93-23I29
Two techniques for measuring locomotion impact forces
during zero G
| NASA-TP-33051 p217 N93-23410
Comparison of total body water estimates from O-18
and bioelectrical response prediction equations
| NASA-TP-32991 p 218 N93-23734
Measuring the metastatic potential of cancer cells
p 244 N93-25566
MAC to VAX connectivity: Heartrate spectral analysis
system p 254 N93-25594
The application of integrated knowledge-based systems
for the Biomedical Risk Assessment Intelligent Network
(BRAIN) _ p 258 N93-25595
Evaluation of lens distortion errors in video-based motion
analysis
JNASA-TP-3266) p 258 N93-25736
JSC ECLSS R/T program overview
p 312 N93-27725
Extravehicular activity system p 312 N93-27787
Man-systems distributed system for Space Station
Freedom p312 N93-27788
Evolving technologies for Space Station Freedom
computer-based workstations p313 N93-27794
Anthropometric data from launch and entry suited test
subjects for the design of a recumbent seating system
|NASA-TM-104769| p 321 N93-29044
Anthropometric survey of the astronaut applicants and
astronauts from 1985 to 1991
|NASA-RP-1304| p 321 N93-29324
Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics in Space
INASA-CP-100481 p333 N93-29502
An accelerated training method for back propagation
networks
INASA-CASE-MSC-21625-1 | p 340 N93-29610
Issues on human acceleration tolerance after
long-duration space flights
INASA-TM-1047531 p 334 N93-29651
Integration of advanced teleoperation technologies for
control of space robots p 366 N93-32107
A decision-theoretic approach to the display of
information for time-critical decisions: The Vista project
p367 N93-32152
Health maintenance facility system effectiveness
testing
|NASA-TM-104737| p 372 N93-32328
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA.
Cortical localization of cognitive function by regression
of performance on event-related potentials
p9 A93-10337
Dynamic analysis to evaluate viscoelastic passive
damping augmentation for the Space Shuttle Remote
Manipulator System p 28 A93-12222
Radiation exposure predictions for long-duration-stay
Mars missions
| AIAA PAPER 92-4584 | p 28 A93-13288
High-speed civil transport - Advanced flight deck
challenges
| AIAA PAPER 92-4231 | p 28 A93-13357
Radiation exposure and dose estimates for a
nuclear-powered manned Mars sprint mission
p60 A93-13817
Hazard alerting and situaticnal awareness in advanced
air transport cockpits p 61 A93-14377
Interplanetary crew exposure estimates for galactic
cosmic rays p 87 A93-17975
Track structure model for damage to mammalian cell
cultures during solar proton events p 75 A93-18073
Teleoperation to robotics at Langley Research Center
p 101 A93-18569
Evaluation of inertia) devices for the control of large,
flexible, space-based telerobotic arms
p 101 A93-18710
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Collision avoidance of a multiple degree ol redundancy
manipulator operating through a window
p 136 A93-23846
Interactive Scene Analysis Module - A sensor-database
fusion system lor telerobotic environments
p 184 A93-27032
Evaluation of conformal and body-axis attitude
information for spatiai awareness P 229 A93-30070
Predictive nosepointing and Ilightpath displays (01
air-to-air combat p 229 A93-30071
Centralized, decentralized, and independent control of
a flexible manipulator on a flexible base
p231 A93-31517
Active vibration damping of the Space Shuttle remote
manipulator system p 231 A93-31993
Temporal analysis of the October 1989 proton flare using
computerized anatomical models P 216 A93-32785
Radiation exposure predictions for short-duration stay
Mars missions
| AAS PAPER 92-1071 p 277 A93-39261
Performance consequences of automation-induced
'complacency' p 286 A93-39571
Identification of hazardous awareness states in
monitoring environments
ISAE PAPER 9211361 p 287 A93-41324
Benefits, limitations, and guidelines for application of
stereo 3-D display technology to the cockpit
environment p 350 A93-44895
The effects of history and predictive information on the
ability of the transport aircraft pilot to predict an alert
p365 A93-46810
Human-in-the-loop evaluation of RMS Active Damping
Augmentation
| AIAA PAPER 93-38751 p 393 A93-51460
High level organizing principles for display of systems
fault information for commercial flight crews
p388 A93-52187
Human-centered automation and Al - Ideas, insights,
and issues from the Intelligent Cockpit Aids research
effort p 407 A93-52764
Depth-viewing-volume increase by collimation of stereo
3-D displays p 407 A93-52915
In-simulator assessment of trade-offs arising from
mixture of color cuing and monocular, binoptic, and
stereopsis cuing information p 407 A93-52916
Human factors evaluation of the HL-20 full-scale
model p 409 A93-53746
Human exposure to galactic cosmic rays in space
p410 A93-54887
Katz model prediction of Caenorhabditis elegans
mutagenesis on STS-42
| NASA-TM-4383 | P 50 N93-13023
The environmental control and life-support system for
a lunar base: What drives its design p 66 N93-13991
Conceptual design of a lunar base thermal control
system p 68 N93-14003
Target fragmentation in radiobiology
| NASA-TM-44081 P 124 N93-18381
EVA and telerobot interaction p 312 N93-27792
Method of encouraging attention by correlating video
game difficulty with attention level
|NASA-CASE-LAR-15022-1| P 288 N93-28128
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Lewis
Research Center, Cleveland, OH.
Optimal design of composite hip implants using NASA
technology p 174 N93-22188
A fiber optic probe for the detection of cataracts
p 254 N93-25593
Probabilistic simulation of the human factor in structural
reliability p 365 N93-31573
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Marshall Space Right Center, Huntsville, AL.
Microgravity flight testing of a laboratory robot
[AAS PAPER 91-035) p 62 A93-15583
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency virus type
p 153 A93-28698
Atomic structure and chemistry of human serum
albumin p 200 A93-31628
Structure of a human monoclonal antibody Fab fragment
against gp41 of human immunodeficiency vims type 1
p 203 A93-32850
Phase III Integrated Water Recovery Testing at MSFC
- Closed hygiene and potable loop test results and lesson
learned
[SAE PAPER 9211171 p 290 A93-41309
Initial accomplishments of the Environmental Control
and Life Support System (6CLSS) atmosphere
revitalization (AR) predevelopment operational system test
(POST) for the Space Station Freedom (SSF)
|SAE PAPER 9211861 P 294 A93-41365
Aquatic biofilms and their responses to disinfection and
invading species
|SAE PAPER 92121 !| P 296 A93-41387
Evaluation of the carbon dioxide removal assembly
requirements for the Space Station Freedom in the Manned
Tended Capability through Permanently Manned Capability
configurations
|SAE PAPER 921231 | p 297 A93-41405
Development of a test protocol for evaluating EVA glove
performance
ISAE PAPER 921254 | p 298 A93-41424
The analytical control program for the NASA Space
Station Freedom Environmental Control and Life Support
System (ECLSS) Water Recovery Test
| SAE PAPER 9212691 p 300 A93-41439
Catalytic oxidation for treatment of ECLSS and PMMS
waste streams
I SAE PAPER 9212741 p 301 A93-41443
Biodeterioration of materials in water reclamation
systems
I SAE PAPER 9213111 p 303 A93-41473
Determination of organic carbon and ionic accountability
of various waste and product waters derived from ECLSS
water recovery tests and Spacelab humidity condensate
ISAE PAPER 9213131 p 303 A93-41475
Separation of rat pituitary secretory granules by
continuous flow electrophoresis p 329 A93-44933
Space Station Freedom payload operations in the 21st
century p 350 A93-45436
Physical and digital simulations for IVA robotics
p 391 A93-49445
Microbiological analysis of debris from STS-42 IML-1
by direct plating of rinse waters
INASA-TM-1083751 p6 N93-12174
A study of the effects of micro-gravity on seed
germination p 40 N93-13167
Bar-holding prosthetic limb
INASA-CASE-MFS-28481-1 | p 70 N93-14870
Wheels for wheelchairs and the like
|NASA-CASE-MFS-28632-1| p 106 N93-17042
Portable seat lift
|NASA-CASE-MFS-28610-1| p 106 N93-17045
Bright light delivery system
INASA-CASE-MFS-28723-1 | p 96 N93-17058
Finite element analysis of a composite artificial ankle
p 174 N93-22189
Design of a portable powered seat lift
p 195 N93-22190
Environmental control and life support system
p311 N93-27718
Environmental control and life support system
evolution p311 N93-27719
The ECLSS advanced automation project evolution and
technology assessment p312 N93-27723
Marshall Space Flight Center ECLSS technology
activities p 312 N93-27724
Man-systems integration and the man-machine
interface p 313 N93-27795
Environmental control and life support systems
p314 N93-27858
Amino acid sequences for the binding regions in serum
albumin proteins
|NASA-CASE-MFS-28402-1| p 276 N93-28952
Computerized atmospheric trace contaminant control
simulation for manned spacecraft
INASA-TM-1084091 p 321 N93-28977
Process for selectively recovering algae and protozoa
|NASA-CASE-MFS-26124-1-NPO| p 276 N93-29174
Platform stair lift
INASA-CASE-MFS-28772-1 | p 353 N93-29845
Prosthetic elbow joint
INASA-CASE-MFS-28707-1 | p 354 N93-30566
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Pasadena Office, CA.
Pseudomonas screening assay
| NASA-CASE-NPO-17653-1 -CU I p 245 N93-25994
National Aerospace Lab., Amsterdam (Netherlands).
Overview of cockpit technology research and
development programs for improvement of the
man/machine interface: Review of the AGARD AVP
Symposium held in Madrid. May 1992
p320 N93-28872
National Defence Research Establishment, Umea
(Sweden).
Intracellular targeting of the Yersinia YopE cytotoxin in
mammalian cells induces actin microfilament disruption
|FOA-B-40420-4.4| p 275 N93-27989
Plasmid encoded virulence of Yersinia
|FOA-B-40419-4.4| p 275 N93-2B199
Characterization and classification of strains of
Francisella tularensis isolated in the central Asian focus
of the Soviet Union and in Japan
|FOA-B-40421-4.4| p 275 N93-28200
Use of RNA hybridization in the diagnosis of a case of
ulceroglandutar tularemia
|FOA-B-40422-4.4| p 275 N93-28212
Micro-organisms. cytotoxins and radioactive
preparation: Risks at rescue operations in hospital
environment
|FOA-A-40065-4.5| p 359 N93-32423
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, East
Liberty, OH.
Upper interior head protection. Volume 1. The
development of a research test procedure
|PB93-113769| p 194 N93-21537
Upper interior head protection. Volume 2: Fleet
characterization and countermeasure evaluation
|PB93-113777| p 195 N93-21795
National Inst of Health, Bethesda. MD.
Immunoconjugates: Magic bullets for cancer therapy?
p 253 N93-25567
National Science Foundation, Washington, DC.
Diversity in biological research
|NSF-92-19| p42 N93-13700
Biomedical Polar Research Workshop Minutes
INASA-TM-108026) p 81 N93-16799
Epidemiologic research in Antarctica
p81 N93-16800
Exercise during long term exposure to space: Value of
exercise during space exploration p 82 N93-16807
National Space Development Agency, Ibaraki (Japan).
Study on environment control and life support
technology p 149 N93-20413
National Space Development Agency. Tokyo (Japan).
Conceptual study on manned lunar surface site
p 316 N93-28029
Naval Aerospace Medical Research Lab., Pensacola,
Fl_
The OMPAT level 1 Neurophysiological Performance
Assessment Battery: NPPAB
IAD-A254840] p27 N93-12432
Effects of dextromethamphetamine on subjective
fatigue
IAD-A258252) p119 N93-17822
An automated version of the dichotic listening test:
Hardware, software, and procedural details
|AD-A258114| p 120 N93-17895
The detection of lateral motion by US Navy jet pilots
|AD-A258115| p 120 N93-17896
A review of models of the human temperature regulation
system
|AD-A258023| p 120 N93-17918
The efficacy of biographical inventory data in predicting
early attrition in naval aviation officer candidate training
IAD-A258025I p 131 N93-17919
Toward the ideal military aviation sunglass
|AD-A258200| p 140 N93-18200
An analysis of a sustained flight operation training
mission in Navy attack aircraft
|AD-A258199| p 131 N93-18205
Aviation medicine research: A historical review
|AD-A258198| p 121 N93-18217
A computer-based visual analog scale
|AD-A258152| p 122 N93-18280
The unique contribution of selected personality tests to
the prediction of success in naval pilot training
|AD-A258144| p132 N93-18291
The effect of combat on the work/rest schedules and
fatigue of A-6 and F-14 aviators during Operation Desert
Shield/Storm
IAD-A258146I p 122 N93-18292
Using constraint satisfaction networks to study aircrew
selection for advanced cockpits
|AD-A258151| p 140 N93-18293
The effect of combat on aircrew subjective readiness
and LSO grades during Operation Desert Shield/Storm
|AD-A258156| p 132 N93-18294
Medical evaluation of spatial disorientation mishaps
p 134 N93-19703
Subjective fatigue in A-6, F-14. and F/A-18 aircrews
during operations Desert Shield and Storm
|AD-A259243| p 171 N93-20580
The five-factor personality model and naval aviation
candidates
|AD-A260227| p 225 N93-24319
Simulated sustained flight operations and performance.
Part 1: Effects of fatigue
|AD-A261012| p266 N93-25859
Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA.
Ventilation loss in the NASA Space Shuttle crew
protective garments: Potential for heat stress
IAO-A258552I p 148 N93-19955
Naval Air Warfare Center, China Lake, CA.
Human factors problems for aircrew-aircraft interfaces:
Where should we focus our efforts? p 144 N93-19759
A systems approach to the advanced aircraft
man-machine interface * p 146 N93-19776
Man-machine interface with simulated automatic target
recognition systems p 147 N93-19781
Adaptive autonomous target cuer p 148 N93-19784
C-12
CORPORA TE SOURCE Pennsylvania State Univ.
Naval Air Warfare Center. Patunent River, MO.
Inlegration ol cxlcrior lighting systems and nighl vision
imaging systems
IAD-A254826I p 63 N93-12732
Abridged procedural guide to aircrew anthropomotric
accommodation assessment
IAD-A265220I p 366 N93-32006
Naval Air Warfare Center, Warminster, PA.
Effectiveness of NASA 1032 and 1035 and Air Force
1030 and 1034 units in protection against cold water
hypothermia
I AD-A2551201 p 34 N93-12291
Human performance in complex task environments: A
basis for the application of adaptive automation
I AD.A255067 | p 35 N93-12486
Statistical analysis ol the human strangulation
experiments: Comparison to i Gz-induced loss of
consciousness
IAD-A255485I p 54 N93-14789
The effects of display and response codes on
information processing in an identification task
IAD-A259531I p 234 N93-23451
Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance
Center, Kailua, HI.
TeleOperator/telePresence System (TOPS) Concept
Verification Model (CVM) development
p 367 N93-32112
Naval Command, Control and Ocean Surveillance
Center, San Diego, CA.
Operator Performance Support System (OPSS)
p 196 N93-22195
A simple computational model of center-surround
receptive fields in the retina
IAD-A264723I p 336 N93-30515
An algorithm for simple and complex feature detection:
From retina to primary visual cortex
I AD-A2643061 p 337 N93-30897
Naval Health Research Center, San Diego, CA.
Smoking status and body composition, exercise, dietary
intake, and alcohol/caffeine consumption
IAO-A250648I p 23 N93-11893
Sleep inertia: Is there a worst time to wake up?
|AD-A256602| p 52 N93-14240
Muscle glycogen. fiber type, aerobic fitness, and
anaerobic capacity of West Coast US Navy Sea-Air-Land
personnel (SEALS)
|AD-A258364| p 121 N93-18209
The US Navy Healthy Back Program: Effect on back
knowledge among recruits
|AD-A258368| p 121 N93-18210
Combined strength and endurance training: Functional
and morphological adaptations to ten weeks of training
IAD-A261059I p 267 N93-26229
Naval Medical Research and Development Command,
Bethesda, MD.
Behavioral effects of high peak power microwave pulses:
Head exposure at 1.3 GHz
|AD-A258136| p 120 N93-17985
Naval Medical Research Inst., Bethesda, MD.
Statistically based decompression tables 8:
Linear-exponential kinetics
IAD-A257613I p 120 N93-17926
An assessment of peripheral nerve damage in the rat
following non-freezing cold exposure: An
electrophysiological and histopathological examination
[AD-A264293) p 331 N93-30818
Hydrogen-rated system for in vitro studies at pressure:
Operating procedures and emergency procedures
|AD-A264179| p 336 N93-30882
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA.
Modeling of a full vision system using combined
Visual/Haptic search for remote object identification
IAD-A2609771 p 266 N93-25867
• Performance measurement systems: A best practices
study
|AD-A262180| p350 N93-29444
Naval Research Lab., Washington, DC.
Direct manipulation and intermittent automation in
advanced cockpits
|AD-A253814| p 32 N93-11784
Naval Submarine Medical Research Lab., Groton, CT.
Statistically based decompression tables. 7: Selection
and treatment of primary air and N2O2 data
IAD-A259090I p 172 N93-20587
Conspicuity of aids to navigation. Part 1: Temporal
patterns for flashing lights
IAD-A264626I p 341 N93-30426
Naval Undersea Warfare Center, New London, CT.
Stimulus presentation formats and measurement
techniques for the quantification of target detection
performance
|AD-A258933| p 133 N93-19449
Navy Hospital. La Spezia (Italy).
In vivo and in vitro diagnosis ol allergic respiratory
disease during screening procedures in the Italian Navy:
Comparative evaluation ol a recent quantitative
automatized enzyme immunoassay method to dose
specific IgE p 21 N93-11314
Nebraska Univ.. Lincoln.
Investigation of the effects of Extra Vehicular Activity
(EVA) and Launch and Entry (LES) gloves on
performance p 266 N93-26061
NeA Hampshire Univ.. Durham.
Receptoral and neural aliasing
|AD-A261438| p 261 N93-26489
New Orleans Univ., LA.
A new instrumentation system for measuring the
dynamic response of the human head/neck during impact
acceleration p 143 N93-19672
New York Medical Coll.. NY.
Biophysical and biochemical mechanisms in synaptic
transmitter release
|AD-A264829| p 336 N93-30613
New York Univ., New York.
Neuromagnetic investigations of cortical regions
underlying short-term memory
|AD-A255788| p 58 N93-14646
Cognition and the brain
IAD-A255483I p 59 N93-14788
Biophysical and biochemical mechanisms in synaptic
transmitter release
|AD-A256340| p 55 N93-15198
Higher order mechanisms of color vision
IAD-A256369I ' p 60 N93-15329
Facilitation and interference in identification of pictures
and words
|AD-A261484| p 260 N93-26356
Duration of alpha suppression increases with angle in
a mental rotation task
1AD-A261592I p 260 N93-26435
Imaging regional changes in the spontaneous activity
of the brain: An extension of the minimum-norm
least-squares estimate
|AD-A261593| p 260 N93-26436
Neuromagnetic investigation of cortical regions
underlying short-term memory
[AD-A261445] p 261 N93-26521
New York Univ. Medical Center.
Computing with neural maps: Application to perceptual
and cognitive function
|AD-A264056| p 341 N93-30033
Nippon Electric Co. Ltd., Tokyo (Japan).
Conceptual study of manned lunar surface site
p 316 N93-28031
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State Univ.,
Greensboro.
Modeling human response errors in synthetic flight
simulator domain p 141 N93-19464
Modeling the performance of the human (pilot)
interaction in a synthetic flight domain: Information
theoretic'approach p 141 N93-19465
Recognition of partially occluded threat objects using
the annealed Hopefield network p 142 N93-19466
North Carolina Univ., Chapel Hill.
Advanced technology for portable personal
visualization
|AD-A253808| p 32 N93-11783
Auditory spectre-temporal pattern analysis
IAD-A2646911 p 361 N93-31981
North Dakota Univ., Grand Forks.
Plasma reactor waste management systems
p68 N93-14000
Distribution of human waste samples in relation to sizing
waste processing in space p 68 N93-14001
The province and heritage of mankind reconsidered: A
new beginning p 69 N93-14018
Nottingham Univ. (England).
Development of Arabidopsis thaliana grown under
microgravity conditions p211 N93-24404
Oak Ridge Associated Universities, Inc., TN.
Health effects of low-frequency electric and magnetic
fields
| DE93-0056751 p 127 N93-19838
Oak Ridge National Lab., TN.
Scaling issues for biodiversity protection
|DE92-016689| p6 N93-12315
Initial experiments with a myoelectric-based muscle
sensor
|DE92-016034| p 237 N93-25099
Kinetic studies of interfacial photocurrents in platinized
chloroplasts
IDE93-0023441 p211 N93-25104
Human factors engineering: A key element of
instrumentation and control system design
IDE93-006731 | p 264 N93-25415
Development ol resonance ionization spectroscopy for
genome mapping and DNA sequencing using stable
isotopes as DNA labels
IDE93-007815I p 246 N93-26587
Introductions to the Proceedings of the Fourteenth
Symposium on Biotechnology for Fuels and Chemicals
IDE93-0062351 p 276 N93-28890
Observatoire de Paris-Meudon (France).
SETI in Europe p 237 N93-23908
Oesterreichisches Forschungszentrum Selbersdorf
G.m.b.H., Vienna.
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 220 N93-24370
Office of Space Science and Applications, Washington,
DC.
STS-40 Spac'elab Life Sciences 1 (SLS-1): The first
dedicated spacelab life sciences mission
|NASA-TM-108034| p 80 N93-15823
Space radiation health program plan
INASA-TM-1080361 p 123 N93-18375
Ohio State Univ., Columbus.
Demodulation processes in auditory perception
|AD-A255748| p 54 N93-15053
Cognitive and affective components of mental workload:
Understanding the effects of each on human decision
making behavior p 99 N93-16783
13 C NMR spectra of allosteric effectors of
hemoglobin
IAD-A262979] p 284 N93-28293
Regulation of alternative CO2 fixation pathways in
procaryotic and eucaryotic photosynthetic organisms
IDE93-012109) p 276 N93-29181
Ohio Wesleyan Univ., Delaware.
Analysis of retinal function following laser irradiation
[AD-A255649] p 52 N93-14163
Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater.
Final results of space exposed experiment developed
for students p 329 N93-29702
Omega Aerospace, Inc., Virginia Beach, VA.
An on-orbit viewpoint of life sciences research
p 206 N93-22629
Orbital Technologies Corp., Madison, Wl.
1991 NASA Life Support Systems Analysis workshop
INASA-CR-4466] p 310 N93-27100
1992 NASA Life Support Systems Analysis workshop
INASA-CR-4467) p 310 N93-27101
Oregon Health Sciences Univ., Portland.
Joint HVAC transmission EMF environmental study
IDE92-017863] p 43 N93-15211
Oregon Regional Primate Research Center, Beaverton.
Joint HVAC transmission EMF environmental study
(DE92-017863] p 43 N93-15211
Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk
Onderzoek, Delft (Netherlands).
Occupant simulation as an aspect of flight safety
research p 142 N93-19665
A body mass measurement device based on the
oscillation principle p 221 N93-24400
An automated processing system for food frequency and
nutrition knowledge questionnaire p 367 N93-32241
Oslo Univ. (Norway).
Portable equipment developed to estimate energy
expenditure by simultaneous recording of heart rate and
body position p 368 N93-32243
Oxford Univ. (England).
Formal aspects of human-computer interaction
p 66 N93-13909
A modular head/eye platform for real-time reactive
vision
[DUEL-1941/92 | p 320 N93-28897
Pacific Northwest Lab., Rlchland, WA.
Radiation damage to DNA
IDE92-015760] p5 N93-10834
Human perceptual deficits as factors in computer
interface test and evaluation
IDE92-019124] p63 N93-12712
Paris V Univ. (France).
Study of the spectrum of power of cardiac rhythm during
tasks relating to the safety of the control of an
apparatus p 127 N93-19707
Paris VI Univ. (France).
Gravity and root morphogenesis p 210 N93-24403
Park Seed Co., Inc., Greenwood, SC.
Continued results of the seeds in space experiment
p 330 N93-29703
Pennsylvania State Univ., University Park.
Commercial opportunities in bioseparations and
physiological testing aboard Space Station Freedom
p 206 N93-22649
C-13
Pennsylvania Univ. CORPORA TE SOURCE
The role of pyridoxine as a countermeasure for in-flight
loss of lean body mass p 255 N93-26068
Eleclrophoretic separation of cells and particles from
rat pituitary and rat spleen
INASA-CR-1930731 p 276 N93-28415
Pennsylvania Univ., Philadelphia.
Computer simulations of object discrimination by visual
cortex
IAD-A253345I p 12 N93-10271
Modeling clothed figures
IAD-A257037J p 71 N93-15363
The dynamics of visual representation, attention,
encoding, and retrieval processes
|AD-A264674| p 342 N93-30543
Pilkington P.E. Ltd., Saint Asaph (Wales).
Multi-function visor ' p 146 N93-19770
Pittsburgh Univ., PA.
Organization of the human circadian system
IAD-A264675I p 361 N93-32015
Politecnico di Milano (Italy).
Ontology of mind, subjective ontology, and the example
of temporal expressions
IREPT-92-018) p26 N93-11212
Portland State Univ., OR.
Joint HVAC transmission EMF environmental study
IDE92-017863J p 43 N93-15211
Portuguese Air Force, Alfragide.
Nutritional and lifestyle status of 50 pilots of the
Portugese Air Force p 369 N93-32255
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical Coll., TX.
Mars habitat p 352 N93-29747
President's Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology, Washington, DC.
Achieving the promise of the bioscience revolution: The
role of the Federal Government
(PB93-139970] p 244 N93-25457
Princeton Univ., NJ.
Physiological analyses of the afferents controlling brain
neurochemical systems
(AD-A253185I p 14 N93-11146
Programming and Systems Management, Inc., Dayton,
OH.
An innovative method for hand protection from extreme
cold using heat pipe
[AD-A259720] p 235 N93-24128
Puerto Rico Univ., Rio Piedras.
Selenia: A habitability study for the development of a
third generation lunar base p 352 N93-29748
Purdue Univ., West Lafayette, IN.
Development of physical and mathematical models for
the Porous Ceramic Tube Plant Nutrification System
(PCTPNS)
[NASA-TM-107551] p4 N93-10085
Visual psychophysics of egomotion
[AD-A248349I p 26 N93-11488
Queens Medical Centre, Nottingham (England).
Can injury scoring techniques provide additional
information for crash investigators? p 125 N93-19663
Is axial loading a primary mechanism of injury to the
lower limb in an impact aircraft accident?
p 125 N93-19664
Red Cross Hospital, The Hague (Netherlands)
Phadiatop: A screening test for inhalant allergy
p21 N93-11313
Regie RENAULT, Nanterre (France).
Contribution of the analysis of ocular activity
(complementary to the electroencephalographic analysis)
to the detection of low vigilance in instances of piloting
a vehicle p 127 N93-19708
Research Inst. for Computing and Information
Systems, Houston, TX.
Mission and Safety Critical (MASC): An EVACS
simulation with nested transactions
INASA-CR-1922951 p 149 N93-20314
Research Triangle Inst., Research Triangle Park, NC.
Survey of protocols for conducting indoor air quality
investigations in large buildings
[P893-119865I p 194 N93-21215
Retina Foundation, Boston, MA.
Perception of lightness and brightness in complex
patterns
|AO-A254093| p 25 N93-10658
Reynolds (K. H.), McLean, VA.
Preliminary design study of lunar housing
configurations p 106 N93-17443
Rice Univ., Houston, TX.
Simulation of excitatory/inhibitory interactions in single
auditory neurons
|AD-A253614| p 50 N93-13252
Comparing performance on implicit memory tests
|AD-A2S8168| p 131 N93-17921
Rochester Univ., NY.
The perception of articulated motion: Recognizing
moving light displays
|AO-A256046| p 59 N93-14660
Rockefeller Univ., New York, NY.
Carboxyalkylated hemoglobin as a potential blood
substitute
|AD-A252329| p 22 N93-11561
Rockwell International Corp., Los Angeles, CA.
Virtual interface applications for airborne weapons
systems p 318 N93-28858
Requirements for pilot assistance in a thrust-vectoring
combat aircraft p 320 N93-28870
Rome Lab., Griffiss AFB, NY.
Time stress measurement devices for enhancement of
onboard bit performance p 144 N93-19762
Rome Univ. (Italy).
Silent HIV infection p 16 N93-11293
Conversion of temporal correlations between stimuli to
spatial correlations between attractors
IPREPRINT-856I p 96 N93-16962
Constraints on learning in dynamic synapses
|PREPRINT-890| p 100 N93-17026
Effective neurons and attractor neural networks in
cortical environment
|PREPRINT-829| p 82 N93-17214
Royal Air Force, Farnborough (England).
Management of avionics data in the cockpit
p 147 N93-19777
Royal Air Force Central Medical Establishment,
London (England).
Blood lipids in aircrew recruits and in RAF aviators
p 362 N93-32251
Royal Air Force Inst. of Aviation Medicine,
Farnborough (England).
The physiological limitations of man in the high G
environment p 319 N93-28861
Operator and automation capability analysis: Picking the
right team p 319 N93-28864
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (England).
The MOD (UK) integrated helmet technical demonstrator
programme p 145 N93-19769
Royal Netherlands Air Force, Volkel.
The application of Hybrid 3 dummy to the impact
assessment of a free-fall lifeboat p 143 N93-19671
Royal Norwegian Air Force, Oslo.
Changes in some lifestyle parametres in Norwegian
pilots as students, and after 6 and 12 years of service
p 370 N93-32261
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, Malvern
(England).
An introduction to the information processing
components of the brain
|RSRE-MEMO-4350| p 25 N93-10979
Ruhr Univ., Bochum (Germany).
CEBAS-Aquarack: An artificial aquatic animal plant
ecosystem as a tool for basic research in the Columbus
Space Station p 210 N93-24401
Ecosystems on Earth and in space (the possible
utilization of artificial ecosystems for space life support
systems) p 236 N93-24406
Rutgers - The State Univ., New Brunswick, NJ.
Eye movements and visual information processing
|AD-A250198| p 24 N93-10278
Eye movements and visual information processing
IAD-A259955I p 225 N93-24297
Saint Louis Univ., MO.
Carbon monoxide exposure of subjects with documented
cardiac arrhythmias
|PB93-179943| p 337 N93-30890
SAM Technology, Inc., San Francisco, CA.
Mental workload assessment in the cockpit: Feasibility
of using electrophysiological measurements, phase 1
|AD-A254138| p 25 N93-10662
Physiological indices of mental workload
|AD-A261692| p 260 N93-26391
Sandia National Labs., Albuquerque, NM.
Application of RADTRAN to estimation of doses to
persons in enclosed spaces
| DE93-O007581 P 97 N93-17230
Treatment of human-computer interface in a decision
support system
IDE93-002281I p 237 N93-24502
A heat transfer analysis of a mobile vehicle
radiation-shielded operator compartment
| DE93-0074281 P 264 N93-25318
A robust model for finding optimal evolutionary trees
IDE93-01.0682I p 330 N93-30483
Santa Clara Univ., CA.
The solar system: Importance of research to the
biological sciences p 113 N93-18547
Schmitt (Harrison H.), Albuquerque, NM.
The real world and lunar base activation scenarios
p68 N93-14014
Science Applications International Corp., McLean, VA.
Predicting radiation induced performance decrements
of AH-1 helicopter crews. Volume 2: Evaluation of modeling
and simulation techniques for predicting radiation induced
performance decrements
|AD-A262872| p 351 N93-29484
Sctavo Research Center, Rome (Italy).
Absence of protective immunity against diphtheria in a
large proportion of young adults p 18 N93-11302
Sclavo S.p.A., Sienna (Italy).
Studies of safety, infectivity, and immunogenicity of a
new Temperature Sensitive (TS) 51-1 strain of S. ryphi
as a new live oral typhoid fever vaccine candidate
p 19 N93-11306
Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, La Jolla, CA.
Molecular approach to hypothalamic rhythms
IAD-A264438I p 335 N93-30421
Search Technology, Inc., Norcross, GA.
Modeling the dynamics of mental workload and human
performance in complex systems
IAD-A258553I p 135 N93-19956
Specification of adaptive aiding systems
|AD-A263071| p 314 N93-27927
Service de Medecine Aeronautique, Versailles
(France).
Lipodystrophies in the French military flight crew
p362 N93-32249
Sextant Avionique, Saint Medard en Jalles (France).
Otolithic illusions on takeoff and visual information:
Reflections in connection with an air accident case
p 134 N93-19681
Sextant Avionique, Valence (France).
Multimodal dialog system for future cockpits
p 146 N93-19773
G-load effects and efficient acoustic parameters for
robust speaker recognition p 146 N93-19775
Simon Fraser Univ., Bumaby (British Columbia).
Modelling and simulation of human retinal vision
processing p 335 N93-30269
Simula, Inc., Phoenix, AZ.
Improving manikin biofidelity p 142 N93-19668
Smith-Kettlewell Inst of Visual Sciences, San
Francisco, CA.
Visual piocessing of object velocity and acceleration
IAD-A261048I p265 N93:25778
Smiths Industries Ltd., Bishops Cleeve (England).
Model-based reasoning applied to cockpit warning
systems P 147 N93-19778
Southwest Research Inst, San Antonio, TX.
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates, part 2
IDE92-040153] p41 N93-13503
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates, part 1
|DE92-040152| p 41 N93-13520
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates:
Neuroendocrine portion of Experiment 4
IDE92-0409551 p 95 N93-16166
Effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic fields on operant
and social behavior and on neuroendoctrine system of
nonhuman primates
IDE93-0076771 p 207 N93-22913
Investigation of effects of 60-Hz electric and magnetic
fields on operant and social behavior and on the
neuroendocrine system of nonhuman primates
IDE93-O076781 p 211 N93-24455
Spanish Air Force, Talavera AFB.
An epidemiological study in SAF's pilots ejections
p 143 N93-19699
Trial of emergency ration of the Spanish Air Force
p 368 N93-32247
Objective improvements obtained by control of diet and
physical training in Spanish Air Force fighter pilots
p 369 N93-32258
Spectra Research Systems, Inc., Huntsville, AL.
ECLSS evolution: Advanced instrumentation interface
requirements. Volume 3: Appendix C
INASA-CR-1843671 p 64 N93-12990
Advanced life support study. Modification 10: ECLSS
logistical support analysis for Space Station Freedom
INASA-CR-192481 | p 266 N93-25888
SRI International Corp., Menlo Park, CA.
Interpretation as abduction
IAD-A259608I p 225 N93-24227
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ST Systems Corp., Lanham, MO.
Operator vision aids for space teleoperation assembly
and servicing p 33 N93-11981
Stanford Univ., CA.
Anaerobic microbial transformation of aromatic
hydrocarbons and mixtures of aromatic hydrocarbons and
halogenated solvents
IAD-A255696I p 42 N93-14557
Spontaneous discovery and use of categorical
structure
IAD-A261658I p 260 N93-26364
Visualization techniques for analyzing control of human
movement: Affine mappings between multi-dimensional
spaces p 353 N93-30204
State Univ. of New York, Buffalo.
Effect of cytoskeletal reagents on stretch activated ion
channels
|AD-A261089| p 245 N93-25764
State Univ. of New York, Stony Brook.
Training, muscle fatigue and stress fractures
|AD-A255277| p 54 N93-15006
State Univ. of North Texas, Denton.
Life support and self-sufficiency in space communities
p 105 N93-16866
State Univ. of Western Connecticut, Danbury.
The challenge of biodetection for screening persons
carrying explosives p 159 N93-21931
Sverdrup Technology, Inc., Huntsville, AL.
Microbiological test results of the environmental control
and life support systems vapors compression distillation
subsystem recycle tank components following various
pretreatment protocols
[NASA-CR-192570] p 359 N93-32354
Microbiological and corrosion analysis of three urine
pretreatment regimes with titanium 6A1-4V
[NASA-CR-192575) p 372 N93-32356
Optimization of 15 parameters influencing the long-term
survival of bacteria in aquatic systems
[NASA-CR-192571] p 359 N93-32365
Technical Research Centre of Finland, Espoo.
Correlation of results of radiant heat test and convective
heat test for three layered protective clothing
p 194 N93-21161
Biotechnical production and use of pyruvic acid with
special reference to coenzyme regeneration
[VTT-PUBS-77] p209 N93-23369
Technico Southwest, Inc., Los Alamos, NM.
The effect of pain on task performance: A review of
the literature
IAD-A254336] p 59 N93-15216
Technion - Israel Inst. of Teen., Haifa.
Visual field information in nap-of-the-Earth flight by
teleoperated helmet-mounted displays
p311 N93-27177
Technische Univ., Berlin (Germany).
DOKMA: A document oriented communication mode!
for medical applications as a basis of a role system in
the medical field
| ETN-93-937991 p 284 N93-28469
Technische Univ., Graz (Austria).
Monitoring of cardiovascular parameters during the
AustroMir space flight p 220 N93-24367
Technische Univ., Twente (Netherlands).
Engineering the visibility of small features on electronic
flight displays p 144 N93-19758
Technische Univ., Vienna (Austria).
Optovert: An AustroMir-1991 experiment. Orientational
effects from optokinetic stimulation p 226 N93-24366
Telefunken System Technik G.m.b.H., Wedel
(Germany).
Advanced cockpit-mission and image management
p 144 N93-19760
Tennessee Univ., Knoxville.
Biofilm ecology of bioluminescent bacteria
IAD-A255282I p 42 N93-14532
Texas A&M Univ., College Station.
A linear, time-varying simulation of the respiratory tract
system
|DE93-004515| p 218 N93-24009
Alternative processes for water reclamation and solid
waste processing in a physical/chemical bioregenerative
life support system p 311 N93-27721
Growing wheat to maturity in reduced gas pressures
INASA-CR-1932451 p 277 N93-29216
Melatonin. the pineal gland, and circadian rhythms
IAD-A264099I p 337 N93-31061
Texas Technological Univ., Lubbock.
Human capabilities and limitations in situation
awareness p319 N93-28863
Texas Univ., Austin.
Design of a radiator shade for testing in a simulated
lunar environment
I NASA-CR-192080 | p 108 N93-17710
Design of a resistive exercise device for use on the
Space Shuttle
I NASA-CR-1920791 p 108 N93-17805
Conceptual design ol a fleet of autonomous regolilh
throwing devices for radiation shielding ol lunar habitats
|NASA-CR-192078| p 108 N93-17806
Design of a vibration isolation system for a cycle
ergometer to be used onboard the Space Shuttle
INASA-CR-192021 | p 138 N93-17970
Design of a reusable kinetic energy absorber for an
astronaut safety tether to be used during extravehicular
activities on the Space Station
|NASA-CR-192015| p 139 N93-17973
Conceptual design of a fleet of autonomous regolith
throwing devices for radiation shielding of lunar habitats
|NASA-CR-192030| p 139 N93-18018
Preliminary design of a radiator shading device for a
lunar outpost
INASA-CR-1920161 p 139 N93-18019
Conceptual design of a thermal control system for an'
inflatable lunar habitat module
|NASA-CR-192014| p 140 N93-18113
SHARC: Space Habitat, Assembly and Repair Center
|NASA-CR-192031| p 140 N93-18153
Texas Univ., Houston.
Analysis and synthesis of adaptive neural elements and
assemblies
|AD-A259954| p 219 N93-24247
13 C NMR spectra of allosteric effectors of
hemoglobin
| AD-A2629791 p 284 N93-28293
Texas Univ., San Antonio.
Proceedings of Workshop 1: The Human Brainmap
Database
| AD-A260720 ] p 258 N93-25654
Analysis of visual loss from retinal lesions
|AD-A264692| p 336 N93-30494
Texas Univ. Health Science Center, San Antonio.
Investigation of laser-induced retinal damage
|AD-A264096| p 338 N93-31094
Tokyo Univ., Sagamihara (Japan).
Japanese treefrog experiment onboard the Space
Station Mir p210 N93-24402
Trinity Univ., San Antonio, TX.
Effects of space radiation on humoral and cellular
immunity in rhesus monkeys
IAD-A261808) p 246 N93-26259
Trondheim Univ. (Norway).
The USO-concept applied to a biological model
experiment p210 N93-24379
Turin Univ. (Italy).
Clinical types of Hepatitis B p 15 N93-11286
Tuskegee Inst., AL.
Annual report
INASA-CR-1913891 p 105 N93-16840
u
Umea Univ. (Sweden).
Plasmid encoded virulence of Yersinia
|FOA-B-40419-4.4| p 275 N93-28199
Umpqua Research Co., Myrtle Creek, OR.
Regenerable biocide delivery unit, volume 1
INASA-CR-185701-VOL-1 | p 274 N93-27122
Regenerable biocide delivery unit, volume 2
|NASA-CR-185701-VOL-2| p 275 N93-27360
United Technologies Corp., Farmington, CT.
SPE water electrolyzers in support of the lunar
outpost p315 N93-27977
Universitaet der Bundeswehr Muenchen, Neubiberg
(Germany).
Monitoring of pilot actions as part of a knowledge-based
system for pilot assistance p 59 N93-15184
Pilot intent and error recognition as part of a knowledge
based cockpit assistant p 318 N93-28855
University City Science Center, Philadelphia, PA.
Investigation of wheat coleoptile response to phototropic
stimulations
|NASA-CR-192157| p114 N93-18608
A proposal to determine properties of the gravitropic
response of plants in the absence of a complicating g-force
(GTHRES)
|NASA-CR-192219| p114 N93-19377
University of Central Florida, Orlando.
Chemical characterization of some aqueous leachates
from crop residues in'CELSS' p 115 N93-19399
University of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff.
Effects of early bright, late bright and dim illumination
upon circadian neuroendocnne, electrophysiological and
behavioral responses
|AD-A254129| p 13 N93-10661
University of South Florida, Tampa.
Digital mammography, cancer screening: Factors
important lor imago compression p221 N93-24551
Nutritional assessment ol United Stales tactical air
command pilots p 367 N93-32242
University of Western Illinois, Macomb:
Analysis of the lettuce data Irom the variable pressure
growth chamber at NASA Johnson Space Center: A
three-stage nested design model p 245 N93-26069
Utah Univ., Salt Lake City.
Sudden loading and fatigue effects on the human
spine
IP893-167526I p 286 N93-29199
Utrecht State Univ. (Netherlands).
Two strikes against perfect phytogeny
I RUU-CS-92-08 | p 157 N93-20848
Vanderbilt Univ., Nashville, TN.
Bone loss and human adaptation to lunar gravity
p 51 N93-14002
EVA Glove Research Team
|NASA-CR-193014| p 313 N93-27847
A feasibility study of hand kinematics for EVA analysis
using magnetic resonance imaging p 313 N93-27848
A preliminary structural analysis of space-based
inflatable tubular frame structures p 313 N93-27849
Power assist EVA glove development
p 314 N93-27850
The AFOSR Workshop on the Future of EEG and
MEG
IAD-A264338I p 335 N93-30160
Vector Research, Inc., Arlington, VA.
Requirements for an automated human factors,
manpower, personnel, and training (HMPT) planning tool
|AD-A258531| p 195 N93-21753
Versar, Inc., Springfield, VA.
Dermal exposure assessment: Principles and
applications
I PB92-2056651 p 12 N93-10438
Veterans Administration Hospital, San Francisco, CA.
Secondary injury factors and preventative treatment
|PB93-176014| p283 N93-27409
Virginia Univ., Charlottesville.
Control and circadian behavior by transplanted
suprachiasmatic nuclei
I AD-A264553 I p 335 N93-30382
Photoreceptors regulating circadian behavior: A mouse
model
|AD-A264881| p 337 N93-30908
w
Wake Forest Univ., Winston-Salem, NC.
Multiple neuron recording in the hippocampus of freely
moving animals
| AD-A2648071 p 330 N93-30594
Walt Disney World Co., Lake Buena Vista, FL.
Lunar base CELSS: A bioregenerative approach
p 67 N93-13993
Walter Reed Army Inst. of Research, Washington, DC.
Walter Reed Army Institute of Research biannual
report
|AD-A255630| p 52 N93-14162
Walter Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, DC.
AIDS/HIV in the US Military p 16 N93-11291
Use of novel adjuvants and delivery systems to improve
the humoral and cellular immune response to malaria
vaccine candidate antigens p 20 N93-11308
Washington Univ., Saint Louis, MO.
Hydrothermal organic synthesis experiments
| NASA-CR-191257 | p 41 N93-13457
Human safety in the lunar environment
p 105 N93-16867
Enhanced performance using physiological feedback
|AD-A258006| p 130 N93-17816
Waterloo Univ. (Ontario).
Respiratory response to varying degrees of tilt and lower
body negative pressure p 173 N93-21114
Wien Univ. (Austria).
Development and implementation of the MotoMir
experiment on the Mir Space Station
p 220 N93-24363
Wisconsin Univ., Madison.
Potential of derived lunar volatiles for life support
p67 N93-13998
X Ray System. Lightweight Medical (XRSLM)
|AD-A258159| p 123 N93-18295
Wisconsin Univ., Milwaukee.
Pax permanent Martian base: Space architecture for the
first human habitation on Mars, volume 5
INASA-CR-1920421 p 140 N93-18156
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Woods Hole Oceanographic Inst.
Planetary Biolpgy and Microbial Ecology: Molecular
Ecology and the Global Nitrogen cycle
| NASA-CR-4497 I p 269 N93-26157
GENESIS 2: Advanced lunar outpost
p 352 N93-29760
Woods Hole Oceanographic Inst, MA.
Marine microbial production of dimethylsulfide from
dissolved dimethylsulloniopropionate
INASA-CR-1932781 p 330 N93-30665
World Health Organization, Geneva (Switzertand).
HIV infection in the nineties p 15 N93-11290
Communicable diseases: A major burden of morbidity
and mortality p 18 N 93-11300
Future approaches to vaccine development single-dose
vaccines using controlled-release delivery systems
p20 N93-11310
Wright Lab., Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
The human-electronic crew: Is the team maturing? The
2nd Joint GAF/RAF/USAF Workshop on
Human-Electronic Crew Teamwork
|AD-A256192| p 69 N93-14520
System automation and pilot-vehicle-interface for
unconstrained low-altitude night attack
p 320 N93-28867
Wright Research Development Center,
Wright-Patterson AFB, OH.
Panoramic cockpit displays p 145 N93-19765
Wright State Univ., Dayton, OH.
Perception/action: An holistic approach
IAD-A259597I p 235 N93-24067
Wyle Labs., Inc., Huntsville, Al_
Increased fire and toxic contaminant detection
responsibility by use of distributed, aspirating sensors
p311 N93-27722
Wyoming Univ., Laramie.
A vision system planner for increasing the autonomy
of the Extravehicular Activity Helper/Retriever
|NASA-CR-193301| p 365 N93-31844
CORPORA TE SOURCE
Vale Univ., New Haven, CT.
Representations of shape in object recognition and
long-term visual memory
IAD-A264342I p 341 N93-30163
York Univ. (Ontario).
Aimed arm movements under changed gravity
p 193 N93-21113
Sensory sensitivities and discriminations and their roles
in aviation
IAD-A259742] p 224 N93-23479
Zurich Univ. (Switzertand).
Hepatitis A and Hepatitis B: Risks compared to other
vaccine preventable diseases and immunization
recommendations p 15 N93-11288
Recent lessons on the safety and effectiveness of
malaria chemoprophylaxis in a non-immune population
p 19 N93-11307
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ARMENIA
The response of medullar respiratory neurons to the
stimulation of the amygdaloid nuclei under hypoxia
p2 A93-12860
The effect of cortical vestibular area stimulation on the
activity of the neurons of lateral vestibular nuclei during
vibration p2 A93-12863
AUSTRALIA
Cometary supply of terrestrial organics - Lessons from
the K/T and the present epoch p 109 A93-17981
Increased normoxic ventilation induced by repetitive
hypoxia in conscious dogs p 79 A93-20037
Preservation of biological information in thermal spring
deposits - Developing a strategy for the search for fossil
life on Mars p 197 A93-28377
Membrane technology: A search for membranes (or
submarine atmosphere control
IAD-A260581) p 266 N93-25904
The Thirteenth AINSE Radiation Biology Conference:
Conference handbook
IDE93-609131 I p 338 N93-31225
AUSTRIA
COGIMIR - A study of cognitive functions in
microgravity p 174 A93-26569
AUOIMIR • Directional hearing at microgravity
p 159 A93-26570
OPTOVERT: An AUSTROMIR 91 experiment -
Orientational effects from optokinetic stimulation
p 159 A93-26571
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 160 A93-26572
Effect of head-down bedrest on blood/plasma density
after intravenous fluid load p 163 A93-28687
Nucleotide-protectable labeling of sulfhydryl groups in
Subunil I of the ATPase from Halobacterium
Saccharovorum p 201 A93-32116
Comparison of membrane ATPases from extreme
halophiles isolated from ancient salt deposits
p243 A93-36557
Evaporation cycle experiments - A simulation of
salt-induced peptide synthesis under possible prebiotic
conditions P 354 A93-43792
Space and cognition - The measurement of behavioral
functions during a 6-day space mission
p 405 A93-55164
Group II intron RNA catalysis of progressive nucleotide
insertion . A model for RNA editing p 398 A93-55292
Format and structure of a database on health and
environmental impacts of different energy systems for
electricity generation
|DE92-634160| P 12 N93-10222
Eye-head-arm coordination and spinal reflexes in
weightlessness P 236 N93-24362
Development and implementation of the MotoMir
experiment on the Mir Space Station
p 220 N93-24363
Optoven: An AustroMir-1991 experiment. Orientational
effects from optokinetic stimulation p 226 N93-24366
Monitoring of cardiovascular parameters during the
AustroMir space flight p 220 N93-24367
Influence of microgravity on immune system and genetic
information p 220 N93-24370
B
BELGIUM
Mechanisms of improved arterial oxygenation after
peripheral chemoreceptor stimulation during hypoxic
exercise p 331 A93-42188
Allergy screening and follow-up in student pilots of the
Belgian Air Force (BAF) p 21 N93-11316
Cognitive factors in the air events of the Air Force during
the last decade p 134 N93-19682
The use of voice processing for some aspects of the
pilot-vehicle-interface in an aircraft p 146 N93-19772
BRAZIL
Chiral-symmetry-breaking in nonequilibrium chemical
systems - The racemization influence
p 269 A93-36563
Utilization of high energy electron beam in the treatment
of drinking and waste water
| OE92-642335 | p 372 N93-32406
BULGARIA
Sleep as a restorative process under extreme
conditions p89 A93-18291
Electromyographic investigations of tremor in aquanauts
in simulated immersions p 90 A93-1B292
Moistening of the substrate in microgravity
p 135 A93-21906
Dynamics of the controlled environment conditions in
'SVET' greenhouse in flight p 152 A93-27460
Some proteins keep 'Irving fossil' pre-sequence
p244 A93-36562
The first 'space' vegetables have been grown in the
'SVET' greenhouse using controlled environmental
conditions P 394 A93-52410
BYELARUS
The role of serotonin and histamine in increasing the
resistance of the organism to certain extreme conditions
p 324 A93-43034
CANADA
Subjective and behavioral effects associated with
repeated exposure to narcosis p7 A93-10327
A second postcooling afterdrop - More evidence for a
convective mechanism p 44 A93-14969
The effects of hypoxia on auditory reaction time and
P300 latency p 47 A93-16156
Accuracy of aimed arm movements in changed gravity
p56 A93-16159
Cerebral blood flow velocities by transcranial Doppler
during parabolic flight p 84 A93-17533
Alterations of proprioceptive function in the weightless
environment P 86 A93-17549
Decrement in manual arm performance during whole
body cooling p 88 A93-18038
The Canadian forces airsickness rehabilitation program,
1981-1991 p89 A93-18042
Collision avoidance of a multiple degree of redundancy
manipulator operating through a window
p 136 A93-23846
Simulator sickness experience in simulators equipped
with fiber optic helmet mounted display systems
| AIAA PAPER 92-41351 p 136 A93-24490
The effects of variations in the anti-G straining maneuver
on blood pressure at + Gz acceleration
p118 A93-25204
Study design for microgravity human physiology
experiments p118 A93-25208
Using tactile information in telerobotics
p 138 A93-25482
The Space Station Remote Manipulator System
p 138 A93-25487
A telerobotic virtual control system
p 183 A93-27030
Management of trauma and emergency surgery in
space p 167 A93-28734
Aseptic technique in microgravity p 168 A93-28737
Histochemical and contractile responses of rat medial
gastrocnemius to 2 weeks of complete disuse
p 157 A93-28752
Cancer risk assessment with intermittent exposure
p 171 A93-28766
Ground operation of the mobile servicing system on
Space Station Freedom p 190 A93-29107
Teleprogramming a cooperative space robotic workcell
lor Space Station p 190 A93-29109
Knowledge-based task planning for the Special Purpose
Dextrous Manipulator p 191 A93-29110
Effect of task complexity on mental performance during
immersion hypothermia p211 A93-30279
Cardiovascular responses during recovery from exercise
and thermal stress p212 A93-30282
Robotics evaluation and characterization (REACH) of
the SSRMS concept and technical issues
| AIAA PAPER 93-11561 p 230 A93-31031
On the control of a class of flexible manipulators using
feedback linearization approach p 231 A93-31533
Comparison of spinal health indicators in predicting
spinal status in a 1 -year longitudinal study
p 216 A93-32786
Shape discrimination and the judgement of perfect
symmetry - Dissociation of shape from size
p224 A93-32788
Ground-based control of Space Station Freedom-based
robots p263 A93-35570
Effects of long-term weightlessness on roll
circularvection p 279 A93-39725
Effects of sleep deprivation and exercise on glucose
tolerance p 281 A93-41165
Quantitative EMG analysis in soleus and plantaris during
hindlimb suspension and recovery p 326 A93-44176
Baroreflex function and cardiac structure with moderate
endurance training in normotensive men
p332 A93-44182
Influence of temperature and metabolic rate on work
performance with Canadian Forces NBC clothing
p 389 A93-49218
Continuous vs. intermittent work with Canadian forces
NBC clothing p 389 A93-49219
A space manipulator with inertially fixed base?
| AIAA PAPER 93-38661 p 393 A93-51452
Evaluation of spontaneous baroreflex response after 28
days head down tilt bedrest p 386 A93-52404
Machine vision in space p 395 A93-52641
Spectral motion produces an auditory after-effect
p 405 A93-55579
Motion sickness and evolution p 399 A93-55930
Mechanisms of immune failure in burn injury
p 15 N93-11285
Asthma in aircrew: Assessment, treatment and
disposition p21 N93-11315
A monitoring and control system for complex
man-machine systems: Preliminary design
p 70 N93-14951
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An improved anlhropomclric test device
p 143 N93-19670
Principles lor integrating voice I/O in a complex
interlace p M6 N93-I9774
The active-matrix LC head-down display (AM-LCD):
Operational experience and growth potential
p 148 N93-I9782
Space life sciences overview p 158 N93-21074
The development ol an automated cell culture system
lor use in space lite science research
p 158 N93-21085
How do zooplankton teed? A critical microgravity
experiment p 153 N93-21097
Gravity as a factor in the orientation and vertical
migration of marine zooplanklon p 158 N93-21098
Cerebral autoregulation in microgravity
p 173 N93-21112
Aimed arm movements under changed gravity
p 193 N93-21113
Respiratory response to varying degrees ot till and lower
body negative pressure p 173 N93-21114
Bibliography ol the Biosciences Division: 1986 to
present
IDCIEM-92-20I p 209 N93-23343
Sensory sensitivities and discriminations and their roles
in aviation
IAD-A2597421 p 224 N93-23479
AFTERRISE: Deep body temperature following
exercise
|AD-A259887| p218 N93-23984
Influence of the Cold Busier (tm) sports bar on heat
debt, mobilization and oxidation of energy substrates
I AD-A2627621 p 285 N93-28939
Evaluation of personal cooling systems in conjunction
with explosive ordnance disposal suits
IAD-A262862I p 350 N93-29471
Fuzzy neural network methodology applied to medical
diagnosis p 334 N93-29546
Modelling and simulation of human retinal vision
processing p 335 N93-30269
The air traffic controller's mental model and it's
implications for equipment design and trainee selection
p 341 N93-30322
Neurophysiological analysis of circadian rhythm
entrainment
|AD-A264681| p 361 N93-32018
CHINA
The responses of cardiovascular during head-up tilt plus
lower body negative pressure p 9 A93-11690
Results of experiments on the exploration of genetic
effect of rocket flight factors with Drosophila
melanogaster p1 A93-I1691
Protection of Acanlhopanax senticosus against
suspension-induced bone loss in rats p2 A93-13528
Experimental research of the temperature and humidity
control system for manned spacecraft cabin
p 10 A93-13529
Effect of DL-DOPA. L-5-HTP and pentobarbital sodium
on brain encephalofluctuographs in rats
p2 A93-13530
Effects of sustained -f Gz stress on BAEP in waked
rabbits p 10 A93-13531
Preliminary study on the physiological changes and
tolerance in ground squirrels under several specific
experimental conditions p2 A93-13532
A study of biological effects and characteristics of
dynamic responses of organism on landing impact
p 10 A93-13533
Model building, algorithm and simulation of the pressure
control system of a cabin p 29 A93-13534
A new protective breathing apparatus
p29 A93-13535
Response characteristics of semicircular canal in cats
under linear acceleration p3 A93-13536
A software for testing human's ability to trouble-shoot
in the condition of multitask p 29 A93-13537
Preliminary observation of influences of three forms of
simulated weightlessness on hemorheological
characteristics in rabbit p 3 A93-13538
Evaluation of finger motor reaction in flyer when handling
throttle and stick p 29 A93-13539
Study on mechanical characteristics of viscera in dogs
p3 A93-13540
Preliminary investigation on personality of pilots
p 24 A93-13541
Experimental research on the anti-irradiation effects of
KW-1 - Protective effect on the 5-HT content of tissues
in irradiated mice p3 A93-13542
Observation ol change in cytochrome oxidase content
of cerebral cortex in rat under + Gz stress
p3 A93-13543
Application of system identification to research on
cardiovascular regulative function p 3 A93-13544
Effects of oxygen on regulation of cerebral blood flow
in rabbits adapted to hypoxia p3 A93-13545
Effects of antimolion sickness drug mixture B on
ullrastructures ol cerebral and cerebellar cortexes in
suspended rabbits p 10 A93-13704
Value of frequency domain correlative cardkxjraphy
(FCG) to earty diagnosis ol coronary heart disease
p 10 A93-13705
Characteristics of heart rate response (HRR) in young
men during exercise p 10 A93-13706
EFIects of dilferent inhalant O2 concentralions on
ventilatory and heart* rate kinetic responses during
exercise p 11 A93-13707
EJfects of i Gz stress on medium- and long-latency
auditory evoked responses p 11 A93-13708
EFfects of positive acceleration on the microcirculation
ol rabbit conjunctiva, mesentery, skin, and pia mater
p4 A93-13709
Pharmacological eflects of mixture of Eleutherococcus
(ELE) and Elscholtzia (ELS) p 11 A93-13710
Experimental study of volatile metabolites of human
body p 11 A93-13711
The effects of exposure to 50 mT ELF magnetic fields
for 96 h on rabbit EEC p4 A93-13712
Design of ion source of respiratory mass spectrometer
p11 A93-13713
Subtraction of 50 Hz interference from
electrocardiogram by using cycle averaging method
p 11 A93-13714
The evaluation of tolerance to serious acute hypoxia
in humans p11 A93-13715
Study of the relationship between therapeutic effects
and control parameters of ECP using a simulation
method p 11 A93-13716
The effects of cephalad body fluid redistribution on the
ultrastructure of the vestibular apparatus of guinea pig
p4 A93-13717
Spectral analysis of visual symbols p 30 A93-13718
A study ot human brain somatosensory evoked potential
and its application to man-machine-environment system
engineering - Preliminary exploration of SEP in normal
adult p 12 A93-13719
Identification of degree of head injury caused by impact
loads in dog and rabbit p 4 A93-13720
Relationship between ERP and workload in manual
control p 30 A93-13721
Investigation of nonlinear dynamic responses to random
vibration in dogs p 4 A93-13722
The development of a visual color checkerboard
stimulator p30 A93-13723
Human factors in design of military aircrafts' oxygen
supply equipment p 60 A93-14222
The optimum design of personal liquid cooling system
p60 A93-14314
The dynamic mathematical model and digital simulation
of the environmental control system p 61 A93-14319
Study of overall analysis method of the
man-machine-environment systems p 61 A93-14413
The current status and prospects in the study of cell
physiology under microgravity p 38 A93-16001
Skin temperature and heat flow of head-neck region
under different ambient temperatures p 46 A93-16074
Changes of REG during 4h head-down bed-rest
p46 A93-16075
Effect of hypergravity on astronauts in space flight
p48 A93-16254
Comparison between VDV and a(rms) using simulated
impulsive vibration p 91 A93-19991
Windblast tolerance of human thorax and abdomen
p91 A93-19992
Dynamic characteristic of changes of oxygen saturation
of blood hemoglobin under conditions of acute hypoxia
in human body p 91 A93-19993
Effects of vitamin D and phosphorus level in diet on
bone, skeletal muscle and kidney in suspended rats
p 77 A93-19994
Method of selection of astronauts cardiovascular
regulative function under simulated weightlessness
p91 A93-19995
EEG changes in man during motion sickness induced
by parallel swing p 92 A93-19996
Effects of + Gy stress on human body
p92 A93-19997
A physiological signal acquisition and processing system
for bed-rest laboratory p 103 A93-19998
A four-pole electric swing and its application to the
research on vestibular function p 103 A93-19999
Changes of cAMP and cGMP content in plasma and
urine before and after parallel swing stimulation
p213 A93-30435
Self-organizing character ol alpha wave in EEG due to
acute hypoxic hypoxia in normal subjects
p213 A93-30436
Effect of heat acclimatization on cAMP level in plasma,
cerebrospinal fluid and preoptic area-hypothalamus in
hyperthermal rabbits p 199 A93-30437
Effect of simulated weightlessness on microvessel
permeability of various organs in rabbits
p 199 A93-30438
Dynamic multiobjective decision and its application in
environmental control and life support system
p 230 A93-30439
'Screening-Controlling' Psychological Selection System
for Air Force pilot cadet p 222 A93-30440
Influence ot space-flight factors on growth of spirulina
p 199 A93-30441
Effect of acute hypoxia exposures on plasma endothelin
in rats p 199 A93-30442
Neurobehavioral test in civil aviation flight personnel
p 223 A93-30443
Effects of cold injury on serum angiotensin converting
enzyme activities in rats p 199 A93-30444
Cardiovascular problems during space flight
p213 A93-30445
Hypoxic ventilatory responsiveness in Tibetan compared
with Han residents of 3.658 m p 280 A93-41120
Effects of acute hypoxia on intracranial dynamics in
unanesthetized goats p 326 A93-44177
Effects of two kinds of Chinese herb medicine on rabbit's
ear microcirculation under simulated weightlessness
p 327 A93-44842
Protective effects of Rhodiola crenulata on rats under
antiorthostatic position and professional athletes
p 327 A93-44843
Protection of Chinese medicine and low frequency
magnetic field against suspension induced bone loss in
rat p 327 A93-44844
Radiation dose measurement and biostack experiment
in biocabin on board satellite p 327 A93-44845
Evaluation of speech technology for enhancing
performance of man-machine systems
p350 A93-44846
Investigation on requirements for ejection acceleration
measuring system p 332 A93-44847
Analysis of factors influencing contrast vision in normal
eyes p 332 A93-44848
Problems of respiratory physiology during space flight
p332 A93-44849
Review of the space medico-engineering research in
China
| AAS PAPER 91-623] p 402 A93-55802
Postoperative hyperbaric oxygen treatment of peripheral
nerve damage
IAD-A255842] p 52 N93-14084
DENMARK
Effects of acute hypoxia on renal and endocrine function
at rest and during graded exercise in hydrated subjects
p 93 A93-20035
Gravitational stress and volume regulation
p 165 A93-28709
Influence of in vivo hypobaric hypoxia on function of
lymphocytes, neutrocytes, natural killer cells, and
cytokinos p 280 A93-41123
Renal hemodynamics. tubular function, and response
to low-dose dopamine during acute hypoxia in humans
p332 A93-44180
Arterial pulse pressure and vasopressin release in
humans during lower body negative pressure
p 360 A93-47096
Effect of water immersion on renal natriuretic peptide
(urodilatin) excretion in humans p 381 A93-49293
Volume-homeostatic mechanisms in humans during a
12-h posture change p 387 A93-52620
Central cardiovascular pressures during graded water
immersion in humans p 402 A93-55457
Training concept for crew, end user, and ground centre
personnel in the Columbus utilisation programme
p226 N93-24382
FINLAND
Flight helmet weight. + Gz forces, and neck muscle
strain p 136 A93-24046
Postural stabilization on a moving platform oscillating
at high frequencies p 252 A93-35497
The prediction of the adaptation of circadian rhythms
to rapid time zone changes p 278 A93-39714
Determinants of + Gz-related neck pain - A preliminary
survey p 380 A93-49227
Degeneration of cervical intervertebral disks in fighter
pilots frequently exposed to high +Gz forces
p 384 A93-52298
Correlation of results of radiant heat test and corrective
heat test for three layered protective clothing
p 194 N93-21161
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Biotechnical production and use of pyruvic acid with
special reference to coenzyme regeneration
IVTT-PUBS-771 P209 N93-23369
FRANCE
Hypoxia-induced downregulation of beta-adrenergic
receptors in rat heart p 37 A93-14973
For space suits - The multifunction pressure
reducer-regulator of Intertechnique p 61 A93-15057
Balance and gait analysis after 30 days -6 deg bed rest
- Influence of lower-body negative-pressure sessions
p 48 A93-16161
Free radical attack - Biological test for human resistance
capability p 39 A93-17434
Clinical and diagnostic requirements - Biochemical
exploration of amino acid metabolism, tRNA turnover and
lymphocyte activation p 49 A93-17442
Biomedical engineering and space
p 103 A93-20015
T wave changes in humans and dogs during
experimental dives p 92 A93-20026
Differential effects of long-term hypoxia on
norepinephrine turnover in brain stem cell groups
p78 A93-20030
Effects of sleep deprivation on the cognitive capacities
of visuo-spatial representation and orientation
p 129 A93-21870
Intracardiac hemodynamics in man during short periods
of head-down and head-up tilt p 117 A93-24044
Preliminary analysis of sensory disturbances and
behavioral modifications of astronauts in space
p 130 A93-25207
An assessment of the deflecting effect on human
movement due to the Coriolis inertia) forces in a space
vehicle p 170 A93-28758
Microgravity and bone adaptation at the tissue level
p 170 A93-28761
Magnetic Resonance Imaging evaluation of lower limb
muscles during bed rest - A microgravity simulation
model P212 A93-30280
Occupational dermatitis in the aircraft industry - 35 years
of progress p 215 A93-32776
Effects of 28-day isolation (ESA-ISEMSI'90) on blood
pressure and blood volume regulating hormones
p 251 A93-35495
Water in the solar system and its role in exobiology:
Proceedings of the European Geophysical Society General
Assembly, 26th, Wiesbaden. Germany, Apr. 22-26, 1991
p 268 A93-36551
Liquid water and the origin of life p 268 A93-36552
Some biochemical properties of an acyclic
oligonucleotide analogue - A plausible ancestor of the
DMA? p 269 A93-36560
Microgravity and orthostatic intolerance - Carotid
hemodynamics and peripheral responses
P278 A93-39716
Dynamic analysis of human visuo-oculo-manual
coordination control in target tracking tasks
P287 A93-41166
Norepinephrine content in discrete brain areas and
neurohypophysial vasopressin in rats after a 9-d spaceflight
(SLS-1) ' p273 A93-41167
Development of the Hermes EVA Space Suit Glove
[SAE PAPER 9212561 p 299 A93-41426
Development of a 500 hPa shoulder joint for the
European EVA Space Suit System
| SAE PAPER 921257| p 299 A93-41427
Design and preliminary testing of a membrane based
water recycling system for European manned space
missions
| SAE PAPER 9213961 p 309 A93-41553
Immunocytochemical localization of atrial natriuretic
factor (ANF)-like peptides in the brain and heart of the
treefrog Hyla japonica - Effect of weightlessness on the
distribution of immunoreactive neurons and cardiocytes
p 377 A93-49561
Reduction of postprandial lipemia after acute exposure
to high altitude hypoxia p 382 A93-49567
Functional adaptation of different rat skeletal muscles
to weightlessness p 377 A93-49575
Effects of unilateral selective hypergravity stimulation
on gait p 386 A93-52407
Nocturnal pituitary hormone and rentn profiles during
chronic heat exposure p 387 A93-52619
Evaluation of zolpidem on alertness and psychomotor
abilities among aviation ground personnel and pilots
p 401 A93-55163
Allergic, Immunological and Infectious Disease Problems
in Aerospace Medicine
|AGARD-CP-518| p 14 N93-11283
Immunization of personnel traveling to a destination in
tropical countries: French position p 19 N93-11304
Operational use of contact lenses by military aircrew
|AGARD-AG-334| p 95 N93-15824
Human performance assessment methods
IAGARD-AG-308-ADDI p 133 N93-18868
Otolithic illusions on takeoff and visual information:
Reflections in connection with an air accident case
p 134 N93-19681
Fires on board aircraft: lexicological risk in flight
p 126 N93-19694
The influence of individual sensivity to stress on the
behavior (attitude and performance) of avoidance of an
accident p 134 N93-19705
Study of the spectrum of power of cardiac rhythm during
tasks relating to the safety of the control of an
apparatus p 127 N93-19707
Contribution of the analysis of ocular activity
(complementary to the electroencephalographic analysis)
to the detection of low vigilance in instances of piloting
a vehicle p 127 N93-19708
Advanced Aircraft Interlaces: The Machine Side of the
Man-Machine Interlace
IAGARD-CP-521 | p 144 N93-19757
Flight above a virtual world p 145 N93-19766
Multimodal dialog system for future cockpits
p 146 N93-19773
G-load effects and efficient acoustic parameters for
robust speaker recognition . p 146 N93-19775
SETI in Europe p 237 N93-23908
Gravity and root morphogenesis p 210 N93-24403
Exobiology and terrestrial life p 237 N93-24405
Combat Automation for Airborne Weapon Systems:
Man/Machine Interface Trends and Technologies
|AGARD-CP-520| p317 N93-28850
Nutrition, Metabolic Disorders and Lifestyle of Aircrew
| AGARD-CP-533 I p 367 N93-32240
Protein requirements in hypoxia or hypokinesia
p 368 N93-32244
Lipodystrophies in the French military flight crew
p 362 N93-32249
Human factors and the safety of flights: The importance
of the management of sleep p 371 N93-32267
GERMANY
Effects of simulated microgravity (HOT) on blood
fluidity p 44 A93-14972
Bacterial sulfate reduction above 100 C in deep-sea
hydrothermal vent sediments p 80 A93-20672
Short-term microgravity to isolate graviperception in
cells p111 A93-21901
Response of the circadian system to 6 deg head-down
tilt bed rest p 117 A93-24045
Structure of a molecular chaperone from a thermophilic
archaebacterium p 151 A93-25821
Increased release of brain serotonin reduces
vulnerability to ventricular fibrillation in the cat
p 151 A93-26500
Graviperception in unicellular organisms - A comparative
behavioural study under short-term microgravity
p 151 A93-26548
Swimming behavior of the unicellular flagellate, Euglena
gracilis, in simulated and real mtcrogravity
p151 A93-26549
Response of adrenergic receptors to 10 days head-down
tiltbedrest p 162 A93-28679
Cardiovascular response to lower body negative
pressure before, during, and after ten days head-down
tilt bedrest p 162 A93-28681
Pulmonary responses to lower body negative pressure
and fluid loading during head-down tilt bedrest
p 162 A93-28682
Cardiopulmonary function during 10 days of head-down
tilt bedrest p 162 A93-28683
Effects of head-down tilt and saline loading on body
weight, fluid, and electrolyte homeostasis in man
p 163 A93-28685
Diuresis and natriuresis following isotonic saline infusion
in healthy young volunteers before, during, and after
HOT p 163 A93-28688
Head-down tilt bedrest: HDT'88 • An international
collaborative effort in integrated systems physiology
p 164 A93-28689
Rated performance, cardiovascular and quantitative
EEG parameters during simulated instrument flight under
the effect of terfenadine p 165 A93-28708
Sperm motility under conditions of weightlessness
P156 A93-28730
EMATS, a robot-based Equipment Manipulation and
Transportation System for the Columbus Free Flying
Laboratory p 231 A93-31522
Bioregenerative life support as self-sustaining
ecosystem in space p 231 A93-32073
Relationship between pituitary ACTH content and
hypothalamic catecholamines in the rat
p 203 A93-33028
Two circadian oscillators in one cell
P239 A93-34518
Responses of Bacillus subtilis spores to space
environment - Results from experiments in space
p268 A93-36556
Life in hot springs and hydrothermal vents
p 243 A93-36559
Ferrous iron oxidation by anoxygenic phototrophic
bacteria P 271 A93-39280
Recent regenerative ECLSS technology developments
in Europe
|SAE PAPER 9213321 p 304 A93-41493
Hermes ECLSS - Main requirements and technical
solutions
ISAE PAPER 9214001 p 309 A93-41555
Effects of chronic hypoxia and exercise on plasma
ervthropoietin in high-altitude residents
p 331 A93-42191
Manned Space-Laboratories Control Centre (MSCC)
training p 339 A93-43330
Some qualitative and quantitative aspects of the
fast-rotating clinoslat as a research tool
p 375 A93-49209
How well does the clinostat mimic the effect of
microgravity on plant cells and organs?
p 376 A93-49213
The influence of military low-altitude flight noise on the
inner ear of the guinea pig. I - Hearing threshold
measurements p 377 A93-49555
The influence of military low-altitude flight noise on the
inner ear of the guinea pig. II - Scanning electron
micrographs p 377 A93-49556
Does drinking protect against mountain sickness?
p 382 A93-49565
Pre-adaptation to shiftwork in space
p 386 A93-52403
Dynamic analysis of ocular torsion in parabolic flight
using video-oculography p 386 A93-52405
Future military pilot training - A perspective of industry
| AIAA PAPER 93-3601 I p 404 A93-52689
Higher capillary filtration rate in the calves of
endurance-trained subjects during orthostatic stress
p401 A93-55165
Monitoring of pilot actions as part of a knowledge-based
system for pilot assistance p 59 N93-15184
Effects of medium blood alcohol levels on pilots'
pertormance in the Sea King Simulator MK-41
p 125 N93-19683
Toxicological investigations of flight accidetns: Findings
and methods p 126 N93-19695
27 years armed forces aerospace pathology and
toxicology in the Federal Republic of Germany:
Development, current status, trends and challenges
p 126 N93-19696
Significance of histological postmortem findings in pilots
killed in military and civil aircraft accidents in Germany
(West): A 25-year-review p 126 N93-19697
Advanced cockpit-mission and image management
p 144 N93-19760
CVA, cockpit design and development tool
p 147 N93-19780
Equipment, more or less ready to be used in
helicopters p 148 N93-19785
Biochemically active layers for selective material
detection sensors
| MBB-Z-0440-92-PUB | p 158 N93-20959
Instructions and advance training measures for the
improvement of human reliability
|MBB-FE-313-S-PUB-0500| p 181 N93-21402
User areas in aircraft cockpit, using methods of rapid
prototype development
|MBB-FE-315-S-PUB-0493| p 196 N93-22389
Stress resistance as a diagnostic category in air traffic
controller selection
|DLR-FB-92-13| p 219 N93-24092
Evoked brain potentials as indicators of a central nervous
impairment in a simulated saturation dive to 560 m
|DLR-FB-92-14| p219 N93-24093
International application of the DLR test-system:
Continuation of the cooperation with Iberia in pilot
selection
|DLR-FB-92-12| p 225 N93-24104
Selection of astronauts for European space missions
p 225 N93-24345
The European astronauts training programme
p 226 N93-24346
Mir 1992 operations and crew training
p 226 N93-24352
Life in and from space p 237 N93-24373
Columbus payload requirements in human physiology
p220 N93-24386
Cardiovascular stress test with non-invasive
techniques P 221 N93-24399
CEBAS-Aquarack: An artificial aquatic animal plant
ecosystem as a tool for basic research in the Columbus
Space Station p 210 N93-24401
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Ecosystems on Earth and in space (the possible
utilization of artificial ecosystems for space life support
systems) p 236 N93-24406
DOKMA: A document oriented communication model
lor medical applications as a basis of a role system in
the medical field
IETN-93-937991 p 284 N93-28469
Pilot intent and error recognition as pad of a knowledge
based cockpit assistant p318 N93-28855
Symbology for head up and head down applications for
highly agile fighter aircraft: To improve spatial awareness.
trajectory control, and Unusual attitude recovery, part 1
p318 N93-28857
Photobiological investigations on spores of
streptomyces griseus
IESA-TT-12691 p 277 N93-29274
Computer-generated parallel tests for aptitude
measurement in the selection of aviation operators
IDLR-FB-92-29) p 343 N93-31229
Background and objectives of the PARAT program
p343 N93-31230
Phases of the project development and examination
methodologies p 343 N93-31231
The position test: A computer generated process for
acquisition of inductive logic thinking
p343 N93-31232
The test memorization of symbols and numbers: A
computer generated test for visual sensitivity
p 343 N93-31233
The clearance test: A computer generated process for
acquisition of auditive short term sensitivity
p 343 N93-31234
The concentration loading test system: A computer
generated process for acquisition of attentiveness
control p344 N93-31235
The aircraft position tests: A computer generated
process for acquisition of spatial orientation capability
p 344 N93-31236
The cube rotation test: A computer generated process
for acquisition of mental spatial manipulator capability
p 344 N93-31237
The PARAT tests as examination system
p344 N93-31238
Results and management of pathological lipoprotein
concentrations and other cardiovascular risk factors in
military pilots of the German Federal Armed Forces
p 363 N93-32254
GREECE
Applied chemical engineering thermodynamics
[ISBN 0-387-54759-21 p 357 A93-46075
Allergic and nonallergic rhinitis in Greek pilots
p21 N93-11317
Correlation of serum alpha sub 1 antitrypsin with
cigarette smoking and pulmonary function status in Greek
pilots, for a ten year period p 22 N93-11318
Formal aspects of human-computer interaction
p 66 N93-13909
Aircraft accident injuries in the Hellenic Air Force in the
last 20 years p 126 N93-19698
Lipidemic profile of Hellenic Airforce officers
p362 N93-32250
Correlation of life-style and dietary concomitants of
Greek pilots with serum anatytes p 369 N93-32256
INDIA
Lower body negative pressure system for simulation of
+ Gz-induced physiological strain p 119 A93-25210
Alteration of structure and mobility of erythrocyte
aggregates under normal- to microgravity conditions
p 200 A93-32072
Changes in body fluid compartments during
hypohydration and rehydration in heat-acclimated tropical
subjects p 251 A93-35496
Mathematical model for the exchange of gases in the
lungs with special reference to carbon monoxide
p 271 A93-39707
Body fluid compartments, renal blood flow, and
hormones at 6,000 m in normal subjects
p281 A93-41125
Designs and development of a master-slave
leleoperated robot p 390 A93-49357
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION
C.R.M. training for the advanced flight deck
p24 A93-13410
A new generation of astronauts in space - The astronaut
selection process 0 57 A93-17071
Suction-cup shoes for astronauts - A new method of
foot restraint p 62 A93-17072
Zero-gravity underwater simulations for the Columbus
programme - Outcome of the first campaigns
p62 A93-17075
The training of the new astronaut candidates at EAC
p 129 A93-23693
European astronaut candidates in training in the CIS
p 256 A93-34593
European involvement in CELSS - Definition of a Closed
Ecological Systems Test Bed
| SAE PAPER 9212001 p 295 A93-41376
An operational evaluation process for long-duration
mission habitats in space p 345 A93-42114
The psychological challenge of space
p339 A93-42658
Implementation of biological elements in life support
systems - Rationale and development milestones
p390 A93-49302
IRELAND
The development and use of a generic nonnormal
checklist with applications in ab initio and Introductory
Advanced Qualification Programs p 180 A93-27456
ISRAEL
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering - Design
considerations p 135 A93-23518
Visual display aid for orbital maneuvering - Experimental
evaluation p 136 A93-23519
Designing the right visor p 181 A93-26885
Predicting increases in skin temperature using heat
stress indices and relative humidity in helicopter pilots
p 167 A93-28729
Flight-path estimation in passive low-altitude flight by
visual cues p 223 A93-32004
Performance under dichoptic versus binocular viewing
conditions - Effects of attention and task requirements
p287 A93-40772
New technologies for in-flight pasteless bioelectrodes
p289 A93-41174
Acute hypertensive response to + Gz acceleration in
mildly hypertensive pilots p 386 A93-52307
Visual field information in nap-of-the-Earth flight by
teleoperated helmet-mounted displays
p311 N93-27177
ITALY
The evolution of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, the
biosynthetic pathways of amino acids and the genetic
code p73 A93-17825
Influence of stress on lymphocyte subset distribution •
A flow cytometric study in young student pilots
p118 A93-25203
The strategic role of automation and robotics for
Columbus utilization p 181 A93-26567
On the biological effects of cosmic rays - Epidemiological
studies p239 A93-34858
Long-lasting neuropsychological changes alter a single
high altitude climb p 278 A93-39713
Myosin and troponin changes in rat soleus muscle after
hinrjlimb suspension p 273 A93-41124
Labels and visual cues to reproduce an earthlike
environment in space - Going ahead in designing Columbus
APM interior architecture
| SAE PAPER 9211931 p 295 A93-41371
The effects of a reduced pressure scenario on the
Columbus APM environmental control system
| SAE PAPER 921247| p 298 A93-41418
System integration and verification approach for the
environmental control system of the Columbus Attached
Pressurised Module
| SAE PAPER 9212611 p 299 A93-41431
Environmental control of the Mini Pressurized Logistic
Module
| SAE PAPER 9212811 p 302 A93-41449
Effects of air bubble contamination in recirculating water
loop
| SAE PAPER 9212821 p 302 A93-41450
Ontology of mind, subjective ontology, and the example
of temporal expressions
|REPT-92-018| p26 N93-11212
Clinical types of Hepatitis B p 15 N93-11286
Vaccination against Hepatitis B: The Italian strategy
p15 N93-11289
Silent HIV infection p 16 N93-11293
HIV variability and perspectives of a vaccine
p 16 N93-11294
Absence of protective immunity against diphtheria in a
large proportion of young adults p 18 N93-11302
Dramatic reduction of meningococcal meningitis among
military recruits in Italy after introduction of specific
vaccination p 18 N93-11303
Clinical and immunological response to vaccination with
parenteral or oral vaccines in two groups of 30 recruits
p 19 N93-11305
Cytokines as vaccine adjuvants: Interteukin 1 and its
synthetic peptide 163-171 p 20 N93-11309
The screening of inhalant allergic diseases in the
selection of candidates for aircraft piloting
p21 N93-11312
In vivo and in vitro diagnosis of allergic respiratory
disease during screening procedures in the Italian Navy:
Comparative evaluation of a recent quantitative
automatized enzyme immunoassay method to dose
specific IgE p 21 N93-11314
Conversion of temporal correlations between stimuli to
spatial correlations between altraclors
|PREPRINT-856| p 96 N93-16962
Constraints on learning in dynamic synapses
|PREPRINT-890| p 100 N93-17026
Effective neurons and allractor neural networks in
cortical environment
(PREPRINT-8291 p 82 N93-17214
Spontaneous regulating mechanisms thai may have led
to the origin of life
| DE93-6036771 p331 N93-31161
Idiopathic Reactive Hypogfycemia in a population of
healthy trainees of an Italian Air Force military school
p 368 N93-32248
Cardiovascular risk factors in an Italian Air Force
population: Preliminary report p 362 N93-32252
JAPAN
Design of a display system for a human pilot's
supervisory tasks p 27 A93-11201
Human factors in the 'glass cockpit'
p27 A93-11202
Space robotics and its man-machine interface
p27 A93-11204
Study of the whole-body response to vibration: The effect
of repeated exposure to the long-term whole-body
vibration.il p9 A93-11286
Controllability of the voice command system - A
preliminary study p 27 A93-11287
Organic models of interstellar grains
p35 A93-11847
Behavioral adaptation to sustained hypobaric hypoxia
manifested by timing behavior in rats. I
p37 A93-15526
Adaptation of skeletal muscles and physical work
capacity in a weightless environment p 38 A93-15527
Hematological changes in space microgravity
environments p 46 A93-15528
Contribution of psychiatry to life in space
p56 A93-15529
The cardiovascular system p 46 A93-15530
An experimental approach to chemical evolution in
submarine hydrothermal systems p 74 A93-18008
Thermogenesis induced by inhibition of shivering during
cold exposure in exercise-trained rats
p 75 A93-18039
Modification of water and electrolyte metabolism during
head-down tilting by hypoglycemia in men
p92 A93-20029
Influence of viscous resistance on heart rate and oxygen
uptake during treadmill walking in water
p94 A93-20898
Effects of head down tilt on hepatic circulation and
metabolism in conscious dogs p 80 A93-20899
Research and development of sensing and manipulation
techniques for space robotics on a testbed
| AIAA PAPER 93-0794 | p 136 A93-24873
Thermal evolution of cometary nuclei by radioactive
heating and possible formation of organic chemicals
p 196 A93-27561
Changes in vitamin A status following prolonged
immobilization (simulated weightlessness)
p 166 A93-28720
Simulated weightlessness and bone metabolism •
Gravitational stimulation enhances insulin sensitivity
p 168 A93-28736
Working hours and fatigue of Japanese flight attendants
(FA) p 171 A93-28762
Two types of occlusion cues for the perception of 3-D
illusory objects in binocular fusion p 222 A93-30239
Cardiovascular responses to upright tilt at a simulated
altitude of 3,700 m in men p 212 A93-30281
Ultrastructural and biochemical studies on muscle
atrophy induced by suspension and suspension with
denervation in lower limbs of rats p 200 A93-31530
Effects of visually induced self-motion perception
(vection) on upright standing posture
p 214 A93-31531
Human behavior in virtual environments
p 233 A93-33447
High-altitude pulmonary edema with pulmonary
thromboembolism p 278 A93-39709
Neuropharmacology of motion sickness and emesis -
A review p 271 A93-39711
Motion sickness induced by sinusoidal linear
acceleration in rats p 272 A93-39712
A trade study method for determining the design
parameter of CELSS subsystems
|SAE PAPER 9211981 p 295 A93-41374
Development of the nitrogen fixation system for
CELSS
| SAE PAPER 9212381 p 297 A93-41411
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Concept of waste transferring mechanisms
| SAE PAPER 9212391 p 297 A93-41412
Experimental and theoretical study on membrane
distillation using thermopervaporation
| SAE PAPER 9213971 p 309 A93-41554
Cognitive performance and event-related brain
potentials under simulated high altitudes
P331 A93-42189
On the reaction of 2-aminopropionitrile in aqueous
media p 354 A93-43791
Catalytic accretion of thermal heterocomplex molecules
from amino acids in aqueous milieu p 354 A93-43793
Respiration curves as an index of pilot workload
p 332 A93-45320
Relationship between alcohol drinking habit and blood
pressure changes during the period of 25 years on JASDF
aged pilots p 333 A93-45321
The effect of G-experience on heart rate during + Gz
loading p 333 A93-45322
A computer simulation model for attention distribution
and event generation p 340 A93-45323
Image technology and information analysis of bone
change with gravitational exposure p 378 A93-49177
Arterial oxygen saturation during + Gz acceleration by
short-radius centrifuge p 379 A93-49178
Effect of chronic centrifugation on in vitro fertilization
and early development in mice ova p 375 A93-49179
Effect of food intake on skin vasomotor responses to
head-up tilt in humans p 379 A93-49180
Hemodynamic and hormonal correlates with exposure
to lower body negative pressure after 12 hours head-down
tilt p 379 A93-49220
Flight crew sleep during multiple layover polar flights
p 380 A93-49226
Effects of high altitudes on finger cooling test in
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N93-10709 p 181 N93-20908
A93-18008 NAG2-671 p 398 A93-55168
A93-32004 NAG2-716 p 61 A93-14377
A93-55997 NAG2-722 p 141 N93-19039
A93-2O661 NAG2-750 p 225 N93-24192
A93-44933 NAG2-782 p 399 A93-55458
A93-41547 NAG3-1027 p 174 N93-22188
A93-20660 p 246 N93-27085
A93-41075 NAG5-1572 p 65 N93-13717
A93-41075 NAG8-807 p 329 A93-44933
A93-44941 p 276 N93-28415
A93-46472 NAG9-117 p 214 A93-32176
A93-52878 p215 A93-32774
AS3-44939 p 124 N93-18596
A93-39571 p 363 N93-32364
A93-33026 NAG9-118 p116 A93-24037
A93-16544 NAG9-130 p 93 A93-2O039
A93-44941 NAG9-241 p 297 A93-41406
NAG9-249 p 85 A93-17542
NAG9-267 p 44 A93-14968
NAG9-284 p303 A93-41474
NAG9-291 p 105 N93-16699
NAG9-295 p 382 A93-49403
NAG9-372 p 184 A93-27034
p 193 A93-29135
NAG9-375 p 251 A93-3S493
p 251 A93-35494
NAG9-422 p 141 N93-18517
NAG9-442 p 375 A93-49208
NAG9-443 p 193 A93-29135
NAG9-446 p 387 A93-49404
NAG9-461 p 192 A93-29132
NAG9-S05 p297 A93-41406
NAG9-562 p 258 N93-26082
NAG9-582 p 277 N93-29216
NAG9-634 p 365 N93-31844
NASA ORDER H-18763-D p217 N93-22655
NASA ORDER T-9310-R p 202 A93-32243
NASW-4102 p 41 N93-13327
NASW-4292 p 244 N93-25195
NASW-4324 p55 N93-15583
p 123 N93-18376
NASW-4435 p 108 N93-17710
p83 N93-17780
p 108 N93-17805
p 108 N93-17806
pV3B N93-17970
p 138 N93-17971
p 139 N93-17973
p 139 N93-18019
p 140 N93-18113
p140 N93-18153
p 140 N93-18156
p352 N93-29760
NASW-4470 p310 N93-27100
p 310 N93-27101
NAS1-18687 p 28 A93-12222
NAS1-18788 p 388 A93-52187
NAS1-18847 p9 A93-10337
NAS1-19345 p28 A93-13357
NAS10-11624 p44 A93-14975
p279 A93-40549
p 4 N93-10085
p 139 N93-18111
NAS2-12852 p 182 A93-26887
p292 A93-41323
NAS2-12927 p 178 A93-27185
p222 N93-24738
NAS2-13210 p 182 A93-26887
NAS2-13345 p304 A93-41484
p 149 N93-20065
NAS7-1069 p 364 A93-45598
NAS7-932 p 65 N93-13450
NAS7-969 p42 N93-13612
NAS8-36407 p 195 N93-22002
p311 N93-27720
NAS8-36955 p 23 N93-12427
p40 N93-12901
p 40 N93-12949
p 64 N93-12966
NAS8-37814 p 359 N93-32354
p372 N93-32356
p359 N93-32365
NAS8-38038 p 301 A93-41443
NAS8-38490 p 301 A93-41443
NAS8-38781 p 64 N93-12990
p 266 N93-25888
NAS8-39843 p 234 N93-22663
p 267 N93-26088
NAS8-50000 p294 A93-41365
NAS9-14546 p 399 A93-55933
NAS9-15343 p 403 A93-55941
NAS9-16037 p386 A93-52617
NAS9-16044 p 44 A93-14968
NAS9-17267 p 47 A93-16158
NAS9-17403 p 328 A93-44928
p328 A93-44929
NAS9-17413 p84 A93-17531
NAS9-17416 p 79 A93-20661
NAS9-17745 p 379 A93-49222
NAS9-17822 p 302 A93-41463
NAS9-17900 p 187 A93-27155
p 187 A93-27157
p 187 A93-27160
p 188 A93-27170
p303 A93-41464
p 34 N93-12195
p34 N93-12211
p96 N93-16619
p234 N93-23129
p258 N93-25736
p 321 N93-29044
p 321 N93-29324
NAS9-18057 p 179 A93-27188
E-2
CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX RTOP 199-61-12-42
NAS9-18128
NAS9-18348
NAS9- 18361
NAS9-18440
NAS9- 18192
NA89AA-D-SG-053
NCA2-225
NCA2-248
NCA2-413
NCA2-468
NCC2-100
NCC2-12
NCC2-167
NCC2-220
NCC2-229
NCC2-253
NCC2-307
NCC2-370
NCC2-377
NCC2-414
NCC2-455
NCC2-495
NCC2-517
NCC2-541
NCC2-578
NCC2-592
NCC2-607
NCC2-613
NCC2-614
NCC2-628
NCC2-632
NCC2-643
NCC2-86
NCC8-17
NCC9-16
NERC-GR/3/7779
NFR-G-GU-3865
NGL-22-009-640
NGR-03-01 8-148
NGR-05-007-407
NGR-33-01 8-148
NGR-44-005-002
NGT-05-004-801
NGT-44-005-803
NGT-50206
NGT-50379
NGT-50493
NGT-50512
NGT-70124
NIH-AA-07035
NIH-AG-03934
NIH-AG-06537
t>'!H-AG-06836
NIH-AG-07719
NIH-AG-08589
NIH-AR-30346
NIH-AR-36266
NIH-AR-36834
NIH-AR-37984
NIH-AR-39998
NIH-CA-23248
NIH-CA-24385
NIH-CA-30187
NIH-ES-01247
NIH-ES-04872
NIH-EY-01711
NIH-GCRC5-M01-RR00888
NIH-GM-08400
NIH-GM-41635
p85
p 304
... p303
p274
p275
... p213
p 334
p 43
P55
p339
p98
p97
p 102
p 327
p328
p357
p357
p357
p329
p 400
.. p324
... p271
p 94
P97
P?9
p389
p 266
p329
p209
p 191
p 192
p 182
p292
p201
p201
p243
p 189
.. p209
p 257
p 244
p 303
p 102
p 179
p230
p232
p232
p233
p 303
p 184
p 149
p74
p325
p61
p412
p272
p 108
p268
p 109
p 118
p266
p255
p245
p245
p267
p246
P44
p 192
p78
p326
. p394
p28
p384
P79
p 323
p94
p79
p 56
p326
p327
p202
p205
p80
p205
p202
p204
p205
p329
p358
p329
p8C
p308
p308
.... p55
p 94
p323
p38
A93- 17538
A93-4M83
A93-41478
N93-27122
N93-27360
A93-30285
N93-29651
N93- 15208
A93- 14098
A93-44922
A93-20275
A93- 17974
A93- 19987
A93-44879
A93-44880
A93-46468
A93-46469
A93-46470
A93-44935
A93-55937
A93-42450
A93-38451
A93-20659
A93- 17673
A93-20661
A93-52506
N93-26047
A93-44935
N93-23233
A93-29111
A93-29132
A93-26887
A93-41323
A93-32115
A93-32116
A93-36557
A93-27455
N93-23169
A93-36229
N93-25242
A93-41473
A93- 19986
A93-27194
A93-30454
A93-33443
A93-33446
A93-33449
A93-41473
A93-27034
N93-20314
A93- 18009
A93-43795
A93- 14377
A93-5599B
A93-40308
A93- 17824
A93-36554
A93-17977
A93-25206
N93-26061
N93-26068
N93-26069
N93-26073
N93-26076
N93-26077
A93- 14968
A93-29132
A93-20036
A93-44178
A93-52406
A93- 12222
A93-52299
A93-20662
A93-42193
A93-20659
A93-20662
A93-15663
A93-44183
A93-44184
A93-32749
A93-33045
A93-20663
A93-33045
A93-32749
A93-33043
A93-33045
A93-44934
A93-46606
A93-44934
A93-20663
A93-41545
A93-41545
A93- 14097
A93-20658
A93-42193
A93-16481
NIH-G12-RR-03059-01A1 p 329 A93-44935
NIH-HD-00681 p 280 A93-41120
p280 A93-41121
NIH-HD-06016 p 201 A93-32113
p 202 A93-32651
p 202 A93-32652
p204 A93-33035
p 339 A93-44923
p404 A93-52721
NIH-HL-01998 p 279 A93-41118
NIH-HL-07212 p 323 A93-42187
NIH-HL07249 p 323 A93-42193
NIH-HL-07449 p 279 A93-41118
NIH-HL-07467 p 79 A93-20038
NIH-HL-07625 p 379 A93-49221
NIH-HL-07776 p 151 A93-26500
NIH-HL-14985 p117 A93-24043
p280 A93-41120
p280 A93-41121
p 326 A93-44181
NIH-HL-16022 p 79 A93-20038
NIH-HL-17731 p111 A93-21684
p117 A93-24043
p323 A93-42187
p 331 A93-42188
NIH-HL-20634 p 281 A93-41168
NIH-HL-33567 '..... p 151 A93-26500
NIH-HL-33782 p 323 A93-42192
NIH-HL-37235 p8 A93-10332
NIH-HL-39818 p 281 A93-41168
NIH-HL-39966 p 323 A93-42193
NIH-HL-40273 p 80 A93-20663
NIH-HL-44678 p 79 A93-20038
NIH-HL-46481 p 326 A93-44181
NIH-K04-AG-00369 p 80 A93-20665
NIH-MH-28783 p 204 A93-33031
NIH-MO1-RR-00073 p 280 A93-41122
NIH-M01-RR-00088 p 152 A93-27224
NIH-NEI-R01-EY07046 p 103 A93-19989
NIH-NO1-AG-9-2216 p115 A93-21686
NIH-NS-21231 p 204 A93-33031
NIH-P01-AG4402-05 p115 A93-21686
NIH-RO1-MH-43924 p 97 A93-17974
NIH-RR-00088-24 p 204 A93-33031
NIH-RR-00165 p 201 A93-32113
NIH-RR-00350 p 93 A93-20039
NIH-RR-02558 p 93 A93-20039
NIH-RR-02719 p115 A93-21686
NIH-RR-05818 p 202 A93-32749
p 205 A93-33045
NIH-R01-AG-08322 p 80 A93-20665
NIH-R01-AR-18140 p116 A93-21687
NIH-R23-3026 p 203 A93-33027
NIH-R29-GM-39723 p 88 A93-18036
NIH-S07-RR-07002 p 399 A93-55458
NIH-T32-HL-07625 p 379 A93-49221
NIH-T32-MH-19761-0851 p 201 A93-32119
NIH-1-RO1-AG06072 p 94 A93-20658
NIH-1-R01-AG-08521-01 p 384 A93-52299
NIH-5-R24-RR-02170 p 390 A93-49398
NIOSH-R43-OH02097 p 338 N93-31.138
NR PROJ. MM3-3-P-30 p 140 N93-18293
p132 N93-18294
NR PROJ. MRO-4101 p 336 N93-30882
NR PROJ. MOO-96 p 120 N93-17896
p131 N93-17919
p131 N93-18205
p122 N93-18280
NR PROJ. MOO-99 p 120 N93-17926
NR PROJ. RRO-4204 p 52 N93-14109
NR PROJ. 3M1-61102-BS-87 p 14 N93-10796
NS-072226 p 173 N93-22163
NSERC-A-2181 p 231 A93-31533
NSERC-A-2427 p 138 A93-25482
NSFASC-89-20219 p 390 A93-49398
NSF BNS-85-11685 p 339 A93-44940
NSF BNS-89-08512 p 257 A93-36229
NSF BNS-89-19645 p 280 A93-41120
p280 A93-41121
NSF BNS-90-21081 p 179 A93-27196
NSF BSR-84-02051 p 152 A93-27775
p203 A93-33026
p 328 A93-44903
NSF BSR-86-13583 p 272 A93-40308
NSF BSR-87-09242 p152 A93-27775
p 203 A93-33026
p328 A93-44903
NSF BSR-88-18133 p 400 A93-55999
NSF CCR-88-13632 p 157 N93-20848
NSF CDA-88-06866 p 291 A93-41319
NSF CDA-88-22719 p 192 A93-29118
NSF CHE-85-06377 p412 A93-55998
NSF CHE-90-00187 p 325 A93-43795
NSF DMB-90-16973 p 269 A93-36561
NSF DMC-88-57851 p 291 A93-41319
NSF DMS-90-05833 p 157 N93-20848
NSF EAR-86-09782 pi 10 A93-17984
NSF EAR-90-05744 p 273 A93-41075
NSF EAR-90-18468 p 74 A93-18005
p74 A93-18007
p397 A93-53291
p41 N93-13457
NSF EAR-91-18011 p411 A93-53289
NSF INT-86-2045 p 273 A93-41075
NSF INT-87-12007 p 325 A93-43795
NSF INT-89-25466 p 375 A93-49208
NSF IRI-90-03252 p214 A93-31267
NSF MCB-91-17694 p153 A93-27799
NSF MSS-85-52702 p 61 A93-14377
NSF MSS-89-10095 p 136 A93-23846
NSF MSS-90-24391 p 184 A93-27034
NSF OCE-81-18897 p 397 A93-53285
NSF OCE-83-12036 p 397 A93-53285
NSF OCE-85-12832 p 397 A93-53285
NSFOCE-86-01316 p 397 A93-53285
NSF OCE-90-02366 p 397 A93-53285
NSF OCE-90-02532 p 330 N93-30665
NSG-1414 p231 A93-31517
NSG-7278 p 358 A93-46471
NWO-SON-328-050 p1 A93-11150
NWO-783-380-100 p 376 A93-49214
N00014-85-C-0013 p 225 N93-24227
N00014-85-K-0124 p 224 N93-23986
N00014-86-K-0678 p 364 N93-32064
N00014-86-K-0680 p 390 A93-49393
p 390 A93-49398
N00014-87-C-0790 p 32 N93-11812
N00014-89-J-1640 p 50 N93-13116
N00014-89-J-3146 p 69 N93-14548
N00014-89-J-3149 p122 N93-18252
N00014-90-C-0053 p14 N93-11193
N00014-90-C-0220 p 225 N93-24227
N00014-90-J-1307 p 52 N93-14109
N00014-90-J-1492 p 26 N93-11415
N00014-90-J-1626 p 283 N93-27654
N00014-90-J-1648 p 284 N93-28293
N00014-90-J-1864 p 12 N93-10271
N00014-90-J-1917 p 153 A93-27799
N00014-90-J-4014 p 263 A93-35536
N00014-91-C-0044 p 254 N93-25900
N00014-91-C-0190 p54 N93-15192
p333 N93-29509
N00014-91-J-1290 p153 A93-27799
N00014-91-J-1316 p224 N93-23960
N00014-91-J-1540 p99 N93-16111
p123 N93-18363
N00014-91-J-1598 p 42 N93-14532
N00014-91-J-1653 p 39 N93-12871
N00014-91-J-1903 p258 N93-25654
N00014-91-J-4168 p27 N93-12225
N00014-92-J-1164 p122 N93-18223
N00014-92-J-1244 p 334 N93-29620
N00014-92-J-1558 p 50 N93-13252
N00019-88-C-0288 p 320 N93-28870
N00039-91-C-0001 p173 N93-22163
N0014-89-J-1700 p375 A93-49207
PHS-AA-06093 p 46 A93-16151
PHS-R01-HG-00312-03 p 358 A93-47099
PHS-R03-OHO-2821-01 p 286 N93-29199
PR-91-007-008 p221 N93-24590
PROJ.IR-90-2 p43 N93-15208
PROJ. K7-17 p51 N93-13449
PROJ. MM3-3-P-30 p171 N93-20580
PROJ. MOO-99 p 172 N93-20587
PROJ. R/C-S-27 p43 N93-15208
RICIS PROJ. SE-16 p149 N93-20314
RTOP 107-30-31 p35 N93-12319
RTOP 141-20-OF p246 N93-27085
RTOP 199-04-16-11 p 50 N93-13023
p124 N93-18381
RTOP 199-14-11-13 p280 A93-41119
p380 A93-49292
RTOP 199-14-12-04 p 380 A93-49291
p 380 A93-49292
p 381 A93-49295
RTOP 199-15-11-14 p280 A93-41119
RTOP 199-16-11-08 p 47 A93-16158
p85 A93-17538
RTOP 199-16-12-34 p 388 A93-51959
RTOP 199-16-12-37 p 55 A93-14119
p 174 A93-26950
p141 N93-19104
RTOP 199-18-12-07 p 242 A93-35498
p6 N93-12014
p255 N93-26133
RTOP 199-21-12 p281 A93-41169
RTOP 199-22-12 p 281 A93-41169
RTOP 199-22-22 p281 A93-41169
RTOP 199-22-32 p 281 A93-41169
RTOP 199-22-44 p281 A93-41169
RTOP 199-26-12-38 p 380 A93-49291
RTOP 199-61-12-42 p 33 N93-12018
E-3
RTOP 476-14-03 CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
RTOP 476-14-03 p 274 A93-41551
RTOP 505-64-29 p 236 N93-24490
RTOP 505-64-36 p 232 A93-33444
RTOP 506-71-51 p55 A93-14119
p 174 A93-26950
RTOP 674-23-08-17 p 203 A93-32850
RTOP-506-47 p55 A93-14097
SBIR-06.05-4100 p65 N93-13450
SBIR-08.15-1315 p42 N93-13612
SMRC-07490-5A p 275 N93-27989
SNSF-3.200.0092.85 p 279 A93-41117
SNSF-3,338,0.86 p 200 A93-32071
SNSRC-4426-3011 p 275 N93-27989
W-31-109-ENG-38 p 137 A93-25309
p96 N93-16552
p82 N93-17189
p210 N93-24028
W-7405-ENG-36 p 5 N93-10628
p49 N93-12566
p 51 N93-13S22
p217 N93-22774
p253 N93-25186
W-7405-ENG-48 p 43 A93-13774
p f> N93-10974
E-4
REPORT NUMBER INDEX
NASA
SPONSORED
ON
MICROFICHE
NASA-CR-184429 p 23 N93-12427 • #
REPORT
NUMBER
PAGE I ACCESSION
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1993 Cumulative Index
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Index Listing
AD-A253808 p 32 N93-11783 #
AO-A253814 p 32 N93-11784 #
AD-A253931 p 30 N93-10713 tt
AD-A253988 p 25 N93-10719 ft
AD-A254093 p 25 N93-10658 #
AD-A254129 p 13 N93-10661 tt
AD-A254138 p 25 N93-10662 tt
AD-A254198 p 30 N93-1026I tt
AD-A254280 p 14 N93-10765 tt
AD-A254327 p 64 N93-12960 tt
AD-A254328 p 23 N93-12145 tt
AO-A254336 p 59 N93-15216 tt
AD-A254359 p 50 N93-12945 tt
AD-A254381 p 64 N93-12860 It
AD-A254448 p 50 N93-12905 tt
AD-A254455 p 63 N93-12609 tt
AD-A254493 p 63 N93-12576 tt
AD-A254550 p 49 N93-12612 tt
AD-A254581 p 49 N93-12649 tt
AD-A254645 p 57 N93-12662 tt
AD-A254681 p 27 N93-12225 tt
AD-A254699 p 34 N93-12229 tt
AD-A254809 p 49 N93-12751 tt
AD-A254826 p 63 N93-12732 tt
AD-A254840 p 27 N93-12432 tt
AD-A254939 p 63 N93-12545 tt
AD-A254983 p 35 N93-12508 tt
AD-A254984 p 35 N93-12509 tt
AD-A255010 p 39 N93-12871 tt
AO-A255054 p 50 N93-13116 tt
AD-A255061 p 23 N93-12469 tt
AD-A255067 p 35 N93-12486 tt
AD-A255091 p 50 N93-12756 tt
AD-A255120 p 34 N93-12291 tt
AD-A255128 p 34 N93-12423 tt
AD-A255213 p 42 N93-13863 #
AD-A255224 p 51 N93-13941 tt
AD-A255277 p 54 N93-15006 tt
AD-A255282 p 42 N93-14532 tt
AD-A255299 p 53 N93-14535 tt
AD-A255324 p 69 N93-14548 tt
AD-A255384 p 70 N93-14651 tt
AD-A255432 p 58 N93-14510 tt
AD-A255440 p 53 N93-14782 tt
AD-A255483 p 59 N93-14788 tt
AD-A255485 p 54 N93-14789 tt
AD-A255525 p 70 N93-14554 tt
AD-A255544 p 66 N93-13874 tt
AD-A255553 p 53 N93-14556 tt
AD-A255582 p 95 N93-16041 #
AD-A255607 p 54 N93-15009 tt
AD-A255627 p 69 N93-14161 tt
AD-A255630 p 52 N93-14162 tt
AD-A255649 p 52 N93-14163 tt
AD-A255652 p 52 N93-14210 tt
AD-A255691 p 52 N93-14103 tt
AD-A255696 p 42 N93-14557 tt
AD-A255699 p 99 N93-16111 tt
AD-A255748 p 54 N93-15053 tt
AD-A255780 p 59 N93-15067 tt
AD-A255785 p 51 N93-14027 tt
AD-A255786 p 51 N93-14028 tt
AD-A255788 p 58 N93-14646 tt
AD-A255799 p 42 N93-14648 tt
AD-A255842 p 52 N93-14084 tt
AD-A255918 p 69 N93-14090 tt
AD-A255926 p 52 N93-14109 tt
AD-A255989 p 58 N93-14416 tt
AD-A256046 p 59 N93-14660 tt
AD-A256059 p 58 N93-14580 tt
AD-A256091 p 69 N93-14427 tt
AD-A256192 p 69 N93-14520 tt
AD-A256245 p 58 N93-14600 #
AD-A256327 p 54 N93-15192 #
AD-A2S6340 p 55 N93-15198 tt
AD-A2S6369 p 60 N93-15329 tt
AD-A256548 p 57 N93-14267 tt
AD-A2S6552 p 60 N93-15400 tt
AD-A256557 p 58 N93-14602 tt
AD-A256602 p 52 N93-14240 tt
AD-A256894 p 104 N93-16048 #
AD-A256959 p 95 N93-16187 tt
AD-A256987 p 104 N93-16258 tt
January 1994
Listings in this index are arranged alphanumerically
by report number. The page number indicates the
page on which the citation is located. The accession
number denotes the number by which the citation is
identified. An asterisk (*) indicates that the item is a
NASA report. A pound sign (#) indicates that the
item is available on microfiche.
A-90237 p 35 N93-12319 ' #
A-91204 p236 N93-24490 ' #
A-91244 p 141 N93-19104 • ft
A-92113 p255 N93-26133 ' tt
A-92141 p6 N93-12014 • ft
A-92142 p33 N93-12018 " tt
A-92193 p 149 N93-20065 • tt
A-93026 p 222 N93-24738 ' tt
AARL-92-27 p 52 N93-14103 tt
AARL-92-30 p 58 N93-14600 tt
AAS PAPER 91-035 p 62 A93-15583 '
AAS PAPER 91-046 p 62 A93-15588
AAS PAPER 91-313 p 400 A93-54306 '
AAS PAPER 91-320 p 409 A93-54308
AAS PAPER 91-321 p 401 A93-54309
AAS PAPER 91-623 p 402 A93-55802
AAS PAPER 91-626 p 402 A93-55805 •
AAS PAPER 91-669 p410 A93-55838
AAS PAPER 92-052 p 392 A93-50592 '
AAS PAPER 92-053 p 392 A93-50593 '
AAS PAPER 92-054 p 392 A93-50594
AAS PAPER 92-056 p 392 A93-50596
AAS PAPER 92-107 p 277 A93-39261 '
AO-A247382 p 26 N93-11415 #
AD-A248349 p 26 N93-11488 #
AD-A248675 p 31 N93-11743 #
AD-A249123 p 24 N93-10321 tt
AD-A249830 p 31 N93-10994 #
AD-A249862 p 27 N93-12252 tt
AD-A250198 p 24 N93-10278 #
AD-A250648 p 23 N93-11893 #
AD-A250673 p 31 N93-11559 #
AD-A250705 '. p 22 N93-11841 #
AD-A250716 p 35 N93-12491 tt
AD-A252141 p 14 N93-11283 #
AD-A252329 p 22 N93-11561 tt
AD-A252376 p 14 N93-10796 tt
AD-A252427 p 13 N93-10709 #
AD-A252820 p 26 N93-11779 #
AD-A253135 p 13 N93-10613 tt
AD-A253185 p 14 N93-11146 #
AD-A253235 p 26 N93-11503 tt
AD-A253295 p 14 N93-11193 #
AD-A253345 p 12 N93-10271 #
AD-A253392 p 33 N93-12079 tt
AD-A253393 P 30 N93-10217 #
AD-A253394 p 30 N93-10288 tt
AD-A253564 p 32 N93-11812 tt
AD-A253612 P 13 N93-10650 #
AD-A253614 p 50 N93-13252 tt
AD-A253648 P 31 N93-11279 #
AD-A253724 P 25 N93-11081 tt
AD-A257016 p 99 N93-16189 tt
AD-A257037 p 71 N93-15363 tt
AD-A257059 p 104 N93-15710 tt
AD-A257152 p 104 N93-16033 tt
AD-A257231 p 80 N93-15965 tt
AD-A257234 p 104 N93-15968 tt
AD-A257612 p 123 N93-18362 tt
AO-A257613 p 120 N93-17926 tt
AO-A257704 p 107 N93-17697 tt
AD-A257711 p 100 N93-17684 tt
AD-A257718 p 121 N93-18211 tt
AD-A257796 p 123 N93-18363 tt
AD-A257934 p 121 N93-18006 tt
AD-A258006 p 130 N93-17816 tt
AD-A258012 p119 N93-17817 tt
AD-A258023 p 120 N93-17918 tt
AD-A258025 p 131 N93-17919 #
AD-A258114 p 120 N93-17895 #
AD-A258115 p 120 N93-17896 #
AD-A258136 p 120 N93-17985 tt
AD-A258144 p 132 N93-18291 #
AD-A258146 p 122 N93-18292 tt
AD-A258151 p 140 N93-18293 #
AD-A258152 p 122 N93-18280 tt
AD-A258156 p 132 N93-18294 #
AD-A258159 p 123 N93-18295 tt
AD-A258168 p 131 N93-17921 #
AD-A258185 p 120 N93-17900 tt
AD-A258186 p 131 N93-17857 #
AD-A258193 p 132 N93-18298 #
AD-A258198 p 121 N93-18217 #
AD-A258199 p 131 N93-18205 tt
AD-A258200 p 140 N93-18200 tt
AD-A258219 p 123 N93-18301 tt
AD-A258236 p 130 N93-17820 tt
AD-A258252 p119 N93-17822 tt
AD-A258261 p 131 N93-18027 #
AD-A258275 p 139 N93-18029 tt
AD-A258318 p 122 N93-18252 tt
AD-A258334 p 121 N93-18159 tt
AD-A258364 p 121 N93-18209 #
AD-A258368 p 121 N93-18210 tt
AD-A258405 p 122 N93-18223 #
AO-A258473 p 132 N93-18273 tt
AD-A258500 p 122 N93-18264 tt
AD-A258502 p 129 N93-20400 #
AD-A258529 p 148 N93-20050 tt
AD-A258531 p 195 N93-21753 tt
AD-A258552 p 148 N93-19955 tt
AD-A258553 p 135 N93-19956 tt
AD-A258675 p 95 N93-15824 tt
AO-A258724 p 135 N93-20326 tt
AO-A258744 p 128 N93-20384 tt
AD-A258785 p 133 N93-18949 tt
AD-A258854 p 125 N93-19369 #
AD-A258933 p 133 N93-19449 tt
AD-A259024 p 124 N93-18952 tt
AD-A259068 p 124 N93-19072 tt
AD-A259090 p 172 N93-20587 tt
AD-A259195 p 171 N93-20563 tt
AD-A259243 p 171 N93-20580 tt
AD-A259410 p 194 N93-21269 tt
AD-A259531 p 234 N93-23451 tt
AD-A259597 p 235 N93-24067 tt
AD-A259608 p 225 N93-24227 tt
AO-A259625 p 218 N93-24021 tt
AD-A259684 p 234 N93-23660 tt
AD-A259720 p 235 N93-24128 tt
AD-A259742 p 224 N93-23479 tt
AD-A259803 p217 N93-23459 tt
AO-A259887 p 218 N93-23984 tt
AD-A259892 p 224 N93-23986 tt
AD-A259905 p 235 N93-23992 tt
AD-A259909 p 235 N93-23995 tt
AD-A259924 p 236 N93-24441 tt
AD-A259954 p 219 N93-24247 tt
AD-A259955 p 225 N93-24297 tt
AD-A259970 p 226 N93-24431 tt
AD-A260052 p 224 N93-23960 tt
AD-A260204 p 235 N93-24001 tt
AD-A260227 p 225 N93-24319 tt
AD-A260280 p 236 N93-24168 tt
AD-A260322 p 219 N93-24238 tt
F-1
AD-A260S14 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
AD-A260514 p 221 N93-24420 H
AD-A260562 p 255 N93-25944 H
AD-A260574 p 354 N93-25900 H
AD-A260581 p 266 N93-25904 H
AD-A260606 p 265 N93-25840 H
AD-A260720 p 258 N93-25654 H
AD-A260852 p 265 N93-25787 It
AD-A260869 p 265 N93-25628 H
AD-A260874 p 254 N93-25629 tt
AD-A260938 p 255 N93-26218 It
AD-A260977 p 266 N93-25867 It
AD-A261012
 P266 N93-25859 It
AD-A261034
 P283 N93-28122 It
AD-A261040
 P258 N93-25815 #
AD-A261048
 P265 N93-25778 tt
AD-A261059 p 267 N93-26229 tt
AD-A261089 p 245 N93-25764 #
AD-A261259 p 268 N93-26265 tt
AO-A261388 p 261 N93-26446 tt
AD-A261394 p 259 N93-26307 tt
AD-A261405
 P268 N93-26404 tt
AD-A261418 p 261 N93-26449 ft
AD-A261438 p 261 N93-26489 tt
AD-A261445 p 261 N93-26521 tt
AD-A261449 p 259 N93-26347 tt
AD-A261452 p 260 N93-26349 tt
AD-A261460 p 260 N93-26353 tt
AD-A261484 p 260 N93-26356 tt
AO-A261592 p 260 N93-26435 tt
AD-A261593 p 260 N93-26436 tt
AD-A261658 p 260 N93-26364 tt
AD-A261692 p 260 N93-26391 tt
AD-A261808 p 246 N93-26259 tt
AD-A262180 p 350 N93-29444
AD-A262262 p 317 N93-28112 tt
AD-A262399 p 333 N93-29400 tt
AD-A262417 p 317 N93-28464 tt
AD-A262418 p 283 N93-27654 tt
AD-A262466 p317 N93-28757 #
AD-A262467 p 284 N93-28758 tt
AD-A262483 p 285 N93-28759 tt
AD-A262558 p 333 N93-29421 tt
AD-A262616 p317 N93-28479 tt
AD-A262703 p 288 N93-28901 tt
AD-A262762 p 285 N93-28939 tt
AD-A262861 p 333 N93-29509 tt
AD-A262862 p 350 N93-29471 tt
AD-A262871 p 340 N93-29481 tt
AD-A262872 p 351 N93-29484 tt
AD-A262908 p 284 N93-28306 tt
AD-A262920 p 288 N93-28307 #
AD-A262926 p 320 N93-28884 tt
AD-A262979 p 284 N93-28293 #
AD-A263011 p350 N93-29406 tt
AD-A263033 p 283 N93-27923 #
AD-A263071 p 314 N93-27927 tt
AD-A263191 p 321 N93-28941 tt
AD-A263240 p 334 N93-29620 tt
AD-A263458 p 354 N93-30590
AD-A263498 p 322 N93-29340 tt
AD-A263544 p 334 N93-29820 tt
AD-A263559 p 336 N93-30588 tt
AD-A263598 p 330 N93-29915 #'
AD-A263874 p 353 N93-29888 tt
AD-A263875 p 353 N93-29889 tt
AD-A264021 p 340 N93-30026 tt
AD-A264022 p 340 N93-30027 tt
AD-A264056 p341 N93-30033 tt
AD-A264069 p 353 N93-29924 tt
AD-A264096 p 338 N93-31094 tt
AD-A264099 p 337 N93-31061 tt
AD-A264117 p 335 N93-30192 tt
AD-A264127 p 335 N93-30196 tt
AD-A264162 p 334 N93-30153 tt
AD-A264179 p 336 N93-30882 tt
AD-A264260 p 337 N93-30894 tt
AD-A264293 .-. p 331 N93-30818 tt
AD-A264306 p 337 N93-30897 tt
AO-A264338 p 335 N93-30160 tt
AD-A264342 p 341 N93-30163 tt
AD-A264367 p 267 N93-26089 tt
AD-A264401 p 353 N93-30167 tt
AD-A264415 p 358 N93-32035
AD-A264438 p 335 N93-30421 tt
AD-A264439 p 336 N93-30422 tt
AD-A264484 p 341 N93-30425 tt
AD-A264492 p 335 N93-30400 tt
AO-A264553 p 335 N93-30382 tt
AO-A264571 p 363 N93-32011 tt
AD-A264575 p 366 N93-32012 tt
AD-A264626 p341 N93-30426 tt
AD-A264661 p341 N93-30542 tt
AD-A264674 p 342 N93-30543 tt
AD-A264675 p 361 N93-32015 §
AD-A264681 p 361 N93-32018 tt
AD-A264691 p 361 N93-31981 tt
AD-A264692 p 336 N93-30494 //
AD-A264699 p 259 N93-26138 //
AD-A264723 p 336 N93-30515 //
AD-A264726 p 342 N93-30575 //
AD-A264794 p 330 N93-30665 ' //
AD-A264807 p 330 N93-30594 //
AO-A264829 p 336 N93-30613 //
AD-A264840 p 337 N93-30904 ff
AD-A264881 p 337 N93-30908 //
AD-A265220 p 366 N93.32006 //
AD-A265356 p 288 N93-27103 H
AD-A265362 p310 N93-27121 #
AD-A265450 p 364 N93-32064 It
AD-A265497 p 360 N93-31917 H
AD-A265924 p 283 N93-27158 #
AD-A266032 p 288 N93-28622 #
AD-A266337 p 274 N93-27152 #
AD-A267033 p317 N93-28850 #
AD-D015384 p55 N93-15249 #
AD-D015684 p351 N93-29606
AD-D015685 p 351 N93-29607
AD-E501518 p35 N93-12491 tt
AD-E501546 p25 N93-10719 H
AFIT/CI/CIA-92-084 p 131 N93-18027 tt
AFIT/CI/CIA-92-89 p 132 N93-18298 *
AFIT/GCA/LSY/92S-1 p 133 N93-18949 tt
AFIT/GSM/LSM/92S-8 p 234 N93-23660 ft
AFIT/GSO/ENG/92D-03 p 124 N93-18952 tt
AFIT/GSO/ENG/92D-04 p 125 N93-19369 tt
AFOSR-91-0015TR p 342 N93-30543 tt
AFOSR-92-0202TR p 26 N93-11488 tt
AFOSR-92-0233TR p 31 N93-10994 tt
AFOSR-92-0268TR p 24 N93-10278 tt
AFOSR-92-0375TR p 22 N93-11841 tt
AFOSR-92-0546TR p 59 N93-14788 tt
AFOSR-92-0703TR p 26 N93-11503 tt
AFOSR-92-0714TR p 13 N93-10650 tt
AFOSR-92-0734TR p 14 N93.11146 tt
AFOSR-92-0762TR p 34 N93-12229 tt
AFOSR-92-0766TR p 14 N93-10765 tt
AFOSR-92-0778TR p 25 N93-10658 tt
AFOSR-92-0793TR p 13 N93-10661 tt
AFOSR-92-0809TR p 25 N93-10662 tt
AFOSR-92-0834TR p 58 N93-14510 It
AFOSR-92-0837TR p 54 N93-15053 tt
AFOSR-92-0850TR p 23 N93-12469 tt
AFOSR-92-0852TR p 69 N93-14427 ft
AFOSR-92-0875TR p 42 N93-14557 tt
AFOSR-92-0877TR p 60 N93-15329 tt
AFOSR-92-0883TR p 59 N93-15067 tt
AFOSR-92-0901TR p 55 N93-15198 tt
AFOSR-92-0911TR p 122 N93-18264 ft
AFOSR-92-0928TR p 131 N93-17921 tt
AFOSR-92-0946TR p 135 N93-20326 tt
AFOSR-92-0950TR p 121 N93-18006 tt
AFOSR-92-0976TR p 130 N93-17820 tt
AFOSR-92-0997TR p 224 N93-J3479 ft
AFOSR-92-1019TR p 235 N93-24067 tt
AFOSR-92-8841TR p 53 N93-14782 tt
AFOSR-93-0024TR p 225 N93-24297 ft
AFOSR-93-0027TR p 221 N93-24420 It
AFOSR-93-0028TR p 219 N93-24247 ft
AFOSR-93-0031TR p217 N93-S3459 tt
AFOSR-93-0043TR p 261 N93-26446 tt
AFOSR-93-0050TR p 260 N93-26349 tt
AFOSR-93-0054TR p 260 N93-26436 tt
AFOSR-93-0055TR p 260 N93-26435 tt
AFOSR-93-0056TR p 261 N93-26521 tt
AFOSR-93-0060TR p 261 N93-26489 tt
AFOSR-93-0070TR p 259 N93-26347 tt
AFOSR-93-0084TR p 259 N93-26307 tt
AFOSR-93-0085TR p 260 N93-26356 tt
AFOSR-93-0086TR p 260 N93-26391 tt
AFOSR-93-0093TR p 260 N93-26364 tt
AFOSR-93-0134TR p 265 N93-25778 tt
AFOSR-93-0136TR p 261 N93-26449 tt
AFOSR-93-0202TR p 285 N93-28759 ft
AFOSR-93-0217TR p 337 N93-30904 tt
AFOSR-93-0237TR p341 N93-30163 tt
AFOSR-93-0242TR p 336 N93-30422 ft
AFOSR-93-0252TR p 361 N93-3198) tt
AFOSR-93-0256TR p 335 N93-30160 tt
AFOSR-93-0270TR p 336 N93-30494 ft
AFOSR-93-0280TR p 335 N93-30421 #
AFOSR-93-0281TR p 336 N93-30613 tt
AFOSR-93-0285TR p 330 N93-30594 tt
AFOSR-93-0302TR p 334 N93-30153 tt
AFOSR-93-0304TR p 338 N93-31094 ft
AFOSR-93-0306TR p 337 N93-31061 it
AFOSR-93-0308TR p 335 N93-30192 H
AFOSR-93-03I4TR p341 N93-30033 It
AFOSR-93-0335TR p 361 N93-32018 H
AFOSR-93-0336TR p361 N93-32015 H
AFOSR-93-0337TR p 335 N93-30382 #
AFOSR-93-0339TR p 342 N93-30543 It
AFOSR-93-0352TR p 337 N93-30908 It
AFRRI-SR92-16 p 49 N93-12649 H
AFRRI-SR92-17 p 49 N93-12649 tt
AFRRI-SR92-27 p 80 N93-15965 ft
AFRRI-SR92«28 p 80 N93-15965 tt
AGARD-AG-308-ADD p 133 N93-18868 ft
AGARD-AG-334 p 95 N93-15824 tt
AGARD-CP-518 p 14 N93-11283 It
AGARD-CP-520 p317 N93-28850 #
AGARD-CP-521 p 144 N93-19757 tt
AGARD-CP-533 p 367 N93-32240 tt
AI-M-1366 P224 N93-23986 It
AIAA PAPER 92-4066
AIAA PAPER 92-4067 .
AIAA PAPER 92-4068
AIAA PAPER 92-4 135 ..
AIAA PAPER 92-4231
AIAA PAPER 92-4233
AIAA PAPER 92-4243
AIAA PAPER 92-4584
AIAA PAPER 93-0794
AIAA PAPER 93-0859
AIAA PAPER 93-1014
AIAA PAPER 93-1156
AIAA PAPER 93-1157
AIAA PAPER 93-1160
AIAA PAPER 93-1463
AIAA PAPER 93-1464
AIAA PAPER 93-3561
AIAA PAPER 93-3562
AIAA PAPER 93-3564
AIAA PAPER 93-3567 .
AIAA PAPER 93-3572
AIAA PAPER 93-3578
AIAA PAPER 93-3601
AIAA PAPER 93-3608
AIAA PAPER 93-3863
AIAA PAPER 93-3864
AIAA PAPER 93-3866 ..
AIAA PAPER 93-3875
P 24
.. p24
P 24
p 136
p 28
p 28
.... p28
. p28
.... p 136
. p 137
... p223
p230
... p231
p231
p 261
p262
p 406
p406
p 406
p406
.-. p 400
.. p407
p 404
.... p 406
p392
p393
p393
p393
A93-11252
A93-11253
A93-11254
A93-24490
A93-13357
A93- 13331
A93- 13350
A93- 13288
A93-24873
A93-24923
A93-30928
A93-31031
A93-31032
A93-31034
A93-34012
A93-34013
A93-52661
A93-52662
A93-52664
A93-52666
A93-52692
A93-52674
A93-52689
A93-52669
A93-51449
A93-51450
A93-51452
A93-51460
tt
tt
tt
tt
' tt
• tt
It
• tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
• tt
' tt
• tt
tt
tt
tt
• tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
AL-SR-1991-0002 p 25 N93-11081 tt
AL-SR-1992-0002 p 104 N93-15710 #
AL-SR-1992-0005 p 123 N93-18362 tt
AL-TP-1992-0014 p 27 N93-12252 tt
AL-TP-1992-0018 p 130 N93-17816 tt
AL-TP-1992-0033 p 51 N93-14028 tt
AL-TP-1992-0034 p 51 N93-14027 tt
AL-TP-1992-0048 p 100 N93-17684 tt
AL-TP-1992-0053 p 335 N93-30400 #
AL-TP-1992-0054 p 258 N93-25815 tt
AL-TP-1992-0063 p 340 N93-29481 #
AL-TP-1993-0010 p 342 N93-30575 tt
AL-TP-1993-0011 p 340 N93-30026 ft
AL-TR-1991-0110 p 31 N93-11559 #
AL-TR-1992-0011 p 57 N93-12662 tt
AL-TR-1992-0014 p317 N93-28464 tt
AL-TR-1992-0033 p 104 N93-16033 tt
AL-TR-1992-0049 p 66 N93-13874 it
AL-TR-1992-0061 p 353 N93-29889 tt
AL-TR-1992-0066 p 131 N93-17857 tt
AL-TR-1992-0068 p 50 N93-12905 tt
AL-TR-1992-0083 p 288 N93-28307 tt
AL-TH-1992-0088 p 353 N93-29888 #
AL-TR-1992-0101 p 246 N93-26259 tt
AL-TR-1992-0127 p 340 N93-30027 tt
AL-TR-1992-0132 p 265 N93-25787 tt
AL-TR-1992-0134 p 132 N93-18273 tt
AL-TR-1992-0136 p 148 N93-20050 tt
AL-TR. 1992-0168 p 353 N93-30167 H
AL-TR-1992-0171 p 341 N93-30425 tt
AL-TR-1993-0008 p317 N93-28479 tt
AL-TR-1993-0010 p 333 N93-29400 ft
AL-TR-1993-0023 p341 N93-30542 ft
AL-TR-1993-0025 p 353 N93-29924 ft
AL/HRA-TR-1992-0119 p 139 N93-18029 tt
ANL/CHM/CP-78537 p 210 N93-24028 ft
ANL/CP-76567 p 82 N93-17189 tt
ANL/CP-77257 p 96 N93-16552 tt
F-2
REPORT NUMBER INDEX IITRI-E06641
ARI-RN-92-50 p 26 N93-11779 tt
ARI-RN-92-62-VOL-2 p 63 N93-12545 tt
ARI-RN-92-63 p 35 N93-12509 tt
ARI-RN-92-68 p 70 N93-14651 tt
ARI-RN-93-12 p 235 N93-24001 tt
ARI-RR-1622 p 35 N93-12508 tt
ARI-RR-1636 p 354 N93-30590
ARI-TR-954 p63 N93-12609 tt
ARI-TR-974
 P366 N93-32012 tt
ARI-TR-975 p 363 N93-32011 tt
ARIEM-TN-93-2 p218 N93-24021 tt
ARL-TR-25 p 321 N93-28941 #
ARO-RN-92-61 p 30 N93-10261 #
ARO-24629.68-LS-UIR p 330 N93-29915 tt
ARO-26099.9-LS p 245 N93-25764 tt
ARO-26576.3-LS p 42 N93-13863 tt
ARO-26767.6-LS p 255 N93-25944 tt
ARO-28066.1-MA p 71 N93-15363 tt
ARO-29170.2-LS p219 N93-24238 tt
ASC-TR-92-5017 p 236 N93-24168 tt
ASD-TR-5004-VOL-3 p 30 N93-10713 tt
ASD-TR-92-5010 p 195 N93-21753 tt
ASI690-344-91 p 35 N93-12509 tt
ASI690-348-91 p 63 N93-12609 tt
ASI690-349-91 p 35 N93-12508 #
ASI690-354-92-I p 30 N93-10261 tt
ASI690-354-92-VOL-2 p 63 N93-12545 tt
BD-92-02 p32 N93-11812 tt
BGSM-PP-92-001 p 330 N93-30594 tt
BNL-47574 p 5 N93-10461 tt
BNL-47624 p5 N93-11630 #
BNL-48062 p115 N93-19751 tt
BR113301 p25 N93-10979 tt
CAP-601 p363 N93-31729
C8IAC-SS-335 p317 N93-28757 tt
CBIAC-SS-373 p 284 N93-28758 tt
CMU-CS-93-146 p 364 N93-32064 tt
CONF-9004365-SUMM p 82 N93-17359 tt
CONF-9105279 p 372 N93-32406 tt
CONF-9110388-1 p5 N93-10628 tt
CONF-9110426 p 338 N93-31225 tt
CONF-920113-7 p 285 N93-28835 tt
CONF-9202107-1 p 13 N93-10626 tt
CONF-9203160-1 p 5 N93-10461 tt
CONF-9204144-2 p 5 N93-10834 tt
CONF-920508-6 p 276 N93-28890 tt
CONF-9205118-1 p5 N93-10974 #
CONF-9206237-1 p 63 N93-12712 tt
CONF-9206254-1 p5 N93-11630 tt
CONF-920630-2 p 96 N93-16552 #
CONF-9207106-1 p6 N93-12315 #
CONF-9208155-2 p 82 N93-17189 tt
CONF-9208155-3 p115 N93-19751 tt
CONF-920905-32 p 97 N93-17230 tt
CONF-9210149-1 p 49 N93-12566 #
CONF-9210177-2 p 237 N93-24502 tt
CONF-9210231-3 p217 N93-22774 tt
CONF-921197-1 p 51 N93-13522 #
CONF-930159-16 p 246 N93-26587 tt
CONF-930159-3 p 210 N93-24028 #
CONF-930489-1 p 253 N93-25186 tt
CONF-9305153-2 p 330 N93-30483 tt
CONF-930519-1 p 237 N93-25099 tt
CONF-930561-1 p 264 N93-25415 #
CONF-930571-1 p211 N93-25104 #
CONF-930661-1 p 321 N93-28942 tt
CRDEC-TR-400 p 50 N93-12756 tt
CTN-93-60696 p 209 N93-23343 #
DCIEM-92-20 p 209 N93-23343 tt'
DCIEM-92-31 p350 N93-29471 #
DCIEM-92-60 p 285 N93-28939 tt
DE92-015353 .................................. p 23
DE92-015760 .................................. p5
DE92-015847 .................................. p5
DE92-015919 .................................. p5
DE92-016034 .................................. p 237
DE92-016689 .................................. P 6
DE92-017392 .................................. p 39
DE92-017448 .................................. p49
DE92-017673 .................................. p 40
DE92-017863 .................................. p 43
OE92-018066 .................................. p5
DE92-018760 .................................. p 22
DE92-019124 .................................. p 63
DE92-019411 .................................. p5
DE92-019916 .................................. p 40
DE92-019917 .................................. p 40
DE92-040152 .................................. p 41
DE92-040153 .................................. p 41
DE92-040244 .................................. p 51
DE92-040955 .................................. p 95
DE92-041077 .................................. p 96
DE92-041128 .................................. p 82
DE92-041134 .................................. p96
DE92-041207 .................................. p 82
DE92-634160 .................................. p 12
DE92-642335 .................................. p 372
DE93-000758 .................................. p 97
DE93-001923 .................................. p 321
DE93-002098 .................................. p 95
OE93-002281 .................................. p 237
OE93-002344 .................................. p211
DE93-002940 .................................. p115
DE93-003795 .................................. p217
DE93-004515 .................................. p 218
DE93-005675 .................................. p 127
DE93-006235 .................................. p 276
DE93-006411 .................................. p210
DE93-006731 .................................. p 264
DE93-007328 .................................. p 253
DE93-007428 .................................. p 264
DE93-007677 .................................. p 207
DE93-007678 .................................. p211
OE93-007815 .................................. p 246
OE93-010682 .................................. p 330
DE93-010828 .................................. p 285
DE93-010854 .................................. p 276
DE93-012109 .................................. p 276
DE93-012269 .................................. p 276
DE93-603677 .................................. p 331
DE93-609131 .................................. p 338
DLR-FB-91-14 ................................. p 277
DLR-FB-92-12 ................................. p 225
DLR-FB-92-13 ................................. p 219
DLR-FB-92-14 ................................. p219
DLR-FB-92-29 ................................. p 343
DNA-TR-91-178 .............................. p 59
DNA-TR-92-54-V2-VOL-2 .............. p 351
DODA-AR-006-899 ......................... p 266
DOE/BP-1792 ................................. p43
DOE/CE-34023/T1 ........................ p276
DOE/ER-13188/7 .......................... p 39
DOE/ER-20021/2 .......................... p5
DOE/ER-20033/1 .......................... p 276
OOE/ER-60448/T6 ........................ p 276
OOE/ER-60503/352 ...................... p 40
DOE/ER-60503/353 ...................... p 40
DOE/ER-60561/6 .......................... p 23
DOE/ER-60561/7 .......................... p 95
DOE/ER-60631/10 ........................ p6
DOE/ER-60707/T3 ........................ p 218
DOE/ER-61091/2 .......................... p96
DOE/ER-61228/3 .......................... p 22
DOE/MC-27225/T5 ....................... p 40
DOE/MC-27225/3091 ................... p6
DOE/RA-50219/T22 ..................... p 95
DOE/RA-50219/T27 ..................... p 207
DOE/RA-50219/T28 ..................... p211
DOE/RA-50219/21-PT-1 .............. p 41
DOE/RA-50219/21-PT-2 .............. p 41
DOT-HS-807-865 ............................ p 194 N93-21537 tt
N93-11873
N93- 10834
N93- 10461
N93-10835
N93-25099
N93-I23I5
N93- 12768
N93- 12566
N93- 13269
N93-15211
N93- 10974
N93-11445
N93-12712
N93-11630
N93- 13083
N93- 13034
N93- 13520
N93- 13503
N93- 13522
N93-16166
N93- 16441
N93-17189
N93- 16552
N93- 17359
N93- 10222
N93-32406
N93- 17230
N93-28942
N93- 15900
N93-24502
N93-25104
N93-19751
N93-22774
N93-24009
N93-19838
N93-28890
N93-24028
N93-25415
N93-25186
N93-25318
N93-22913
N93-24455
N93-26587
N93-30483
N93-28835
N93-28848
N93-29181
N93-28651
N93-31161
N93-31225
N93-29274
N93-24104
N93-24092
N93-24093
N93-31229
N93-15216
N93-29484
N93-25904
N93-15211
N93-28848
N93-12768
N93-10835
N93-29181
N93-28651
N93- 13083
N93- 13034
N93-11873
N93-15900
N93- 12266
N93-24009
N93-16441
N93-11445
N93- 13269
N93- 12482
N93-16166
N93-22913
N93-24455
N93-13520
N93- 13503
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
it
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
#
#
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
#
tt
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
#
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
ft
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
DOT/FAA/AM-92/23 p 49 N93-12612
DOT/FAA/AM-92/25 p 95 N93-16041
DOT/FAA/AM-92/29 p 123 N93-18301
OOT/FAA/AM-93/3 p 284 N93-28306
DOT/FAA/AM-93/4 p 259 N93-26138
OOT/FAA/AM-93/5 p 267 N93-26089
DOT/FAA/AM-93/6 p310 N93-27121
DOT/FAA/AM-93/7 p 274 N93-27152
DOT/FAA/AM-93/8 p 283 N93-27158
DOT/FAA/AM-93/9 p 288 N93-28622
ESA-TT-1269
DOT/FAA/RD-91/14-VOL-1 p 99 N93-16189 tt
DOT/FAA/RD-92/16-1-VOL-1 p 104 N93-15968 tt
DOT/FAA/RD-93/9 p 288 N93-27103 tt
DOT/HS-807-866 p 195 N93-21795 tt
DOT/VNTSC-FAA-92-9-VOL-1 p 104 N93-15968 #
DREO-92-8 p218 N93-23984 #
E-19298U p235 N93-24001 tt
E-7815 p 246 N93-27085 ' tt
EEI-89-236 p 209 N93-23081 * tt
EGG-M-92402 p 321 N93-28942 tt
EPA/600/A-92/166 p 172 N93-21046 #
EPA/600/A-92/226 p 194 N93-21215 tt
EPA/600/A-93/017 p 245 N93-25877 #
EPA/600/8-91/011B p 12 N93-10438 tt
EPA/832/R-92/004 p 64 N93-12983 #
p 277 N93-29274 #
DE92-001279 p 6 N93-12482
DE92-013510 p 13 N93-10626
DE92-013673 p6 N93-12266
DE92-015244 p5 N93-10628
DOT/FAA/AM-92/12 p 24 N93-10321
DOT/FAA/AM-92/14 p 253 N93-25214
DOT/FAA/AM-92/15 p218 N93-24088
DOT/FAA/AM-92/16 p 257 N93-25213
DOT/FAA/AM-92/17 p 257 N93-25203
DOT/FAA/AM-92/22 p 31 N93-11279
ESC-TR-92-121 p 58 N93-14580 #
ESC-TR-92-139 p 333 N93-29421 #
ETN-92 92419 p 26 N93-11212
ETN-93-92756 p 158 N93-20959 #
ETN-93-92808 p 157 N93-20848 tt
ETN-93-92932 p 82 N93-17214 #
ETN-93-92958 p 96 N93-16962 tt
ETN-93-92990 p 100 N93-17026 tt
ETN-93-93434 p 181 N93-21402 tt
ETN-93-93435 p 196 N93-22389 tt
ETN-93-93480 p 209 N93-23369 #
ETN-93-93526 p 225 N93-24104 tt
ETN-93-93572 p219 N93-24092 #
ETN-93-93573 p219 N93-24093 tt
ETN-93-93693 p217 N93-23414 tt
ETN-93-93715 p 277 N93-29274 #
ETN-93-93764 p 275 N93-28199 tt
ETN-93-93765 p 275 N93-27989 tt
ETN-93-93766 p 275 N93-28200 tt
ETN-93-93767 p 275 N93-28212 tt
ETN-93-93799 p 284 N93-28469 tt
ETN-93-93877 p 320 N93-28897 tt
ETN-93-93931 p 363 N93-31729
ETN-93-93960 p 343 N93-31229 tt
ETN-93-94028 p 359 N93-32423 tt
ETS-RR-92-38-ON4 p 52 N93-14109 tt
FASTC-ID(RS)T-0064-92 p 52 N93-14084 tt
FOA-A-40065-4.5 p 359 N93-32423 #
FOA-B-40419-4.4 p 275 N93-28199 #
FOA-B-40420-4.4 p 275 N93-27989 tt
FOA-B-40421-4.4 p275 N93-28200 tt
FOA-B-40422-4.4 p 275 N93-28212 tt
FRA/ORD-92/17 p 351 N93-29675
HEI/RR-92/52 p 337 N93-30890 tt
HEL-TM-5-92 p 58 N93-14416 tt
HEL-TM-7-92 p 104 N93-16048 #
HEL-TN-3-92 p 31 N93-11743 tt
HS-TR-8025-3C(R2) p314 N93-27851 tt
IAEA-TECDOC-645 p 12 N93-10222 ft
IC-92/170 p331 N93-31161 tt
IDA-P-2433 p35 N93-12491 tt
IDA-P-2609 p25 N93-10719 tt
IDA/HQ-90-36732 p 35 N93-12491 tt
IDA/HO-91-39384 p 25 N93-10719 tt
IITRI-E06641 p351 N93-29675
F-3
INIS-MF-13374 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
INIS-MF-13374 p338 N93-31225 H
INT-PATENT-CLASS-A61F-2/54 . p 70 N93-14870 '
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B62D-51/04
INT-PATENT-CLASS-B64G-1/60 .
p53
p 70
INT.PATENT-CLASS-C12N.5/02 . p 4
INT-PATENT-CLASS-C12N-5/02 . p 5
N93-14708 '
N93-147I3 '
N93-10109 '
N93-10110 '
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G01N-33/569p245 N93-25994 •
INT-PATENT-CLASS-G06F-15/18 p 340 N93-29610'
IPEN-PUB-341 p372 N93-32406 tt
ISBN 0-387-54759-2 p 357 A93-46075
ISBN 0-471-57567-4 p 357 A93-46300
ISBNO-521-34123-X p 365 A93-47019
ISBN 0-74840-008-7 p 182 A93-26896 '
ISBN 0-8194-0552-3 p 137 A93-25363
ISBN 0-8194-0555-8 p 181 A93-26881
ISBN 0-8194-0822-0 p 391 A93-49451
ISBN 0-8194-0823-9 p 408 A93-53119
ISBN 0-8194-0860-3 p 227 A93-30051
ISBN 0-8194-1030-6 p 190 A93-29101 '
ISBN 0-8236-2415-3 p 87 A93-17897
ISBN 0-8493-4703-3 p 402 A93-55929
ISBN 0-903409-85-2 p 29 A93-13408
ISBN 0-937194-25-5 p 39 A93-17426
ISBN 5-12-001601-4 p 243 A93-35679
ISBN-0-309-04437-5 p 173 N93-21498 tt
ISBN-0-8194-0749-6 p 182 A93-27001
ISBN-0-86-039518-9 p 363 N93-31729
ISBN-3-258-04585-2 p 97 A93-17971
ISBN-92-835-0600-6 p 133 N93-18868 tt
ISBN-92-835-0664-2 p 14 N93-11283 tt
ISBN-92-835-0689-8 p 144 N93-19757 tf
ISBN-92-835-0690-1 p 95 N93-15824 tt
ISBN-92-835-0703-7 p 367 N93-32240 tf
ISBN-92-835-0706-1 p 317 N93-28850 ft
ISBN-951-38-3946-X p 209 N93-23369 tt
ISVR-TR-209
ISVR-TR-218
IZF-1992-B-1
IZF-1992-B-7
IZF-1992-B-8
JPRS-ULS-92-020
JPRS-ULS-92-022
JPRS-ULS-92-024
JPRS-ULS-92-025
JPRS-ULS-92-027
JPRS-ULS-93-005
1-17090
L-17138
LA-UR-92-1722
LA-UR-92-2039
LA-UR-92-2698
LA-UR-92-3645
LA-UR-93-402
p65
p 361
p 58
p 60
P 57
p244
p 253
p 40
p 244
p276
p 276
P 50
p 124
P5
P 49
P 51
p217
p 253
N93- 13464
N93-32237
N93- 14602
N93- 15400
N93-14267
N93-25406
N93-25407
N93- 13033
N93-25405
N93-28684
N93-28683
N93-13023 '
N93- 18381 '
N93- 10628
N93- 12566
N93- 13522
N93-22774
N93-25186
tt
tt
tt
tt
It
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
LAIR-471 p 120 N93-17900 tt
LBL-PUB-701 p82 N93-17359 tt
LC-91-61252 p 173 N93-21498 tt
LESC-30277 p 34 N93-12195 ' tt
LESC-30302 p 34 N93-12211 ' tt
LESC-30689 p 234 N93-23129 ' tt
LS-35001 p 246 N93-26700 ' #
MBB-FE-313-S-PUB-0500 p 181 N93-21402 tt
MBB-FE-315-S-PUB-0493 p 196 N93-22389 tt
MBB-Z-0440-92-PUB p 158 N93-20959 tt
MDC-93W5044 p 195 N93-22002 ' tt
MRL-GD-0040 p 266 N93-25904 tt
MTR-92B0000047V2 p 63 N93-12576 tt
MTR-92BOOO0047V3 p 265 N93-25840 #
MTR-93B0000015 p 322 N93-29340 tt
NADC-91129-60 p 148 N93-19955 tt
NADC-92088-60 p 234 N93-23451 #
NAML-TR-92-1 P 122 N93-18280 tt
NAMRL-MONOGRAPH-43 p 27 N93-12432
NAMRL-MONOGHAPH-45 p 120 N93-17918
NAMRL-SR92-I p 140 N93-18293
NAMRL-SR92-3 p 121 N93-18217
NAMRL-TM-92-2 p 120 N93-17895
NAMRL-1365 p 140
NAMRL-1368 p 120
NAMRL-1369 p 132
NAMRt-1370 p 131
NAMRL-1372 p 120
NAMRL-1373 p 131
NAMRL-1374 p 132
NAMRL-1375 p 122
NAMRL-1376 pi 19
NAMRL-1377 p 171
NAMRL-1379 p 225
NAS 1.15:102849 p 35
NAS 1.15:103881 p 236
NAS 1.15:103898 p 141
NAS 1.15:103942 p 255
NAS 1.15:103949 p6
NAS 1.15:103950 p 33
NAS 1.15:104737 p 372
NAS 1.15:104753 p 334
NAS 1.15:104754 p 31
NAS 1.15:104758 p 128
NAS 1.15:104767 p 234
NAS 1.15:104769 p 321
NAS 1.15:107551 p4
NAS 1.15:107557 p 139
NAS 1.15:108005 p 31
NAS 1.15:108023 p 194
NAS 1.15:108026 p 81
NAS 1.15:108034 p 80
NAS 1.15:108036 p 123
NAS 1.15:108038 p115
NAS 1.15:108039 p 128
NAS 1.15:108040 p 125
NAS 1.15:108041 p 128
NAS 1.15:108042 p173
NAS 1.15:108093 p 65
NAS 1.15:108375 p6
NAS 1.15:108409 p 321
NAS 1.15:108582 p 172
NAS 1.15:4383 p 50
NAS 1.15:4408 p 124
NAS 1.19:279 p 65
NAS 1.21:512 p112
NAS 1.21:7011(360) p 12
NAS 1.21:7011(364) p 12
NAS 1.21:7011(365) p 12
NAS 1.21:7011(366) p 12
NAS 1.21:7011(367) p 12
NAS 1.21:7011(368) p 53
NAS 1.21:7011(369) p 53
NAS 1.21:7011(370)
NAS 1.21:7011(371)
NAS 1.21:7011(372)
NAS 1.21:7011(373)
NAS 1.21:7011(377)
p 121
p 172
p 172
p256
p361
NAS 1.26:177602 p 149
NAS 1.26:177609 p 222
NAS 1.26:184367 p 64
NAS 1.26:184390 p 64
NAS 1.26:184402 p 40
NAS 1.26:184429 p 23
NAS 1.26:184438 p 40
NAS 1.26:185679 p 34
NAS 1.26:185689 p 34
NAS1.26:185701-VOL-1 p 274
NAS 1.26:185701-VOL-2 p 275
NAS 1.26:190879 p 42
NAS 1.26:190884 p 65
NAS 1.26:190930 p 41
NAS 1.26:190957 p 50
NAS 1.26:190959 p 105
NAS 1.26:190989 p 207
NAS 1:26:190990 p 208
NAS 1.26:191123 p 246
NAS 1.26:191257 p 41
NAS 1.26:191286 p 65
NAS 1.26:191303 p 51
NAS 1.26:191389 p 105
NAS 1.26:191618 p 110
NAS 1.26:191807 p110
NAS 1.26.191912 p 124
NAS 1.26:192001 p 141
NAS 1.26:192014 p 140
NAS 1.26:192015 p 139
NAS 1.26:192016 p 139
NAS 1.26.192021 .- p 138
NAS 1.26:192030 p 139
N93-18200
N93-17896
N93-18294
N93-18205
N93-17985
N93-17919
N93-18291
N93-18292
N93-17822
N93-20580
N93-24319
N93-12319 '
N93-24490 '
N93-19104 '
N93-26133 '
N93-12014 '
N93-12018 '
N93-32328 '
N93-29651 '
N93-11649 '
N93-20303 '
N93-23129 '
N93-29044 '
N93-10085 '
N93-18111 '
N93-10890 '
N93-21370 '
N93-16799 '
N93-15823 '
N93-18375 '
N93-19891 '
N93-19892 '
N93-19648 '
N93-19882 '
N93-21369 '
N93-13571 '
N93-12174 '
N93-28977 •
N93-20998 '
N93-13023 '
N93-18381 '
N93-13692 '
N93-18545 '
N93-10076 •
N93-10077 '
N93-10075 '
N93-10079 '
N93-10080 '
N93-14603 '
N93-14731 '
N93-18108 '
N93-20889 '
N93-21044 "
N93-26945 '
N93-31924 '
N93-20065 "
N93-24738 '
N93-12990 '
N93-12966 '
N93-12901 '
N93-12427 '
N93-12949 '
N93-12195 '
N93-12211 '
N93-27122 '
N93-27360 '
N93-13612 '
N93-13450 '
N93-13327 •
N93-13061 '
N93-16699 '
N93-23068 '
N93-23079 '
N93-27085 '
N93-13457 '
N93-13717 '
N93-13449 '
N93-16840 '
N93-15825 '
N93-16709 '
N93-18596 '
N93-18517 '
N93-18113 '
N93-17973 '
N93-18019 '
N93-17970 •
N93-18018 '
NAS 1.26:192031 p 140 N93-18153 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192042 p 140 N93-18156 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192045 p 138 N93-17971 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192062 p 83 N93-17780 * It
NAS 1.26:192078 p 108 N93-17806 " tt
NAS 1.26:192079 p 108 N93-17805 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192080 p 108 N93-17710•' tt
NAS 1.26:192121 p 132 N93-18359 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192157 p 114 N93-18608 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192188 p 141 N93-19039 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192219 p 114 N93-19377 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192295 p 149 N93-20314 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192343 p 234 N93-22663 ' It
NAS 1.26:192361 p 181 N93-20908 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192382 p 172 N93-20736 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192470 p 195 N93-22002 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192481 p 266 N93-25888 " tt
NAS 1.26:192520 p217 N93-22655 * tt
NAS 1.26:192570 p 359 N93-32354 ' #
NAS 1.26:192571 p 359 N93-32365 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192575 p 372 N93-32356 * tt
NAS 1.26:192616 p 225 N93-24192 * #
NAS 1.26:192703 p 207 N93-22800 ' tt
NAS 1.26:192766 p 209 N93-23233 ' #
NAS 1.26:192815 p 209 N93-23169 * tt
NAS 1.26:192830 p 244 N93-25242 * #
NAS 1.26:192974 p 266 N93-26047 ' #
NAS 1.26:192982 p 267. N93-26088 ' tt
NAS 1.26:193014 p313 N93-27847 * #
NAS 1.26:193023 p 282 N93-27113'#
NAS 1.26:193040 p 222 N93-24763 * #
NAS 1.26:193041 p 282 N93-27102 * tt
NAS 1.26:193049 p 267 N93-26153 * tt
NAS 1.26:193073 p 276 N93-28415 * #
NAS 1.26:193137 p 322 N93-28895 ' ft
NAS 1.26:193156 p 246 N93-26700 ' tt
NAS 1.26:193233 p 285 N93-29041 'ft
NAS 1.26:193245 p 277 N93-29216 ' ft
NAS 1.26:193278 p 330 N93-30665 ' ft
NAS 1.26:193301 p 365 N93-31844 ' ft
NAS 1.26:193304 p 363 N93-32364 ' #
NAS 1.26:3922(39) p 244 N93-25195 '
NAS 1.26:4466 p 310 N93-27100 ' tf
NAS 1.26:4467 p310 N93-27101 ' ft
NAS 1.26:4475 p 123 N93-18376 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4476 p 55 N93-15583 ' tt
NAS 1.26:4497 p 269 N93-26157 ' tt
NAS 1.55:10048 p 333 N93-29502 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3266 p 258 N93-25736 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3286 p 96 N93-16619 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3297 p 149 N93-20319 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3298 p 128 N93-20318 ' tt
NAS 1.60:3299 p 218 N93-23734 ' tf
NAS 1.60:3305 p217 N93-23410 ' tf
NAS 1.61:1304 p 321 N93-29324 ' #
NAS 1.71:LAR-15022-1 p 288 N93-28128 * tt
NAS 1.71:MFS-26124-1-NPO p 276 N93-29174 ' tt
NAS 1.71 :MFS-28402-1 p 276 N93-28952 ' tt
NAS 1.71:MFS-28610-1 p 106 N93-17045 ' tt
NAS 1.71:MFS-28632-1 p 106 N93-17042 ' tt
NAS 1.71:MFS-28707.1 p 354 N93-30566 ' tt
NAS 1.71 :MFS-28723-1 p 96 N93-17058 ' tt
NAS 1.71:MFS-28772-1 p 353 N93-29845 ' tt
NAS 1.71:MSC-21842-1 p 106 N93-17088'*
NAS 1.71:MSC-21941-1 p 106 N93-17087 ' tt
NAS 1.71:MSC-21954-1-NP p 114 N93-19054 ' #
NAS 1.71 :MSC-21979-1 p 82 N93-17049 ' tt
NAS 1.71 :MSC-22060-1 p114 N93-19037 ' tt
NASA-CASE-ARC-11882-1-CU .... p 70 N93-14713 '
NASA-CASE-GSC-13348-2 p 53 N93-14708 '
NASA-CASE-LAR-15022-1 p 288 N93-28128 ' tt
NASA-CASE-MFS-26124-1-NPO
NASA-CASE-MFS-28402-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28481-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28610-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28632-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28707-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28723-1
NASA-CASE-MFS-28772-1
NASA-CASE-MSC-21293-2
NASA-CASE-MSC-21294-2
NASA-CASE-MSC-21625-1
NASA-CASE-MSC-21763-1-SB ..
NASA-CASE-MSC-21842-1
NASA-CASE-MSC-21941-1
NASA-CASE-MSC-21954-1-NP ..
NASA-CASE-MSC-21979-1
NASA-CASE-MSC-22060-1
p276
p276
p70
p 106
p 106
p354
p96
p353
P 4
P5
p340
p 112
p106
p 106
p 114
p82
p 114
N93-29174 ' tt
N93-28952 ' tt
N93-14870 '
N93-17045 ' tt
N93-17042 ' tt
N93-30566 ' tf
N93-17058 ' tt
N93-29845 ' tt
N93-10109 '
N93-10110 '
N93-29610 '
N93-18351 '
N93-17088 '
N93-17087 '
N93-19054 '
N93-17049 '
N93-19037 '
NASA-CASE-NPO-17653-1-CU .... p 245 N93-25994
F-4
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NASA-CP-10048 p 333 N93-29502 ' tt
NASA-CR-177602
 p 149
NASA-CR-177609 p 222
NASA-CR-184367 p 64
NASA-CR-184390 p 64
NASA-CR-184402 p 40
NASA-CR-184429 p 23
NASA-CR-184438 p40
NASA-CR-185679 _ p 34
NASA-CR-185689 p 34
NASA-CR-185701-VOL-1 p 274
NASA-CR-18S701-VOL-2 p 275
NASA-CR-190879 p 42
NASA-CR-190884 p65
NASA-CR-190930 p 41
NASA-CR-190957 p 50
NASA-CR-190959 p 105
NASA-CR-190989 p207
NASA-CR-190990 p 208
NASA-CR-191123 p 246
NASA-CR-191257 p41
NASA-CR-191286 p 65
NASA-CR-191303 p 51
NASA-CR-191389 p 105
NASA-CR-191618 p110
NASA-CR-191807 p110
NASA-CR-191912 p 124
NASA-CR-192001 p 141
NASA-CR-192014 p 140
NASA-CR-192015 p 139
NASA-CR-192016 p 139
NASA-CR-192021 p 138
NASA-CR-192030 p 139
NASA-CR-192031 p 140
NASA-CR-192042 p 140
NASA-CR-192045 p 138
NASA-CR-192062 p 83
NASA-CR-192078 p 108
NASA-CR-192079 p 108
NASA-CR-192080 p 108
NASA-CR-192121 p 132
NASA-CR-192157 p114
NASA-CR-192188 p 141
NASA-CR-192219 p114
NASA-CR-192295 p 149
NASA-CR-192343 p 234
NASA-CR-192361 p 181
NASA-CR-192382 p 172
NASA-CR-192470 p 195
NASA-CR-192481 p 266
NASA-CR-192520 p217
NASA-CR-192570 p 359
NASA-CR-192571 p 359
NASA-CR-192575 p 372
NASA-CR-192616 p 225
NASA-CR-192703 p 207
NASA-CR-192766 p 209
NASA-CR-192815 p 209
NASA-CR-192830 p 244
NASA-CR-192974 p 266
NASA-CR-192982 p 267
NASA-CR-193014 p 313
NASA-CR-193023 p 282
NASA-CR-193040 p 222
NASA-CR-193041 p 282
NASA-CR-193049 p 267
NASA-CR-193073 p 276
NASA-CR-193137 p 322
NASA-CR-193156 p 246
NASA-CR-193233 p 285
NASA-CR-193245 p 277
NASA-CR-193278 p 330
NASA-CR-193301 p 365
NASA-CR-193304 p 363
NASA-CR-3922(39) p 244
NASA-CR-4466 p 310
NASA-CR-4467 p 310
NASA-CR-4475 p 123
NASA-CR-4476 p 55
NASA-CR-4497 p 269
NASA-EP-279 p 65
NASA-GP-23-1
NASA-RP-1304
p 172
p321
N93-20065 '
N93-24738 '
N93-12990 '
N93-12966 '
N93-12901 '
N93-12427 '
N93-12949 '
N93-12195 '
N93-12211 '
N93-27122 '
N93-27360 '
N93-13612
N93-13450 '
N93-13327 '
N93-13061 '
N93-16699 '
N93-23068 '
N93-23079 '
N93-27085 '
N93-13457 '
N93-13717 '
N93-13449 '
N93-16840 '
N93-15825 '
N93-16709 '
N93-18596 •
N93-18517 '
N93-18113 '
N93-17973 '
N93-18019 '
N93-17970 '
N93-18018 '
N93-18153 '
N93-18156 '
N93-17971 '
N93-17780 '
N93-17806 '
N93-17805 '
N93-17710 '
N93-18359 '
N93-18608 '
N93-19039 '
N93-19377 '
N93-20314 '
N93-22663 '
N93-20908 '
N93-20736 '
N93-22002 '
N93-25888 '
N93-22655 '
N93-32354 '
N93-32365 '
N93-32356 '
N93-24192 '
N93-22800 '
N93-23233 '
N93-23169 '
N93-25242 '
N93-26047 '
N93-26088 '
N93-27847 '
N93-27113 '
N93-24763 '
N93-27102 '
N93-26153 '
N93-28415 '
N93-28895 '
N93-26700 '
N93-29041 '
N93-29216 '
N93-30665 '
N93-31844 '
N93-32364 '
N93-25195 '
N93-27100 '
N93-27101 '
N93-18376 '
N93-15583 '
N93-26157 '
N93-13692 '
N93-20998 '
NASA-SP-7011(370) p 121 N93-18108 *
NASA-SP-7011(371) p 172 N93-20889'
NASA-SP-7011(372) p 172 N93-21044 *
NASA-SP-7011(373) p 256 N93-26945 '
NASA-SP-7011(377) p 361 N93-31924 •
NASA-TM-102849 p 35 N93-12319 ' tt
NASA-TM-103881 p 236 N93-24490 ' #
NASA-TM-103898 p 141 N93-19104 * tt
NASA-TM-103942 P 255 N93-26133 ' tt
NASA-TM-t 03949 p 6 N93-12014 • tt
NASA-TM-103950 p 33 N93-12018 ' tt
NASA-TM-104737 p 372 N93-32328 ' tt
NASA-TM-104753 p 334 N93-29651 ' tt
NASA-TM-104754 p 31 N93-11649'*
NASA-TM-104758 p 128 N93-20303 ' tt
NASA-TM-104767 p 234 N93-23129 ' tt
NASA-TM-104769 p 321 N93-29044 * tt
NASA-TM-107S51 p4 N93-10085 ' tt
NASA-TM-107557 p 139 N93-18111 ' tt
NASA-TM-108005 p 31 N93-10890 ' tt
NASA-TM-108023 p 194 N93-21370 ' tt
NASA-TM-108026 p 81 N93-16799 ' tt
NASA-TM-108034 p 80 N93-15823 ' tt
NASA-TM-108036 p 123 N93-18375 ' tt
NASA-TM-108038 p115 N93-19891 ' tt
NASA-TM-108039 p 128 N93-19892 ' tt
NASA-TM-108040 p 125 N93-19648 " tt
NASA-TM-108041 p 128 N93-19882 ' tt
NASA-TM-108042 p 173 N93-21369 ' tt
NASA-TM-108093 p 65 N93-13571 * tt
NASA-TM-108375 p6 N93-12174 • #
NASA-TM-108409 p 321 N93-28977 ' #
NASA-TM-108582 p 172 N93-20998 ' tt
NASA-TM-4383 p 50 N93-13023 ' tt
NASA-TM-4408 p 124 N93-18381 • tt
NASA-TP-3266 p 258 N93-25736 ' tt
NASA-TP-3286 p 96 N93-16619 * tt
NASA-TP-3297 p 149 N93-20319 ' tt
NASA-TP-3298 p 128 N93-20318 * tt
NASA-TP-3299 p 218 N93-23734 ' tt
NASA-TP-3305 p 217 N93-23410 ' tt
NATICK-TR-92/130 p 34 N93-12423 #
NATICK-TR-93/005 p 235 N93-24128 tt
NATICK-TR-93/014 p 317 N93-28112 tt
NATICK/TR-92/028 '. p 268 N93-26404 tt
NATICK/TR-93/009 p 194 N93-21269 tt
NATICK/TR-93/013 p 265 N93-25628 tt
NATICK/TR-93/026 p 335 N93-30196 tt
NAWCADPAX-TM-92-37-SY p 63 N93-12732 tt
NAWCADPAX-TM-992-90-SY p 366 N93-32006 tt
NAWCADWAR-92026-60 p 54 N93-14789
NAWCADWAR-92032-60 p 35 N93-12486
NAWCADWAR-92037-60 p 64 N93-12860
NAWCADWAR-92056-60 p 34 N93-12291
NAWCADWAR-92086-60 p314 N93-27927
NAWCADWAR-92088-60 p 234 N93-23451
NASA-SP-512 p112
NASA-SP-7011(360) p 12
NASA-SP-7011(364) p 12
NASA-SP-7011(365) p 12
NASA-SP-7011(366) p 12
NASA-SP-7011(367) p 12
NASA-SP-7011(368) p 53
NASA-SP-7011(369) p 53
N93-29324 • #
N93-18545 ' #
N93-10076 '
N93-10077 '
N93-10075 '
N93-10079 '
N93-10080 '
N93-14603 '
N93-14731 '
NHRC-91-22 p23 N93-11893
NHRC-91-45 p 52 N93-14240 #
NHRC-92-10 p 121 N93-18209 tt
NHRC-92-12 p 121 N93-18210 tt
NHRC-92-26 p 267 N93-26229 tt
NMRI-92-73 p 120 N93-17926 tt
NMRI-92-85 p 172 N93-20587 tt
NMRI-93-14 p336 N93-30882 tt
NMRI-93-1 p331 N93-30818 tt
NRAO-TD-2454 p 336 N93-30515 tt
NRAD-TD-2456 p 337 N93-30897 #
NRL/FR/5534-92-9375 p 32 N93-11784 tt
NSF-92-19 p42 N93-13700 tt
NSMRL-1182 p 172 N93-20587 #
NSMRL-1187 p341 N93-30426 #
NUWC-NL-TR-10193 p 133 N93-19449 #
OHEA-E-367 p 12 N93-10438 tt
OHAU-92/F8 p 127 N93-19838 tt
OUEL-1941/92 p 320 N93-28897 tt
PB92-204973 p 43 N93-15208 #
PB92-205665 p 12 N93-10438 #
PB92-217033 p 172 N93-21046 tt
PB92-219690 p 172 N93-21047 tt
PB92-222868 p 64 N93-12983 tt
P892-223239 p 173 N93-21498 tt
PB93-107514 p 159 N93-21230 tt
P893-113769 p 194 N93-2I537 tt
PB93-113777 p 195 N93-21795 tt
PB93-118537 p 104 N93-15968 #
PB93-119865 p 194 N93-21215 tt
PB93-132678 p 221 N93-24590 #
PB93-139970 p 244 N93-25457 tt
PB93-146975 p234 N93-23647 tt
PB93-156032 p245 N93-25877 tt
PB93-167526 p 286 N93-29199 tt
PB93-174720 p 336 N93-30659 tt
PB93-175008 P351 N93-29675
PB93-176014 P283 N93-27409 tt
PB93-179943 p 337 N93-30890 tt
PB93-188332 p 338 N93-31138 tt
PB93-I88662 p 338 N93-3I140 #
PB93-188670 p 338 N93-31158 #
PNL-SA-20626 p 63 N93-12712 tt
PNL-SA-21039 P5 N93-10834 tt
PPRP/PPSE-T-37 p 221 N93-24590 tt
PREPRINT-829 p 82 N93-17214 tt
PREPRINT-856 p 96 N93-16962 tt
PREPRINT-890 p 100 N93-17026 #
RDC-11/92 p 107 N93-17697 tt
REPT-002 p259 N93-26307 tt
REPT-3405-F-92 p 52 N93-14210 #
REPT-56913-10 P317 N93-28464 tt
REPT-92-TM-02 P 139 N93-18111 ' tt
REPT-92-018 p26 N93-11212
REPT-92-4 p 261 N93-26521 tt
REPT-92-5 p 260 N93-26436 tt
REPT-92-6 p260 N93-26435 #
REPT-93H-C-006 p217 N93-22655 * tt
RSRE-MEMO-4350 p 25 N93-10979 tt
RUU-CS-92-08 p 157 N93-20848 tt
S-638 P372 N93-32328 ' #
S-686 p 334 N93-29651 * tt
S-688 P31 N93-11649 ' #
S-690 p 96 N93-16619 ' ft
S-694 p149 N93-20319 ' tt
S-695 p 128 N93-20318 * tt
S-696 p218 N93-23734 ' #
S-699 P217 N93-23410 ' #
S-703 p 128 N93-20303 ' tt
S-717 p234 N93-23129 ' tt
S-718 p321 N93-29324 ' tt
S-720 p321 N93-29044 * #
S-721 p 258 N93-25736 * tt
SAE ARO 50027 p410 A93-54874
SAE PAPER 921112 p 289 A93-41306
SAE PAPER 921114 p 290 A93-41307
SAE PAPER 921117 p 290 A93-41309 *
SAE PAPER 921118 p 290 A93-41310
SAE PAPER 921119 p 290 A93-41311 *
SAE PAPER 921120 p 290 A93-41312 "
SAE PAPER 921121 p 290 A93-41313 '
SAE PAPER 921122 p291 A93-41314 '
SAE PAPER 921123 p 291 A93-41315
SAE PAPER 921125 p 291 A93-41316
SAE PAPER 921129 p 291 A93-41317
SAE PAPER 921131 p 291 A93-41319
SAE PAPER 921132 p 291 A93-41320
SAE PAPER 921133 p 291 A93-41321
SAE PAPER 921134 p 287 A93-41322
SAE PAPER 921135 p 292 A93-41323 '
SAE PAPER 921136 p 287 A93-41324 '
SAE PAPER 921138 p 292 A93-41325 *
SAE PAPER 921139 p 292 A93-41326
SAE PAPER 921140 p 292 A93-41327
SAE PAPER 921142 p 292 A93-41328
SAE PAPER 921149 p 292 A93-41333
SAE PAPER 921151 p 293 A93-41335
SAE PAPER 921154 p 293 A93-41337 •
SAE PAPER 921155 p 293 A93-41338 *
SAE PAPER 921156 p 293 A93-41339 '
SAE PAPER 921157 p 293 A93-41340 *
SAE PAPER 921158 p 293 A93-41341 '
SAE PAPER 921160 p 293 A93-41342
SAE PAPER 921161 p 294 A93-41343 '
SAE PAPER 921162 p 294 A93-41344
SAE PAPER 921163 p 294 A93-41345
SAE PAPER 921164 p 294 A93-41346 *
SAE PAPER 921186 p 294 A93-41365 *
SAE PAPER 921188 p 294 A93-41367
F-5
SAE PAPER 921189 REPORT NUMBER INDEX
SAE PAPER 921189 p 294 A93-41368
SAE PAPER 921191 p 287 A93-41369
SAE PAPER 921193 p 295 A93-4137!
SAE PAPER 921197 p 295 A93-41373
SAE PAPER 921198 p 295 A93-41374
SAE PAPER 921199 p 295 A93-41375
SAE PAPER 921200 p 295 A93-41376
SAE PAPER 921201 p 295 A93-41377
SAE PAPER 921210 p 295 A93-41386
SAE PAPER 921211 p 296 A93-41387
SAE PAPER 921212 p 273 A93-41388
SAE PAPER 921213 p 296 A93-41389 '
SAE PAPER 921214 p 273 A93-41390 '
SAE PAPER 921215 p 274 A93-41391
SAE PAPER 921216 p 296 A93-41392
SAE PAPER 921227 p 296 A93-41401
SAE PAPER 921228 p 296 A93-41402
SAE PAPER 921230 p 296 A93-41404
SAE PAPER 921231 p 297 A93-41405 '
SAE PAPER 921232 p 297 A93-41406 '
SAE PAPER 921233 p 297 A93-41407
SAE PAPER 921234 p 297 A93-41408
SAE PAPER 921238 p 297 A93-41411
SAE PAPER 921239 p 297 A93-41412
SAE PAPER 921241 .'. p 298 A93-41413 '
SAE PAPER 921247 p 298 A93-41418
SAE PAPER 921248 p 298 A93-41419 '
SAE PAPER 921249 p 298 A93-41420
SAE PAPER 921253 p 298 A93-41423 '
SAE PAPER 921254 p 298 A93-41424 '
SAE PAPER 921255 p 299 A93-41425 '
SAE PAPER 921256 p 299 A93-41426
SAE PAPER 921257 p 299 A93-41427
SAE PAPER 921258 p 299 A93-41428 '
SAE PAPER 921261 p 299 A93-41431
SAE PAPER 921264 p 299 A93-41434
SAE PAPER 921265 p 299 A93-41435
SAE PAPER 921266 p 300 A93-41436 '
SAE PAPER 921267 p 300 A93-41437
SAE PAPER 921268 p 300 A93-41438 '
SAE PAPER 921269 p 300 A93-41439 '
SAE PAPER 921270 p 300 A93-41440
SAE PAPER 921271 p 300 A93-41441 '
SAE PAPER 921272 p 301 A93-41442
SAE PAPER 921274 p 301 A93-41443 '
SAE PAPER 921275 p 301 A93-41444 '
SAE PAPER 921276 p 301 A93-41445 '
SAE PAPER 921277 p 301 A93-41446
SAE PAPER 921281 p 302 A93-41449
SAE PAPER 921282 p 302 A93-41450
SAE PAPER 921285 p 302 A93-41451
SAE PAPER 921286 p 302 A93-41452 '
SAE PAPER 921287 p 302 A93-41453 '
SAE PAPER 921298 p 302 A93-41463 '
SAE PAPER 921299 p 303 A93-41464 '
SAE PAPER 921303 p 282 A93-41468 '
SAE PAPER 921310 p 303 A93-41472 '
SAE PAPER 921311 p 303 A93-41473
SAE PAPER 921312 p 303 A93-41474 '
SAE PAPER 921313 p 303 A93-41475 '
SAE PAPER 921316 p 303 A93-41478 '
SAE PAPER 921318 p 304 A93-41480
SAE PAPER 921320 p 304 A93-41482
SAE PAPER 921321 p 304 A93-41483 '
SAE PAPER 921322 p 304 A93-41484 '
SAE PAPER 921323 p 304 A93-41485
SAE PAPER 921332 p 304 A93-41493
SAE PAPER 921338 p 305 A93-41497
SAE PAPER 921344 p 305 A93-41503 '
SAE PAPER 921345 p 305 A93-41504 '
SAE PAPER 921346 p 305 A93-41505
SAE PAPER 921347 p 305 A93-41506 '
SAE PAPER 921348 p 305 A93-41507 '
SAE PAPER 92135O p 306 A93-41509
SAE PAPER 921351 p 306 A93-41510 '
SAE PAPER 921352 p 306 A93-41511 '
SAE PAPER 921353 p 306 A93-41512
SAE PAPER 921354 p 306 A93-41513
SAE PAPER 921355 p 306 A93-41514
SAE PAPER 921356 p 307 A93-41515 '
SAE PAPER 921357 p 307 A93-41516 '
SAE PAPER 921358 p 307 A93-41517 '
SAE PAPER 921359 p 307 A93-41518
SAE PAPER 92136O p 307 A93-41519
SAE PAPER 921361 p 274 A93-41520 '
SAE PAPER 921362 p 307 A93-41521
SAE PAPER 921376 p 308 A93-41534
SAE PAPER 921381 p 308 A93-41539 '
SAE PAPER 921383 p 308 A93-41541
SAE PAPER 921384 p 308 A93-41542 '
SAE PAPER 921386 p 308 A93-41544 '
SAE PAPER 921387 p 308 A93-41545 '
SAE PAPER 921388 p 282 A93-41546 '
SAE PAPER 921389 p 308 A93-41547
SAE PAPER 921390 p 309 A93-41548
SAE PAPER 921391 p 309 A93-41549
SAE PAPER 921393
SAE PAPER 921394
SAE PAPER 921396
SAE PAPER 921397
SAE PAPER 921400
SAE PAPER 921410
SAE PAPER 921414
SAND-91-2603C
SAND-92-1903C
SAND-92-2392
SAND-93-0361C
SDAG-TN-86-01
SGEB-22
SPIE-1453
SPIE-1456
SPIE-1612
SPIE-1668
SPIE-1669
SPIE-1695
SPIE-1829
SRS/STG-PR93-5738/ 17
SRS/STG-TR92-01 -VOL-3-APP-C
STI-TR-8925-001
STS-40
TDCK-92-0240
TOCK-92-2282
TDCK-92-2288
TN-93-4
TR-1619-1-1
TR-1619-1-2
TR-16
TR-2
TR-405
TR-62
TR-89-2
TR-92-1-ONR
TR-970
TTC-1121
UAH-835-REV-1.1
UCRL-JC-109874
UMTRI-93-10
URC-B0356-VOL-1
URC-80356-VOL-2
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-024547
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-029808
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-035345
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-045142
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-213558
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-213559
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-254052
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-501908
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-545233
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-671603
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-687605
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-716182
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-7251 1 1
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-805281
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-815294
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-873931
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-902166
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-912953
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-931942
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-937325
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-963349
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-970203
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-970204
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-971116
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-986631
US-PATENT-APPL-SN-996263
US-PATENT-CLASS-2-424
US-PATENT-CLASS-210-140
US-PATENT-CLASS-210-190
US-PATENT-CLASS-210-670
US-PATENT-CLASS-210-739
US-PATENT-CLASS-210-753
US-PATENT-CLASS-2 10-764
US-PATENT-CLASS-2 10-96.1
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-1 18.5 ....
p274
p309
p309
p309
p309
p310
p310
P97
p237
p264
p330
p266
p43
p 137
p 181
p 182
p391
p 408
p227
p 190
p266
p64
p314
p80
p58
p60
p57
p336
p234
p267
p219
pBO
p59
p224
P 42
p26
p333
p97
p64
P S
p336
p274
p275
p276
p288
p353
p276
P 5
P 4
p 70
p245
P 4
p 112
p5
p340
p53
p351
p351
p70
p55
p354
p82
p 106
p 114
p 106
p 106
p 106
P96
p 114
p351
p 112
p 112
p 112
p 112
p 112
p 112
p 112
p70
A93-41551
A93-11552
A93-41553
A93-41554
A93-41555
A93-4I564
A93-41565
N93- 17230
N93-24502
N93-25318
N93-30483
N93-26047
N93- 15208
A93-25363
A93-26881
A93-27001
A93-49451
A93-53119
A93-30051
A93-29101
N93-25888
N93- 12990
N93-27927
N93-15823
N93- 14602
N93-15400
N93- 14267
N93-30588
N93-22663
N93-26088
N93-24238
N93- 15329
N93- 14660
N93-23960
N93-13612
N93-11415
N93-29421
N93- 17230
N93- 12966
N93- 10974
N93-30659
N93-27122
N93-27360
N93-28952
N93-28128
N93-29845
N93-29174
N93-10110
N93-10109
N93-14713
N93-25994
N93-10109
N93- 18351
N93-10110
N93-29610
N93- 14708
N93-29606
N93-29607
N93- 14870
N93- 15249
N93-30566
N93- 17049
N93- 17087
N93- 19054
N93- 17045
N93- 17042
N93- 17088
N93- 17058
N93- 19037
N93-29606
N93- 18351
N93- 18351
N93-18351
N93- 18351
N93- 18351
N93- 18351
N93- 18351
N93-14713
'
//
It
It
It
• It
It
*
' tt
• It
It
• It
It
tt
tt
It
• It
' It
tt
It
tt
It
' It
It
It
It
• It
It
H
• tt
• It
• It
• It
' tl
m
 tt
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
»
• It
• ft
• tt
• It
• tt
• tt
• tt
• tt
• tt
'
•
•
"
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-122
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-158R ...
US-PATENT-CLASS-244-162
US-PATENT-CLASS-272-145
US-PATENT-CLASS-280-1.5
US-PATENT-CLASS-280.290
US-PATENT-CLASS-280-87.051 ..
US-PATENT.CLASS-297-423
US-PATENT-CLASS-395-23
US-PATENT.CLASS-435-240.24 1
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-240.24 ..
US-PATENT.CLASS-435-240.24 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-240.25 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-240.25 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-240.46 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-240.46 ..
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-7.32
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-7.92
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-818
US-PATENT-CLASS-435-874
US-PATENT-CLASS-436-518
US-PATENT-CLASS-482-68
US-PATENT-CLASS-482-69
US-PATENT-CLASS-623-57
US-PATENT-CLASS-623-65
US-PATENT-4 865 270
US-PATENT-5 153 133
US-PATENT-5. 1 55.035
US-PATENT-5, 163.966
US-PATENT-5 174.590
US-PATENT-5. 176.342
US-PATENT-5. 176.836
US-PATENT-5 177816
US-PATENT-5.210.019
US-PATENT-5 228 1 13
USAARL-92-25
USAARL-92-32
USAARL-92-33
USAARL-92-35
USAARL-92-36
USAARL-93-10
USAARL-93-3
USAARL-93-4
USAARL-93-5
USAARL-93-8
USAARL-93-9
USAATCOM-TR-92-A-001
USAEHA'-TG-189
USARIEM-TN-92-2
USARIEM-T1-93
USARIEM-T10-92
USARIEM-T7-93
USARIEM-T8-92
USCG-D- 13-92
USCG-D-16-92
USCG-R4DC-03/92
UTHSCSA-OPH-93-01
VRI-AFHEL-1-FR-92-1
VRTC-89-0140-VOL-1
VRTC-89-0140-VOL-2
VTT-PUBS-77
WHOI-93-07
WL-TR-92-3078
WL-TR-92-3095
WRAIR-92-001
WSU-FR-661805
p35l
. p 70
p 70
p 70
P53
p53
p53
p 70
p340
p5
Pi
p5
P 4
P5
p4
p5
p245
p245
p5
p245
p245
p53
p53
p70
p70
p 70
p5
p4
p70
p 53
p351
p 112
p 351
p245
p 340
p 69
p 129
p 119
p255
p 235
p350
p 226
p236
p283
p235
p268
p222
p 51
p 23
p 128
p 124
p320
p64.
p 70
p 107
p70
p338
p 195
p 194
p 195
p209
p330
p69
p 135
p 52
D235
N93-29607
N93-14713 '
N93-14713 '
N93-147I3 '
N93- 14708 '
N93-14708 '
N93-14708 '
N93-14713 '
N93-29610 '
N93-I0110 '
N93-10109 '
N93-10110 '
N93-10109 '
N93-10110 -
N93-10109 '
N93-10110 '
N93-25994 •
N93-25994 '
N93-10IIO '
N93-25994 •
N93-25994 •
N93- 14708 '
N93-14708 '
N93-14873 '
N93-14870 '
N93-14713 '
N93-10110 '
N93-10109 '
N93- 14870 •
N93-14708 '
N93-29607
N93-18351 '
N93-29606
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p248
p256
p248
p248
p248
p240
p240
p248
p248
p248
p240
p249
p249
p240
p256
p249
p262
p249
p262
p249
p262
p240
p256
p241
p249
p249
p250
p24I
p250
p241
p257
p250
p257
p250
p250
p250
p250
p251
p251
p241
p241
p241
p242
p242
p242
p242
p251
p251
p251
p251
p252
p242
p257
p252
p262
p263
p263
p263
p263
p263
p242
p242
p243
p243
p263
p264
p257
p268
p268
p268
p243
p268
p243
p269
p243
G-2
ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX A93-53289
A93.36560
A93-3656I
A93-36562
A93-36563
A93J6564
A93-36583 '
A93-36723
A93-36724
A93-36742
A93-36743
A93-36744
A93-36745
A93-37070 •
A93-37300
A93-38451 '
A93-39261 '
A93-39280
A93-39571
A93-39572
A93-39573
A93-39574
A93-39575
A93-39703
A93-39704 •
A93-39705 '
A93-39706
A93-39707
A93-39708
A93-39709
A93-39710
A93-39711
A93-39712
A93-39713
A93-39714
A93-39715
A93-39716
A93-39717
A93-39725
A93-40308 '
A93-40548 '
A93-40549 •
A93-40550
A93-40771
A93-40772 '
A93-40773
A93-40774
A93-41075 '
A93-41117
A93-41118
A93-41119
A93-41120
A93-41121
A93-41122 '
A93-41123
A93-41124
A93-41125
A93-41165
A93-41166
A93-41167 '
A93-41168
A93-41169
A93-41170
A93-41171
A93-41172
A93-41173
A93-41174
A93-41175
A93-41306
A93-41307
A93-41309 '
A93-41310
A93-41311 '
A93-41312 '
A93-41313 '
A93-41314 '
A93-41315
A93-41316
A93-41317
A93-41319
A93-41320
A93-41321
A93-41322
A93-41323 '
A93-41324 '
A93-41325 '
A93-41326
A93-41327
A93-41328
A93-41333
A93-41335
A93-41337 "
A93-41338 '
A93-41339 '
A93-41340 '
A93-41341 '
A93-41342
p269
p269
p244
p269
p269
p257
P252
p252
p252
p252
p257
p253
p264
p264
p271
p277
p271
p286
p286
p289
p289
p286
p271
p277
p278
p278
p271
p286
p278
p278
p271
p272
p278
p278
p272
p278
p272
p279
p272
p272
p279
p279
p287
p287
p272
p279
p273
p279
p279
p280
p 280
p280
p280
p280
p273
p281
p281
p287
p273
p281
p281
p281
p282
p289
p289
p289
p289
p289
p290
p290
p290
p290
p290
p290
p291
p291
p291
p291
p291
p291
p291
p287
p292
p287
p292
p292
p292
p292
p292
p293
p293
p293
p293
p293
p293
p293
A93-4I343 '
A93-41344
A93-41345
A93-41346 '
A93-41365 '
A93-41367
A93-4I368
A93-41369
A93-41371
A93-41373
A93-4I374
A93-41375 '
A93-41376
A93-41377
A93-41386 '
A93-41387 '
A93-41388
A93-41389 '
A93-41390 '
A93-41391
A93-41392
A93-41401
A93-41402
A93-41404
A93-41405 '
A93-41406 '
A93-41407
A93-41408
A93-41411
A93-41412
A93-41413 '
A93-41418
A93-41419 '
A93-41420
A93-41423 '
A93-41424 *
A93-41425 '
A93-41426
A93-41427
A93-41428 *
A93-41431
A93-41434
A93-41435
A93-41436 *
A93-41437
A93-41438 '
A93-41439 '
A93-41440
A93-41441 "
A93-41442
A93-41443 '
A93-41444 *
A93-41445 "
A93-41446
A93-41449
A93-41450
A93-41451
A93-41452 '
A93-41453 '
A93-41463 '
A93-41464 '
A93-41468 *
A93-41472 *
A93-41473
A93-41474 '
A93-41475 '
A93-41478 '
A93-41480
A93-41482
A93-41483 '
A93-41484 •
A93-41485
A93-41493
A93-41497
A93-41503 '
A93-41504 •
A93-41505
A93-41506 '
A93-41507 '
A93-41509
A93-41510 '
A93-41511 '
A93 -41512
A93-41513
A93-41514
A93-41515 '
A93-41516 '
A93-41517 '
A93-41518
A93-41519
A93-41520 '
A93-41521
A93-41534
A93-41539 '
A93-41541
A93-41542 *
p294
p294
p294
p294
p294
p294
p294
p287
p295
p295
p295
p295
p295
p295
p295
p296
p273
p296
p273
P274
p296
p296
p296
p296
p297
p297
p297
p297
p297
p297
p298
p298
p298
p298
p298
p298
p299
p 299
p299
p299
p299
p299
p299
p300
p300
p300
p300
p300
p300
p301
p 301
p301
p 301
p301
p 302
p302
p 302
p302
p302
p302
p303
p282
p303
p303
p303
p303
p303
p304
p 304
p304
p 304
p304
p 304
p305
p305
p305
p305
p305
p305
p306
p 306
p306
p306
p306
p306
p307
P307
-p307
p307
p 307
p274
p 307
p308
p308
p 308
p308
A93-41544 '
A93-41545 '
A93-41546 '
A93-41547
A93-41548
A93-41549 '
A93-41551
A93-41552 *
A93-41553
A93-41554
A93-41555
A93-41564 •
A93-41565 '
A93-41978
A93-41991
A93-41995
A93-42094
A93-42107
A93-42114
A93-42119 '
A93-42121
A93-42122
A93-42123
A93-42124 '
A93-42125
A93-42126
A93-42127
A93-42128 *
A93-42129
A93-42130
A93-42149
A93-42151
A93-42173 '
A93-42186
A93-42187
A93-42188
A93-42189
A93.42190
A93-42191
A93-42192 '
A93-42193
A93-42450 '
A93-42658
A93-42668
A93-42814
A93-42840
A93-42841
A93-42842
A93-42843
A93-42844
A93-42845 '
A93-42847
A93-42848
A93-42849
A93-42850
A93-42915
A93-43024
A93-43025
A93-43034
A93-43035
A93-43036
A93-43070
A93-43073
A93-43074
A93-43078
A93-43136
A93-43330
A93-43722
A93-43791
A93-43792
A93-43793
A93-43794
A93-43795
A93-44176
A93-44177
A93-44178
A93-44179 '
A93-44180
A93-44181
A93-44182
A93-44183 '
A93-44184 '
A93-44842
A93-44843
A93-44844
A93-44845
A93-44846
A93-44847
A93-44848
A93-44849
A93-44877 '
A93-44878
A93-44879 '
A93-44880 '
A93-44895 *
A93-44900
p308
p308
p282
p308
p309
p309
p274
p309
p309
p309
p309
p310
p310
p344
p344
p345
p345
p345
p34S
p345
p345
p346
p346
p346
p346
p331
p346
p346
p347
p347
p347
p347
p347
p323
p323
p331
p331
p323
p331
p323
p323
p324
p339
p324
p347
p348
p348
p348
p348
p348
p348
p349
p349
p349
p349
p324
p339
p324
p324
p324
p324
p325
p325
p325
p325
p325
p339
p349
p354
p354
p354
p325
p325
p326
p326
p326
p326
p332
p326
p332
p326
p327
p327
p327
p327
p327
p350
p332
p332
p332
p355
p327
p327
p328
p350
p328
A93-44903 '
A93-44922 •
A93-44923 •
A93-44928 •
A93-44929 •
A93-44930 •
A93-44931 •
A93-44933
A93-44934
A93-44935 •
A93-44939 •
A93-44940 •
A93-44941 •
A93-45320
A93-45321
A93-45322
A93-45323
A93-45436 •
A93-45598 •
A93-45685
A93-45687
A93-45688
A93-45691
A93-45692
A93-45995
A93-46075
A93-46300
A93-46468 •
A93-46469 •
A93-46470 '
A93-46471 •'
A93-46472 •
A93-46606
A93-46801
A93-46810 '
A93-46966
A93-46967
A93-46968
A93-47019
A93-47096
A93-47097
A93-47098
A93-47099
A93-47100
A93-47125
A93-49177
A93-49178
A93-49179
A93-49I80
A93-49206 •
A93-49207
A93-49208 •
A93-49209
A93-49210
A93-49211
A93-49212
A93-49213
A93-49214
A93-49218
A93-49219
A93-49220
A93-49221
A93-49222 '
A93-49223
A93-49224
A93-49225
A93-49226 •
A93-49227
A93-49228
A93-49276
A93-49291
A93-49292
A93-49293
A93-49294 •
A93-49295
A93-49302
A93-49357
A93-49393
A93-49394
A93-49397 •
A93-49398
A93-49399
A93-49400
A93-49401
A93-49402
A93-49403 '
A93-49404 •
A93-49405
A93-49406
A93-49443 '
A93-49445 *
A93-49451
A93-49555
A93-49556
A93-49560
A93-49561
p328
p339
p339
p328
p328
p328
p329
p329
p 329
p329
p329
p339
p329
p332
p333
p333
p340
p350
p364
p364
p364
p364
p359
p359
p357
p357
p357
p357
p357
p357
p358
p358
p358
p364
p365
p363
p359
p360
p365
p 360
p360
p360
p358
p3S8
p372
p378
p379
p375
p379
p375
p375
p375
p375
p376
p376
p376
p376
p376
p389
p389
p379
p379
p379
p389
p376
p379
p380
p 380
p380
p387
p380
p380
p381
p377
p381
p390
p390
p390
p390
p390
p390
p381
p381
p381
p381
p382
p387
p391
p387
p391
p391
p391
p377
p377
p382
p377
A93-49562
A93-49563
A93-49564
A93-49565
A93-49S66
A93-49567
A93-49568
A93-49S69
A93-49570
A93-49571
A93-49572
A93-49573
A93-49574
A93-49575
A93-49607
A93-50338
A93-50513
A93-50592
A93-50593
A93-50594
A93-50596
A93-51025
A93-51101
A93-51115
A93-51116
A93-51117
A93-51449
A93-51450
A93-51452
A93--51460
A93-51959
A93-52187
A93-52297
A93-52298
A93-52299
A93-52300
A93-52301
A93-52302
A93-52303
A93-52304
A93-52305
A93-52306
A93-52307
A93-52308
A93-52309
A93-52401
A93-52402
A93-52403
A93-52404
A93-52405
A93-52406
A93-52407
A93-52408
A93-52409
A93-52410
A93-52411
A93-52501
A93-52502
A93-52503
A93-52504
A93-52505
A93-52506
A93-52507
A93-52617
A93-52618
A93-52619
A93-52620
A93-52641
A93-52661
A93-52662
A93-52664
A93-52666
A93-52669
A93-52674
A93-52689
A93-52692
A93-52694
A93-52721
A93-52723
A93-52764
A93-52867
A93-52878
A93-52915
A93-52916
A93-53025
A93-53038
A93-53119
A93-53120
A93-53121
A93-53122
A93-53123
A93-53125
A93-53284
A93-53285
A93-53286
A93-53289
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tt
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#
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tt
tt
tt
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p382
p388
p391
p382
p382
p382
p383
p383
p377
p383
p383
p383
p383
p377
p392
p388
p392
p392
p392
p392
p392
p378
p378
p388
p384
p384
p392
p393
p393
p393
p388
p388
p384
p384
p384
p393
p388
p385
p385
p385
p38S
p385
p386
p393
p394
p386
p386
p386
p386
p386
p394
p386
p378
p386
p394
p394
p389
p394
p394
p394
p386
p389
p394
p386
p378
p387
p387
p395
p406
p406
p406
p406
p406
p407
p404
p400
p404
p404
p397
p407
p407
p397
p407
p407
p400
p407
p408
p408
p408
p408
p408
p408
p397
p397
p411
p411
GT3
A93-53291 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
A93- 53291
A93-53292
A93-53294
A93-53350
A93-53746
A93-541S8
A93-54163
A93-S4306
A93- 54308
A93-54309
ASS- 54410
A93- 54826
A93-54845
A93- 54868
A93-54874
A93-54887
A93- 54971
A93-55161
A93-55162
A93-55163
A93-S5164
A93-55165
A93-55166
A93-55167
A93-55168
A93-55169
A93-55292
A93-55328
A93-55329
A93-55330
A93-55332
A93-55333
A93-55334
A93-55348
A93-55457
A93-55458
A93-55469
A93-55579
A93-55580
A93-55802
A93-55805
A93-55838
A93-55929
A93-55930
A93-55931
A93-55932
A93-55933
A93-55934
A93-55935
A93-55936
A93-55937
A93-55938
A93-55939
A93-55940
A93-55941
A93-55942
A93-55943
A93-55944
A93-55945
A93-55946
A93-55947
A93-55948
A93-55949
A93-55997
A93-55998
A93-55999
A93-S6000
A93- 56254
A93-56255
A93-56256
A93-56260
A93-56548
N93-10075
N93- 10076
N93- 10077
N93- 10079
N93- 10080
N93- 10085
1^ 93-10109
N 93-101 10
N93-10217
N93- 10222
N93-10261
N93-10271
N93- 10278
N93- 10288
N93- 10321
N93- 10438
N93-10461
N93-10613
N93- 10626
N93- 10628
N93- 10650
N93- 10658
N93-10661
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•
•
•
•
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P397
P412
P412
P398
P409
P409
P398
p400
P409
P401
P409
P409
P409
P410
P410
P410
P398
P404
P401
P40T
P405
P401
P405
P401
P398
P401
P398
P402
P398
P405
P402
P402
P410
P405
P402
P399
P410
P405
p399
P402
P402
p410
P402
P399
p399
P399
P399
P399
P403
P399
P400
P410
P403
P403
p403
P403
P403
P403
P404
p404
p404
P405
p406
p412
p412
p400
p412
P411
p411
p411
p411
p400
p12
p12
P12
p12
P'2
p4
P4
PS
p30
p12
p30
P12
p24
p30
P24
P'2
PS
P13
P13
p5
P13
P25
p13
N93- 10662
N93- 10709
N93-10713
N93-10719
N93- 10765
N93- 10796
N93- 10834
N93-10835
N93- 10890
N93- 10974
N93- 10979
N93- 10994
N93-11081
N93-11146
N93-11193
N93-11212
N93-11279
N93-11283
N93-11284
N93-11285
N93-11286
N93-11287
N93-11288
N93-11289
N93-11290
N93-11291
N93-11292
N93-11293
N93-11294
N93-11295
N93-11296
N93-11297
N93-11298
N93-11299
N93-11300
N93-11301
N 93- 11 302
N93-11303
N93-11304
N93-11305
N93-11306
N93-11307
N93-11308
N93-11309
N93-11310
N93-11311
N93-11312
N93-11313
N93-11314
N93-11315
N93-11316
N93-11317
N93-11318
N93-11415
N93-11445
N93-11488
N93-11503
N93-11559
N93-11561
N93-11630
N93-11649
N93-11743
N93-11779
N93-11783
N93-11784
N93-11812
N93-11841
N93-11873
N93-11893
N93-11922
N93-11924
N93-11930
N93-11941
N93-11976
N 93-1 1981
N93-12014
N93-12018
N93-12079
N93-12145
N93-12174
N93-12195
N93-12211
N93- 12225
N93- 12229
N93- 12252
N93- 12266
N93-12291
N 93- 123 15
N93-12319
N93- 12423
N93- 12427
N93- 12432
N93- 12469
N 93- 12482
N93- 12486
N93-12491
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P25
P13
p30
P25
p14
P14
P S
P S
P31
P S
P25
P31
P25
P14
p 14
p26
P31
p14
p14
P15
P15
P15
P15
P15
P15
p 16
p 16
p 16
p 16
P16
P17
P17
p17
p 18
P18
P18
p 18
P18
P19
P19
P19
P19
p20
p20
p20
P20
P21
P21
P21
P21
P21
P21
p22
p26
P22
P26
P26
P31
p22
P5
P31
p31
P26
P32
p32
P32
P22
P23
P23
P32
P32
p32
p33
p33
P33
P6
P33
p33
P23
p6
P34
P34
P27
P34
P27
P6
P34
p6
p35
p34
P23
P27
p23
P6
P35
P35
N93- 12508
N93- 12509
N93-12545
N93-12566
N93-12576
N93- 12609
N93-12612
N93-12649
N93- 12662
N93-12712
N93- 12732
N93-12751
N93- 12756
N93- 12768
N93- 12860
N93- 12871
N93-12901
N93- 12905
N93-12945
N93-12949
N93-12960
N93-12966
N93- 12983
N93- 12990
N93- 13023
N93- 13033
N93- 13034
N93- 13061
N93- 13083
N93-13116
N93- 13167
N93-13252
N93- 13269
N93- 13327
N93- 13449
N93-13450
N93- 13457
N93- 13464
N93- 13486
N93- 13503
N93-13520
N93- 13522
N93-13571
N93-13612
N93- 13692
N93-13700
N93-13717
N93- 13863
N93- 13874
N93- 13909
N93- 13941
N93-13991
N93-13992
N93-13993
N93- 13994
N93- 13996
N93- 13997
N93- 13998
N93- 13999
N93- 14000
N93- 14001
N93- 14002
N93- 14003
N93-14013
N93-14014
N93-14018
N93- 14020
N93- 14027
N93- 14028
N93- 14084
N93- 14090
N93-14103
N93-14109
N93-14161
N93-14162
N93-14163
N93-14210
N93- 14240
N93- 14267
N93-14416
N93- 14427
N93-14510
N93- 14520
N93-14532
N93-14535
N93- 14548
N93- 14554
N93-14556
N93-14557
N 93- 14580
N93-14600
N93-14602
N93- 14603
N93-14614
N93-14646
N93- 14648
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p35
p35
p63
P49
p63
p63
P49
p49
P57
p63
p63
p49
pSO
p39
p64
p39
p40
pSO
pSO
p40
P64
P64
p64
p64
p50
p40
p40
P50
P40
pSO
p40
pSO
p40
p41
p51
p65
p41
p65
p65
p41
P41
p51
p65
P42
p65
p42
p65
P42
p66
p66
p51
p66
p66
p67
p67
p67
p67
p67
p67
p68
p68
P51
p68
p68
p68
p69
P57
p51
p51
p52
p69
p52
p52
p69
P52
p52
P52
p52
p57
P58
p69
p58
p69
p42
p53
p69
p70
p53
P42
p58
p58
p58
p53
p70
p58
p42
N93-14651 tt
N93- 14660 tt
N93-14708 '
N93-14713 '
N93-14731 '
N93-14782 #
N93-14788 tt
N93-14789 tt
N93-14870 '
N93-14951
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